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PREFACE 
When I entered U111vers1ty Collcg~ in 1938 I had the oppcrtunny of !i!lllng for n I h~lory 
I lonou,.. D<!gree (London External) w11h 1wo optums after the r1rsl year - Unush and 
Europt'.ln I lislory. or Lndl'1fl 111,1orv HMdlv "nyonc took up the semnd ophon ••there was 
onh· une k..:turer - Dr G C \.ltnrll' He f"'r&U•ded me to take up this option •nd 1hcrc were 
onh· lhn.-.: studen~ th.il w•r Tl11, prt'Cluded °"' from 1llking up th.: 11nu option which 
~-.""""1lly took oru: mto thr O:vlon Civil 5'!t'VKe. Tlus was the more popular option 
Alter obt;umng 11 l ll<tory lionou... Deg= I was awarded the I hlda Obeye:.<!kerc Research 
l'cllowsh1p l1m<1blc for thr~ V<.'•I" I wus pcrsUllded hv Dr Mendts 10 !'\.'Search on the 
lnscnptiDns ot Ancll!tlt Ceylon (Sri Lanka). Thoush the Mul11m.1t11"' was well known and 
oltell quolt'd, 1he lnscripllnru; Jnd the comment• on them wer<' to Ix· found rn,1111lv In the 
r111Rrnp/1f11 ay/m1fc.1 .tnd th1w;c W<!l't' not c•dlled In any partlcll.lur nrdcr nr <cquonce and could 
r1<>I b~ utilised for the •ludy of hlstnry nnd for backing the dltto from th~ DlpnmmM and 
M11l1um11llS11 
n, ... loprc I selected for th~ PhO was ·n1e lnslilutions of Ancient Ceylon from Uw Jtd 
Century UC to the 5th Ccn1ury AO; lhc !Aller being the dale when lhe Mu/1~1·••11.., CAIJ1l• lo b... 
compo..-d Aow.,..er. J membt-r of the camnuuee appornled 10 appravt' th<o hll« a>mmcnlt'd 
1hat rt would not be P"'"'""' 10 wnw tlur1y pasl!S an 1tus <ul')<'CI. I le hlipp«n.!J to be th.· 
1>rc>1,~-orol Sm11'Jleoe and on ht< advlet' lhl' Vice Chanccllor <'>.lmded lhc d•t" 10 tho: 12c '\D. 
the md of the; :\nuradhapun-f'olonn.iru' • kmgdom. 
I hdd the arduous Ll<k or lcammg 1ht• ...:npl ~nd the ancient Smhala languag<', a.rrangmg .tU 
the pubhshed mscnphons m dironological ord~r and .tnaly>mg lh<' content!> under the neJds 
pohucal. religious, econormc and sociol msUtubon. Thr~ 1001'. me almo•l lwo year\ and I haJ 
10 make representJlluns ta the effect th.it lhe J'l!nod be f\:dured lo the S.. AD. II w.io however 
reduced lo the lOc AD The thes1> "~l~ndud lo well owr a thau....,nd pages Jnd 100~ mP SI\ 
years to cornplele 1\lter the research follciwshlp ended I Wll> given,, lcmp<11"JrY post m lhe 
Department o( I 11story lo enable 111c to complete !he thesis 1111948 
My supervisors Wilr<.> Prol 11 C Ray and Dr G C Mendls. The mtcmnl cxnmrne>r was DrG C 
MmJls Md lhc cxtemal·oxamrncr.. were Professors L D Barnell and Cyril l'hlllrps or 1he 
School or Oncntal and Afncan Studies of the Univemty of Landan Mier ubtammg the PhD 
rn 1949. I w;1s made a permanc>nl member of the Depmmcnl ol H1story 
·\I 111'lt lune I approached ... 'Ver.II publishers m Colombo- such as the uke I lou.e Press and 
'I.I D Gunasena & Co - to have th.: thesis pnnled and pubbshed nnd they all dec:ltned 
b.cu..<e lhey thought the lhMI• was too specialised and 100 lonf\ I did nol h.ivt! tht> iunds to 
pav for it.. publlralion llnd I kl II• m.'llkr l't'Sl. 
n,.. only copy or lht> th..'Sis curr~lly avnllnble to the public nnd 10 n!S<!nrch schola" is th.it nt 
till' library of th~ University or P~t'ildl'nlya This copv wns bound rn 1hrtt volumes ond 
cortqi,,tsof nenrly1500 pag.,,; My collungues and students ~gard llus lhl!Srs as •in invaluable 
"'um! for s tudents and n'SJ!arch S<'holnn< on the ancient period of Sri t..:u11<Jln lllSIOf) and the 
VIII 
Sinhala language Unfortunately because of constanl use at the library over several dee.ides 
the pages of the thesis have deteriorated badly and the thesis had ID be put on micronche. 
Tiw pnnllng of this th<!Sis will make It available ID a larger number ol students .md other 
readers. 
Tl11~ thesll. is based Oil inscriptions that were publlShed before 19-18. Since thal Ume many 
more tnscripUons have been discovered and published and estampages arc avnllnble m the 
An:hnealogirnl Dcp~rtmcnl A valuable lllsk for future schohi.rs ln this field would be to 
updnte the mai.:rlnl that is to be found m this thesis und lo computerise this dnm and 
material, It would be an Invaluable contribution IQ the study ol the a=enl history of our 
country There Is now considl!r.lblu dnngttr that some of these valuable inscripllons will be 
lost or destroyed, though fortunately e5tampages of all known lnscripllons arc preserved in 
the Ard)lleologicai Department in Colombo. 
The thesis outlines thQ day to day way o( hie of longs. b/1tkki111$ (members 01 the Buddhist 
order), merchants nnd common ~pie noc normnlly cound in the du:onkles. The mscripuons 
"51.'d m this thests, all of them m the onoent Sinhnln language and scnpt. are to be iound m 
•II purls of the country, m the centre of the kingdom as well as in the Northern and Eostem 
regions which al that hme were part or the Anuradhapura and t>olonnnruva longdoms. 
I would like to express my deepest gratitude ond thnnks to those \vho mode possible the 
publicnt1on or this thesis, To Professor KM de Silva and the lnlcmalionnJ Centre for.Ethnic 
S tudies (Kandy); to Professor Sirima Klrlbamune-nnd Dr Plynti~so Scnanayili 1<•ho illd the 
editing nnd supervts1on of the cnml?r.'I ready copy for prinllng. to th" stnff of lhe ICES, Kandy 
whose help Is greatly appreciated and the lntercolleglale Sri Lan~ Edurnlioo (ISLE) 
programme. a consortium of U 5 C<11legcs, wh05e fUnding made possible lhe ptiblication of 
lhis thesis. 
lakshman 5 Perera 
l...ondon, UK 
March2001 
FOREWORD 
This publication ls Lhe first volume 1Jl n new S<!l"•es of books nnd monographs by the 
lntemntJonal Centre ror Ethnic Studies, Kandy, a series o.n the history of Sri Lnnkn. The 
commencement ol such n sedes had long been canll!mplaled because of the dodlne in the 
number of publlcnlions, books and monogniphs, 01\ lhe hil!lory of the lslond, nnd especially 
on oncienl Sri Lanka and we are happy lhal u,,, first 1n lhe series iS M oul.Stnndingly good 
one, d rnonumcnml s Ludy by ProCei;sor l.Akshrrum Perera, 11 massive Oiree volu.me doctoral 
dissertation currently avnilable at lhe library of the University of Peraden.lya.. I have oft en 
wondered why the author had not published this dlsseriniion, or al least parts of II earlier. 
As he explains here, he did try lo publish II, but publishing houses were reluctant lo 
undertake It without a large financial subvention Unable lo securo such a subvention for 
publkatlo11 he let II rerruiin ;is It wa.!I, in the library of the UnlversHy of Peradcniya, wheN! 
scholars and students muld read ll, as lhey l~we done for several decades. Regular U5'1gt' by 
more than a gencr.Hion of readers led lo lhe de1erloralion of lhe volume lo lhe point where 11 
became necessary for the library lo prepare• mkrofkhe version. 
A few years ai;o. lh~ nuU1or living fn rehreml!f11 in the UK. began one more .1t1emp1 al 
publishing lus dissertation. Once •gl'lin, thl! question of a subvention came up, und he now 
confronted the fact thnt " s<;hular In rcllremenl was less likely to get one lhim • ymmger 
teacher nl a unlvernty. II was 31 this stnge thnl the author turned tu the ICES. Given the 
reputation the dissertation .in)o)l(!d "" a first rate study on vitally impormnt asped$ of the 
history or Sri Lan kn. we were enlhnsiaslk about securing Its publication as the fi<St in our 
new senes. Experts on llw history of Sri Lanlrn in the period covered by U,,, dissertation were 
consul led, nnd they too s upported our deas1on to proceed with its publlcnbon. 
As a prelude 10 pubhc;nt1on, 11 be®n1c n~sory lo the ICES lo get the rext on the computer 
ThlS proved 10 be more difficult 1hnn was nntmpated because lhe pafJ"r that hacl been used 
111 producing the dJssermbon origmally had deteriorated over time and it wns therefore, 
11npossiblc to srnn the texL There wns no option but ta do it afresh, a process that took 
several months, We are very grateful to Sumedha Abayruntna, for the many hours o( 
pnmstaklng work she put In to complete this essential prelimina.ry task. In the meantime. 
Professor Sinmn Klrlbamune who agreed 10 oversee the project pointed out tha t while the 
l<!Xt of the dissertation s hould remain unchanged. 1t wns nccessnry lo provide annotations to 
the referentes to lnscnpuoru; used In tlw texL To do that, we needed 10 secure the serv11:1is of 
a scholnr with an expert knowledge of these inscriptions. and we were fortunate that a 
ynungar sthalar, Dr Piyatissa Senannyake of the Department o ( Archaeology Of the 
University of Peradenfyn wJlh expertise 1n Lhese JnsctipUons, agreed to work along wllh 
Professor Sirirrui Klrlbamune. Their notes and nnnollltiOl\S were designed to make lhe 
Inscriptions Jn lhe dissertation more nccesslble to the modern reader than they would have 
bl>en wllhout lhnl •ssistnnce. 
The refined le>el we $Ubmllled lo lhc printer owed n great deal lo the devoled scholarship of 
Prttfessor Sirfmn Kidbamune and her saupulous commllmenl lo the projecl over a two Yi!llr 
period, often at lhe expense of her own work and leisure. She was ably assl.sted Jn lhis by Dr 
x 
St!DJlruly.1k•· throughout this p<'riod, balanong h" work on t:lus projl.'Ct. w1lh his nwn 
academ1c .ind odmutistnttve dutie< at Ins uruver.nty ond 1n thl! llcld We are decply grateful 
to them both Tlw camera-read)' copy Of llw text wa• done by lmnll" Athukorale whosr 
'"perm. tt. ICES has been lortun.lte to have had lnr "<>me vears now ~ tekl !us bttn 
prep•~ with lhc profess1on,ll competence we have come to llSSOClatc with Jll hrr worl... The 
preparation or the text also involved several hours 01 proof-reading. Profc<<;or Klrlbamune 
has do11e much 01 this Throughout lhe prcparauon uf this text they il.ld LIU: l>l'neflt of 
nss1St11noo trom Vn5'lnlha l'remorn111c and our Llbrnrlon/Doct1JJ1entnllst, l<;itHhl CAinnge 
Our ll>Jnk.I. ,.~ due also to Dr l.orM Dcwnrn1•. a formar colleague of ow.. and also of 
ProleS>Or l..;ibh=n Perera. who first suggested to us th.lt this volume should be pub!W>cd 
b> the ICES. and to Dr Stran Deraruvagala. Dtn!ctor ~ncral of 1\rch.ieolog)· Colombo. and 
Pto1""'°r 1.<'Clananda Prem;111lleke, former Proll'«Or oC Arrh<lclogy, Umversil} ot 
l'tt.lden1va who assisted us m 1hrs proiect 
The publlc.1t1011 of thts monogr.1~ih would h•"" been lmpo>~ibla without lh1: flminclal support 
provided b)' the lntcr·Collcglntc Sri Lwi.ka Edu~aUon (ISLE) program, .1 <0n,ti1hum of 
collcg1.,,; with whom the ICES h.1" LX't!n a.ssod.lt;,d for over lh" lru<l lS yco"' Tlw preliminary 
dlSCllSS1ons obout •uch • grant w~r" conducl~d with Prorcssor John C I Ioli. Professor of 
Religion .it ll<>wdaln Collei;e. M~lnc. 11\i! ICES 1s v<.'ry grateful to him. ~nJ lo the Bmrd al 
Ma.,..gcnwnl of the ISLE progr•m for a generou$ grant in supporl or this wnturc 
1-. M de S1lvo 
F~"..;utive Dtrectur 
ICE'S 
1-.andy 
Sn Lank.1 
\torch 2001 
INTRODUCTION 
Sirima K1ribamune and Piyotissa Scnanayake 
Thi! publication or Llkslun;m S Perera's monumenllll work on •The lruililulitms of Andenl 
Sri Lanka from lnsoipllans,- hilS been long overdue. lnlllnlly submlUed to lhe University or 
Ceylon for 11\e Degree or Dodur of Phflosophy (PhD) In 1949, lhi'> nlllSSiv~ lhn:>e-volume 
lhesis had languished in lhe Unlverl!Ity Library for lhe posl five d~cades as nn unpublished 
manuscript f-lowcvcr, judging from the illltered nnd tom st.,le of lhe copl1!$ In lh" Ceylon 
Roam of I.he Peradenlya University Llbrary, l.heyh.we been frequently read ruldcansulted by 
generation~ of >ludenls, rescorchel"'\ and Unlverdly teacher;. The publication or Volume l or 
lhi. pioneering work wltl hopefully be lhe (in;t step 1oword5 making availubll· all three 
volumes fn puhhshw form_ Helping wtlh the background work or preparing Volum~ I for 
1h~ puhlish.,,.. wns a daunting taYI,. albell a rewarding one. 
L S Pl!rera's thesis is divided Into four chronological :,ections of uneven lcnglh. The llrst 
thr~ part. spnnnfng the periods c 3rd century BC to 66 AO, 67 AD lo 616 AD and 617 AD to 
!l30 AD hove been inrorporatl!d Into the rlrst volume of the thosis, while the 0U1er two 
valLLmes deal "'Ith lhe pmod 831 lo 1016 AO arranged thematically, volume II dealing wiU1 
polwcal mshtutions and volwne HI, C'Conomic ond rellglow institutions. Clearly, I he lqsl IB a 
c1uat1Uy 1mportnnt penod in lcrm.o o( new types ai inscriptionnl dotn and the C01T1plex issues 
which anse From this dnln 11>cse duicusSJans hnvesprend O\'er two volwnes or two-thtrds al 
the enbrn book 
l11s cleadrom the Utle or the book thot for the reconstrucllon of Sn 1.anko.'s c.1rly inst1lutionlll 
l11s1ory, the nu lhor ls 101nlly dependen1 on ep1graph1cnl sources fo the exclusion of literary 
mn1erfol Inscriptions he says• are a more aa:ur:nce, truthful nnd conll!mporaf')' record 01 the 
roumry's u.1rly mstituuons • L S Perera c:nn be foulled for a partial p1c111re. bu1 whn1 is 
unportanl 1s thnl Ihm p1e111ro 1s uncluttered, nuthennr nnd lmmeruielv useful for (111)' unhlnsed 
hlstonnn. 
The.re Is ttO gainsaying th•I n more complete sh.ody of lruitilullons can only b<' done by 
comparing lh£! nvailnble lnscriplioruil and literary dnltL ln lhis regard some pfecemeol 
~ludles hove been unrlerrnkun by 111 ler scholars who bave acknowledged lhe work of L S 
Penir;i. But a comprehensive book on Sri Lnnku's lnstllulioaal hlStory of lhe period 3rd 
cenlury BC t.o th!! Co)ti o~cupalion In 1016 AD wllhUll be welcome 
/Is .;h!ted earlier, the present publh:allon deals wlU' lhe Sri Lanl<an lnslilullonal structures 
during lhe period 3rd century BC lo 830 AO &sically lhe nulhor is looking at cerlal11 
cvalutlonary prQCeSSeS and lhelr trarui!Uon towards more mature formations. The darn hu 
bc?en an•lysed under (our .,,,parale sections - poliilcal, emnomic. religious and social 
lnslltu1lons Desplt~ the fac1 loot tlw lnsCI:lptfons of llili period are moslly religious 
donotlans. the autiwr has bet!ll able to ~xtracl from Uiem a wealth or information not only 011 
rellglous inslltutltms but al$o on the organisation o( pollltcal and economic life in the counlry 
The scant auentfon paid to sqdal lnsUtullons demonstrates the dearth or evidence on the 
Xii 
sub)ect. As the> aulhor has remarked, 11 Is important to understand the mter-relaledness of 
the 1nstuuuonal structure or the total SOC1cty, mokmg 11 somewhat dirtlcull to 
compartmentalise cillferc.nt aspeds or polltloil, economic nnd social life In a cha ngmg milieu. 
Polillcal Institutions provldf' the basic framework for lh15 study and Uus is the aspect which 
hu been given the most emp~sis Useful rn tJus regard ue d1SCUSsions on problems o{ 
dynastic history, kingship and the concept of sovereign power. LS P\U'Cra wu among the 
earliest scholani tQ draw nttenhon to regional polltlcal centres and the proc~s of 
ccntmllsntlon under the 'mahuNJ]ll!I' of Anumdhnpura. Evidence regarding the sysmm o( local 
gov""1ment b ~ and withm 1t the role o( the 'parunralau,' an 2nigmatic group, ronllnues 
to be ccntroverstal 
Both intcrestuig and ms1ghtful is the sccuon on economic institutions. The detailed •n•lysls 
.md rnterpretotion 01 the terms 'bojakapati' and 'llakapatl' ~re an Important contribution to the 
understanding of 1he early Sn Lanknn rev~nue S}"'tem and the right to land •nd water 
resoua:e5 It IS with great deftness that the outhor handll'S lM epignphlc dara which ltnks 
the devdopment of tmgauon and the expansion of agncullure over Ume. 
In view or the religious nn1ure of the avaJlbble lilhic records, changes in the lrulltuU0nal 
'tructure of the BuddhtSt s.tiiglw figWl' prominently In the present treatise Attention has 
been d1'.i1wn to important facets of monashc llif', state-Slriglia relation:. .md the <Octal 
relevance of Buddhtsm durmg the J"'riod under review Notf'Worth)• ts J. S Pe...,ra' s 
percep11on thnt while monastic Buddhism ~pread rnpfdly throughout the island, Buddlust 
tdeas p<!mlcated society nt " muclt s lower poce. Ni!vertholcss hf' does conclude that "with 
ume Sri Lannknn culture soon b«nme synonymous with Buddhist culture.• 
Whot has bttn set out so far are a few o( the sa.llent Issues dlscussed 1n tn., present volume. 
A point lhot needs to be emphasised is 1ho1 the epigraphical records ui.ed by LS Perera nnd 
lhcir contextual analysis constitute •n excellent base (or a fu tu re h1slonon to undertake a 
moro mmpreht-nslve study o( early Sri Lankan fnstitullons 
While no! undcreshmatmg the C'Onlributlon ol L S l'ttfn, who5e p1oneenng work has been 
readily a.dnowledged by later 5Cholars, there has been fresh thinkmg on issues such as th~ 
evolution a( the •tale, aspect:. of dynasllc history, monastic revenue nd numstration, nnd the 
•tatus or women npart from ot ht!rs. In some o{ these ltl.~tnnces it c:nnnut bt> snid Lhnt the wt 
wurd bas bttn ..aid Wit do not lotend to make an m-depth nnaly•,. or these views. but 
•uffice 10 ""Y that some of the new inscriptions dtSCOvcred since 1948 and those that have 
bi.-en freshly edited by t.cholars llkc S PanmaVllilna, (1'170 &c 1983). C Godokumbura (1963 lc 
1965), C W "llchow (unpublished mnnuscnpt, Pcrnden1ya Universflv Ubrary). 
9.lddham.ingnla f.:arunar~tnn (1973 &: 1984), J•ynntn Uduwarn (1991). Mnllh.I Dfll!l (1991), M 
Ii S1risomn (1990 bi ADC II), AS Het11arnchch1(19901n ADC II). N Mudlyanse (1990 rn AOC 
II), Smrnal Rnnawclla (1999) and others, have prov1d•'<I new eviclenao resulting in """ 
1ntl!t'pretabons whu:h complcmen~ supplement and at Umes chi1lleng<- the vit:!W~ a( our 
author. 
~ii 
even nt the tame o! his writrng, LS Perern wns conscious of the fact that a lnrge number of 
mscnpllons o( th15 P""od remained unpublished and those publi~hed by E MUiier (1883). 1-J 
Parker (19()9) and D M de Z W1ckremesmghe (1912) needed rev1s1on and re-edibng. Much of 
thtS work has been done by Paranavttana m Volwne I n970) and Volume II Part l (1983) of 
his /115'riptio11s of Cey/011. Volume II Pn,rt It of thtS series, edited by Paranavimnn before hiB 
demise. remruns an unpubltshed manuscript in the custody of the Ocpanmenl of 
Archaeology. We nre extremely gratcfol to S U Oeranivngaln, Oirec1or General of 
Archaeology nnd I' L Prematllleke, Director Publications. Central Cultura l Fund, for jµvi.ng 
illi access 10 the rnnnuscripl. Revised Vl!t'Sions of lhe ln=iplions used by L S Perera have 
b""n d ied fh the foo1no1es ln the present vol umc. For th<? convenience of readecs Uu.>se 
references have been inserted in the relevanl foo1notes, usmg bold pnnt nnd square bra.ckelS. 
They wlll no doubt enlinnce the uwfalness of the book for future reseafthers. 
The text presented in this book remain.< true lo lhe original thesis and no attempt has been 
made to edit IL Even the tecrn 'Ceylon' has been 1"elafned. 
Mto.r half n crntury o! historical rescarch. tl1e vnl'"' of this work h.1$ ·nol diminished. II has 
been the resull ol meliculous scholorshlp and the rigorous application of the highest 
standards of critkal historical research. L S Perera stands 011! as a cautlous and 50ber 
historian who MS been guided solely by the <fala before him. Most or his Interpretations are 
$i!U valid and cannot be set aside lightly 
AUTHOR'S INTRODUCTION 
J sh.1JJ endeavour In this lntroducuon 10 set forth the nnture and scope of tins s tudy II 
indtides Lbe definUion of the tcrm!l used espedally the word "instltullon• and the meamng 
whlcli II carries in lhls work and Uw discussion of the probleniS arising out o! the methods of 
sludy adopll!d and llw limitations set upon them by !he records and sources. 
Hi!llory can be said to consist broadly or two aspects. The s uccession of events lhat lnke place 
•nd the s\ructu1·e of society within which or through which these events are ~xpressed.. 
While events have caught Uie fascination of historians and chroniclers ns a sultnble subject for 
study the structure o! society lhough asrumed in lhl' narrnllon of events, has not been 
ronsldcrcd a proper hlstorlO!I study, tut quite recent limes. 8oth aspects, however, are 
cqunlly important !or the proper appredalfon or any history or !or the sludy or the progress 
of societies nnd nations, cultures and dvlllsations. Thb second aspect of hlstory consists of 
what may be called the inslllutlon.11 strucLUJ'tl of a society or the lnstllulions th.11 make up 
sodely. 
Jn I his sense "mstl iutlon• Juts been given both a ruiITl)w meaning ilnd a wider slgnlfkance. 
On the one hand 11 can indicate a well defined, close nnd recogniSilble association or a group 
of people or a parhcular class o( people, nnd liaving n scparnle liistory and tradition and 
rumost n life o( its own. Thus n particular v1/rilra or the s111ig/1a ns n whole, n particular trade 
gudd or the guild-systrun ns a whole would be an mstitu lion m the narrow sense. On the 
other hnnd both 1he SilllJI/'" nnd more cspeaally the gwld-system lead us on to mslitutJons 
which nre more wrdcspnrad and more deeply 1nieb=ted wJLh the life of society 
Examples of this would be the land-tenure system. the irrigation svslem, the adrrunrstmuon 
"''d kingi;h1p. TI1&!SI! may not be confined to a parucular body or group of people and even If 
so co1ifined would extend Its lnfluonce to the wholD of society. Evl'll the thought life of n 
society IS cOhdlUoned Similn.rly by • framework of beliefs nnd ideas whu:h correspond In nh 
ln:slltlitlon.il structure within whJch the intcllcctunl life of society moves. All these nspccts 
\tljlelher frum wbai ls c11.lfod tlw inslllUtlonnl life of ood<!ty within which both raulme evenl< 
and more signlflc:nni and momentous events occur. 
An IMtitullan lhcref'ore may be lnkcn to me~n any organlsallon. patlem or behaviour or 
U10ui:;ht throui;h which the life or s«icty in its pollllcal, ec:onomlc, religious and social 
aspects eXpresses itself 1l is In this latter and wider sense that the term "inslhulion• is used 
in LbJs bool. 
Tiu! raw material of history consists o! !he aclivltie.• of men and women in lhetr day to day 
life and the numerous relattqnshlps they enter into with each other These •clh'ilies and 
relationships are motivated by human needs, passions and idea.•. The stuff of history is 
thernfo~ the countless number 0 f events and deeds which go to form the life of any society. 
Sooety how1?Vcr, IS not a meaningless hilpha:.ard successlqn of events devoid of purpose 
These events move within recognisable putterru and forms which lmve together been rnlled 
"lht' rnsliLUlfonnl structure• o( a society These may be customs, Jaws, trildltlons, beliefs, 
ideas nnd orgn11isn11ons This structure, however, does not exist apart from Lhe ev<mts but 1s 
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doseJ y link~d w ith th(!fl'I and e>Cpn.>ssed in and through them. It can only be dl5Covcred m 
the events and deeds that compose the Ufo of society. 
Two fnct~ are of considerable importance In the study of lnstltullon.~. The first is Lhe lntl!r· 
relotedness of all the institutions of n soclely. In the first place lhe wider lnstltuJional patterns 
influenre and affect each other Thus the vlhara-syslem and kingshlp would inevitably rcnect 
the economic pallem of society and the economy would In some sense be shaped upon the 
itdmimslrllt1ve system nnd the needs of kingship. Trlldc guilds would be determined by the 
nature and values of trnde and Ifie general needs of lhe people while th!' local i;overrun"lli 
organisation would be in tum influenced by both the requirement of lhe v1llnge and the 
pattern of government above It. It is hardly likely that nny one of these organisll lioru; or 
patterns would be more hlghly dl!veloped than the others for any length of time. Jn tlie 
second place within lhe wider inslilulionnl patterns loo there would be a gOOd deal of 
unlf!lrmlt/ Thus I.he individual 111Jil1m would as an institution be similar lo and fnflueIJced 
by the generaJ pntlem of the uV1ifru system as a whole. Though the systam would be buill 
upon the lndlvl.dual vlliams each v!lr5m would m turn be coloured by lhe genC!J'nl system of 
uilirfras nod the idea~ held about v1l11lr1J1>. 
The other foci which arises. out of lhe lnler-relntedne5s of h\Stltutlons is lhe changes that take 
plna- within a cerialn pallem. Thougn lhe pal~ generally circumscribes and delennlnes 
the event. It Is the event that originates changes. These can, however, be In luni hAsl.,nl>d by 
changes in 1he fnstill11lorud pattl!rn but cssentinlly U1e institution Is U1e crystnllrsntion of a 
number or new nnd significant events which rake place ns n result of political changes or 
some fresh economic development or new reltg1ous te.">chmg: Thus the 1nst1tut10ClJll changes 
follow the events and when Signlfirnnt events glvt! ose to new developments U1!5e are In tum 
brought Into a paltem linking lhem lo the pnllems thal wenl before 11nd selling the 
framework for lhe events that follow Thus the stablllty or society Is mAlntnincd during 
periods or both consolidation aru:l transHion, Only a draslfc revolution breaks an insUlulloruil 
paltem completely Even so there is no complete break. 
An msmuhon has therefore 10 b<! trared through the s tudy of a series of simllar events or 
slluaUons bearing 011 some partic1llar aspect 0£ soclill activity. ·n mse when compared Will 
reveal the palll!m or the instllulion lhnl lies behind. W>! can be reasonably sure that •n)' 
similar event or s!luatlon will always mkr pince within this fmmeworl<. unless some 
signiAc-dnl .:went or serf•~ ol events alter the slructure 115<!1£. The study of h1stltuttons from 
fnscnptlons is therefore primarily un eXiltnmaUon of all the avallnble dntQ g1vei1 111 ~ 
records beanng on every •Spect of life re,•ealed m them, first desstfymg lhem Jnd armngmg 
1hem m order and secondly eVilluntmg the <!Vidence found in them for thl? 1115Htutfon or 
p~ttcm I.bot lles behind in some cases, how~ver, wh!'rl! a series of such events or slhmlfons 
or Inds are availllble 1115 possible IQ trace the ln$litutlonnl structure of thnt aspect of' >OCU!ry 
llut where only one or two such facts are avaltable they ~an only be set forth In order wilh .all 
1h" lmplicalfoi\S inherent in them for they bear some relatiim IQ the Institution In tllli stud)· 
therefore all such facts bearing on the instituuons of the period wUI be set forth even though 
they be 1usl a glim~ into th<! stru~ture behind. 
lnslllutions can be 1raced froin any hlstorlcal source either !rucripllanal or lltcrory A ward 
wuns necessary on why rnscrlpllon~ were chosen a> lhc sou~inatcrfat for lhls study 4nd 
""'ondly why lhis work fs connned only lo this particulnr source We Qn In lllt! fin.I pince be 
certain that inscripUons are contempomry tteards These therefore rencct lhe condh.lons of 
lhe bme they relah! to, much more aa:unh!ly than literary records would, because lh! latter 
were first-handed down by word or mouth and then set down in wn11ng. Further these have 
agam gone through much ediltng before being put m tbe final form m which they h.wc come 
down to us Secondly the motive behind the mscnpbans was the mere record of gants ond 
d011.11JOnS or perhitps some such transact1on or the setttog dawn of rules and ~lotions 
current at the tune The outhors of tho literary records, however. ~ubiect the inatcn•I they 
had to the reqwremcnts of the story they had to rclale. the ITIOrill they washed la tench or the 
pomt or vie" they wanted expressed The uucnpllons therefore are• mare accurale, uuthfui 
.ll\d contemporary rt!Card of th" mshtutions. 
In the second pince 1t 1s not wise lo mix the inscnpuonnl and literary records in our ll(!•rch for 
tnsllluttons because not only will their separate study enable us to compare th~ 1n.9tltulfons 
renccted bv each. and see how for they dUfer nnd why. but also ix.tause the type or dato each 
supplies 1s different. Till? aru? was the polih01I lustory of the island and especially n record of 
the pobllcnl and reJ1g1ous ncuv1hes of longs whtle the other records dny to day routine events 
such as gr.mts. donnuons and promulgataon of rules which woLl.ld IMgcly be considered 
irrelevant by the pnestlv auUwrs unless they concernecl some deed of outstanding ml'l'tt or a 
suh<tnnli•I dam.lion to or foundation or an important uihJitu_ 11le method of approach to the 
d•ta aruf the aspects they deal with would thus be dlffrrent and lt would therefore be 
nP<'\'SSOrv 10 keep the roodu.sioos drawn from them •part 
lltlrdly It is llttl!pted gen<'rally that the insaiptional data is the earliest reliable for the hislory 
of Ceyhtn If we leave aside lht- arll!focts of prehtstodc man_ The Ofp11N111$a Jnd i\ia/1o1wnr!ii1 
w .. re wntten down in lhe present form probably about lhe fourth and fifth centuries though 
their contents deal wilh • pl!riod much earlier ~ven for the period a(ler thl~ w~ 01nnot be 
<1!rtaan whether the account wl\5 contemporaneous with the events narrated or whether 11 
Wll& • lat•r TetfactJan eithl'f from tradition handed down or writtrn l"C<'Ord& TI1c Sinhnl-
works bei,.J:n only tow.rds th<' do-.l' nf our period The l'illl works other lhnn the Ma/1avmf15'l 
ami Or1••n:mrl1!'<1 though lhey go bad. to aboul the fifth and sixth centuries deal lar11cly with 
religious doctnne and .iny historlc:i i data 15 oa:nsaonal and incidental. Thu. again makes 1t 
tmperahv< that these sources should be emmined separately before the matennl in them be 
put together for a study of 1ns1ttuhons as a whole_ 
For these reasons therefme thts treatise takes the ronn o( • detailed cxom1na11on of all the 
tnscrtphons avatlabl<> based on the chronologic:al d1v151oos into tour penads and llnather 
d1V1S1cm into polihcal, economJc and religious aspects, with a view to eliciung from them all 
the data bcanng on the mshtultons of the penad It IS not a complet~ 5tudy o{ the 
1nsl1tuuoni11 structure nor it 1s written pnmanly to set down the 1nslltuUorutl pallcm from all 
~urtts or even u\SCn-ptJonol sources such as are available.. 
This approach becomes necessnry owing to two sets of limJtallons. The first of theo;• ha• been 
dealt with already for 111s mh~ront In the rccord5 thc.nuclvcs Almost nil U1e records~ for 
this book ..... rellglou.s grnnlS or v"rious types and a rew other gnmis to privale people A 
rew deal wilh slavery and one Or two others With motters or Slate and adminilllratlon_ Thu~ 
the aspects on which data Is available is limited unless supplemented from some other 
sou~ Further. much of the evidl'DCl' on other sub)CCU 1s indirect. culled from the recan:ls b)' 
a procc!>S or deducltons from slroy hints scattered throughout them. Thu.s both the study and 
the presentation or the inslhutloiu as Cound in these records nre determined by their contents 
A more complete •tudy Is po55lble only when a similar sludy is made of both the Pah and 1he 
S1nh.llese works that fall within this period The task of comparison and eo-0rd1nahon of the 
1nscnp11an;ll and llll!rnry data would be gn:atly simplil1ed by this method 
The second set ol llmltaUons IS that ~rising oul of the publlcntion or I hese records TI1ere nre 
firstly numero11> records pertaining to lhJS ~riod. which have not been published. This 
ma1enal awruis tlw! hand or a rompcrent scholar and till such lim<' as al least the texts are 
published tlu> record~ will l>e n clOSi!d book lo the historian unle.<• he himself Is • trnme.:I 
ep1groph1SL Secondly, there uro published and even l)dhod recnrd~ which (l!O bad ly in need 
or revision m lhe hght of later resenrt:h In ihc wori.. on !his book I ha"" made use of nll 
publlsh..'CI and edited texts and even tt'fm!nces to n.-cords and their contents where such 
lnformollon seems reliable. These texlS which are patently corrupl have hem u<ed Vt'I'\' 
cau1toU!lly '1.!'ld wkcre obvious errors occur l hilve m;ide the nJ?ttss.iry corrections. All or 
MOller's lexlJI for example reqwre re-<?Xumlnation and re-publlcatfon .lnd many of 
Wid.re1111!Slngh<''• rdiltons ol texts requ1"' revision With lhi.s urgl'OI task unfhushed tlu~ 
lhesl• S<!emS in<:omplete. 
I lerP dgain the lonn in which lhls thesis 1s presented makes It easy for further ncldhhms lo be 
Included In this study because this work ls really a s1udy of mscnphons rathrr lh<tn a study 
of tnsliluuons ThU9 additions could easily be made. furthennorc much data ts prl'51!nt.!d •• 
lound m Uw rt.'Cords without onv auempt at drawing amclus1ons becau"'' th.• mnlenol 
ovitllt1ble was insufflclcnl for lkal purpO!IO? The records 1hu11 hove used nre o lo1r sample nf 
the l'•i~ling remrds unl"5S some long and unu•ual irucnphons touching upon 11l'w il.<peeis,. 
for c""11ple the O..dulla pillar Inscription or Ill<! Vev1lk.11tya record, 1s d!scowred. Thus 
though additions to whal is all't'ady known will be made and also f~h eYJdena! on the same 
uspeets becomes- nvoilable 1herc is not llkely to be any SC1'1ous ollerauon or mod1r1callon 01 
whal hos been deriwd out or this study 1 iowcver, an estimate of lho 11womplc1cness of thl5 
work 1s possible only alter a detailed SUTVey of thr unpublished records 
Th" method of study followed is firstly !hat or p"""'nllng in order nminged and class111ed. 
every &<:rnp ol dnln found In thl!Se records th~l may b~ useful for o study of Institutions A 
cert11111 amounl of rcpetillon is lherefore u11.1voidable bccuuse the ~"me dn:to may be relevant 
lo two or lhree llSf"'Clli of the 1nstitubonal life of society Titls has however been reducrd lo a 
minimum compllhhle w11h clanty The method of presenting is determined by the 
av.illoblllty of dota and by the ITlilnncr m which one r;cl of fnstilutio115 thro" llghl on oihers. 
Secondlv. whenever a seaes of lac1S 01 datll are avrulal>le on a pArtlcular lnshtullon oom1-
01tempt has bttn mad<.' 10 interpret lhese and lo pTl!><.'111 the 1nslflullo=I •lructure w1lrun 
wltlch these and s1mllor facts operate. This interpretation neci?SSilrliy determln~'S the mannrr 
fn which the forls lht?mse.lvl!ll nre presenlcd even though the facts precede the mterpretauon 
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put upon them. The presentation ol lads tr found In some abundance on a partitular a.-pecl 
of society always Implies some Interpretation. In a limited sense this applies lo lhe 
presentation of the whole book. 
A thlr<l point about the method loilowed pertains specially to the study or lnstllullons. An 
Institution has already been described as a pattern of behaviour or conducl or a system of 
org1misation that IJl!5 behind any activity In society. Deduction from a series of lads 
therefore m tl"te study of on institution ls different from the deduction from or Interpretation 
put upon a senes of polltlcal events. In one, the obf<!Ct of study is ll pattern lhal ls repeated 
while m the other no such recognisable pattern exists e•c:ept within very wide limits and over 
very long periods. The pollticnl significance of events is un-repeated but the lnstitutfonaJ 
significance remains unchanged over long periods New lacts which emerge from the 
records which hnve not so far been published or even discovered beadng on an ru.,,ect of 
institutions would m all probability lie within the same instllutionol framework. One is 
therefore justified. within limns. m deducmg by implication much more thnn 1!i warranted m 
a study of polWcal history or a procession of events and even in supplymg sometimes a 
probable fact to complete the structure nmved at from the data, so long as that 1s consistent 
wtth what is known already. Where such a =thod as followed the lack of data to support 
this link w.111 be mdlcated. This has been done in this thesis m the study of lungstup. land-
tenure and the lnigatioo system. It Is possible only where the iosritulion 1!i developed and 
wheresufficienl datn ls already available. 
I should mentlon here Ul4t as a prelimlnary step lo lhc study of institutions, I have made a 
detailed study of lhc chronology of the records on the evidence in lhc records lllld the 
palaeographical notes supplll.'d by the editors of these records. This is probably the firsl 
attempt lo consider all lhe evidence of published records systematically. Incidental to this it 
has been possible to draw up the genealogical tree of kings as far llS illhlc records take us and 
supply some gaps In our knowledge of the dynastic history of the ldngs ol lhis period. 
There has been no systematic study of the subject of lnslitutions of this ancient period befoore 
lhi> nor have the lnscriplloru of lhisl"'riod been subjected to a close analytical st.udy of any 
data contained In them °'1 the subject o( Institutions. ln two directions however. some work 
hilS been done. Firstly the editors of the records have somelilnl!S made valuabl" comments 
on phrases, words nnd terms giving both their meaning and usage. These have been useful 
for the study of 1nstltubo11s. In this respect the work of S Pil1'.anavitana In the Ep1grap/ua 
Zeyla11ica. the ~1011 Journal of ScitJ1ce and the fa11mul of the Roy11/ A6iatic Society (~Ion Brn11d1J 
hns been specially usefuL These comments and notes, however, were relevaot only to the 
record being edited and no altemp< was made to connect the data in the various records on a 
chronolog1cal pattern. 
Secondly there have been a few articles on some aspecls of the 1nstitulions based on these 
Ulhic records. These have been eithet 100 limited in scope or not suLficiently exhausttve. 
Codrington has made • vnlunble contribution to the study of weights nnd measures and 
nlong with Rhys Davids to that oC Uie coins of Ceylon. These are not directly studies of 
lnscripttons but these "'5ei!n:hes bave been Uscltil for the e><pinMlions of weights. measures 
nnd c:oln.'t in the inscriptions. Codrington's work on the land-tenure system of Ceylon.. 
huw~vcr. applies more to lhe Kand)'lln. Portugu<>se nnd Dutch than to !he ancient period 
though 11<' has brought togelhlar the dam of the mscnptlons of thl• period too. S Parnnavllnna 
1n addition to lus comments on the records. has a .-aluable monograph on Mahayillllsm and 
ali;o articles on the vnlnge community 1n nncicnt Ceylon ond on the tenns Droa1i.rp1ya and 
l•tn111Jt T~ 15 next W \1 A Wamnsurlya's study or Lhe donations or kings as found In lhe 
Bri1hm1 1n.scnp11ans or C~lon. in the UttlW1'1!t11 of Uiilon Rt111ttr. R L Brohlcr's wori.. on 
1rngahoo though not prim.lrily n s tudy of ~phons la useful for the light 11 1hrows on the 
1mgation '!)'stem as ""''ealed in the reco!"ds Besides il>CSe ~ ,. hardly an} work on the 
mst1tu11ons of the anciC!nt period 1111 the end ol thfo Polonnnruva penod. 
I ha,-., tO ackno\vledge my mdebtrdness lo the work. o( scholars such as S Paranavitana. D M 
de Z W1ckremesmghe, 11 C P Bell, H W Codnngton .ind to • lesser extent to pioneers in 
epigrnph1cal stud1"5 such ii.\ Ii Porker, P Goldschlmldl and Edwnrd MOiier without whose 
prcluru1ial) work on the mscnpt1ons this t1-L~ would nol have been possible. Since I am not 
n specinltst m epigraphy I have hnd to depend on the work. of these scholaB though I have 
nnl uncrtucaUy accepted all they 11'lve said an tlw subject Epigraphy is a powmg study 1\nd 
much 11 not all the early work'"" becmne out-of..tale ~nd unn:llabl" and some l't'«'nl worl.. 
too Is in n1'<!d or revtSton m lhc hght or later """'4n:h When- lhe le>Cts of 1nscnpbans •ire 
"vrulable I have <ometimes =de amendments to the tran.~latlons. where texts •re ~orrup1 I 
have !!iOm<'times rttanstructed the probable mc!.tnlng or used only such mailer as 1 an be 
sun· al, where te>Cts ere unpubhshed 01 not available I h.we only used tht! '~ork of the later 
:><l'llllarl, Panmnvllnna. Wkkerm.lsmghe ;ind Codringlon depending on the nreurncv uf their 
work. I h.>veulso to record my smcere lh•nks to CW Nicholas or lhe Exe~ Dq>anment who 
supplied me the texts of ninny early unpublished rerords to which I had no access before. 
Though I met him only .11ter 1his thos1s was typed I have endeavoured to Incorporate the dnl• 
~ gave '""which I con.<ldcr userul for anv rurther study ol this ,ul>ject. 
lm., contnbution which this thesl~ ~kcs to Uie 1tudy of Institutions ancl lht history or the 
po."nod is th.lt this lor the o ... t run• m21kcs a detailed nnnlySlS ol tht< records comparing their 
content,. and pre!;Cnting th~m in~ moniwr su1mble lor th~ study of the lnstltubons. TI1e v•lue 
ot such • worl<. ha. been demonstrated olreadv. ~ Ill no .et method o( Jpproach lo • 
scnes ot record~ and lh15 has to be evoh•,'<I to suit the contents nnd form or t~ records This 
d1rJers rrotn pent>d to period and country Lo country. 
It 1s nm possible to give • dct.>llcd oa:ount of the aspects 1n which ongmal res<>•rch ho.s been 
done. Ccnl!J"Ully. how1,.er. I 1uive hod to depend on others for tl10 texts o( the l'CCOrd!> and the 
mearung o( terms But I ""'"' olwllys chocked the translauons given from the te•l!o In many 
mstonces I have chnnged the interpretation and me111ting ot the terms espeaally thos.- which 
arc peculiar t0 the island. Thi.-se hilve wherever possible bee1  corrobora1ed or modified by 
the usage ot the terms m these l'C('Ords The prescnllllion of the (acts and dnm 1s, however. 
~nUr'cly new. 1110 conclusions or the mstilulional pauern di!rivcd £rom lhese fuci. 1s also new 
ncept the aspects mdicated corlier as hilvlng been examined by olher scholars. ThCSI.', 
howev.,r. ore (cw and mcomple1e and the conclusions glVm in lhls thesis are both tullor and 
in nuiny rcspocls di((erent The only a rticle which Is more lhan a mere note and n comment 1s 
W"""'5Uriya's account of lhr religious donations or the early period TI1e other two 
1mporlllnt commenls are Parnnav1tana' s studies on the two early titles of km~ and 
xxl 
Codnngton's OJmmentr. on ttlrrns for lnnd-tenure and weights and mcnsurcrs The latter 15 
worked out Crom sourcr!I other than lnscripUons only I have already made 
ll<!knowledgementof my debt to Paranavitana's comments on terms found in these records m 
his edillon of the Inscriptions Suitable acknowledgement ol all these havt! been made m the 
footnotes 
As a preluninary to this sludy I have arranged the lllSCnptions lhat I hilve worked on m 
chronologu:al order especially thoR which mntain the names al kings 11-.e editors of these 
records luve ascribed these to vanOUJ rulers and though m most ca5e5 these 1denttficauons 
lmve been found to be correct some have been wrongly identified For the purpose of thJS 
study I h;ive gone carefully mto all the evidence on which these records were ucnbed to 
vanous rulers an.d on that basts hnve nrrangic>d them m chronolog11:al order A sprcml 
contribuuon appears m the fourth section where the MJJ/iawmsn does not provide any 
genealogical data on which these records could be ascribed lo vanous rulers (or n part of the 
p!!Mod TI1e inscnptlons here supply the m1ssmg data After the kings have been idcnt1Clcd I 
have turlher given a short resume of the dynastic history. Tht! ~hronology for Ule early 
Smhalesc longs 15 taken from CC Mend ls' recent researches in the Ceylon Ut1iv.-rsltv Rtviau. 
Further research on the subject of 1nst1tut1ons cnn be pursued In four directions In lhc first 
pince the al\Clent pcnod does not end tlll 1200 AD with the end of the Polonnaruva kingdom 
and • the dnfl to the South West" Though I have intended to write two marl' secbons 
cov<?nng the Coju interregnum and the penod after th;it from Vijayabahu to l\i!iigha's 
Invasion and Jiad Indexed tilt! rnatNial from the records for ii, I have been compelled to stop 
at 1016 AD owing to the ll!ngth of this work. In this sense the book ls incomplete Secondly, 
t.herr are many unpubli!lhed records end also quill! & number which btocause of IM«ur.ate 
lens have been used with a great deal of caution. These will add to wlmt we know already 
and confirm or modify lh<! conclusions dr.awn so far especially on •Speclli where data Is 
scanty Thlrdly, this study cannot be CO!Uidered complete till a similar work Is undertllken 
on lhe basis or literary records Adlluirnm has produced a valuable work based on the Piill 
commentaries of Ceylon Jn the course of which he deals with lhe reilgious Institutions nnd 
C-.eiger Jn transl.1tl11g 011d editing the Crl/annnrsa hns made copious notes (given as 
.1ppenclicos) cm some o( the polili~I tnslitutions of the time. He ha& nlso contributed n senes 
of Mikles on the<e :same 'ubfccU. lo the foumal of UU! Grtaltr lrrdla Society. The final O.Lm 
'hould be the produclion o( a comprehensive work on the tnslitutions of the 1slnnd from all 
these sources beanng In mind till! value to be placrd on each. 
Fourthly, 11 1s necesSilry to make .a detailed companson o( these 1mutuuons with thos.! 
obt.unmg in In.cha to ~ how for these owe their ongm 10 lndm and how far they are of 
indigenous growth Such " study wdl perhnps have to await a systemauc study of the 
mst1tuhans of India Thl5 has been done tor certun penods o( Indian lustory such ~ the Cola 
and Piirµjy• penods but then! IS more work yet to be done There are, however. a number of 
valuable works on the 111Slltullons of northern lndm from pre-Buddhist times Such a sludy 
must necessoaly take place w11h1n the context of the polihcal history of the time ror trot 
determmed thi? inOuences that played upon the is.land. 
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SECTION1 
3 CENTUR,Y BC, 67 AD 
SECTION 1 (3 CENTURY BC - 67 AD) 
Introduction to the Sources 
Scattered all over the plains that stretch north, south and east of the central 
highlands are a large number of inscriptions in very ancient characters. They are 
also to be found, though not in such large numbers, in other areas such as the outer 
fringe of the central highlands in the Kandy, Badulla and Ratnapura districts. 
The first period of this study opens with these early inscriptions. The probable date of 
the earliest of these records is about the third century BC. Three lines of argument 
lead us to this conclusion. But first palaeography is the general guide to the date of an 
inscription. Its value for this period however is less than it might have been because 
the script registers very little change during the whole of this period.l But it is 
possible to recognise that some records were distinctly earlier than others purely on 
the study of the script. This again has its limitations because changes in script need 
not necessarily be even throughout the whole country and early forms sometimes 
persist in later scripts. Once this rough chronology is made there ~e three pojnts of 
reference by which the date of the earliest records may be fixed. 
In the first place the script in these records bear a close resemblance to that of 
Asoka's inscriptions the dates of which are known to be the third century BC. But it 
has been pointed out2 that the script in the Ceylon records comes closest to the 
Asokan only in the first century BC - first century AD period. The script before that 
date is less developed than the Asokan. Similarity of script however does not 
indicate contemporaneity of records especially when the records are so far removed 
from each other and set within different traditions. Assuming however that writing 
was introduced to Ceylon from India it follows that the less developed Ceylon script 
would be more or less contemporaneous with the Asokan records. 
In the second place we know from the Mahiivamsa and the tradition handed down in 
other sources that Buddhism was introduced to Ceylon in the reign of Devanampiya 
Tissa, the contemporary of Asoka. Even if this be not strictly accurate we can be 
certain that Buddhist monks came to Ceylon in the course of the third century BC. 
Since these early records all register cave donations to the saitgha they must date 
from the introduction of Buddhism to Ceylon- not earlier. Thus the third century 
BC would be the most likely period. 
2 
Changes in the script enable palaeographists to arrange the inscriptions in an approximate 
chronological order when no dates are available. The date of an inscription can be roughly 
estimated by comparison of the script with that of inscriptions whose dates are known. 
C W Nicholas, "Palaeographical Development of the Brlihmf Script in Ceylon from the 3rd century 
BC to the 7th Century AD," UCR, VoLVIT (No.l ), January 1949. 
2 
Thirdly there are a few inscriptions which can be dated with much greater accuracy 
because they mention the names of kings who can be identified with kings mentioned 
in the Mahiivamsa. If these inscriptions are provisionally accepted as correct along 
with the regnal years of kings and the fact of contemporaniety of Asoka and 
Devanampiya Tissa, these records where kings are mentioned fall into a fairly 
accurate chronological pattern though no exact date can be given for a particular 
record within the reign of a king in the absence of a system of dating. The earliest 
record of a king is possibly that of Devanampiya Tissa.l But one can be much more 
certain of the inscriptions of his successor Uttiya.2 A close palaeographical study of the 
records will show whether any were earlier than this date. But we can accept on this 
basis too that roughly the third century BC was the date of the earliest of these records 
and also marks the beginning of this period of study. 
The close of this period is much more defined. It has been placed at the end of the reign 
of Subha.3 Not only does his usurpation mark the end of the first main dynasty of 
Sinhalese kings, but from the point of view of institutions too this date marks a change 
in the donations that were made and a transition in the forrn of the inscriptions. The 
change itself had begun earlier in the inscriptions of the kings. But from the end of this 
period it spreads to the other records as well and becomes more pronounced. 
These early records are mostly "cave inscriptions" inscribed over the caves formed 
by the outcrops of huge rocks which break the evenness of the plains. It is 
commonly found inscribed over the brow of the cave, below the dripledge, 
signifying the donation of the cave. The rest of the inscriptions are records of 
donations other than caves such as tanks, land and gifts in kind. These records are 
fewer and are found inscribed on rocks. The cave inscriptions, with a few 
exceptions, are the records of donations by the people, officials of high class and 
common folk. The kings of this period have fewer inscriptions of this kind. After a 
few early cave donations they begin making grants of land and tanks. 
1n no other age after this are there so many inscriptions. But these records are short 
and their contents are stereotyped. These two factors combine to lessen the value of 
these inscriptions. The land and tank grants of the kings are longer and supply more 
varied information on the institutions of this period. 
The form of these inscriptions calls for a few comments because that to a great extent 
determines both the method of study adopted and the material available for a study 
of the institutions. 
ASCAR, 1933, p 14; [IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 2]. 
2 fbid; [IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 34]. 
J EZ.ID, ppl62-164 (No.l4); EZ.Ill, ppl63-165 (No.15); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 42 & 43]; Mhv.X.XXV; 
51-58. 
3 
The cave inscriptions do not usually extend beyond a sentence. This is sometimes 
short and sometimes long depending on the data contained in them about the 
donors. The name of the donor is given first with his genealogy, occupation and 
titles. The rest of the inscription deals with the donation of the cave, which belonged 
to him or which he had constructed, to the sa1ig/w. The institution to which these 
donations were made was the sangha and it is usually set in the formula, agata 
anagata caht disa saga5a.1 This phrase is sometimes shortened and sometimes omitted 
altogether. Two or three people occasionally combine to make a single grant. The 
information in these inscriptions except for the actual fact of donation must be extracted 
from the names, titles, occupations and genealogies of the donors of these caves. 
This simple form of the inscription changed when the kings began to make grants of 
land and tanks. A few of these early land grants retained the form of the cave 
inscriptions but soon their contents necessita ted a new form.2 The names of the 
kings are given first sometimes with a genealogy. Then follow details about the 
grant itself. These details become more precise as time goes on. Another significant 
change is the omission of the concluding formula of the cave inscriptions. The grant 
is no longer made to "the universal sangha," but to the monks of particular viharas 
which are mentioned by name. The grant ends with the usual concluding word dine 
or niyate. These inscriptions are sometimes introduced with the auspicious symbol si 
or siddham.3 This has been translated as "hail" and occur in Indian inscriptions too. 
The script throughout this period can be classed as Asokan Briihmf though it changes 
gradually towards a bent of its own in the latter half of the period. The language is 
Sinhalese in its oldest form and though it can be classed as a Prakrit, it is distinct 
from any known dialect. The inscriptions can be arranged chronologically on the 
basis of the development of language and script only within very wide limits except 
where the reference to a king enables a more accurate date for the record on other 
grounds. Material for study from these sources is necessarily limited and scanty 
though found in such large numbers. These therefore do not give a complete 
account of the institutions of the period. But those aspects on which there is direct 
information and the inferences drawn from them are sufficient to reconstruct the 
main features of the society of which these inscriptions are the products. 
The study of the political institutions of this period as in the others depends to a 
great extent on the identification of the kings who appear in the inscriptions with 
those in the Mahiivarhsa. Only then can the inscriptions of kings be chronologically 
arranged and any study of titles or developments possible. The detailed 
infra, p 81. 
EZ.I, pp139-149 (No.lO,III.a.b.c); CJS.II, p123 (No.S12); AC, p 439 (Nos.53-54); {TC, Vol.ll, Pt. I 
(1983) 16(I!), 8, 16(l); TC, Vol. 1 (1970) U16,1051, 1052). 
EZ.I, pp 12-39 (No.2.ii); EZ.l, pp139-149 (No.lO Ill a.b.c); [I C, Vol. U, Pt.l (1983) 16(Il),8, 16(1)). 
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identification of kings will be made in the course of the review of inscriptionst. But 
it is necessary to explain here the principles on which these kings are identified 
because they are not self-evident. Further, the method used for identification finds 
justification from the results of such identification. Therefore the validity of these 
methods can be seen only after a study of the inscriptions. 
The use of the titles Maharaja2 or Devanapiya3 has been taken to indicate that the king 
who is so entitled was a sovereign ruler and so belonged normally to the line of 
rulers at Anuradhapura. This is home out from inscriptions where the identity of 
the kings who used these titles is established from other sources. The use of the raja 
only is insufficient ground to class him a sovereign ruler or to identify him with a 
ruler of the Anuradhapura line of kings.4 This title was used during this period by 
local rulers and possibly by those of the Anuradhapura line of rulers who had not 
attained the status of sovereignty. 
The names of the kings as given in the inscriptions help to identify them by 
comparison with the names as given in the Mahiivarizsa. The personal names such as 
Tisa, Abaya and Nakn do not by themselves help very much because they were 
common to so many kings.s But distinguishing names such as Lajaka (Laftji), 
Macucf.ika (Mahikiili) and Putnknt:~a (Kutakat;U.la) place the identification of these 
kings beyond dispute.6 
The title gamiJJi used as a name in the Mahiivarizsa is not a safe guide to identify a 
king because it was used by a large number of kings both sovereign and subordinate 
who are not so named in the Mahiivarizsa.7 
The genealogy too when given serves to identify a king. The names and titles of the kings 
and their relationship to each other in the Malziivarizsa provide valuable clues in identifying 
a king in the inscriptions where too some genealogical data is sometimes given. 
The contents of the inscriptions rarely give any data that can be compared with the 
Mahiivmnsa, such as wars, and the construction of buildings and tanks. But the 
location of an inscription of a king of the Anuradhapura line in the north or in the 
south can sometimes be explained by the movements of kings as described in the 
Mahavarizsa. Examples of this are the careers of Vattagamal)i s and Uanaga 9 
Infra, pp 6-15. 
2 Infra, pp 16-18. 
J Infra, pp 26-28. 
.. Infra, pp 20-21 . 
Infra, pp 31-32. 
Infra, pp 31-32. 
1 Infra, pp 28-29. 
Infra, pp 9-11. 
9 Infra, pp 12-13. 
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These dues taken singly or together have helped to identify most of the kings who 
appear in the inscriptions provided, of course, tha t they are mentioned in the 
Malziivamsa as well. 
A large number of the inscriptions of this period have not been published. A survey 
of these records and a compilation of a Corpus of Briihmf inscriptions have been 
undertaken by the Archaeological Department.l But as these inscriptions are short, 
deeply incised and easily read, there are numerous references to them in various 
books. Besides these, a large number has been published with texts and translations 
in various journals, books and reports. Most of these have been utilised for this 
study as the margin of inaccuracy is very small. Those more recently published are 
usually more accurate. Inscriptions which do not fall into the usual pattern and 
those which are probably inaccurate have been left out. 
Of the inscriptions edited in the Epigraphia Zeylanica those at Vessagiri and Ritigala 
are mostly cave inscriptions, a few of which belong to kings. The rest of the records 
of this period edited in this journal are grants of land and tanks by kings. These are 
generally more accurate than inscriptions published from eye copies. But even so 
they contain many errors as they were published so long ago. 
The other published inscriptions include grants both by kings and the people. Most 
of them are cave-grants but a few royal inscriptions record donations of land and 
tanks. Some of these inscriptions have been published with texts in the Cet;lon 
Antiquan;. These are not all accurate and the contents are sparingly used. The same 
applied to the inscriptions published by Mi.iller in the Ancient Inscriptions of Ceylon.2 
Paranavitana has occasionally referred to various inscriptions without texts and 
translations in the "Epigraphical Summaries" of the Ceylon Journal of Science (Section 
G Vol. I & ll).3 These along with the references in the Annual Reports of the 
Archaeological Survet; of Ceylon4 have proved very useful. These reports are more 
useful after 1930 because they give fuller information in the light of the latest 
research. Parker has a chapter in his book Ancient Ceylons where he gives the texts 
and translations of a number of inscriptions. Very often he read these off the rock or 
from eye copies so that they are full of inaccuracies. These have not been used 
unless supported from other sources as well. 
[Two such Compendiums have been since published by the Archaeological Survey of Ceylon 
edited by S Paranavitana, Inscriptions of Ceylon, (I C) Vol. I (1970) atzd Inscriptions of Ceylon 
Vol. II, Pt. I (1983)]. 
2 London, 1883. 
3 Colombo, 1924·1932. 
Colombo, 1890 onwards. 
London, 1909. 
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It can roughly be stated that the earlier the date of publication of an inscription the 
more inaccurate it is likely to be and also that the longer an inscription is (those 
which contain terms of land measurement and gifts of tanks and food) the more 
inaccuracies there would be. Epigraphical studies have advanced in the meantime 
and each scholar has made his contribution to the general fund of knowledge. 
Therefore inaccuracies become fewer as time goes on.l 
Sources 
Of the two large groups into which the inscriptions of this period may be divided, 
the first which consists of the cave-grants of officials and common people will not be 
considered in detail. Their numbers are so large and their contents except for names 
and titles are so similar that they do not merit individual attention. Further these 
can be arranged only in a very rough chronological order. Of the other group which 
consists oi inscriptions in which kings are mentioned, a detailed consideration is 
eminently useful and is a pre-requisite for a study of kingship. With these 
inscriptions a chronological arrangement is possible. 
Only a few kings mentioned in the earliest inscriptions can be satisfactorily 
identified because they do not provide sufficient data for identification. 
Devanarhpiya Tissa2 is probably the earliest king mentioned in the inscriptions. H e 
is probably the king named De-uanapiya Tisa in an inscription at Mihintale (NCP)3 on 
the Rajagirikanda hill, written in a script "more archaic than any found there." We 
know from oth er inscriptions that both Saddha Tissa and Lanji Tissa had the title 
Devanapiya and the name Tisa. But this inscription is a ttributed to Devanampiya 
Tissa not only on account of the early date of the inscription but also because he is 
traditionally associated with Mihintale. 
Devanampiya Tissa's successor according to the Mahiivmitsa was Uttiya.4 He is the 
only Uttiya mentioned in the Mahavamsa during this period. Three early inscriptions 
refer to a king named Uti; in two of these inscriptions he bears the title Maharajha.s 
These are at Kantaka-cetiya in Mihintale.6 The other inscription is at Naval Niravi 
Only three of the royal inscriptions of this period have been edited in the Later numbers of the 
Epigraphia Zeylanica. These are: EZ.ID (Nos.12, 14 & 15). (Please referS Parannvitatra, Inscriptions 
of Ceylon Vol. I, 1970 (IC, Vol. I, 1970), pp x lvi-lxiii for supplementary information]. 
2 Mhv.XJV:20-28. 
J ASCAR, 1933, p 14. Two records which too may be attributed to Devanampiya Tissa not used for 
this study are Nos. 1&2 of Ap.Jfl. [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1059, 1060]. 
MhvJOC:29-58. 
s Nicholas points out that Uttiya has another inscription at Mihintale where he is entitled maharaja. 
(Ap.lll, No.S); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 34]. There are two other records indicated by him in which Uttiya 
is mentioned (Ap.ID, Nos.7&8); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 378]. 
ASCAR, 1933, p 14; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 46,47]. 
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Malai (NP)l and in it are mentioned Raja Uti, his wife Abi Anuradi and her father 
Rajha Naga.2 It is possible that this refers to Uttiya before he eamed the Maharaja title, 
and that he was a sub-ruler or a local ruler similar to the rajas in Tamanka<;iuwa.3 
The kings named Mahasiva and Sura Tissa succeeded Uttiya.<t An inscription at 
Mutuga lla (Ego<;ia Pattuva, Tamanka<;luwa NCP)S mentions a prince named Aya 
Siva.6 Another inscription at Dimbulagala7 in the same district refers to a prince 
named Aya Sura Tisa. Aya is a common title given to princes.s [t is possible that 
these two are the same as the kings mentioned in the Mahiivarhsa before they had 
become kings. 
The next important king in the lis t is Dunhagamal)i.9 The title and the name Gamaryi 
Abaya which appears in several inscriptions can refer to either Du~thagamar:U or 
VattagamaJ:li.10 But it is not possible to say to which one this name applies because 
they are both Gama~i Abaya and palaeographically there was not much change in 
the script between the short space of time that separated their reigns. n If there is no 
evidence to the contrary these inscriptions will be provisionally attributed to 
VattagfunaJ;l.i because we know definitely that in one inscription he bore the title 
Gamal~i Abaya.n Besides this, with Va~~agamat)i we have entered a period where 
inscriptions of kings are less scarce. 
There is one inscription at Situlpavuva (Magam Pattu, SP)13 near Koravakgala which 
mentions a king named Devanapiya Abaya and a lso a Senapati named Mita.l4 It is 
p ossible that this refers to Dutth.agamal)i and his Senapati Nandimitta.1s It is also 
wortl1 noticing that the inscription is in the south from whence Dunhagamat)i 
launched his attack on Anuradhapura.16 
b 
7 
lO 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
AC, pp 416-420 (Nos.l-3); CALRI.X, pp 95-97; CLR.IL p 408; ASCAR,1905, p 45; [IC, Vol. T (1970) 338-341). 
Parker has identified Naga Rajha of this inscription with Mahanaga the brother of Devanampiya 
Tissa (Mhv.XXll:2). The identification depends S()lely on the similarity of the names. 
Infra, pp 16-26, 35-41. 
Mhv.XXI:l-2. 
CA.m, p 211 (No.4); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 304]. 
In the Dipavarilsa Mahasiva is called Siva. 
CA.III, p 4; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 272). 
Infra, pp 29-30. 
Mhv.XXil-XXXII. 
Infra, pp 9-ll; Ap.II. 
On Palaeographlcal grounds alone C W Nicholas is of opinion that the TOJ;tigala, Mihintale and 
Kossagamakanda (Kossavakanda) inscriptions attributed here to Vattagama:I;ti belonged probably 
to DutthagamaDi. (These are numbered 20, 21, 26 and 28 in Ap.TT). 
AC, p 448 (No.69); [EZ.V, Pt.2 (1963) 20 (2) & I C, I (1970) 1018-1027]. 
ASCAR, 1934, 571, p 18; [IC, Vol . I (1970) 620]. 
ASCAR, 1934, 571, p 18; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 620]. 
Mhv.XXIII: 4-5. 
Mhv XXll: 70-71; Mhv.XXXlll: 45-77, Vattagama1.1i too had associations with the south. 
--
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The king referred to in the inscriptions as Devanapiya Maharajha Gami1:zi Tisa has been 
identified with Saddha Tissa who accordillg to the Mnhiivarnsa was Dutthagamai:ti's 
brother.1 There is no direct evidence to substantiate this identification except the 
name Tisa. He gives no genealogy nor is he mentioned in an inscription of a 
successor whom we can definitely identify. But the other kings of this period who 
bore the name Tisa - Laftji and MahacUU Mahatissa are almost always given the 
distinguishing names Lajaka and Macwf.ika.2 And further, as far as we know, neither 
of these rulers bore the name or title gama1Ji.3 Therefore tentatively these 
inscriptions have been attributed to Saddha Tissa.4 
The first of these inscriptions which mentions Saddha Tissa is at Dambulla-vihara 
(NCP).s A group of inscriptions at Rassahela or Rajagala (Vavugam Pattu, Batticaloa 
district)6 belong to his sons Maim Aya and Tisa Aya and his daughters-in-law. 
Saddha Tissa too is mentioned in these. Tisa Aya may well be Lanji Tissa at a time 
when he was only a prince? An inscription at Nuvaragala (EP)S refers to him by the 
same name and titles. The autl1or of this inscription is Maha Tisa Aya who may again 
be Lanji Tissa. An inscription at Mihi.ntale9 contains the name Maharaja Gami1:n: Tisa 
and records a donation by his wife. This again may refer to Saddha Tissa. 
Laiiji Tissa has three inscriptions in which he is mentioned as a king and he has been 
so identified in these because he bears the distinguishing name Lajaka. The first is at 
Kuc;ia-arambadda-hinna at Ritigala (NCP)JO where he is called Lajakn Tisa Maharaja. 
The next is at Na-ulpota at the same place where he is called Devanapiya Laja ... Sama 
Maharaja. The last is at Diivegala (No.2) (Egoc;ia Pattuva, Tamankac;iuwa NCP)11 in 
which he is named Lajaka Tisa Raja. AU these records deviate from the previous 
inscriptions because these contain the earliest instances of donations of land, tanks 
and food (?). 12 Another inscription at Ar;t<;iiyakanda (Ritigala) 13 probably belongs to 
Mhv.XXXill: 4-16. 
infra, pp 31-32; Infra, p 287, Ap.N. 
lnfra, p 287, Ap.IV 
Nicholas has pointed out another inscription that probably refers to Saddha Tissa. lt is 
Valaellugo<;iakanda. [IC, Vol. I (1970) 724]. 
s AC, p 450 (No.75); AIC, pp 26, 73, 109 (No.3); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 835]; SHC, pp 21, 34; lA, 1873, p 248. 
6 Devaunpiya Rajlw Abaya (Ap.IIl, No.9). 
7 Mhv.XXXID:18-28; [lC, Vol. I (1970) 422-428]. 
s AC, p 451 (No.78); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 404], Tap.l, p 150; JRAS(CB), 1907, p 150. 
'~ AC, p 450 (No.76); ASCAR, 1911-12, p 94 (No.25); [JC, Vol. I (1970) 31]. 
10 EZ.I, pp 148-149 (No.10 ill a); AC, p 44 (No.63); ASCAR, 1893, p 9; [IC, Vol. IL Pt. I (1983) 8, 16 
(I& !I)]. 
u CA. ill, p 205; [IC Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 15]. 
12 Though this is the earliest instance in the records used for this study of a grant of land, it has been 
pointed out that there are earlier unpublished records of land-grants before the time of Laiiji Tissa 
(C W Nicholas). 
13 AC, p 451 (No.77); EZ.I, p 144 (No.lO.l.i); ASCAR, 1893, p 9; SCP XXXVlil, 1904, pp 8-10; [IC, Vol.T 
(1970) 236]. 
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Lanji Tissa though his name is effaced. The name of his father Saddha Tissa is 
however given and there are two other inscriptions of Laflji Tissa already referred to 
at this site, Ku<;la-arambadda-hlnna and Na-ulpota. Palaeographically all these 
records belong to a later date and probably these are posthumous records or 
references to grants made by Lanji Tissa. Wickremesinghe however identifies this 
king with Van kanasika Tissa, son of Vasabha .1 
As mentioned earlier2 it is difficult to identify the inscriptions of Dutthagamru:U and 
Vanagamar:U because their names are similar. Even the location of some of these 
inscriptions in the south will not help because at some time in their careers they had 
associations with the south.3 Therefore, for the reasons adduced earlier these 
inscriptions have been tentatively ascribed to Vattagama1)i.4 He has two inscriptions 
which are almost identical at Tonigala (near Galavava at Paramakanda, NWP)S and 
in these he is called Devanapiya Maharajluz Gamiryi Abaya. An inscription bearing the 
name Pita Maharajlza at Koravakgala (Situlpavuwa, Magam Pattu, SP) may be 
assigned to Vanagama1)i.6 This confirms the Mahiivari'lSa story that he was given 
such a title because he adopted Mahaciill Mahatissa.7 Another inscription close to 
the site of the last one at SilavakandaS contain the title Gamm:zi Abm;a and refers 
probably to Va~tagamal).i. This name and title appears in several other inscriptions 
extending over a wide area. These are cave No.2 Jahapagama (Kurunagala district, 
NWP)9; Na-ulpota or Na-arambadda-hinna (Ritigala NCP)10 gran ting a field; 
Kossavakanda, (Maradanka<;iavala, Anuradhapura district NCP)11 an inscription by 
his wife recording the foundation of a vihiim; Cave No. 13 at Mihintalekanda12 by his 
2 
s 
0 
7 
9 
10 
11 
lZ 
EZ.I, pp 148-149; [IC, Vol. l, Pt.l (1983) 16,(mJ. 
Supra, p 7. 
Mhv.XXll-33; Mhv. XXXll: 33-102. 
Mhv.XXX11:33-102. Of these inscriptions some are attributed by C W Nicholas on palaeographkal 
reasons to DuHhagamaJ;ti (Nos20, 21, 26, 28 of Ap.Il, p lO.n). Some however he attributed quite 
defi nitely to Vattagiimal)i for the same reasons except where he is called Pitn Mnltnmjhn) . These a_re 
the Situlpauva and Galle1,1a records (Ap.JI, Nos. 22, 33-37). Nicholas provides the text of another 
record which definitely belongs to Vaftagamar;~i (Ap.fU, No.26) and also cites an inscrlptlon at 
KHmbllntle1JD (not used m the study) which mentions Vattagamal)i as Mnhnraja Cami1~1 Abnya. ll is 
No.27 of Ap Ill. 
AC, p 439 (Nos.53-54). The,e may belong to Dutthagamal)i, ATC, pp 25,73,109 (No.1 a.b); JRASCB, 
1853, p 81; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1051&1052]. 
ASCAR, 1934,$71, iii p 18; [lC, Vol. I (1970) 621]. 
Mhv.XXXill:34. 
ASCAR, 1935, 541, p 10. The text has not been published and so it is not possible to say whether he 
bore the title maharaja. This applies to the other inscriphons too which are referred to ln the 
Annual Reports of the Archaeological Survey of Ceylon from the year 1932. But the identifications 
made by Paranavitana have been provisionally accepted though he has given no reasons to 
support them. [IC, Vol. I (1970) 672]. 
ASCAR, 1933, p 14 [IC, Vol. I (1970) 963]. 
EZ.l, pp 148-149 (No.10.1U.b); OC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 8]. 
ASCAR, 1939, p 7. This probably belongs to Du~~hagamal)i. LIC, Vol. I (1970) 193]. 
ASCAR, 1911-12, p 96 (No.13). This probably belongs to Du!:thagfuruu:U [IC, Vol. I (1970) 18]. 
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wife; Dambulla (NCP)l in an inscription by Tera who uses the name of the king for 
dating, and at (Oevale-hfnna, Tittawela NWP)2 in a private grant which again uses 
the name of the king for dating. 
An inscription at Galgamuva (Vanni Hatpattu, Kurunagala district NWP)3 has the 
name Rajha Abaya. The date of the inscription palaeographkally is between the first 
century BC and the firs t century AD. Though he does not bear titles indicating 
sovereignty as 11Ulharajha and Devanapiya, he probably belongs to the main line of 
kings at Anuradhapura, because as far as we know, no independent Line of kings has 
flourished here as in Kagalla and Rohal)a.4 It is therefore possible that this refers to 
Va~tagamal)i before he became a sovereign ruler. The inscription records the grant 
of a tank and a village. 
In a series of inscriptions by his sons, none of whom rise to the rank of kingship (in 
the inscriptions), and daughters, he is referred to as Devanapiya Maharajha Gamar;.i 
Abaya. In one only he is called Gamar;.i Abaya though the same inscription later gives 
him his full name with titles.s His daughter's inscription is at Siisseruva (NWP)6 and 
her name is Abi Anurudi. The inscription of a son called Lor;.api Aya Siva is cave No. 
23 at Mihintalekanda.7 The rest numbering about seven inscriptions are those of 
another son called Tisa at Gallet:ta-vihara (Vanni Hatpattu, Kurunagala district, 
NWP).S The Tisa mentioned in these may be MahacUU Mahatissa though he was 
only an adopted son. Vattagamru;U is further referred to in inscriptions further 
removed from him. These will be discussed in their place.9 
The next king whose donations are recorded .in inscriptions is Kutakar::u:ta Tissa.to He 
is easily identified in the three inscriptions attributed to him because he is called either 
Putakm:za or Kutaka1_1a. It should be noticed that he is called Abaya in the inscriptions 
whereas in the Mahavamsa he is called Tissa. These two names are never borne 
together. The first inscription at Molahipyavelegala (Ego<;l.a Pattuva, Tamanka<;iuwa 
district, NCP)ll is an inscription by his wife recording a donation to a vihiira. The next 
AC, p 442 (No.56); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 836}. 
AC, p 442 (No.57); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 963]. 
J CJS.ll, p 123 (No.512); ASCAR, 1911-U, p 119; AIC, p 34 (No.30); JRASCB, 1879, p 7); [IC, Vol. I 
(1970) 1216]. 
Infra, pp 39, 40. 
AC, p 448 (No.69); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1018. See also 1019-1027]. 
AC, p 444 (No.65); JRAS, 1936, p 449; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 994]. 
7 ASCAR, 1911-12, p 97 {No.23); Ap.II, No.25 Loryapi Aya Siva [IC, Vol. I (1970) 29]. 
s AC, pp 446-449 (Nos. 68-72); AIC, pp 25,35,73, 109 (Nos. 2, 36); ASCAR, 1935, 540, p 9; [IC, Vol. 1 
(1970) 1018-1027]. 
Infra, p 12; Infra, p 287, Ap.TV. 
to Mhv.XXXTV:28-36. 
11 CA. m, p 76; [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. I (1983) 18]. 
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is at Mihintalei and records a grant of land and tanks. The last is an inscription at 
Minvila2 which records the donations of a canal. In the first of these he bears the title 
raja; the second is fragmentary but he is called Devanapiya; in the last he has no titles. 
Of these inscriptions of Ku~akaDJ:la Tissa, the Mihintale inscription contains a 
reference to Devanapiyn Mahtzraja and his grandson (Mammm:uzka), Manapayn Gama7Ji 
Abaya Maharaja.3 The last is probably Vattagamar:ti because excluding Dutthagfunar:U, 
he is the only Abaya before KutakaDJ;la Tissa. But the identity of his grandfather 
remains to be explained. According to the Malliivamsa VattagamaJ)i's grandfather 
was Kakava i)J;la Tissa and he is described as a ruler from the south who did not bear 
a sovereign title as the ruler of the main line of kings at Anuradhapura. It cannot 
refer to Dutthagamai)i or Saddha Tissa who were uncle and father and not 
grandfather. If this identification is accepted then Saddha Tissajs father who 
according to the Mahiivari15a was only a ruler of the south was a sovereign ruler at 
Anuradhapura and KakavaDJ:la Tissa a title normally assumed by rulers at 
Anuradhapw·a signifying complete sovereignty. This can mean on the one hand 
that Saddha Tissa's father was a ruler of Anuradhapura or on the other that 
KakavaDI)a Tissa was either anAI)w·adhapura ruler or had assumed it while ruler in 
the south or was given it at a later date by his descendants. 
Bhatika Abhaya,4 the successor of KutakaDDa Tissa has four inscriptions. The first is 
at MoUihipyavelegala (Ego<;l.a Pattuva, Tamanka<;l.uwa NCP).s He is called only Ra.fa 
Abaya but can be identified by the references to his father (Kutaka7Ja Raja) and his 
grandfather (Devanapiya Tisa Maharaja). In the next inscription (which is at Mihintale 
NCP)6 he is called Devnnapiya Maharaja Batiya. In the third inscription too at 
Dunuma-ry<;l.ala kanda (NCP)7 he is called Batiyn and is referred to as the son of 
KutakalJa. There is no doubt therefore that these inscriptions belong to Bhatika 
Abhaya. TI1e fourth inscription at Gal)ekanda-vihara (Hiriyala Hatpattu, 
Kurunagala district)S is unpublished, but Paranavitana has attributed it to Bhatika 
Abhaya. lt records a gift of land to a vihara. 
Of the inscriptions of MahadaUW<a Mahanaga!/ one has been edited.10 This is at 
Maharatmale near Anuradhapura and he is easily identified because he supplies a 
AIC, pp 30,74 (No.LO); [IC, Vo l. Il, Pt. I (1983) 21]. 
2 EZ.ITI, p 156; [lC, Vol. n, Pt. l (1983) 1]. 
3 {IC, Vo/.11, Pt. T (1983) 17]. 
Mhv.XXXJV:37-67. 
s EZ.ill, pp153-157 (No.12); CA.Ill, p 76; liC, Vol. U, Pt.l (1983) lBA]. 
~ AlC, p 33 (No.28.e) [Miiller's reading of tlzis inscription I! as been amended by Parauavitana in JC, 
I (1970) 2, p liii. It has now been attributed to Deviinampiya Tissa]. 
EZ.W, p 155; ASCAR, 1892 (No.8); AIC, pp 29,74 (No.15); [IC, Vol.ll, Pt.I (1983) 9]. 
ASCAR, 1932, p 9; [IC, Vol . II, Pt.l (1983) 77. Identification of the king is in some doubt]. 
Y Mhv.XXXN:68-94. 
to SP.lX, 1875; EZ.I, pp 58-65 (No.5); AIC, pp 27,73,109 (No.6); CAlli, p76; [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. 1 (1983) 22]. 
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full genealogy. It records a grant of "robes" and alms to the monks. An 
unpublished inscription at Ratravela-vihara (Panam Pattu, EP),1 also mentions 
Mahadathika Mahanaga, his father and grandfather.2 A short inscription at 
Molahltiyavelegala (Egoc;ia Pattuva, Tamank.ac;iuwa district NCP)3 mentions Naka 
Maharaja. He cannot be any other than Mahadathlka Mahanaga because it is a re-
grant of a donation of Bhatika Abhaya and inscribed just below it. 
An inscription at Kotaveheragala (Egoc;ia Pattuva, Tamank.ac;iuwa NCP)4 records a 
grant of land by Naka Raja. There is no evidence to show that he belonged to the 
main line of rulers except that the rajas at Tamankac;iuwa may have become 
maharajas at Anuradhapura. This inscription can therefore belong to Coranaga or 
Mahadath.ika Mahanaga. Bell in the Cetjlon AntiquanJ has assigned this inscription to 
Mahadathika Mahanaga, probably for palaeographical reasons. Coranaga lives over 
half a century earlier. This identification is provisional. This inscription has a 
further interest in that it refers to a grant made earlier by Tisa Raja son of Gamar,zi 
Raja. These may be identified with Vattagama(li Abhaya and Mahacfi)i Mahatissa or 
Mahaculi Mahatissa and Kutaka(lDa Tissa. The latter alternative is not possible 
because Kutakar:u)a Tissa is called Abaya in the inscriptions.s 
Amat:tc;iagamat:ti6 has two inscriptions assigned to him by Paranavitana, neither of 
which has been published. These are at Akuruketfrgala (Hiriyala H atpattu, Kurunagala 
district NWP)7 which records the grant of a village and at Ridi-vihara (Vauc;lavili 
Hatpattu, Kurunagala districts) which makes a similar grant of villages to a vihiira. In 
both these he is called Gamar,zi Abaya; but we do not know what titles he bore. 
An inscription of ijanaga9 is to be found at Tissamaharama (SP)lO which probably 
records a grant of land. There is hardly any doubt about this identification because 
he does not have a sovereign title. Ilanaga can be a transliteration of A!unaka and 
further ijanaga according to the Mahiivatizsa fled to the south to Rohat:ta when 
dispossessed of his realm. The Mahiivarhsa introduces him as a nephew (sister's son) 
ASCAR, 1934, 571, p 18; [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 23]. 
Nicholas c1tes another inscription at Gonavatta near Guruder_tiya, Kandy which mentions 
Mahada~hlka Mahanaga, Kutakat)Qa Tissa and Mahacili. Mahapgsa. It also mentions Raja Abaya 
and Gamii:Ji Tisa son and grandson ofMahadathika Mahanaga. These can be identified with 
Amal)c;lagamar_ti and his son Ciilabhaya or another son. 
3 E2ID, pp 153·157; CA.ill, p76; [IC~ Vol. U, Pt.l (1983) 18 B]. 
CA.lll, p 205; [IC, Vol. n, Pt. I (1983) 1.0]. 
s Infra, p 287, Ap.IV; Supra, p 11. 
Mhv.XXXV:l-8. 
7 CJS.ll, p 126 (No.525); [IC, Vol. D, Pt. I (1983) 33]; ASCAR, 1911-12, p 119. 
s qS.IT, p 218 (No.700); ASCAR, 1935, p 5; [IC, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) 34]. 
9 Mhv.XXV:14-15. 
tO ATC, pp 26, 73, 109 (No.4); [See IC, Vol. II, Pt. I, pp 51-52 for further explanatio11]. 
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of Amar:t<;lagamar:ti.l This inscription states that his father was Mahanaka Raja. It is 
not possible to identify him with any of the sovereign rulers of Anuradhapura. 
Subha2 who according to the Mahiivarhsa seized the throne from Yasalalaka Tissa, the 
son of Ilanaga, can be identified in two inscriptions in both of which he is called Saba 
Raja. There is no other Saba near his reign except Vasabha who was called Vahaba in 
the inscriptions.3 One of these inscriptions is at Pahala Kayinattama-vava 
(U<;l<;liyankulam Korale NCP)4 and records the grant of a tank. The other inscription 
is at Viharegalas in the same Korale and refers most probably to this same grant. 
There are four inscriptions which contain the names of kings or princes who cannot 
be identified. One of these is at the Kar:ttaka-cetiya (Mihintale)6 which mentions 
Mahabi the daughter of "a king of the island." Another inscription also from 
Mihintale7 refers to the cave of Kitakayar the wife of a Maharajha whose name is not 
given. The third is a grant of a cave by Aya Asalisa, the son of Gama1J.i Damara]71a.s 
Bell identifies him with Ase!a, the brother of Devanampiya Tissa (according to the 
Mahiivmfzsa).9 But he is only called aya here and it is difficult to explain the identity 
of his father. The fourth is an inscription at Kandegamakanda (Egoc;la Pattuva, 
Tamankac;luwa NCP)lO which mentions a Ti.Sa Aya and a Ma11a Aya. But they claim 
no relationship with a king who could be identified. 
The inscriptions dealt with so far fall into one group. In the first place most of the 
kings in these inscriptions can be identified with kings in the Mahiivamsa. Secondly 
all these inscriptions (except those identified as belonging to kings of the 
Anuradhapura line, lying outside) are in the area which geographically formed -the 
Anuradhapura kingdom. It extended north of the central highlands and half way 
down the east coast.n The kings and princes in the inscriptions of this area who 
have not been identified for lack of data were probably related to the kings of the 
Anuradhapura line just as the rajas and ayas who have been identified.n 
Mhv.XXV:l S. 
Mhv.XXXV:Sl-58. 
Infra, pp 106-107. 
EZ.ffi, p 162 (No.14); CJSJl, p 107 (No.424}; ASCAR, 1891, p 9, [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 42]. 
s EZJll, pp 163-169 (No.15); CjS.l1, pp 101-107 (No.425); ASCAR, 1893, p 7; AIC, pp 28, 74, 110 
(No.ll); [JC, Vol. 11, Pt.J (1983) 43&62]. 
ASCAR, 1933, p 14; [JC, Vol. I (1970) 37]. 
7 ASCAR. 1911-12, p 94 (No.3.i); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 4. This ntler could be either Devii.na1npiya Tissa or 
Saddfzii Tissa according to Paranavitana, IC, Vol. I (1970) p liv]. 
[IC, Vol. I (1970) 131-
Mhv.XXI:ll-12. 
to CAJll, p 209 (No.4); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 289]. 
11 AC, pp 451-452 (Nos.77-79); UC, Vol. I (1970) 236,404, 557]; Traditionally, however, the Mahavali-
ganga formed the boundary of the Anuradhapura kingdom. But the presence of records both of 
kings and princes connected with the Anuradhapura line makes it probable that the Anuradhapura 
kingdom extended across the Mahavali to the northern half of the present Eastern P_rovince. 
12 Infra, pp 39-41; lnfra, pp 29-30. 
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But there is another group of inscriptions which mentions kings and princes who not 
only cannot be identified but whose records lie ou tside the Anuradhapura kingdom. 
These inscriptions can be grouped only on a regional basis. The three main areas are 
Robai:la (including Badulla-Vellassa), Malaya and Kggalla districts. I 
RohaDa contains the largest number of these inscriptions. A group of inscriptions of 
the second to the first century BC, four at Bovattegala2 and one at KottadamUhela3 
introduce us to a line of the southern kings or rulers. These inscriptions are grouped 
together because a genealogy can be made for them from the evidence of the 
inscriptions. They refer to a king named Gamm:zi his ten sons and the descendants of 
two of them called Danwrajha and Rajha Uti.4 An inscription from Kusalanakandas 
situated near this same group of records mentions the names Uparajha Naga, Rnjha 
Abaya and Gami]J.i Tisa. Another inscription near the same place, at Hennanegala6 
mentions kings named Gamil:zi Tisa and Majhima Rajha who make grants of villages. 
Gami~i Tisa jn both these records refer probably to the same ruler. 
Two inscriptions at KolladeDiya (Vellassa, Badulla district)7 in early script refers to a king 
named Mahanaga and a prince named Nagaya. rt is not possible to say with any degree of 
certainty whether these two are identical or whether Mahanaga can be identified with the 
Mahanaga, who according to the Mahavarhsa was the brother of Oevanarilpiya Tissa.s 
The most interesting of these records is the pillar inscription at the Sandagiri-vehera 
(Magam Pattu, SP)9 of the first century AD. It belongs to Gamaryi Abaya entitled 
Roharyaika. He does not appear in the Mahiivaritsa but his father and grandfather 
named Raja Aba and Tisa Maharaja are very probably MahaciiJj Mah<"Hissa and 
Kutakal).Da Tissa (called Abaya in the inscriptions). There is no other Tissa in this 
century and further the Mahiivamsa states that KutakaDt)a fled from Anuradhapura 
through fear of An ula .to It is possible that he spent his time in the sou th. ll 
2 
5 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Infra, pp 34-41. 
CJS.ll, p 114 (Nu.462); AC, p 454 (No.82), (fap.l, p 52f); AC, p 453 (No.80) (Tap.l, p 52f); C]S.ll , pp 
99, 115, 175 (No.466); CJS.U, p 115 (No.465); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 549-551]. 
AC, p 452 (No.79); ASCAR, 1934, pp 78, 21, Tap.l, p 150; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 556-569]. 
1nfra, pp 39-40; Ap.IV, p 287; Parker identifies MalraHsa occurring in one of these inscriptions with 
Kutakar.u:ta Tissa, and Paranavitana identifies Aya Ti&l and Abi Stwern in another of these 
inscriptions with KakaVaJ:ll)a Tissa and Vihara-mahadevi. The only evidence to substantiate these 
identifications is a similarity of names. 
AC, p 445 (No.66); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 389]. 
AC, p 446 (No.67); [JC, Vo/. 1 (1970) 406]. Tap.l, p 38f. Parker identifies the kings mentioned in 
this inscription with Khallatanaga and VattagamaDi. 
ASCA.R, 1934, 571, p 18. fDtis reference is problematic. AS CAR, 1934, 571, p 18 does notmerrtion a second 
inscription at Kollade~riya. The 'Nagaya' inscription Juts bee11 published in IC, Vol. I (1970) as 736]. 
Mhv.XXll:2. 
CJS.ll, p 25 (No.398); AlC, p 31 (No23); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt.l (1983) 32]. 
Mhv .XXXIV:28. 
This inscription has been attributed to a son of Bhatika Abhaya on the assumption that Tisa 
Mnlraraja and Raja Aba are Ku~akaJ;~Da Tisa and Bhatika Abhaya (CJS.ll, p 18). This is not possible 
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There are only two inscriptions in this list from Malaya.1 The first is at Bambaragala 
(Teldeniya CP)2 which refers to a king n amed Pocina Naga Rajha and his daughter 
Data. Another inscription a t Arubulambe (near Mai;likdena-nuvara CP)3 refers to 
Pacina Rajha and his son and grandson Rajlw Abaya and Tisaya. These two 
inscriptions may n ot refer to the same king, but they are in the same area. 
The group of inscriptions in the Kagalla district are all at YatahaleDa-vihara (Beligal 
KoraJe, Kigalla district).4 These provide material for a line of ayas which begins with 
Rajha Dusatara, a brother of a king named Devanapiya. This line was therefore 
connected with the main line of kings at Anuradhapura. 
Another inscription of the first century AD at Nuvarakanda (Devamadi Hatpattu, 
Kurunagala district NWP)S refers to a prince named Aya Duhitaya. It is not possible 
to say whether he belongs to the line of kings at Kagalle or to the Anudidhapura 
rulers. There is no such name among the sovereign rulers at Anuradhapura. 
POliTICAL INSTITUTION S 
Introduction 
The material for this section is to be found in the records which either belong to or 
mention kings and princes of this period. Most of the kings who appear in the 
Mahiivarhsa are represented in the inscriptions either as donors or in the genealogies. 
The inscriptions are however most frequent between the reigns of Saddha Tissa and 
Mahadathika Mahanaga. The earliest inscriptions are mostly grants of caves but 
about the time of Lanji Tissa or a little earlier the kings begin to make grants of land 
and tanks thus supplying more varied material for study. 
Poli tical institutions have therefore to be reconstructed from religious grants and 
even those are sh.ort records only. We cannot therefore expect a complete account of 
these institutions. Certain aspects of the subject will be more fully dealt with 
because more material is available for examination. There may be many more 
aspects not touched upon in the inscriptions. The method of treatment is necessarily 
however because in the inscriptions Ku~akru:tQa Tissa 1S always Abaya and these two titles are 
never used together. Supra, p 11. 
Nicholas point!. out that there are two inscriptions at Atabandivava 5m south of Dam bulla which 
refer to Padnarajha, his son TiSaya and daughter-in-law Upasika Rakiya (Ap.ID, Nos.42&43). 
ASCAR, 1935, p 18; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 814]. 
AIC, p 35 (No34); [IC, Vol . I (1970) 831-833]. 
CJS.ll, pp 203-204 (No.618, 619,620); AIC, p 48 (No.86); SP.XLX, 1904 (L892), pp 70, 72; [IC, Vo l. I 
(1970) 792, 793, 794&795]. 
CJS.II, p 127 (No.535); [l C, Vol. I (1970) 919]. 
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determined by the inscriptions. The inscriptions of the iirst three chapters of this 
study are so similar that the same method of approach will be preserved in all three. 
The material available fall into three broad sections which include inferences drawn 
from this material. The first of these is a study of the names and titles of kings. This 
will be considered in the light of the geographical location of the inscriptions. The 
conclusions from this throw light on the method of succession, dynastic history, the 
type of kingship that prevailed, its origin and growth and the relationships between 
the various kingdoms that existed at this time. The second section leads us to a 
study· of the body of the inscription which comprises of the contents of the grant. 
These reveal only the religious activities oi the king. But a closer study of these 
contents indirectly supply us with valuable material for the sources of the king's 
revenue and the powers he exercised. A few stray references on administration and 
government have been placed at the end of this section. 
The last section deals with an aspect of government on which the inscriptions after 
this period provide no light at all. The subject is village government and material for 
study is not drawn from those records where kings are mentioned but from the cave 
inscriptions of the people. The study is based on an examination of their titles 
especially parumaka and gmnika and whatever inferences can be drawn from them. 
There is no information on the government itself. 
Titles 
The inscriptions are a more reliable guide to the study of titles than the Oipava1nsa 
and Maltiivarhsa which were written down in the fourth and fifth centuries from 
traditions that had been handed down. Whereas the written documents give only 
the later Pali forms of Sinhalese originals, the inscriptions give us the names 
assumed by the kings themselves or which their contemporaries and successors gave 
them. The Sinhalese chronicles do not help much as the continuity of their tradition 
back to this period has not been established. The kings of these inscriptions had 
many titles but the most important for this study are the titles rajha and maharajha. 
Maltarajha and Rajhal 
From the earliest inscriptions till the end of this period these two titles appear side 
by side sometimes in the same record and sometimes of the same king. 
Furthermore, they are etymologically connected. It is possible on the one hand that 
these two titles were used interchangeably and on the other that each had a 
Paranavitana, has pointed out the fact that the aspirate "jha" is used in the early Briih.mt inscriptions. 
The unaspirated "ja" is used later in U1e inscriptions of the post first century AD; [I C, Vol. I (1970) p x:rxi]. 
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significance of its own and were related to each other. There seems to be evidence 
for both possibilities. Sometimes those who were definitely sovereign rulers at 
Anuradhapura were given the title of rajha and sometimes purely local rulers also 
carry the title rajha while local rulers hardly ever took the title maharajlta. It is 
possible that though these differences did exist in the significance of the title they 
were not rigidly and mechanically observed in actual usage. They would thus not 
have a rigidly technical application. This can only be discovered in the actual usage 
of the terms in relation to each other. 
The connection between the two titles is emphasised in the first place by the fact 
that they both appear together in the earliest inscriptionsl and continue throughout 
this peTiod. In the Kal)taka-cetiya inscriptions,2 Uttiya, the earliest king in the 
inscriptions of whom we can be positive, uses the title maharajha. The Naval Niravi 
Malai inscription3 which probably refers to the same king, calls him Rajha Uti.4 At 
the other end of this period Uanaga5 and Subha6 are entitled raja and Mahadathika 
Mahanaga7 is called maharaja. These titles continue into the period that follows. 
Secondly, it has been noticed that the same king often bears both titles in two 
different inscriptions. Uttiya as already seen had the titles rajlza and malzarajha. 
Another example is Laii.ji Tissa who is called rajha i.rl the Dilvegala inscriptions and 
maha1'ajha in the Na-arambadda-hlnna inscription9 at Ri~igala. Other kings who have 
been given both these titles are Vattagamat:U Abhaya,1o MahacilU MahMissa,u 
Kutakal)l)a Tissa,l2 Bhatika Abhayau and MahadathikaMahanaga.14 
In the third place another peculiarity in usage which suggests that these titles had 
different connotations is that both titles are used in the same inscription though 
3 
I• 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Ap.IV gives details of the titles used by the kings. 
ASCAR, 1933, p 14; {TC, Vol. I (1970) 34]. 
AC, pp 416-420 (Nos.1-3); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 338-3!11). 
(For a different interpretation of the titles maharaj/ra, rnjha a11d aya, seeR A L H Grmawardana, 
SLJFfVol. Vlll, Nos. 1&2, 1982, pp 1-39.] 
AIC, pp 26, 73, 109 (No.4). 
EZ.IIT, p 162 (No.14); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 42]; EZ.Ill, pp 163-169 (No.l5); [IC Vol. II, Pt.l (1983) 43}. 
EZ.lll, pp 153-157 (No.l2); EZ.l, pp 58-65 (No.S); (IC Vol. II, Pt.l (1983) 18A&22]. 
CA.m, p 205 {IC Vol. Il, Pt I (1983) 15]. 
EZ.l, pp 148-149 (No.10.111.a.b.c.); [lC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 16]. 
Raja-CJS.ll, p 123 (No.Sl2); Maharaja-ASCAR, 1934, S71.iii, p 18; AC, p 439 (Nos.53-54); AC, pp 446-
449 (Nos.68-72); AC, p 444 (No.65); ASCAR, 1911-12, p 97 (No. 23); [JC, Vol. I (1970) U16, 621, 
1051-1052, 1018-1027, 994&291; CAlli, p 205; {IC, Vol . II, Pt.l (1983) 10]. 
Raja-CA.ffi, p 205; [lC, Vol.II, Pt. I (1983) 10]; Mnhamjn-FZ.ID, pp 153-157 (No.12); [IC, Vo/.11, Pt. J (1983) 18A]. 
Raja-EZ.ITI, pp 153-157 (No.l2); CJS.II, p 25 (No.398); [lC Vol. ll, Pt: I (1983) 18,32). Mnllnm;n-AlC, 
pp 30, 74. (No.20); EZ.I, pp 58, 65 (No.S); [IC, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) 21, 22]. 
Raja-EZ.ill, pp 153-157 (No.l2); [IC, Vol.ll, Pt. I (1983) 181\1. Mahnrnja-AlC, p 33 (No.28e); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 21. 
Raja-CA.m, p 205; {IC, Vol. II, Pt.l (1983) 10). Mn!taraja-EZ.I, pp 58-65 (No.S); EZ.ITI, pp 153-157 
(No.l2); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 22&18A]. 
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referring to two different kings. The Molahitiyavelegala inscription1 of Bhatika 
Abhaya entitles Bhatika Abhaya and Kutakat:tDa Tissa as raja and Mahacilji 
Mahatissa as maharaja. The MaharatmaJe inscription2 however calls Mahadathika 
Mahanaga and his father and grandfather, maharajas. The Sandagiri-vehera pillar 
inscription3 again gives the title raja to Kutakcu:rD-a Tissa and to Mahactili Mahatissa 
the title maho.rajho.. 
Lastly, maharaja was not at this time a common title even in India. The great 
Emperor Asoka who ruled over a large part of fudia had only the title raja. The 
significance of the title maharaja does not therefore lie in the power and splendour 
usually associated with this title but most probably in its relationship to the title 1'aja 
which was widely used in Ceylon. It has also been suggested that this title was 
probably borrowed from the Pall canon especially the ]iitaka stories where the king 
was usually styled maharaja. This does not however affect any difference of meaning 
that may have existed between rajas and maharajas. 
Before proceeding to examine the titles in detail in order to elucidate their meanings, 
one has to bear in mind the various ways in which titles appear in the records 
because this may determine the meaning which attaches to them. In the first place a 
title can be assumed by the king himself in inscriptions of which he himself was the 
author. He would naturally give himself. or claim the highest titles he possessed if 
there was any significance in them. Secondly a title could be given to a reigning 
king by some other individual. Thus the queen or a prince with the title aya can refer 
to tl1.e king. So also in a private grant the king could be referred to for the purpose of 
dating the record. This like the last would be contemporary with the king. Thirdly, 
a king could be given a title posthumously either in the genealogy of a reigning king 
or in a posthumous reference to some earlier grant. It is likely that the title claimed 
by the king while alive would be given him or perhaps not much attention would be 
given to the title that was given. It is also possible that the highest titles would be 
used in order to bolster the claim of the reigning king. 
lf we assume that there is a difference between the titles raja and nzaharaja the latter 
title would naturally have a higher status than the former and would be less 
ambiguous. It is therefore convenient to study the usage of the title maharaja first 
leaving aside any relationship it may have had with raja. 
The first important point to notice is that it appears from the earliest records. There 
is therefore no period of development that can be observed within the inscriptions. 
EZ.IJT, pp 153-157 (No.12); [IC, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) 18A]. 
EZ.I, pp 58-65 (No.S); [JC, Vol. II, Pt.l (1983) 22]. 
3 CJS.D, p 25 (No.398); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. T (1983) 32]. 
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The title is adopted straightaway as far as the records lead us. Thereafter most of the 
kings are represented as using the title. Absence of the title in the records of some 
kings does not however mean that they did not use the title. Conversely almost all 
the kings mentioned in the records used in this study have been identified with the 
kings who belonged to the main line of rulers at Anuradhapura as given in the 
Mahavarhsa. There are only a few instances where a maharaja cannot be identified 
and this chiefly for lack of further data. But these are mostly near Anuradhapura or 
within what was the Anuradhapura kingdom. 
These observations support the evidence of the Mahavamsa that there was only one 
Line of sovereign rulers in the island and in the inscriptions they use the title 
maharaja. We have yet to see whether they used any other title besides this and 
whether raja had the same connotation as maharaja. It is sometimes possible that 
maharaja was made use of by usurpers and claimants to the throne. But there are no 
Lines of maharajas outside those at Anuradhapura. Historically therefore there could 
be only one line of sovereign rulers and maharaja may signify either that he was 
sovereign over other rajas or that maharaja itself was a title signifying sovereignty 
apart from the relationship to any rajas. Geographically too Ceylon was too small an 
island for there to be more than one line of sovereign rulers for the kings of the 
Anuradhapura plains would always have advantage over the other areas such as 
Rohru;ta, Malaya or Kagalla where local rulers could arise. Maharaja would thus 
naturally be the title used by these sovereign rulers. 
The study of the locations of the records where maharajas are mentioned and also the 
manner in which the title is introduced provide data as to the extent of the authority 
exercised by the maharajas. In the first place where a maharaja is mentioned by either 
the wife, daughter or son (while a prince, aya) we can assume that the maharaja was 
sovereign or ruling. In the records used for this study there is none where the title is 
used of a king whose name is used only for dating the record. Secondly where the 
title is used of a king in a genealogy of another king who himseLf bears the title 
maharaja the former would be a posthumous reference. Thirdly in the case where a 
raja used the title of his immediate predecessor we have to decide whether this is a 
posthumous reference or not by the meaning attached to raja. Raja may or may not 
have the same value as maharaja. Fourthly tl1ere are the contemporary records of 
maharajas themselves. In these they would be the sovereign rulers of their time. 
Those records which are contemporaneous with the reign of the king who bears the 
title maharaja would be the most relevant to illustrate the extent of the authority 
exercised by that maharaja. 
The location of the records which are contemporaneous with the maharajas 
mentioned in them also show that Anuradhapura was the centre and seat of 
authority.l It also shows the areas over which they exercised most control. Many of 
Ap. rv, p 287f. 
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these records are in what is today the Anuradhapura district especially around 
Anuradhapura. There are next three groups of records one in the northern half of 
the Eastern Province at Rassahela and Nuvaragala; the second around 
Tamanka<;luwa and the third in the North-Western Province around GalleDa-vihara, 
Ridi-vihara and Nuvarakanda. We can therefore assume that the authority of the 
maharaja at Anuradhapura extended over these areas.1 This leaves out of account, of 
course, those inscriptions where the king was sovereign but where the title maharaja 
was not used. There are in the list used for this study no records of maharajas in 
Rohal)a except the Sandagiri-vehera record which refers to a raja and a maharaja in 
the genealogy. There are however a few records of Anuradhapura rulers in the 
south where this title is not used of them. 
We can therefore take maharaja on all these counts to be a title assumed by the 
sovereign ruler of the whole island at Anuradhpura. U it was a posthumous 
reference then he would have been the sovereign ruler at some time before the date 
of the record. The authority exercised by the maharaja was probably strongest, most 
effective and direct only in the Anuradhpura kingdom which included a part of the 
NWP and the EP. Elsewhere his rule was probably only nominal except when a 
strong ruler extended his power ft.trther. The only evidence of maharajas in the south 
is in posthumous references which show one of the ways in which they exercised 
control over the south. 
lvlaharnja may have been borrowed from Indian practices or from the Jiitakas and 
may only signify sovereignty. It would then be only a more emphatic form of raja or 
one which stood for sovereignty over the wpole island or a large part of it. Mahara7a 
can also mean " the great raja" or " the chief of the rajas." It may be, on the other 
hand, some forgotten memory of the past when the sovereign ruler was one or chief 
among other rajas. The answer to this can only be supplied after a study of the title 
raja as it appears in the records. 
Rajas like the maharajas appear in the eadiest as well as the latest records in this 
period. It cannot be said that they are more common in one part of it than in any 
others. It is not possible therefore to trace a period of development when maharaja 
took the place of raja. They were both used side by side. 
The most significant fact about the use of tllis title is that it is used firstly by kings 
who are also mentioned as sovereign .ruJers at Anuradhapura Sometimes in the 
inscriptions themselves the title maharaja is used of them or they (rajas) can be 
Nicholas gives figures from his list of records- Maharaja appears 28 times in the Pihi~i Rata and 19 
times outside1t. The 19 probably include the records in the Egcx;la Pattuva ofTamankac;luwa, the 
EP and the NWP. He does not explain whether these references are posthumous or 
contemporaneous. 
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identified with kings who are represented in the Mahiivamsa as sovereign rulers of 
the main Amtradhapura line though they do not appear in the records with the title 
maharaja .1 
Secondly there are the rajas who cannot b e identified with the Anuradhapura rulers. 
Sometimes a raja appearing in an inscription within the Anuradhapura kingdom 
without any other data genealogical or otherwise has on that score alone been 
identified with an Anuradhapura ruler. The only exceptions are one or two very 
early kings with the title raja. Rajas mentioned in areas outside this have been left 
unidentified unless other evidence points to any connection with the Anuradhpura 
rulers. This distinction is based on the supposition that if there were independent or 
semi-independent local rulers they would most probably use the title raja and there 
are a few definite instances of such rulers, such as Dusatara and possibly Pacina and 
Majhima. The location of tl"te inscription and the geography of the island is the only 
guide to the extent and seat of their authority.2 
In studying the rajas too the manner in which a title is introduced is important In 
the first place there are the contemporary references to kings with this title. There 
are records where the raja himself is the author of the record or perhaps his daughter 
or son with the title aya or wife, or lastly those where the title is used for the reigning 
king as a date. It is only with the last, h owever, that we can be reasonably sure that 
the raja was a reigning sovereign king. There are secondly posthumous references to 
rajas. These can be references in the genealogies of maharajas or probably even rajas 
and references to previous grants by kirtgs. Whether a reference is posthumous or 
contemporary, however, depends on the value and meaning given to the titles raja 
and aya for unlike maharaja we are not sure of these two titles. This can only be 
determined by detailed study of the references. This has to be undertaken in 
relation to the location of the records as indicated earlier. 
The main difficulty arises with the rajas who also have the title maharaja in the 
records or who can be identified with Anuradhapura rulers. It is best therefore to 
start with them. In the first place there are the records of the rajas themselves or of 
their queens. These were contemporary records. There is first the inscription of the 
wife of Rajha Uti at Naval Niravi Malai on the northern boundary of the NCP.3 
There is next an inscription of Vattagamar;1i (Rajha Aba) at Galgamuva NWP.4 
Thirdly there is an inscription of Bhatika Abhaya (Raja Abaya) at Molahitiyavelegala 
in Tamanka<;luwa.s Mahadathlka Mahanaga has an inscription at Kotaveheragala 
Ap.lV, p 287.f. 
Ap.IV, p 287. 
AC, pp 416-420 (Nos.1-3); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 338-341]. 
~ CJS.TT, p 123 (No.512); [IC, Vol. I (1970) U16]. 
EZ.ITl, pp 153-157 (No.l2); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 18A). 
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also in Tamanka<;l.uwa.1 Lastly Subha has two records where he is called raja at 
Pahala Kayinattama2 and Veheragala3 both about 20 miles from Anuradhapura 
(U<;l.<;iiyankulam Korale). Ilanaga is styled raja in his inscription in the south at 
Tissamaharama.4 These records are too scanty to base any conclusions upon, but it 
should be noted that these inscriptions are somewhat removed from the 
Anuradhapura area, though within what we have described as the Anuradhapura 
kingdom. Subha's inscriptions are near Anuradhapura but he was a usurper on the 
Anuradhapura throne. Similarly Uanaga was not of the main line of rulers but was a 
sister's son of Amar:t9agamar:ti and possibly a ruler of the south. This record may 
belong to a time when he was a local ruler in the south. 
There are next the posthumous references to rajas. We have already noted that the 
value placed on these references is less than for contemporaneous references which 
are likely to be more accurate in the value they place upon a title. Naga RajhaS the 
father-in-law of Rajhn Uti cannot be identified with any Anuradhapura ruler of the 
Mahiivari1sa li st. He was probably a local ruler. It is possible that he was the 
Mahanaga, the brother of Devanampiya Tissa who according to the Mahiivmhsa fled 
to Rohar:ta.6 Laii.ji Tissa is called raja in a record at Duvegala, Tamanka<;iuwa.7 This 
is a posthumous reference to a grant made much earlier than the date of the record . 
But a sirrrilar record at Ripgala entitles him maharaja.s Possibly there was no 
distinction between the titles here. The rest of the references are in the geneaJogies 
of three interesting records and must be studied as genealogies. The first of these, 
the Kotaveheragala inscription of Mahadathika Mahanaga9 refers to a grant made by 
Mahacup Mahatissa. The second is the Molahipyavelegala1o inscription of Bhatika 
Abhaya. In this Bhatika Abhaya himself and his father Kutaka t:u:ta Tissa are called 
rajas while the grandfather MahacuLi Mahatissa was called maharaja. The third is the 
Sandagiri-vehera inscription11 from the south of a son of KutakaDQa Tissa named 
GnmiJJi Abaya. In this Kutakar,u:ta Tissa is calJed Raja Aba and his father Mahacilli 
Mahatissa has the title maharaja.12 
CA.III, p 205; [IC, Vol. n Pt.I (1983) 10]. 
EZ.lll, p 162 (No.l4); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. 1 (1983) 42]. 
J EZ.Jn, pp 163-165 (No.15); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt.l (1983) 43]. 
AIC, pp 26,73,109 (No.4). 
s AC, pp 416-420 (Nos.l-3); (IC, Vol. I (1970) 338-341]. 
Mhv .XXI I :2-6. 
7 CA.lll, p 204; (IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 15]. 
s EZJ, pp 148-149 (No.lO.TTI.a); (IC, Vol. Il, Pt.l (1983) 16 11]. 
9 CA TU, p 205; [IC, Vol. ll, Pt.l (1983) 10. The identification ofTisa Raja tvith Mahiiciiti Malliitissa 
is errcmeous according to Paranavitana]. 
1o [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 18]. 
n C]S.II, p 25, (No.398); [IC, Vol. II, Pt.l (1983) 32]. 
12 Nicholas cites an unpublished inscription from Gonavatta of Ama(JQagama.IJ.i (Gami1Jr TiSI). {IC, 
Vol. I (1970) 813]. 
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It now remains to examine the probable relationship between the two titles on the 
evidence set forth above for it chiefly arises out of the evidence of the records of the 
Anuradhapura kings and the conclusions arrived at will be of use in evaluating the 
place of the local rajas mentioned in other records outside the Anuradhapura 
kingdom. The problem as it presents itself is that there are two possible 
interpretations to the relationship between raja and maharaja,· on the one hand raja 
and maharaja can indicate two different offices where the raja in ~ sense would be 
subordinate to the maharaja. The implications of this conclusion would be that while 
the maharaja was the supreme and paramount king over both Anuradhapura and 
also the whole island his heirs (since rajas in the Anuradhapura kingdom had also 
the title maharaja or were represented as being sovereign rulers in the Maluiva?fzsa) 
that is brothers and children would be given the title raja and made to govern certain 
areas in the kingdom such as Tamanka<;iuwa, Kurunagala and the north of the 
Anuradhapura kingdom where these records of rajas are. It is not likely that this 
dates back to a time when several rajas were rulers in the Anuradhapura kingdom 
with one of them as chief (maharaja). This would be a purely family arrangement. 
The implication of this for the interpretation of records is that a king with the title 
raja if it is a contemporaneous reference cannot be regarded as a sovereign ruler 
unless indicated by other evidence to be sovereign. On the other hand raja and 
maharaja can be regarded as interchangeable and taken as signifying maharaja or the 
sovereign ruler. This would mean that wherever raja occurs it indicates a sovereign 
king (in Anuradhapura). Perhaps maharaja would be a more emphatic form of the 
title. This would also make it difficult to distinguish a purely local ruler with the 
title raja outside the Anuradhapura kingdom from a sovereign ruler of the 
Anuradhapura line who, because of his sovereignty, would have records in any part 
of the island. There would thus be no rigid distinction between raja and maharaja. 
As there seems to be evidence for both interpretations it is best to set forth the 
arguments on either side. 
The chief point in favour of the first interpretation which takes raja and maharaja as 
two different titles are as follows. There is in the first place that very fact that those 
two titles are both used side by side when one of them seems distinctly a higher title, 
even in references which are contemporaneous. Then secondly they appear in the 
same inscription and same genealogy for two different kings. Thirdly there is the 
fact that always the lesser title is used of the more recent kings and raja is never used 
as a title of an immediate predecessor of a maharaja in any inscription in this list. 
Sometimes however in a genealogy of three kings all use the title raja. Fourthly there 
is the scanty evidence of the location of the inscriptions of rajas (where the titles are 
used contemporaneously). And fifthly there is the existence of local rulers outside 
the Anuradhapura kingdom with the title 1'aja. It is not likely that they would use 
the title maharaja nor that the sovereign rulers at Anuradhapura would use only the 
title raja unless of course at that time a rigid distinction was not maintained between 
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them or unless local rulers would be very few, insignificant and sporadic. Quite a 
few who have no other means of identification except the name, would most 
probably be rulers of the Anuradhapura line rather than local rulers and sixthly in 
later times the heir apparent similarly received the governorship of the area which 
came to be called Dak.k.hiz:ladesa. 
There are on the other hand objections to such an interpretation favouring the 
second where there was no distinction between raja and maharaja. In the first place 
the title is used once at least of the sovereign kingwhile he was ruling in order to 
signify the date of the record.1 Secondly there is the difficulty of explaining the 
record where in the genealogy of three kings all bear only the title raja.2 Thirdly and 
connected with this is the laxness in maintaining this distinction in posthumous 
references to kings who had been sovereign rulers. One explanation is possibly that 
at the time of the grant referred to they were only raja. Such an explanation is far 
fetched and would not suit the laxity in the use of these titles in genealogies. 
Fourthly it has been pointed out that Devnnapiya which is a title used normally of the 
sovereign ruler of Anuradhapura was twice used alongside rajn.3 Devannpiya can 
however be taken as a family title too since there is a reference to the Devnnapiya-
kuln.4 Fifthly there is the reference to "the king of the island" in the phrase Dipa 
Rajha.s This however is not used as a title but only as a reference to the king. Sixthly 
it has already been pointed out that the kings of Rohal)a who never ruled from 
Anuradhapura bore the title mnharaja.6 This may be explained as a claim which 
these rulers put forward, a claim vindicated later by Dutthagamal)i. Lastly there are 
a few unpublished inscriptions which contain the title uvarajha or heir apparent.7 1t 
is difficult to explain the relationship between uvarajha and rajha without a close 
study of those records. 
This evidence is therefore too contradictory to arrive at any settled conclusion about 
the relationship between rajas and maharajas, if there was indeed such a distinction. 
For the moment however the data is too scanty to press such a conclusion. Therefore 
Ap.ITI, No.19. Hnjn Tisa referring to Mahacii!1 Mahatissa; Ap.TI (No.22). 
Ap.IIT, No.28. 
3 Ap.liJ, No. 9. Koravakgala inscription ofDuUhagama~i, Ridi-vihara inscription of 
Ama1:u;iagamar:U in referring to Kutakar:u:ta Tissa calls him Devanapiya Tisa Raja. (Nicholas cites 
this unpublished record). (IC, Vol. I (1970) 620; IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 34]. 
EZ.Ill, p 156, Ap.Il, No.40. 
s Ap.lll, No.29; Ap.ll, No.54; ASCAR, 1933, No.14; [IC~ Vol. I (1970) 37]. 
6 Nicholas cites both these unpublished.records; a. Karandahela 1 AC. KakavaT}a Tisa Maharaja 
b. Ruga m 4 A C. Yatnlaka Tisa Malwaja.,(properly, outside this period). 
Nicholas quotes these unpublished re'cords. 
a. Kusalanakanda. Ap.Ill, No. 9; Ap.n, No. 64; AC, p 445, No.66; [IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 389] 
b. Piccandiyiiva BC [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1064] c. Tissa 1 c AC d . Kirinde le AC 
e. Situlpavuva le AC 
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the titles will for the moment be taken as interchangeable though maharaja would 
more emphatically stress the sovereignty of the ruler. 
The rajas mentioned in the inscriptions so far considered, have all been identified 
with those who had become sovereign rulers at Anuradhapura. Further all these 
inscriptions were located in the Anuradhapura kingdom. But there are inscriptions 
outside the Anuradhapura kingdom which refer to kings who have not been 
identified with the Anuradhapura kings; nor can a line of rajas be traced anywhere 
else. Only two inscriptions of the south mentioned rajas who can be identified. 
The first of these examples is the Sandagiri-vehera inscription1 of Rohal)aika Gamil)i 
Abaya. His father Raja Aba has been identified with Kutakcu::tna Tissa and his 
grandfather entitled maharaja as Mahacull Maha tissa. There is proof from the 
Mahavamsa that KutakanDa Tissa had to flee from Anuradhapura. He probably took 
refuge in the south. The other example is the inscription of Ilanaga at 
Tissarnaharama.2 He is called A]unaka Raja and his father Mahanaka Raja. llanaga 
did not belong directly to the main line of Anuradhapura rulers. His claim was 
probably based on the fact that his mother was a sister of Amar:t<;lagamar:ti of the 
main line of rulers.3 It is not possible to say who Mahanaka was.-t He was not of the 
main line of kings because he is not known to have become ma1tarnja. He was 
probably a local ruler or a member of the Anuradhapura family of rulers though not 
mentioned anywhere in the Mahiivmilsa. 
The other rajas cannot be identified. A line of ayas in Kagalla mentioned a raja at the 
head.s He probably began the line and .is said to be a brother of Devanapi.6 But the 
material in the inscription is insufficient to identify either the raja or the Devanapi. 
The latter was in all probability a member of the line of kings at Anuradhapura. 
Two inscriptions? in which Pacina Rajha and Rajlzn Abaya are mentioned are isolated 
inscriptions in this area and the only bit of evidence is that Rtzjha Abaya was the son 
of Pacina Rajlm. This conveys no clue for identification. In Rohana, similarly, three 
early inscriptionss contain the names Majhima Rajha, Dama Rajha and Rajha Uti. 
These cannot be identified though there is a possibility that Rajha Uti might have 
been the same as the Rajha Uti of the Naval Niravi Malai inscription.9 But the 
existence of a whole family tree in these inscriptions from the south and the absence 
of a tradition of the overlordshlp of the Anuradhapura rulers over the south before 
CJS.U, pp 18, 28 (No.398); [IC, Vol. IT, Pt.l (1983) 32]. 
AlC, pp 26,73, 109 (No.4). 
Mhv XXXV:14. 
Supra, pp 12-13. 
CJS.Il, p 203 (No.618); (JC, Vol. T (1970) 792]. 
Infra, pp 26-28. 
AlC, p 35 (No.34); ASCAR, 1935, p 9; Infra, pp 40-41; LIC, Vol. I (1970) 831 -833]. 
CJS.n, pp 114-115 (Nos.462, 465, 466); ASCAR,l934, 578, p 21; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 549-551]. 
9 AC, pp 416-420 (Nos.1-3); Supra, pp 6-7; (IC, Vol. I (1970) 338-341]. 
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the time of Dutthagamat;ti makes this only a remote possibility. The same applies to 
the kings mentioned in the Kusalana.kanda inscription near the others. These are 
Uvarajha Naga, his son Gami1J.i Tisa. Though the names are similar they cannot be 
satisfactorily identified with any Anuradhapura rulers with the same relationship. 
Two explanations may be given for the existence of these rajas. They may have all 
been related to the Anuradhapura kings. The connection of the Kagalla rulers with 
Devanapi and Sandagiri-vehera inscription of a son of Kutakar:tr:ta Tissa1 may lead 
one to this conclusion. There is no doubt however that some of them at least were 
connected with the Anuradhapura rulers by marriage ties. The other explanation is 
that these were local rulers who from time to time became sufficiently powerful to 
claim the title raja or that they were inspired by the memory or such a period of rule. 
This is supported by the disappearance of most of these independent rulers, except 
perhaps the rulers of Rohai:ta, by the end of this period,2 and the absence of any long 
line of such rulers except :in the south. This too was confined to a family of about 
three or four generations. There is truth probably in both these explanations. Raja 
was therefore def:initely the title of a local ruler too though possibly related to the 
main line of rulers at Anuradhapura. We know very little however of the actual 
relationship between the rajas and maharajas of Anuradhapura and the local rajas. 
But the overlordship of the Anuradhapura kingdom is emphasised from other data. 
There would thus be a distinct difference :in the title raja as used by the 
Anuradhapura rulers and by the local rulers. 
Of the status of these rajas there is only one clue. The grants they made are :in every 
way similar to the grants made by the maharajas and both these groups are distinct 
from the grants made by the people.3 Therefore very probably in their own areas 
they exercised the same powers as the maharajas. But the rajas of the earliest 
inscriptions make only grants of caves. 
This it may be remarked was the only type of grant before the time of Lanji Tissa. 
However, it should be noted that the rajas in the areas outside the Anuradhapura area 
and the ayasl too lived quite early in the period and they have made only grants of caves. 
Devanapiyas 
This is another title that appears from the earliest inscriptions and is used frequently 
till the end of the period. In the Mnhiivarhsa however, it is used only of 
CjS.II, pp 18, 25 (No.398); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 32}. 
Infra, pp 37-41. 
Infra, pp 45-47. 
Intra, pp 34-41. 
s Skt. Devanampriya. 
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Devanampiya Tissa, the contemporary of Asoka.l In his edicts, Asoka him self is 
called Devanampiya and there i s little doubt that this title came to Ceylon from 
Indian practice. The Mahiivarhsa shows that at this time there was close contact 
between Ceylon and North India. The word literally means "beloved of the gods" 
and was perhaps assumed by the kings to signify their meritorious activities. 
The earliest occuuence of the title is in the inscription at Mihintale2 which probably 
refers to Devanampiya Tissa hlmsel£.3 After this all the kings at Anuradhapura from 
Dutthagamal)i to Mahadathika Mahanaga claim thls title in the inscriptions though 
they are not so named in every inscription.4 One important inscription at Minvila5 
refers to Kutakat:tDa Tissa as Devanapiya-kulahi Macutf.ikaha puta Putaka7Ja Abaya. The 
translation runs," of Macuc,iika (Mahac:U.P Mahatissa) of the family of Devanapiya." 
Devanapiya was therefore a title widely used by the kings of this period and it is 
always placed at the beginning of the name, before the title maharaja. Another 
feature of its usage is that it occurs only wi th maharaja and never wHh raja.6 It is 
probable therefore that it was used only by the sovereign ruler. We may therefore 
assume that when a king has only the title Devanapiya without the title maharaja, he 
was jn all probability a sovereign ruler.7 The title is not used by the various local 
rulerss and it disappears when this dynasty of kings ends with the usurpation of 
Subha. 
Mhv.Xl:17. 
~ ASCAR, 1933, p 14; [ lC, Vol. I (1970) 2; Also see IC, Vol. I (1970) 1059&1060). 
3 Also Uttiya: Ap.W, No.S. 
Du\~hagfuna(ti : Devrmapiya Abaya- ASCAR, 1934,571, p 18; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 620]. 
Saddha Tissa: Devmmpiya Mnhnrnjila Gnmnl',li TiSn, ASCAR, 1935, p 9; EZ.J, p 142; AC, p 451 (No.78); 
EZ.l. p 144 (No.10.l.1 .); (IC, Vol. I (1970) 422-428,236, 404). 
Laflji Tissa: Devnnapiya TiE.a, EZ.I, p 144 (No.1 0.1.1); EZ.I, pp 146-149 (No.lO.Ill.a&c); (IC, VoL I 
(1970) 236; [IC, VoL II, P t. I (1983) 16II&Ili Vattagama~:ti: Devmutpiyn Mnharnjhn Gnma~i Abayn, AC. 
p 444 (No.65); AC, p 439 (Nos .53-54); AC, p 448 (Nos.68-72); ASCAR, 1935, 540, p 9; ASCAR, 1911-
12, p 97; {IC, Vol. I (1970) 994, 1051-1052, 1018-1027, 1029]. 
MahacUU Mahatissa: Devnnapiya Tisa Mnharaja, EZ.m, pp 153-157 (No.12); EZ.I, pp 58-65 (No.S); 
ASCAR, 1934, 571, p 18; [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 18a, 22; IC, VoL I (1970) 621]; 
Ku!akilDl:la Tissa: Devanapiya Pufikann Gmnnl;ti Abayn Maharaja, [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 1&2]. 
s EZ.ill, p 156 n 5; [IC, Vol. II, Pt.I (1983) 1). 
Nicholas has pointed out two instances where the title Devanapiya is used along with raja. One of 
these 1s N o.9 of Ap.Tli and the other is an unpublished record of Amar:lc;iagama.I)i from the Rldi-
vihara in a reference to his grandfather as Devanapiya Tisa Raja. In the second of these, a 
posthumous reference raja probably signifies sovereignty. As to the former, Devanapiya was 
probably used as a clan name. [IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 620; IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 34 contradicts tlzis 
assertiou]. 
EZ.l, p 144 (No.lO.l.); Laiiji Tissa, ASCAR, 1934,571, p18; Mahacii)i Mahattssa, {IC, Vol. I (1970) 
236, 621]; ASCAR, 1933, p 14. 
The onejnstance where Devanapiya is attached to the name of an unidentified king outside the 
Anuradhapura kingdom is the inscription at Yatahaler:1a in the l<Hgalla district. But here the raja 
who heads the genealogy is represented as being the brother of a Devanapiya. Normally brothers 
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The reference to a Devanapiya-kulal may indicate that this was a family title which 
was adopted by the first or one of the earliest kings of this dynasty, possibly 
Devanampiya Tissa, with whom the word is traditionally associated.2 The 
circumstances under which he assumed this title cannot be ascertained from the 
inscriptions.3 
Gami1J.i 
Another title of the early Sinhalese kings is gama1J.i or gami1J.i. It occurs in the earliest 
inscriptions and continues beyond this period till the reign of Gajabahu who was the 
last to use it. The word is quite common in Pali and Sanskri t literature. But it is not 
used by kings. It has been translated as "head of a company," "chief," or "village 
headmanj" and is etymologically related to P.gama and Skt.grama. But it cannot be 
so translated in these inscriptions for the word is used as a title alongside others 
such as raja and maharaja. 
The first appearance of the title is in the Kantaka-cetiya inscription4 o1 Uttiya where 
he is called Gama7J.i Uti Maharaja. We are not sure what inscriptions belong to 
DutthagamaJ:li. But it is on the assumption that he very likely had this title, that it 
was stated that some of the inscriptions attributed to Vattagamani may have 
belonged to Dutthagamat:U.s His name would then be Gama1J.i Abaya corresponding 
to the name given him m the Mahavamsa,6 Dutthagamani Abhaya. Various kings at 
Anuradhapura from this time on, use this title.7 The title does n ot seem to have been 
confined to the kings of the Anuradhapura line or even only to sovereign rulers. 
Rajas in the Anuradhapura area used the title as well as rajas in the other areas. 
There is first the Gamil~i Abaya m the Sail.dagiri-vehera inscriptions who was the son 
of Kutaka.IJna Tissa and the Gami1Ji Tisa m the Henannegala mscription.~ Gami1J.i is 
4 
5 
7 
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are not so introduced into genealogies. Therefore this was very probably an attempt by these local 
rulers to show their relationship with the main line of rulers at Anuradhapura. CJS.II, p 114 (No. 
618); (IC, Vol. I (1970) 792) . 
EZ.Ill, p 156 (IC, Vol . ll, Pt. I (1983) 1]. 
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Paranavitana however thinks it possible on the evidence of the Mahiivmitsa and the Commentaries 
that this title was adopted when Devana m piya Tissa was invested with authority by Asoka. jRAS, 
1936 Ouly), pp 449-462. 
ASCAR, 1933, p 14; [I C, Vol. I (1970) 34]. 
Supra, pp 6-7, 9-12. 
Mhv.XXII:71. 
Saddha Tissa - AC, p 450 (Nos.75&76); AC, p 451 (No.78); ASCAR, 1935, p 9; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 835, 
31, 404, 422-4281i Vatf.igamcu;ti- AC, p 439 (No.53); AC, p 442 (No.56); ASCAR, 1935, p 9; EZ.I, pp 
146-149 (No.l 0 Ill b); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1051, 836, 1018-1082; IC, Vol. ll, Pt. I (1983) 8]; Ku~aka~::u:ta 
Tissa - EZ.l, pp 58-65 (No.S); ASCAR 1934, 571, p 18; {IC, Vol.ll, Pt. I (1983) 22, 23]; 
AllUU.l<;lagama~;ti-ASCAR, 1931, p 5; CJS.II, p 218 (No.700); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. I (1983) 34&35]. 
CJS.fl, p 25 (No.398); [IC, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) 32]. 
AC, p 446 (No.67); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 406]. 
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also used in a few early inscriptions in the south for an ancestry of a line of kings. 
He is not given any other title or name.1 Th ere is another, entitled Gami1Ji, among 
the Kagalla rulers.2 
This unusual titl e is very important for the study of the origins of kingship in 
Ceylon. A further consideration of the title on the basis of the examples quoted 
above will be taken in hand later.3 
Ay a 
This is a title repeatedly met with in the inscriptions of this period. It is most 
common in the firs t half of the period and all but disappears towards the end of the 
period. The derivation of the word presents no difficulties4 but its meaning has to be 
established from its usage in the inscriptions. 
Ayas appear generally as donors of caves and sometimes in the genealogies. But 
what is more important is that when their genealogies are given they are invariably 
the sons of kings or nyas, as in the Rassahela inscriptions5 which mention Mnha Aya and 
Tisa Aya, in the Nuvaragala inscription<> which refer to Mnha Tisa Aya and the Gallel)a-
vihaTa inscription7 of Tisa Aya. These have been identified as the sons of Saddha Tissa 
and vanagamat)i. Aya Sura Tisa and Aya Siva in the Dimbulagala8 and Mutugalla9 
cave inscriptions may therefore be identified with the kings Sura Tissa and Maha 
Siva of the Mahiivmhsa}O though they do not give their genealogies. Similarly, Aya 
A§alisn. of the inscription at Mih.intalell may be Asela of the Mnhtivamsa12 but his 
genealogy as given in the inscriptions and the Mnhiiva1hsa do n ot agree.u There is 
also a Maha Aya and a Tisn Aya cited as the ancestors of a gmnika in one inscription.14 
ln the areas outside the Anmadhapura kingdom too, the title was used and here 
again the genealogy is traced either to another person bearing the title ayals or to a 
CjS.II, p 114 (No. 462); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 549]. 
2 CJS.II, p 203 (No. 618}; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 792]. 
3 lnfra, pp 32-34. 
"' Skt. Arya - of good family P.Ariyn -noble. 
s ASCAR, 1935, p 10; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 422-428]. 
AC, p 451 (No.78); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 404]. 
ASCAR, 1935, 540, p 10; AC, pp 446-449 (Nos.68, 72); {IC, Vol. I (1970) 1018-1028]. 
x CA.m, p 4; [I C, Vol. I (1970) 272}. 
9 CA. Ill, p 211; [I C, Vol. I (1970) 304]. 
10 Mhv.X:Xl: 1 & 3. 
11 AC, p 444 (No.62); [IC, Vol . I (1970) 29]. 
12 Mhv.XXI: 1-12. 
u Supra, p 13. 
1o~ AC, p 442 (Nos.S8, 59); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 913,914]. 
1s AC, p 452 (No.79); CJS.II, pp 202-203 (Nos.615, 618, 620); CJS.II, p 127 (No.535); [TC, Vol. I (1970) 
556-569, 786, 792, 795, 919]. 
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raja.l But the title is much more commonly used here than in the Anuradhapura 
kingdom. Further, lines of ayas can be traced from the inscriptions, as at Yatahalena 
and at Bovattegala. Almost all these belong to a period before the first century AD. 
It is possible that, like the ayas at K.agalla who were related through an ancestor to a 
Devamzpi, the others too were related to the royal line at Anuradhapura. 
These donors bearing the title aya both in the Anuradhapura and other areas only 
make grants of caves. They are never known to make grants of land, villages or 
tanks. This perhaps constitutes a limitation on their power and marks them out 
from the rajas and maharajas unless these grants can be dated to a period when it was 
not the custom to make such donations. The gradual disappearance of this title 
cannot be explained by the disappearance of cave donations, for the common people 
continued to grant them even into the next period. 
The title does not occur after this time except that mahaya2 is very probably derived 
from it.J It was a specialised term for the heir-apparent that came into use in the 
period following. But we cannot trace a continuity in usage in the inscriptions. 
Aya was therefore a title given to a prince of the royal line who was not necessarily 
exercising any political authority. In this sense it may have been only an honorific. 
It is not possible to say whether maha aya was a title given to the heir-apparent. 
Perhaps it was not, because the title uvaraja too appears in the records of this period.4 
In one instance the prince Duiatara entitled aya in one record becomes raja in 
another.s This shows that here too the rajas were the rulers and the ayas were only 
princes. But one peculiar feature is that rajas unlike in the Anuradhapura records 
are rare and ayas claim even two or three generations in one record.6 This may be 
exceptional or can be explained by the long reign of one ruler in this instance 
probably Raja Uti. We can therefore take the rajas as local rulers and the ayas as 
princes of royal blood. Though queens are mentioned in certain inscriptions, their 
records have not been published. So it is not possible to say what titles they used.7 
CjS. Il, pp 114-115 (Nos.462, 465, 466); QS.IT, pp 202-203 (No.618); AC, p 453 (No.80); AIC, p 35 
(No.34), [IC, Vol. f (1970) 549-551, 792, 549-551, 831-833]. 
lnfra, p 242. 
J Nicholas has pointed out a few stray instances of the use of aya as a title for princes in some 
unpublished records of the third century AD. In these they donate lands and found vihiiras. The 
records at Minvila and Somavati-cetiya mention an aya, a son of Mahallakanaga and that at 
Dakkhi~a-vihara mentions an Uvaraja named Mnlumako.ya. 
4 Supra, p 29 n8. 
s CJS.II, pp 202-203 (Nos.615, 618); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 786&792]. 
6 Ap.V, pp 295-296. 
AC, p 450 (No.76); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 31]. 
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Abi 
Princesses of the royal line bore the title abi which probably was an honorific 
corresponding to cn;a. Like aya it is used before the personal name.1 The relationship 
when given, shows royal descent. The title mahabi is used once without any personal 
name and it probably corresponds to maluzya.2 But we do not know what exactly it 
meant. The title is found both in the inscriptions in the Anuradhapura kingdom and 
in those of the south . 
The derivation of this title is shrouded in doubt. Paranavitana suggests that it may 
be derived from the Skt. ambikii.J Later on the word seems to have been used by 
ladies of high rank not necessarily of royal blood.4 
Names of Kings 
The study of the names of kings does not show any principle on which they were 
adopted. The names used are very similar and the same names occur over and over again. 
Of the names of the kings at Anuradhapura from Saddha Tissa to Mahadathika 
Mahanaga, the names Abaya, Tisa and Naka (Naga) are frequently used; but only one 
is used at a time. These all agree with the names given in the Mahiivarizsa except 
Kutakar:tr:ta Tissa w ho is called Abaya in the inscriptions.s Uti appears but once in this 
line of kings.s Saba is the only tmusual name and corresponds to Subha of the Mnhiivathsa.7 
He was only a usurper according to the Mnhiiv01i1Sa. ASaliSa and Siva, the names of ayas 
are also uncommon.s All these names were used by the common people too.9 
Besides these, some of them have other names as well, which enable us to 
distinguish them. Such names as Lajakn for Laflji Tissa, lO Putnka'/fa for Ku~aka r:tl).a 
Tissa,ll Macutf.ika for Mahiku!J Mahatissa,12 Batiya for Bhatika Abhaya13 and Aju for 
AC, p p 416-420 (Nos.l-3); AC, p 444 (No.65); AC, p 454 (No.82); ASCAR, 1934, 578, p 21; {IC, VoLl 
(1970) 338-341, 994, 550, 556-569}. 
l ASCAR, 1933, p 14; {TC, Vol. 1 (1970) 37]. 
J EZ.JV, p228n1 . 
EZ.TV, pp 223-228 (No.28); {IC, Vol. D, Pt. II (wrpubd.) 108b]. 
EZ.W, p 156; M.hvJOO<lV:28. 
ASCAR, 1933, p 14; AC, pp 41 6-420 (Nos.l-3); [TC, Vol. I (1970) 34, 338-341, 46-47; see also RA L H 
Grmawardana, SLJH, Vol. ID, Nos.1&2 1982, pp 1-39]. 
1 EZ.lli, pp 162-169 (Nos.l4-15); Mhv.XXXV:Sl; {IC, Vol. n, Pt. I (1983) 42&43]. 
s CA. Ill, p 211; AC, p 444 (No.62); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 13, 304, 29]. 
11 Infra, pp 92-94. 
1o CAlli, p 205; [lC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 15]. 
n EZ.m, p 156. 
12 Ibid. 
13 AIC, p 33, (No.28e); {See JC, Vol. I (1970) 2. Paranavitana gives a different reading of No. 28e]. 
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Uanaga 1 are used but once and do not recur. They are special distinguishing names 
adopted by the kings themselves for these occur in inscriptions in which the kings 
themselves or their immediate successors are the donors. 
The names of the rajas and ayas in other areas too, are similar; Tisa, Abaya and Uti are 
the commonest.2 The Yatahale:r:ta inscriptions contain the names Duhntara, Dusatara 
and Siva.3 The inscription at Nuvarakanda contains the name Duhitaya.4 Naka too is 
a name that occurs often.s Some local rulers seem to name themselves by the area in 
which they ruled such as in the names Pacin.a-rajha6 and Majhima-rajha.7 They may 
however have been personal names. 
The names of queens and princesses too occur sometimes, AnuradiS appears thrice 
and may have been a popular name. The others are Sumanadevi,9 Butadata,to Lasini,n 
Samika,t2 Ramadata,t3 Kitakat4 and Savera.ts These are always introduced as wives 
(jhaya) or daughters (jhita) of either kings or princes. 
The Origins of Kingship 
There is no direct information bearing on this subject, because the inscriptions being 
at a period when kingship had emerged into the light of history. But these records 
contain information which may throw some light on the period that preceded. The 
evidence therefore is not conclusive. But several avenues of approach to this subject 
seem to lead to the same conclusions. 
The most obvious starting point is the title gamat:zi.16 It has been pointed out tl<at this 
word means "a village headman" or a "leader of a village," and it is so used in the 
early Sanskrit and Pall literature. It does not appear as a royal title in India. In 
AIC, pp 26, 73, 109 (No.4);[Milller's reading has been challenged by C W Nlcholas injRAS(CB) 
(special number, new series Vol. VI, 1963]. 
AC, p 453 (No. 80); CJS.II, pp 114-115 (Nos.466, 462, 465); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 549-551]. 
J CJS.Il, pp 202, 203 (Nos.615, 618, 620); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 786, 792, 795]. 
CJS.II, p 127 (No.535); [IC, Vol. I (970) 919]. 
ASCAR, 1934, 571, p 18; [IC, Vol. T (1970) 736; Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 57]. 
AIC, p 35 (No.34); ASCAR, 1935, p 9; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 831-833, 814]. 
7 AC, p 446 (No.67); [IC, Vol.l (1970) 406]. 
11 AC, pp 416-420 (Nos.1-3), p 444 (No.65); AC, p 454 (No.82); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 338-341, 994, 550]. 
ASCAR, 1933, p 14; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 46]. 
10 ASCAR, 1935, p 9; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 425]. 
11 Ibid.; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 422- Pnranavita11a's reading is Yahasitti]. 
u Ibid.; [IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 426]. 
13 AC, p 450 (No.76); RamadaHa (Nicholas) [IC, Vol. I (1970) 31]. 
14 ASCAR, 1911-12, p 94 (No.3.i); Kitaka (Nicholas) [lC, Vol. I (1970) 4]. 
1s ASCAR, 1934,578, p 21; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 556-569]. 
16 Supra, pp 28-29. 
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Ceylon in the period covered by the inscriptions it is not exactly used as a title such as 
raja and maharaja but more like a name which in a previous age was perhaps a title. 
There is a certain ambiguity in this title quite apart from its meaning. ln certain 
instances, especially in the early inscriptions, it is used like any other title. It is 
sometimes used alone without other titles as in the inscriptions of Va~agama.t;li.l It 
is used alone without even a personal name in some of the early inscriptions of the 
south.2 These show that the word gama7J.i was at one time a title. But in the later 
inscriptions other royal titles are used alongside gama7J.i and this tit]e is placed near 
the personal name. It was perhaps considered a personal name rather than a title for 
the meaning of the word had by this time lost aU re1evance. 
There is also the evidence of the Mahiivarhsa where gama1:zj is sometimes incorporated 
with the personal names of kings, like Dutthagfunal:U, Vattagfunal:ti and .A.mcu:l<;Iagamar:U. 
The origin of the name Du~hagamat:ti given in the Mahiiva1hsa which traces gama]J.i 
to the lordship of M.agarna, is perhaps an attempt to explain the title of the hero.3 In 
the inscriptions the title is first used by Uttiya who in point of time lived earlier than 
Dutthagamar:ti and further he uses the title maharaja along with it.4 
Very probably at some early date before the titles raja and maharaja came into use the 
rulers of Ceylon were just gama7:z.is or "village headmen." This is the only conclusion 
that can be drawn. But we cannot say from the inscriptions alone whether this 
transformation from village headmen to kings took place in Ceylon itself or before 
these people arrived in Ceylon. Yet it is possible that it happened in Ceylon because, 
as far as we know, the title is peculiar to Ceylon. Further such a transformation is 
much more likely to happen in a small island like Ceylon than in the plains of India 
which have been the home of vast empires. 
Another useful observation is that the word gammJi is never used in tl1e inscriptions 
for "a village headman." The word always used for that office is gamika or gamaka.s 
It is difficult to explain how gama]J.i, if it was so common, should disappear from the 
language and remain only as a title for kings. The only explanation that can be given 
is that the word was not so common. We do not know whether gama1J.i and gamaka 
Gnmar;i Abayn: ASCAR, 1933, p 14; ASCAR, 1935, 541, p 10; ASCAR, 1911-12, p 96 (No.13); EZ.I, pp 
148-149 (No.l 0 III b); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 963; 672; 18; IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 8]. 
2 Gama1# Tisa: AC, pp 445-446 (Nos. 66-67); CJS.IT, pp 114-115 (Nos. 462-463 & 465); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 
389, 406,549 & 552, 550]; Gama7Ji: CJS.ll, pp114-115 (Nos. 462-463); AC, p 444 (No. 62); CJS.Jl, p 203 
(No. 618); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 549-552,13, 792]. 
Mhv.XXll:70-71 . 
ASCAR, 1933, p 14; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 34). 
s Infra, pp 54-56. 
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were used side by side for a village headman or whether gamika came in later. 
Though these questions cannot, in the present state of our knowledge, be answered, 
they have an important bearing on the subject of origins. 
The names of the kings too militate against the theory that kingship was introduced 
to Ceylon, as a dynasty, at a point of time not very far beyond the first inscriptions. 
These same names were adopted by the common people of the land who appear as 
donors of caves and they are different from the names of the kings of the various 
dynasties of India. 1 
Kingship probably arose in Ceylon itself at a very early date. When these people 
came to Ceylon they probably did not have a dynastic history behind them but clid 
have the beginnings of leadership which later blossomed into kingship. But the 
association of the word gamm;.i with kingship is almost certain proof that kingship 
did rise out of the village system. It is very unlikely that a king would have adopted 
such a title unless it can be explained by such an origin.2 
Kingship in the Inscriptions 
These conclusions drawn from a study of the names and titles of kings, when 
considered in the light of the location of the inscriptions in which they occur, give us 
some idea of the political structure that prevailed at this time. But a study of the 
location of the inscriptions must precede any such evaluation. 
Kingdoms and empires are largely defined by natural boundaries. But though 
Ceylon as an Island had its natural boundary- the sea; at this time, the kings were 
not sufficiently powerful nor had they the resources to extend the frontiers of their 
kingdom so as to include the whole island. Another limitation was that the land 
surface of Ceylon was not one large plain but was interrupted by the motmtainous 
area in the centre and by the monsoon-fed jungles on the western side of these 
highlands. These geographical factors divided Ceylon into smaller areas which 
when the inscriptions first appear h ad become the seats of kingdoms. 
The largest and also the most prosperous of these areas was the plain, n orth of the 
central mountains bounded on either side by the sea. This later became the 
Anuradhapura kingdom. There was a smaller plain south of the highlands bounded 
FE Pargiter, Dynasties of the Kiili Age, Oxford, 1913. 
2 The inscriptions do not clarify the method of succession to the throne. But on the basis of the 
Mahiivarhsa it can be said that it was normally from brother to brother rather than from fa ther to 
son. This is unusual. Mendis has suggested that this may point to the practice of the joint family 
system where the property had to be handed down intact (EHC, pp 32-33). If this is true this again 
confirms the village and family origin of the Sinhalese kings. See also SHC, p 42. 
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on the southern side by the sea again. This came to be called the Rohal;la kingdom. 
Connecting these two on the eastern side of the highlands was a narrow plain which 
may have sustained an independent kingdom but which stood right on the path of 
armies marching to and from the larger kingdoms. But the slopes of the highlands 
were more or less immune from such interference and these secluded pockets set 
amidst the river valleys came later to be called Malaya. Nature seems to have 
prevented any large kingdom on the western side of the hills. But there is evidence 
of a life along the coast and up the rivers that 11ow from the hills. It is clear that the 
most important of these areas which supported an independent political authority 
was the Anuradhapura kingdom. Not only is it the largest in extent and the story of 
its kings the subject of the Mahiivatnsa, but this area also contains the largest number 
of inscriptions belonging to kings and of these a large number contain the titles 
maharaja and Devanapiya which indicate sovereignty. 
In the study of kingship therefore it is first of all necessary to bear in mind this 
geographical background and treat those areas where kingdoms could arise 
separately. The pattern of kingship has further to be viewed in the light of the 
location of inscriptions and of the titles used by the kings mentioned in them. This is 
most essential in the case of the Anuradhapura kingdom. But certain limitations 
must first be explained. In the first place neither the location nor the paucity or 
profusion of records is an adequate guide to the extent of a king's authority. These 
were usually governed by the location and importance of vihiiras and the attachment 
of the king to a particular vihiira. But we can assume roughly that the records 
indicate the areas over which the kings governed. In the second place we have 
already discussed the difficulties inherent in the study of the titles raja and ntaharaja. 
These provisionally will be kept separate for the location of the records of rajas is 
important for the interpretation of the title. But no conclusive theory is indicated for 
rajas may well be sovereign rulers.1 Devanapiya is taken as a sovereign title2 but we 
cannot be sure whether gamaJJi was so used because local rulers too seem to possess it.3 
ft is clear from the records used for this study that the majority of the inscriptions of 
sovereign kings or their wives and children (sons bearing only the title aya) are to be 
found in what has been described as the Anuradhapura kingdom.4 This includes the 
NWP and the northern half of the EP. Inscriptions by sovereign rulers in the south, 
that is in RohaJ;la, are few and will be considered separately. Within the 
Anuradhapura kingdom itself there seem to be more records nearer the capital city 
than in the outlying areas of the kingdom. This is more pronounced if we leave 
aside the group of records by sons and daughters-in-law of Saddha Tissa at 
Supra, pp 20-25. 
l Supra, pp 23-28. 
Supra, pp 28-29. 
Infra, p 287, Ap. lV. 
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Rassahela1 and Nuvaragala in the EP2 and those of Mahacii}l Mahatissa (while yet a 
prince) at Gallel)a-vihara in the NWP.3 These belong to princes with the title aya or 
their wives. These facts indicate that the maharaja was acknowledged ruler over the 
whole of this area though probably he would have more inscriptions nearer the 
capital city. 
There is next the possibilities arising out of the distinction between raja and maharaja. 
No conclusion can be arrived at about the existence of the office of raja apart from 
maharaja because of conflicting evidence and the examples too are few . But in view 
of this possibility it is necessary to indicate the areas here. The most important of 
these was probably Tamankac;luwa. This contains more records of rajas than the 
other two areas.4 Geographically too, it is important for it straddled the Mahaviili-
gailga and lay on the main route from Anuradhapura to Rohal)a. There is next the 
large area to the south of the Anuradhapma kingdom covered by the modern NWP. 
There is only one record of a raja from the lis t and that is of VaHagamaJ:li.S To the 
north of the Anuradhapura kingdom was probably another such area and here again 
here is one record- the Naval Niravi Malai inscription of the wife of Uttiya.6 
We can take along with it the group of inscriptions by ayas. There is one group by 
the children of Saddha Tissa and their wives at Rassahela7 and Nuvaragalas in the 
EP. The Mahiivmizsa states that at one time Saddha Tissa was residing at Dighavapi 
in the EP and that Lai'i.ji Tissa the king with whom Tisa Aya mentioned in these 
records may be identified came from this area to claim the throne. The other 
inscriptions by ayns are scattered over the Anuradhapura kingdom. They are 
common only in the first half of the period.9 As to records close to Anuradhapura it 
should be stated that in the list used for this study ayas have quite a number of 
records round about Mihintale but rajas have none. 
One point needs to be emphasised again before anything can be said about the rajas 
and ayas. Almost all the rajas and ayas who appear in the records of the 
Anuradhapura kingdom have been identified as either Anuradhapura ruJers or as 
rela ted to them. If the rajas indicated an office separate from the sovereign ruler it 
ASCAR, 1935, p 9; {IC, Vol. I (1970) 422-428]. 
l AC, p 451 (No.78); {IC, Vo l. 1 (1970) 404]. 
3 AC, pp 446-449 (Nos.68-72); {IC, Vol. I (1970) 1018-1027] . 
4 CA.lll, p 76; [IC, Vo l. II, Pt. 1 (1983) 3&18A]. 
s CAlli, p 205; EZ.Ill, pp 153-157 (No.l2); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 10 (the reading in CA, p 205 is 
erro11eous) 18A]. 
AC, pp 416-420 (Nos.l -3); {JC, Vol. I (1970) 338-341]. 
7 ASCAR, 1935, p 9, Ap.IV, p 287; Supra, pp 29-30; {IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 422-429]. 
s AC, p 451 (No.78); {IC, Vol. I (1970) 404]. 
9 Ap.TV, p 287; Supra, pp 29-30. 
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was intimately connected with him. This is only to be expected since they were all 
within the one large plain which formed the Anuradhapura kingdom. 
In the first place the inscriptions themselves are too scanty to argue from them the 
existence of sub-rulerships within the sovereignty of the maharaja. There is first Raja 
Uti probably Uttiya, in the north. Then Raja Aba probably VattagamaDl in the 
Kurunagala area. And lastly the kings Kutakar:u:ta Tissa, Bhatika Abhaya and 
Mahadathika Mahanaga at Tamankac;iuwa. Only the last shows some continuity of office. 
There are four serious objections to a system of sub-rulerships. The first is that the 
area left for direct rule for the maharaja would be small. Secondly a rulership implies 
the handing down of office from father to son. This is not proved because the raja 
always became a maharaja for the same king bore both titles or were indicated as 
sovereign ruler in the Mahiivathsa. Thirdly it has been indicated that there is no 
continuity of office and in two instances there is only one record of a raja in the area. 
Fourthly there is no indication of any such system in the Mahiivatizsa and it is 
unlikely that any such serious curtailment of the authority of the maharaja would be 
unrecorded. 
It is therefore more reasonable to assume, if the title raja be found to indicate an 
office, that the raja was a title given sometimes to a royal prince even before he 
became sovereign when he assumed certain powers of government under the 
sovereign in areas further removed from the centre of the kingdom. He would thus 
be an official of high rank rather than a ruler with any sovereign or independent 
power. This is the most that can be said if such a system be proved to exist. The 
same may be said of some of the ayas but there is no positive proof that they were rulers. 
This question is important for the origin of kingship. We have already seen the 
bearing the title gama1;1.i has on the origin of kingship. Similarly it is possible that the 
title maharaja reflects the manner in which the sovereign rulers of Anuradhapura 
emerged for it literally means- the great raja or "the chief of the rajas." It is clear, 
however, from these records that the title maharaja does not derive from the 
existence of the rnja of the Anuradl<apura kingdom mentioned in the records. For 
one, it has already been explained tha t sovereign rulers too were sometimes 
posthumously given the title raja and for another the rajas here are really creations of 
the sovereign ruler and do not seem to have had a right of their own. It is much 
more likely that the significance of the title lay in the existence of rajas outside the 
Anuradhapura kingdom in Rohru:ta, Malaya and Kagalla. These, however, were 
gradually disappearing and it is possible that similar rajas may have existed in the 
north too from whence maharaja derives. But the records bear no hint of it in this 
period. It is also possible that the title maharaja really derives from a literary source 
and has no organic Link with the title raja. We see in this period the process by 
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which the rajas or maharajas of Anuradhapura assert their power over the other rajas 
in the island. 
Rohar:tat was the next large area that grew irtto a kingdom. but we know little about 
it as the Mahdvamsa does not provide a continuous history for this area but only 
gives snatches of it whenever its history became important for the story of the 
Anudidhapura kings. The inscriptions and ruirts too are fewer than in the 
Anuradhapura kingdom, thus showing that it was the lesser of the two kingdoms. 
Rulers of Anuradhapura, some of them bearing titles of sovereignty are mentioned 
in these records, a few even being their authors. 
It is therefore safe to assume that there was no maharaja or Devanapiya in Rohai:ta. 
All the maharajas mentioned in inscriptions found in the south have been identified 
with rulers of the Anuradhapura line.2 
The relationship of Rohar:ta to Anuradhapura was evidently one of subordination 
but it probably enjoyed a great measure of independence especially when not 
hampered by marriage alliance with the maharajas of the Anuradhapura kingdom. 
There was in the first place the barrier of distance. This prevented any close tie at a 
time when the machinery that enables such control had not yet arisen. Thus the 
Mahdva1itsa leaves many gaps irt the history of RohaJ:~a. 
The examination of the inscriptions in which the Anuradhapura rulers are 
mentioned will further show the nature of their relationship with the south. The 
evidence of the Mahavamsa is invaluable for these explanations. One of these 
inscriptions3 belongs to a Senapati Mita of a Devanapiya Abaya. He probably is 
DutthagamaDJ. He, according to the Mahavamsa, was a king of the south, who 
ascended the throne at Anuradhapura after a bitter struggle.4 We cannot say 
whether he assumed the sovereign title before or after his accession. But it is quite 
possible that during his lifetime the two kingdoms were, in a sense, united in 
accepting him as the common ruler. The Silavakanda inscriptions probably belongs 
to VattagamaJ:~i. As the inscription is not published we do not know his title. But 
Vattagamru:U like Dut~agamat:U had associations with the south when driven from 
Anuradhapura he took refuge in the south,6 and fought back his kingdom from 
This does not include the northern half of the EP east of the Mahavali which in later tradition was 
taken as part of the Roha~a kingdom. 
Nicholas cites two kings of RohaQa who had the title maharaja though they clid not rule at 
Anuriidhapura. These are 1. Kakava7)a Tisn Maharaja (Karandahela.l.C.AC). 2. Yatalaka T1sn 
Maharaja (Rugam, 4.C.AC. outside this period). 
3 ASCAR, 1934,571, p 18; [I C, Vol. I (1970) 620]. 
Mhv.XX11:71. 
s ASCAR, 1935, 541, p 10; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 672]. 
& Mhv.XXXID:42-72. 
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there. His treasurer's son too has a record inscribed at Koravakgala during the time 
of Mahacu!J Mahatissa. In this Vattagama.r:U is entitled maharaja.1 It is possible that 
he retained the sovereign title during his exile. There is next an inscription2 of a 
Gama~Ji Abaya who was the son of Kutakat:ll:la Tisa (Raja Aba) and grandson of 
MahacU!.i Mahatissa (Tisa Maharaja). He is entitled RohalJQika. According to the 
Mahiiva1'itsa3 Kutakar:tD.a Tissa had to flee from Anuradhapura while Anula held 
sway. It is possible that like all rulers in similar circumstances, he went south to 
RohaD.a. In this inscription KutakaDDa Tissa bears the title raja4 while his father 
Mahacli!.i Mahatissa has the title maharaja. The last of these is the Tissamaharama 
inscription of Ilanaga.s He was a "sister's son" of AmaD.<;iagamat:\i.6 Very probably 
Mahanaka Raja, the father of IJanaga, was a king of the south who married a sister of 
AmaD<;lagamal)i. This establishes Uanaga's claim to the throne. llanaga was again 
in the south when driven from his throne to make it a base to regain his kingdom? 
He is only called raja in this. This may belong to the period before he became 
maharaja, when he was only a raja in the south. 
Though from time to time political and dynastic events brought the two kingdoms 
together, it is clear that there was no organic connection between them. Bu~ the 
Anuradhapura kings seem to have had an acknowledged supremacy over the island 
probably dating from the time of Du~~hagamru:ti. RohaDa was further, a safe refuge 
for kings driven from Anuradhapura by invasion and civil war and a convenient 
base of operations to attack the Anuradhapura kingdom. 
Under these circumstances it is hardly likely that there would be a strong 
independent line of rulers in the south. There are very few inscriptions of rajas and 
even of ayas. Most of these belong to a period before the first century AD. TI1e rajas 
mentioned in later inscriptions were either kings at Anuradhapura or their relatives. 
It is possible that at this early period there was more than one ruler at a time and 
that there were kings not mentioned in the inscriptions. There is however a group of 
inscriptions in the south which enable us to reconstruct two families of rulers. They 
may possibly have been connected but this cannot be established from the records 
except that the records lie close to each other. These kings cannot be satisfactorily 
identified with any ruler of the Anuradhapura line. 
ASCAR, 1934, S7l.iil, p 18; (IC, Vol. I (1970) 621]. 
CJS.J, p 25 (No.398); {IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 32). 
3 Mhv.XXXIV:28. 
Supra, p 14. 
ArC, pp 26,73,109 (No.4) [Tire reading of tl1is inscription is doubtflll according to Niclrolas 
JRAS(CB) (NS) Vol. VI, 1963). 
6 Mhv.XXXV:l4-15 (bhiigineyya) . 
Mhv.XXXV:27-28. 
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One of these families can be traced in the Bovattegalal and KoHadamiihela2 
inscriptions of the first and second century BC. The first of this line of kings was a 
Gamar:U who had ten sons, two of whom were rajhas - Rajha Uti and Damarajha. 
Rajha Uti has a son called Aya Abaya and two grand children Abi Anuradi and Aya 
Tisa. Damarajha similarly has a son Maha Tisa and grand daughter Abi Savera. These 
form a group or a line of rulers but we do not know what connections they had if 
any, with the Anuradhapura rulers, though Paranavitana has suggested that Aya 
Tisa and his wife Abi Savera may be Kakavru:u:ta Tissa and his queen Vihara 
Mahadevi.3 The other family is reconstructed from the data in the Kusalanakanda4 
and Henannegalas inscriptions. These mention Uparaja Naga, his son Rajha Abaya 
and grandson Gamir:U TiSa. Gamir:ti Tisa may be the same as the Gami7Ji in the other 
family and Uparajha Naga may be identified with Nagaya mentioned in the 
KolladeDiya record.6 It also mentions Majhama rajha. These were early groups of 
rulers and they too disappeared. It is not possible to say how Rohat:t a was governed 
in between these fitful gleams of light cast by the inscriptions. 
The situation was much the same as Kagalla except that the maharajas have no 
inscriptions in this area. The inscriptions at Yatahalei;la7 point to the existence of a 
line of three generations of ayas. In one record the head of this line is given the title 
rajha and is described as a brother of Devanapi. It can be gathered from this, that this 
line of ayas was connected with Anuradhapura rulers. Only one of them, however, 
bears the title rajha. The others are called ayas. It is possible that these ayas were in 
some sense rulers but the existence of a raja among them makes this improbable. 
lt is also possible that they may have been connected with the rulers at Kalar:U about 
whom there is no record in the inscriptions. Their proximity to Kalal)i along the 
river makes this possible. Further the Mahiivaritsa mentions the brother of the king of 
KalaJ:t] as Ayya Uttikn who " took up his abode elsewhere.B" Ayya is probably the 
same as the title aya. 
The other rajas mentioned could not have been rulers of any extensive territory. 
They too cannot be identified with any king mentioned in the Mahiivmhsn, and were 
probably local rulers in the areas where their inscriptions are. These cover the 
eastem slopes of the central highlands stretching out towards the corridor 
connecting north and south. 
CJSll, p 115 (No.466); AC, p 453 (No.80); qs.n, pp 114-115 (Nos.462-465); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 549-551]. 
ASCAR, 1934, 578, p 21; {TC, Vol. I (1970) 556-569]. 
Ibid. 
AC, p 445 (No.66); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 389}. 
s AC, p 446 (No.67); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 406]. 
o ASCAR, 1934, p 18; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 736]. 
7 CJS.ll, pp 202-204 (Nos.615, 618, 620); [IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 786, 792, 786, 795]. 
s Mhv JOCII:l3. 
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The first of these are the inscriptions of Pacina Rajha and his grandson Tisaya at 
Arnbulambel and Bambaragala (CP).2 It is not possible to say how far and where 
their kingdom extended. Similarly a prince named Nagaya is mentioned in an 
inscription at Kollader:Uya, (Vellassa, Badulla district).J He may be connected with 
the group of rulers at Bovattegala. There is no evidence to show the relationship 
between these local rulers and the maharaja. They probably enjoyed a considerable 
degree of independence and owed him only a nominal allegiance. Most of these 
inscriptions belong to the early part of this period. 
ln these records both in Kagalla and Roha.t:ta, ayas are very much in evidence and 
sometimes two or three generations appear in a single genealogy. It may be argued 
from this that those bearing the title aya too may have ruled. But it is quite likely 
that the records were inscribed at a time when all these were only ayas. This argues 
for a long reign for the raja, so that his immediate successors had to wait long for 
their turn to succeed. It is unusual, however, in the records of the Anuradhapura 
kings. Further it is unlikely that while the title raja was in use among them the title 
aya would be used by a reigning king. Aya only meant a prince, one of royal blood. 
The gradual disappearance of these rulers from the inscriptions is not due to a 
change in the kind of donations that were given because cave donations which these 
rulers were accustomed to make to the sangha continued with the people even into 
the period which follows. These rulers disappeared because kingship began to 
expand during this period. Power and authority became concentrated in the hands 
of the rulers at Anuradhapura, and they no doubt, gradually extended their power 
to the south where the kingdoms of these rajas were. There is further no evidence 
from the inscriptions that these kingdoms were long established or continuous. 
These rajas may be local rulers or princes related to the Anuradhapura rulers who set 
themselves up as kings and ruled for a time as their own powers and circumstances 
permitted. 
The situation in RohaDa was different for it continued as a kingdom though of its 
history we know very little. Therefore the rulers were reduced generally to the 
position of governor who acknowledged the authority of the Anuradhapura kings. 
They were often related to the Anuradhapura rulers especially in the latter half of 
the period. It began probably with a greater degree of independence and with a 
tradition of its own as represented in the early records from the south. 
AlC, p 35 (No.34); (IC, Vol. I (1970) 831-833]. 
2 ASCAR, 1935, p 10; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 814]. 
ASCAR, 1934, p 18; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 736]. 
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The Dynastic History 
The identification of many kings who appear in the inscriptions was possible only 
when the Mnhavamsa account of the dynastic history was accepted as correct.l The 
inscriptions except in so far as they add to the Mahavamsa do not in any way 
contradict it. Even if such discrepancies exist it is difficult to detect these because the 
genealogical material in the inscriptions is not always complete. Though the names 
of the father and son are given, a proper genealogy can be constructed on the basis 
of the inscriptions, only for the period from Mahaciiji Mahatissa to Mahadaf:hika 
Mahanaga.z All that one can do here therefore is to show where the inscriptions add 
to the Mahavarhsa and where they support it. 
It is generally accepted that the period before VaHagamat:U is less reliable than the 
period which comes after, because written records were kept only from his reign 
onwards.3 Though kings before this time are mentioned in the inscriptions, we can 
be more or less sure only of the relationship between Saddha Tissa and Laflji Tissa.4 
This uncertainty makes the pursuit of the identity of GamiDi Damarajha the father 
of Aya Aaslisa who may be Asela,s unavailing. The kings of this early period can 
only be identified because they bear the titles which indicate sovereignty. We 
cannot be as certain about those who only bear the title aya such as Mahasiva,6 Sii.ra 
Tissa7 and Asela.s 
There are few princesses and queens not mentioned in the Mahiivamsa. First there is 
Sumanadevi9 a daughter of Uttiya. If Rajha Uti is Uttiya then his queen's name was 
Abi Anuradi,10 and her father, Rajha Naga (who has not been satisfactorily 
identified).u Saddha Tissa's queen was named Upasika Ramadata.12 His sons were 
named Maha Aya and TiSa Aya (probably Lanji Tissa) and his daughters-in-law were 
Lasini, Butadata and Samika.l3 
Supra, pp 3-5. 
lnfra, p 295, Ap. V. 
3 Mhv.XXXlll: 100-102. 
4 EZ.l, p 146 (No.lO.ll); {IC, Vol. ll, Pt. 1(1983) 16]. 
5 Mhv.XXI:ll-12; Supra, p 13. 
CA.lli, p 211; [lC, Vol. I (1970) 304]. 
7 CAll, p4. 
s AC, p 444 (No.62); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 13}. 
9 ASCAR, 1933, p 14; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 46]. 
10 AC, pp 416-420 (Nos.l-3); (IC, Vol. I (1970) 338-341]. 
u Supra, pp 6-7. 
12 AC, p 450 (No.76); [IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 31]. 
13 ASCAR, 1935, p 10; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 422,425,426, Lasi1ti should read Yt!ltasi1ti]; AC, p 451 (No.78). 
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vanagamcu:U appears both with and without royal titles (some in unpublished 
inscriptions). His relationship with any previous king is not given but he has a 
daughter named Abi Anuradi,1 a queen named Abi Ki1y~2 (?) and sons named 
Tisaya3 and Lat:~api Aya Siva (?).4 The Mahiivamsa does not mention any of these 
people. On the other hand neither DutthagamaDi nor Vattagamal)i had sons to 
succeed them.s 
Vattagamal)i's successor was Mahacfrlj Mahatissa a nephew whom he adopted. The 
Mahiivamsa states that for this reason he was called Pita Raja.6 This is the only link 
that binds Vattagamal)i to the kings that succeed him7 for in two of these 
inscr·iptions he is called Pite Rajha and Pita Maharajha.s This phrase would have 
conveyed no meaning but for the Mahlivmnsa. 
The genealogy from MahikiiJ1 Mahatissa till Mahadathlka Mahanaga is clear from 
the inscriptions because some of them give full genealogies and there is little 
ambiguity in the names of kings. The genealogy as constructed from the inscriptions 
agrees with the Mahiivarhsa.9 
Am a t:tc;l.agfuncu:ti has two inscriptions neither of which is published and so it is not 
possible to trace any relationships.1o 
Uanaga's father's name is given as Mahanaka Raja.11 The Mahavamsa states that 
Jlanaga was Amal)c;l.agama~:ti's sister's son12 but does not give the name of the father. 
He probably was a local ruler who married from the royal line at Anuradhapura. 
Subha the usurper stands alone and is significantly called only raja.13 
The Mahavamsa does not give any information on the local dynasties in Kagalla, 
Rohat:ta and in the EP. These have been traced solely on the basis of the inscriptions 
l 
5 
AC, p 444 (No.65); [IC, Vol.! (1970) 994]. 
ASCAR, 1911-12, p 96 (No.l3); (Nicholas: Abi Km:ra) [IC, Vol. I (1970) 18]. 
AC, pp 446-449 (Nos. 68-72); {IC, Vol. I (1970) 1018-1027]. 
Cora Naga, a son of Vattagama1;1i lived as a rebel under Mahiiciil1 Mahatissa and succeeded him 
(Mahaclllt Mahatissa), Mhv.XXXIV: 11-14. 
Except Cora Naga who died without heirs. 
Mhv .XXXIII:35. 
7 Except Cora Naga who died without heirs. 
s ASCAR, 1934, S7l.iii, p 18; {IC, Vol. I (1970) 621]. 
9 EZ.lll, p 156 (No.12); EZ.l, pp 58-65 (No5); ASCAR, 1934,571, p 18; [IC, Vol. Il, Pt.1(1983) 18A, 22, 23]. 
1o CJS.Il, p 126 (No.525); CJS.ll, p 218 (No.700); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983, 33,34]. 
11 AIC, pp 26, 73, 109 (No. 4) (Seep 88 fn 7]. 
12 Mhv.XXXV:14-15. 
13 EZ.lll, pp 162-169 (N()s.l4-15); (IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 42-43]. 
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at Lel;lagala, Ya~ahaleDa,' Bovatte2 and Kottadamilhela.J These genealogies are 
given in an appendix and need no comment.4 
From the inscriptions alone it is not clear how one king succeeded the other. The 
genealogies give the name of the father and the grandfather. But the Mahiivarhsa 
shows that usually brother succeeded brother. The only inscriptional evidence 
which supports this is to be found in the Maharatmale inscription of Mahada~a 
Mahanagas and the Molahitiyavelegala inscription of Bhatika Abhaya 6 where full 
genealogies are given. These two were brothers for they have the same genealogy. 
But the evidence is not conclusive for Bhatika Abhaya may not have had heirs 
perhaps and we do not know whether the circumstances of their accession were 
peaceful or violent.7 
The King and Religion 
Of the various activities which may have engaged the attention of the kings at this 
time there is only one aspect on which there is direct evidence. All these inscriptions 
deal with grants to the sangha and so it is on this subject of donations that most data 
is available. It is convenient therefore to deal with this aspect first because other 
aspects of the king's activities may be inferred from this material and from 
conclusions drawn from them. 
The prominent place accorded to this subject is however no index to its importance. 
Religion was not the only preoccupation of the king. The duties normally expected 
of a king such as government, administration of justice, the preservation of peace 
and order and the protection of the kingdom from enemies within and without, are 
not dealt with in the inscriptions because there was no necessity to record them. It 
would again be wrong to judge the place religion had in the life of the king merely 
on the evidence of these grants; nor can we be sure that grants constituted the whole 
of his religious duty and that even these grants were confined to the few types 
recorded in the inscriptions. This perspective should be borne in mind in reviewing 
the substance of these inscriptions. 
It should be noticed in passing that there are no inscriptions in which. grants of land 
and tanks were made to private individuals. If the purpose of these inscriptions was 
to record on stone the fact that the gift was made so that all may abide by it, then one 
CJS.II, pp 202-204 (Nos.615, 618, 620); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 786,792, 795]. 
2 CjS.Il, pp 114-115 (Nos.462, 465, 466); UC, Vol. I (1970) 549-551]. 
3 AC, p 452 (No.79); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 557]. 
infra, p 295, Ap.V. 
EZ.I, pp 57-65 (No. 5); [IC, Vol. IT, Pt. I (1983) 22]. 
o EZ.ill, pp 153-157 (No. 12); [IC, Vol. IT, Pt. I (1983) 18A]. 
1 EHC, p 32. 
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would expect donations to people too, to be recorded unless of course such 
donations were not made. But i£ the motive behind such grants and their record, be 
the attainment of merit, then it would not be necessary to record grants to people. 
But it is not possible to disentangle motives from these laconic records. Both may 
have been present. There is therefore a possibility that grants to people were made 
probably for service though these were not recorded. This is supported by other 
evidence too.l 
The Mahiivmnsa and the inscriptions both bear witness to the patronage which the 
kings extended to the sangha. But whereas the Mahiivarhsa gives glowing accounts of 
the generosity of the kings, as a monk wm:ud have it be, the inscriptions keep us on 
solid ground as they contain plain statements of what the kings actually gave. The 
inscriptions agree with the Mahiivamsa. that the king did view with favour the 
activities of the sangha and gave it his support. But as wil1 be seen later,z the vihiiras 
they built at this time may not all of them have been imposing structures, the ruins 
of which may be seen at Anuriidhapura, nor the tanks, the huge reservoirs which 
excite the wonder and admiration of engineers today. These were the products of a 
later age. The simple grants made by the kings at this time, though in point of 
numbers there may have been many more, characterise more truly than the 
Mahiivarnsa the donations and patronage given at this time. 
Tb.e grants which the kings made to the sangh.a can be broadly divided into four 
types. The first of these are the cave donations.3 Not only kings but queens, princes 
and princesses too made gifts of these to the sangha. Up to the time of Lanji Tissa 
these were the only type of donations made. New types of grants were made during 
his reign but cave donations continued till the time of Vattagamani. After his (La:ftji 
Tissa) reign they became rare. Local rulers, too, who flourished in other areas 
during the early part of this period made these gifts to the sanghtz. 
1n style and substance these do not differ from the numerous inscriptions by the 
people. The inscriptions at Ler:tagala and Yatahale:Qa are unusual in that they grant 
patakes in villages and towns along with caves.4. The next main type of donation is 
the construction of buildings. Although the construction and donation of caves were 
recorded in inscriptions, the construction of a building or a vihiira was never 
Tecorded. Incidental references may be found in the inscriptions which state that 
certain buildings were erected. But this was never the sole object of an inscription. 
lt was usually incidental to a grant of an endowment to the vihiira or for the 
maintenance of the building erected. 
2 
3 
Infra, p 74. 
Infra, pp 83-85. 
Infra, pp 78-79. 
CJS.IJ, pp 202-204 (Nos.615, 618, 620); Infra, pp 115-116; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 786, 792,795]. 
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The first record which mentions the construction of a vihara is the Duvegala 
inscription of Lanji Tissa.1 There are other incidental references to the establishment 
of viharas though they are never the main subject of an inscription.2 The inscriptions 
of Subha mentioned the construction of a pohatakara but we have no indication as its 
size.3 The viharas established at this time cannot have been very much more than 
groups of caves with a few buildings attached to them.4 
The third type of donation may be grouped under maintenance grants. The object of 
these grants was to provide a permanent source of income to the vihiiras. These 
consisted of grants of villages, land, tanks, and canals. Grants of villages and townss 
were the earliest and there were only a few of them. The income which the sangha 
derived from them was perhaps a tax on the villages or the total land tax which the 
villages usually paid to the king.6 These villages and towns were signified by name. 
Similar to these were the grants of land either mentioned by name as fields or 
measured by karisas.7 These increased in numbers towards the end of the period and 
continued into the period following. Though it is possible to interpret some of these 
as grants of the land itself or the produce or income from them they were most 
probably grants of revenue or taxes from these lands.s 
The only reference to dakapati and bojakapati, so common in the next period, is in the 
word dopati (Skt. dvi priipti)9 in connection with two vilas and katiyas in the Duvegala 
inscription of Laftji Tissa.to The explanation of these terms has been deferred but 
they indicated both tax and water rates.u 
Maintenance grants in the form of tanksl2 and canals13 need a slightly different 
interpretation. These too were granted in the earliest inscriptions, and continue into 
CA. TIT, p 205; {IC, Vol. II, Pt. 1 (1983) 15]. 
EZ.l, pp 148-149 (No.lO.lll.a); ASCAR, 1939, p 7; [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 16(II); IC, I (1970) 193]; 
AIC, pp 26, 73 109 (No. 4). 
EZ.([[, pp 162-169 (Nos.14&15); [IC, Vol.II, Pt. I (1983) 42&43]. 
Infra, pp 83-85. 
s CJS.ll, p 123 (No.512); AC, p 439 (Nos. 53,54); AIC, pp 30,74 (No.20); C]S.II, p 126 (No. 525); CJS.IT, 
p 218 (No.700); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1216, 1051-1052; IC, Vol. !I, Pt. I (1983) 21, 33, 34]. 
[nfra, pp 70-71. 
7 AfC, pp 30, 74 (No.20); ASCAR, 1932, p 9; CA.ill, p 205; [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. I (1983) 21, n , 10}; ATC, pp 
26, 73, 109 (No.4). 
8 Infra, pp 69-79. 
<J Infra, pp 64-65. 
to CA.ill, p 205 [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 15]. 
11 Infra, pp 179-192. 
u EZ.l, pp 148-149 (No.10 ill.a); CJS.TI, p 123 (No.512); CA. m, p 76; EZ.Ill, pp 162-169 (N os. 14&1 5); 
[lC, Vol. TI, Pt. l (1983) 16(II); IC, Vol.J (1970) 1216; IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 18A; 18A, 42&43]. 
u EZ.IIl, p 156; EZ.lli, pp 153-157 (No.12); CA lli, p 205; [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 18 A, 10]. 
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the next. But the terms of the grant become more precise and definite. The benefit 
that the sangha derived from these was the income from the distribution of water. 
We cannot say from these inscriptions whether this included a tax on the water 
distributed or whether it was only the income from such distribution. Very 
probably it constituted only the income .from the distribution of water.1 The last of 
these types is the gift of clothes and food to the sangha . It also includes gifts of 
money to procure these or grants of interes t on capital invested2 for the periodical 
supply of these gifts. There is reason to believe that gifts of this kind were quite 
common. Hence it is difficult to understand wh y these alone have been recorded. 
They may have brought some special merit and it is interesting to note that some of 
these were made in connection with the Vassa festival. There was also the necessity 
to see that the interest was used regularly for the purpose intended. 
Judged by these inscriptions, the patronage given to the sa1igha by these kings was 
substantial and real. They not only set an example to the people but even took the 
initiative in making new types of grants as the need arose. In this the inscriptions 
support the Mahiivamsa. Disputed successions and dynastic changes do not seem to 
have affected the flow of grants. It was perhaps a duty incumbent on all kings 
whatever the dynasty and whatever the circumstances of their accession to power.3 
The king, along with the people, derived the religious merit w hich followed such 
generosity. But religion gave the kings something more than this in return for 
favours granted. It invested the king with reverence and respect. It is difficult to say 
how far this process had gone at this time though we can be sure of its presence. 
Such duty towards religion was also enjoined upon them by U1.e ten regal v irtues 
(dasa riija dhamma)4 a code of public and private m orality which every king tried to 
live up to. 
Powers Exercised by the King 
Although we know from our knowledge of early societies that kings were usually 
absolute monarchs and that their power was tempered only by piety and custom, 
this is not apparent from the inscriptions. The beginnings of any check upon him 
has always been traced to the ministers and council who were at first only advisers 
or executive officers. 
Infra, pp 73-74. 
EZ.I, pp 148-149 (No.lO.lll.b.c); EZ.I, pp 58-65 (No.S); AC p 452 (No.79); AC, p 446 (No. 67); [IC, 
Vol. ll, Pt. I (1983) 8, 16(1), 22; I C, Vol.l (1970) 557, 406). 
3 There were however a few kings who disregarded these reJjgious duties incumbent on kings and 
worked against the interests of the sairglta. Coranaga is one such king. Though he ruled for U 
years he gets scant respect in the Mahiivaritsa and the religious chroniclers assign him to "the 
Lokiintariko-hell," Mhv.XXXIV:14. 
Culavmilsa 1. Eng.Trans: Geiger p 17 n 3. 
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The inscriptions only witness to the resources which the king commanded over and 
above the people. These may not indicate any special powers which he exercised. 
The only power which may be claimed as a special prerogative of a king is his right 
to dispose of the revenue as he pleased. This was dictated both by personal and 
public motives for his grants to the sangha were for merit as well as the duty 
enjoined on all kings and his interest in agriculture and irrigation was public 
welfare. No distinction was drawn between these motives. This portrays clearly the 
attitude they had towards the state and towards the revenue. It was in a sense a 
private domain in which he had certain duties to perform. The rights of the king 
therefore included the right to tax and the right to use it as he saw it fit. 
There are no references to any despotic exercise of power or to the existence of a 
council.t But a few ministers have donated caves. To judge from the large number 
of inscriptions by people from various strata in society it is surprising that ministers 
do not figure more often as donors of caves. They were perhaps few in number and 
the central government may have been in a very rudimentary stage. 
The extent of the powers which a king exercised can also be judged by the 
limitations imposed upon him by the existence of other centres of authority. It is not 
possible to say how strong these forces were. Though it is clear that many suGh 
centres existed during the early part of this period, they gradually disappear from 
the inscriptions. This can only be explained by the expansion of the kingdoms to the 
limits of their natural boundaries and the subordination of all authority within that 
area to one ruler. This process has already been explained.2 
The king at Anuradhapura was supreme in the north and perhaps throughout the 
whole island, but he did not have absolute control over the whole area. The rajas 
may have had administrative control over the areas in which they ruled and 
similarly the ruler in Rohat:~a had control over the south. His power in turn may 
have been circumscribed by any princes that existed in the south. These probably 
had largely disappeared. 
The power which the supreme ruler at Anuradhapura exercised over these local 
rulers was curtailed by other factors. In the first place we do not see in the 
inscriptions any elaborate administrative machinery which is a prerequisite of a 
strong central government. A few ministers are ci ted as donors of caves. But there 
are no specialised functions besides the treasurer (bat/.akarika) and the military 
commander (sena.pati).3 These normally are the first functions which become 
lnfra, pp 52-53, 150-153. 
Supra, pp 34-41. 
3 Infra, pp 52-53. 
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specialised. The ministers and officials mentioned are fewer than a strong central 
government would lead us to expect. In the absence of any means of maintaining a 
strong government, power would not be centralised but diffused. To this may be 
added the limitations of geography and the difficulties of communications. 
Geographically Ceylon is not one plain but divided into smaller areas. A strong 
kingdom needs well-defined natural boundaries. There was at this period a 
movement towards natural boundaries. "But these never embraced the whole island. 
This limitation was never quite overcome by the kings of the Anuradhapura 
kingdom who claimed sovereignty over the island. Means of communication too 
were slow and there could have been no appreciable change in this factor till quite 
recent times. 
The existence of rajas in the Anuradhapura kingdom cannot be attributed to insecure 
and tardy communications for these areas were in effective administrative union 
with the Anuradhapura area. This was explained earlier.l The first stage in the 
process of absorption lies earlier than our records will take us. But the process was 
hastened by the improvement of the machinery with which to control the 
administration. Lack of swift communications prevented the areas outside the 
Anuradhapura kingdom being united with it, effectively. Control and authority 
over these rulers was maintained probably through dynastic and family loyalties 
rather than through any political or administrative machinery.2 
Within this arrangement of maharajas, rajas and ayas there was a further limitation 
common to them all. There are a large number of parumakas and gamikas counted 
among the donors of caves.J We do not know exactly what these terms connoted but 
there is Little doubt that there was a vigorous and widespread system of local 
government through both the village headmen and the family organisation which 
the parumakas probably represented. This is borne out by the prominence given to 
them in the inscriptions. The existence of such Local bodies or corporations is a 
feature common to all early societies. ln the absence of any strong central organisation 
binding the social fabric, these al'ise to create order in society while the struggle for 
power goes on in the higher rungs of political life among the rajas and the ayas. 
The disappearance of this class of people may be attributed to the gradual cessa tion 
of the cave donations in which they appear. Therefore they may have continued to 
exist even after the necessity for caves had ceased. But it may also be traced to the 
same cause which led to the disappearance of local rulers. Not only did the kings 
extend their authority over the local rulers but they also improved the machinery of 
Supra, pp 34-41 . 
The relationship of Roltar;aikn Gamm,1i Abaya, CJS.l, p 28 (No.398); [IC, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) 32] to the 
main !me of rulers at Anuradhapura, illustrate this tendency .... Supra, pp 38-39. 
J Infra, pp 54-60. 
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government. This will be apparent from the next section.l This enabled them to 
exercise greater control over the government of the country and the function which 
these people performed in society was gradually taken over by central authorities. 
Thus, though the disappearance of these people was not as sudden as their 
disappearance from the inscriptions, they certainly would have become less 
important than they were. 
King's Duties 
Reference was already made to the dasa raja dhamma and the king very probably 
conceived of his public and private duty in this light. In actual fact there was little 
distinction between the two aspects. His religious duty has already been touched 
L1pon. His public duty is not quite plain from inscriptions. It covered no doubt the 
maintenance of order, peace and general welfare. One aspect however stands out 
clear. The need for irrigation was from very early times a problem in Ceylon and it 
is very likely that the kings gave thought to this matter even in this period though 
eviden ce is scanty. This subject will be dealt with in detail in its place.2 
King and Labour3 
There is only one inscription which gives even a hint as to how the kings recruited 
labour for their various works such as the construction of tanks. The Viharegala 
inscription of Subha4 states that the king had to pay 500 (pieces of money) to get a 
tank dredged, before handing it over to the Ekadoraya-vihara. This seems to 
indicate that he had to buy his labour. We cannot of course on the basis of this one 
inscription say that there was no riijakiiriyas at this time and that the king had no 
claim on the services of the people for specific projects calculated to benefit them.6 
Revenue 
A tax on land formed the bulk of the revenue in any early agricultural society. But 
this tax is not directly mentioned anywhere in the inscriptions unless bojakapati 
implied in the word dopatl7 is taken to mean a land-tax. This term which becomes 
quite common in the next period will be discussed in its place.s But the nature of the 
Infra, pp 144-148. 
Infra, pp 65-67. 
1 For King and Propertlj see the section on Economic Institutions, Infra, pp 69-75. 
EZ.In, pp 163-169 (No.15}; liC, Vol. ll, Pt. l (1983) 43}. 
s Service tenure or the duty of service imposed on the people by the s tate. Infra, p 68. 
6 The king in this inscription who had to buy labour was Subha. He was a usurper and it is possible 
that he may not have been able to enforce his authority. 
1 Skt. dvi priipti 
s Infra, pp 64-65. 
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grants made to the sangha and the practices of all early societies point to the 
existence of a land tax though we cannot yet be sure what it was called. It was 
probably paid in kind. 
If a land grant is interpreted as the transference of the revenue from that land to the 
sangha1 then it is reasonable to assume that all land was taxed and that this revenue 
went into the coffers of the king. Indirectly from the nature of the grants made, it is 
possible to point to three forms of assessments for revenue. 
The first and probably the earliest was the tax on the village where the village or the 
town was taken as the unit of assessment.2 It is difficult to say whether this was 
entirely a land tax. It may have been a general tax on the village. This form of 
assessment is reflected in the grants of villages and towns. These grants did not 
continue long, probably because more accurate systems of assessment, with land as 
the basis, were introduced. 
The next was a tax based on the fields which were usually mentioned by name.3 
Though we can be certain that this was a land tax we do not know how it was 
assessed. It was probably a development from the tax on villages. 
Taxation was also based on the extent of the land, measured in knri.4 This is an 
improvement on taxes on the fields because it leads to greater accuracy in 
assessment. It is possible that though fields were used as units they were taxed on 
the basis of the extent. 
The king's revenue also comprised of the numerous tanks he may have built.S The 
income from these in the form of rates or dues on the distribution of water cannot be 
called a tax in the strict sense of the word.6 He was really the proprietor. If there 
was a charge on the tanks of which others were proprietors then it could be called a 
tax.7 But we do not know whether he had any land from which he derived income 
as opposed to revenue. 
2 
3 
s 
f> 
1 
Infra, pp 70-71. 
CJS.ll, p 123 (No.512); AC, p 439 (Nos. 53-54); CJS.n, p 218 (No.700), CJS.IJ, p 126 (No.525); [IC, Vol. 
I (1970) 1216,1051-1052; IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 34,33]. 
CA. Ill, p 204; [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 15];, AIC, pp 23, 73109 (No.4). 
CA. ill, p 205; [IC, Vol. IJ, Pt. 1(1983) 10]; AIC, pp 30, 74 (No.20); ASCAR, 1932, p 9; [IC, Vol. II, Pt. 
1(1983) 21,77). 
EZ.l, pp 148-149 (No.lO.III.a); CJS.ll, p 123 (No.512); CA.ID, p 76; EZ.m, pp 153-157, (No.12); EZ.Ill, 
pp 162-169 (Nos.l4&15); [IC, VoL II, Pt. 1(1983) 16 (II); IC, Vol. I (1970) 1216; I C, Vol. II, Pt. I 
(1983) 18A. 42&43]. 
Infra, pp 70-72. 
ln.fra, pp 70-71. 
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Administration 
There is very little that can be said about the administration of the country partly 
because there was so little of it and partly because the inscriptions do not portray 
that aspect. Of the institutions of one thing we can be fairly certain from our study 
of kingship. The central government was not elaborate and the control the maha·raja 
had over the kingdom and the rajas over their particular areas was not direct but 
spread through the rajas, ayas, parurnakns and gamikas. There are very iew references 
to ministers and the only specialised officials were the treasurer and the senapati. As 
already pointed out, if there was a well organised central government there should 
have been m ore references to ministers especially when there are such a large 
number of references to other classes of people. There is hardly any information on 
the administration which grew up round the rajas. These references to minis ters are 
to be found almost in every instance in cave donations and the subject matter in 
these inscriptions provide no clue at all about their powers or functions. The 
ministers are sometimes associated with parumakas. A list of these references is all 
that is possible with this material. 
Mahamata 
The first of these is to mahamata (mahamiitya) chief minister, whose two sons, bearing 
the title parurnaka make donations to the smigha at RWgala.1 The name of this 
minister is Bamadata. 
Arnati 
Besides this, there are references to ministers (arnati)2 one of which is in the Kagalla 
district and may refer to the minister of a local ruler. One of these inscriptions is 
interesting in that close to it is another inscription in w hich the minister (Amati 
Ka7J.atisa) is plain Gamika Ka7J.atisa without any ministerial office. They probably refer 
to the same person. 
Ba4akaraka 
References to treasurers are not so rare. They do not always have ministerial rank. 
There is a reference to the " treasurer of a minister,"3 and another to "the treasurer of 
a gamaka."4 An inscription in the south records the gift by a "treasurer of 
EZ.l, p 150 (No.10.TV.a&b); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 268-269}. 
CJS.ll, p 126 (No.529). [This has been later modified by Parm1avitana i11IC, Vol. I (1970) 913. The 
word amati has flO'W been read as jamata]; C]S.IT, p 216 (No.680); SP.XIX, 1892, p 70; [IC, VoL I 
(1970) ll92, 797}. 
3 CJS.ll, p 216 (No.680); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1192]. 
C]S.II, p 127 (No.532); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 916]. 
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Vattagamar:U."1 A reference to Baqakarika Majhima is more difficult to explain.2 
Majhima may be a personal name. 
In a few inscriptions some of the parunwka's have the additional title baqakarako..3 
This probably is the same as baqakariya.4 But this does not take us any near the 
meaning of " treasurer." In one inscription both the father and the son bear the title 
but only the son has it in another.5 It may have been a state office as these 
inscriptions are at Mihintale, near the capital and it was perhaps hereditary. 
Senapati 
An official who h as a specialised function from a very early date is the senapati. An 
inscription at Mahakachchatko<;li (NP)6 mentions a Senapati without a name though 
his son and grandson are mentioned by name. Similarly Sen.apati Mita is mentioned 
in the Situlpavuva (SP)7 inscription in which Dutthagamat:ti himself is mentioned. 
He may be the same as Nandimitta of the Mahiivamsa.s Very probably there was 
only one seruzpati at a time and he was sufficiently well known to be referred to 
without even a personal name. 
Oridika 
Another person of interest is the oridika who appears once in an inscription at 
Yatahalet:ta (NWP).9 He is strangely enough named Upasaka Vel11ya and was an 
official of Aya Siva a prince of the Kagalla line. Paranavitana has transla ted the word 
as "officer in charge of the harem."IO 
Local Government 
The inscriptions contain hardly any information on local government.n But there 
are two titles gamika and parumaka which were used frequently by the donors of 
ASCAR, 1934, S7l.iJi, p18; {IC, Vol. I (1970) 621]. 
EZ.I, p 135 (No.10.1.8b); IC, Vol. I (1970) 245] . 
J ASCAR, 1911-12, p 94 (No.2.ii); ASCAR, 1911-12, p 96 (No.16); ASCAR, 1911-12, p 98 (Nos.1, 5, 6); 
AIC, p 33 (No.28 C&D); AC, p 443 (No.60); [IC, Vo l. I (1970) 3, 22, 59, 64, 63, 916]. 
Skt. bhaQc;Higharika. 
ASCAR, 1911-12, p 98 (No.l); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 59]. 
ASCAR, 1905, p 43 (No.l ); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 322]. 
ASCAR, 1934, 571, p 18; [IC, Vo l. I (1970) 620]. 
Mhv .XXIll:4-15. 
9 CJS.n, p 204 (No.620); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 795]. 
10 N icholas points out that barj.nkajaka is a copying error of Bell's for bn4akarika. Parker and Muller too 
seem to have made the same mistake. 
n There is no runt at al l of village assemblies or village councils either in the Maltavamsa or in the 
inscriptions. This is surprising because it was a common institution in India. But a reference to 
puga, jete and nnujete (ASCAR, 1932, p 9); {IC, Vol. l (1970) ll98] has been interpreted as "a village 
--
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caves and very likely were adopted by people of some importance in society. These 
do not seem to be mere honorary titles like asa,1 bata2 and gahapati3 but indicate some 
office which carried with it the exercise of authority over groups of people. These 
titles imply the performance of the functions of local government. The inscriptions 
however say nothing of their powers, functions or status and whatever information 
there is about them has to be gleaned from the study of the usage of these titles in 
the inscriptions and the probable meanings they carried. 
Gamaka 
The first of these titles appears in the inscriptions, gamika or gamaka.4 Gama7Ji is an 
early form of the same word, and occurs in Sanskrit literature as the title for the chief 
of a village. In the inscriptions this is used only for kings. It is therefore likely that 
gama7Ji is an earlier form and, gamika a later form for village headman though we do 
not know when these changes in their use took place. The theory that the kings of 
Ceylon were originally heads of villages has already been discussed.5 
Of the published inscriptions used for this study there are eight in which the 
genealogies of the gamika are given. In four of these the father is also a gamika, 6 and 
in three otl1ers the grandfather too is given the same title? There are very few 
corporation," its "chairman" and "vice-chairman." This interpretation may not be correct because 
if these terms referred to village institutions then they should have appeared in the inscriptions 
much more often. Village institutions should be common. These terms will be explained later. 
Nicholas has pointed out four more references to these guilds or village corporations (pugi) in 
connection with the donation of caves to the smigJw. They all date back to the pre-Orristian era. 
The records themselves do not seem to give any hint as to the meaning of the term. These records 
are unpublished . For further details, Infra, p 69, n2. 
fnfra, p 90. 
[nfra, pp 89-90. 
Infra, pp 94-95. 
The meaning of the Pali word gamikn is "governor of village" or "the overseer of a village"(Pii!i 
Dictiouary, Rhys Davids and Stede). Other Pali words similar to this aregamakn- "villager"; gama 
bhojaka- "village headman." and gamniJ.i -"head of a company," "chief" or "village headman." 
Fick, in his "social organisation" (p 275, 1920) has pointed out that in the Jiitakas, which influenced 
the terminology of many Ceylon institutions the usual word ior village headman is giima bhojaka, 
and gnmniJ.i is sometimes used, gnmika never. The Ma}tffvamsa too never used the title gamika but 
only the title gama blwjaka. Gama7Ji was used generally as part of the personal names of kings. The 
use of the titles ganw1Ji and gamika has already been discussed (Supra, pp 32-34) gama1~i in the 
inscriptions too is only a title for kings and is never used for a village. headman. Gamika as used in 
the inscriptions is a new title. Though translated sometimes as "villager" it means "village 
headman" for lt is definitely a title and corresponds to other such titles used at this time. The only 
clue to its meaning is the distinction between gamika and giima blwjaka. The first generally derives 
authority from below while the latter is given "the enjoyment of' the village from above. 
5 Supra, pp 32-34. 
" CJS.ll, p 125 (No.519); CJS.n, p 127 (No.530); CJS.ll, p 206 (No.630); CJSll, p 226 (No.752); [IC, Vo l. 
I (1970)972,914,187,957]. 
7 AIC, pp 34-35 (No.31); CA.ffi, p 209 (No.4); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 186, 289, 674]. 
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inscriptions without the genealogy.1 In some he appears as the h usband or father of 
women donors of caves. It is very likely therefore that this was a hereditary office. 
There is no trace of any form of election even for the other offices of this period such 
as kings and parumakas. 
Further, no women held this office, although in the inscriptions women were not 
considered inferior to men for they grant caves, hold titles such as parwnaka and 
upasika and become nuns.2 According to the Mahiivaritsa they even aspire to 
kingship.3 
The inscriptions of gamilazs are few when compared with the large number of records 
of parumakns, upasikas and people without any titles. As villages were widespread 
institutions one would have expected there to be many more references to them. 
The only conclusion to be drawn from this is that this was not a common institution. 
This raises the problem as to what was the cohesive force in society at this time 
when the rajas and maharajas were not strong enough yet to be the means of social 
order. The answer to this may lie with the second of these titles - parumakns. These 
two titles are never used of the same person though sometimes a parumaka and a 
gamika may make a joint donation of a cave. 
Two scraps of evidence show that the relationship between the kings and the gamikns 
or at least some of them was not very ffide. In a vihara at Nuvarakanda (Devamadi 
Hatpattu, Kurunagala district) there are two inscriptions close to each other referring 
to a person named Knr,zatisa. This is not a common name and very likely these refer 
to the same person. In one of these he is Gamika Ka]Jati5a4; in the other he is Gami1Ji 
Maltarajalla Amati Knr;atisa.s In another inscription at the same place he is called the 
son of Gamikn Sivn.6 This shows that he was a village headman who was raised to 
the position of a minister. In one of these his "treasurer" too is mentioned. 
The other is an inscription at Kandegamakanda (Ego<;la Pattuva, Tamanka<;luwa)7 
which mentions a Gamilaz Tisa and his grandfather Gamika Mahatisa. They trace their 
descent from Tisa Aya and his son Maha Aya. It is not possible to identify them but 
according to the titles they were princes of the royalline.s 
CJS.ll, p W4 (No.568); CJS.ll, p 225 (No.744); CJS.ll, p 225 (No.746); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 945, 952, 954]. 
infra, pp 95, 89, 58. 
3 Mhv.XXXIV:lS-27; Mhv.XXXV:14-15. 
CJS.fl, p 127 (No.532); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 916]. 
CJS.ll, p 126 (No.529); Also Ap.14, No.26; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 9131. 
o CJS.Il, p 127 (No.530); [JC, Vol. I (1970) 914]. 
7 CA.lll, p 209; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 289]. 
s Supra, pp 29-30. 
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The gamika was therefore a village headman whose office was normally hereditary 
and generally held by men. He was evidently a person of some consequence. But he 
probably was not at this time directly connected in an official capacity with the king 
but derived his authority by his own right of succession. But there was possibly a 
growing tendency for this office to become subordinate to the administrative system 
of the king whose power was gradually increasing. The paucity of inscriptions seem 
to indicate that the system of gmnikas was not very widespread. This gains some 
support from the fact that there was a system of parumakas and that there are no 
references to village councils anywhere.1 After this time there are no references to 
village headmen. This is probably because the type of inscriptions changed and cave 
donations ceased. Another reason may be that these people became less important 
with the rapid inroads of the central government. 
Parumaka 
These people2 are important both from the point of view of the political structure 
and tl1e social conditions. But they are dealt with under local government because 
they may help us to understand the dearth of references to gamikas. These further 
merit lengthy and careful discussion, because they appea1· in such large numbers 
and in all the inhabited parts of the island.3 They therefore provide a clue to the 
period. 
2 
3 
This conclusion is only tentative. No final answer can be given in the absence of a complete list of 
all available inscriptions of this period. 
The form purumnka is also used sometimes and may be a misreading or a mistake. The meaning 
and derivation of the word is quite clear. It can be traced to the Skt. pramukha through the P. forms 
pamukhn and piimokkltn. [t generally means" leader," "face to face," or" going before." Rhys Davids 
gives further the meanings - "chiefs," "eminent" and "leader." Apart from these general 
meanings, it acquired in Buddhist literature a spedallsed me,aning. It was used interchangeably 
with jetthakn for an "alderman" in an industrial or craft guild. (Majumdar: Corporate Life in Ancieut 
India, n2 p 21). It was also used for the head or the president of a guild (Mukherji: Local Gavemmenl 
in A11cient Jndia pp 46,76). The occurrence of the tenn ser;xi pamukhn Gat Il, pp 12,52 (ed.) Fausboll 
1877-97) shows that this word was not always a specialised term. A word similar to Parumnka is 
the term ga~Ja perumnkknl in the Cola inscriptions of the tenth century used for a "village assembly" 
and meaning literally "big children" (Madras Epigraphical Report, 1915-16, p 115). But the 
connection between Pnrumnkn of these Brii/tm[ inscriptions and this tenth century term cannot be 
established. ln Ceylon the inscriptions of the third century AD use the title mapunnukafor kings 
(lnfra, pp 125-127; JRAS, 1936, p 447), The word is a contraction of mnhn-parumnkn but the kings 
have never been so called in the inscriptions of the early period. The connection however ts 
possible. 
NP. ASCAR, 1905,p 43; NCP EZJ, pp 12-39 (No.2); EZ.I, pp 139-153 (No.10); NWP. CJS.ll, pp 191-
194 (Nos.548-568); SP.AIC, p 45 (No.74); CP.ASCAR, 1931; EP.CJS.ll, p 114 (No.461); CJS.TI, p 117 
(No.479); CJS.TI, p 118 (No.483); CJS.II, p 119 (No.486); Sab.SCB, 1932, p 158; Kagalla:CJS.Il, p 190 
(No.544). Puumakas in a number of published inscriptions: [JC, Vol.l(1970) 78-79,81-82 88, 91, 
93d, 238, 244, 246,248,251, 258-266,268-269, 322, 323, 397, 403,435,460,462,47I, 477,488,492, 495-
498, 507, 515-516, 528, 531-532, 547, 771-772, 775, 776, 798-799, 801, 803-805, 808, 810-SU, 816, 819, 
827, 829, 838, 847-848, 854, 856, 867-870, 878-879]. 
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The most significant fact about these people is the large numbers in which they are 
found. They are more numerous than batas, asas, upasikas, gamikas or any other class 
of people appearing as donors of caves. This is quite apparent from just a glance 
through the inscriptions} There is no special reason why they should appear so 
often as donors of caves as for example with the upasakas. The only conclusion to be 
drawn from this is that they were really numerous when compared with the other 
donors who also bear various titles of religious and social significance. At the same 
time it shows that they were an important group for the common people from the 
lowest rung of society do not generally appear in these inscriptions. It can be argued 
that their presence in such large numbers only indicate that this title had a religious 
significance. But this is precluded by various other considerations to be dealt with 
presently. It is strange that this word is nowhere mentioned in the M.ahiivarhsa 
though words such as upasaka, tera, gahapati are given. Nor does there appear to be 
any class of people with whom they could be identi1ied.2 
A few details can be extracted about them from the inscriptions. In all these 
inscriptions the parumakas make grants of caves, with only two exceptions, where 
they make grants of tanks.3 In this respect they are not different from the gamikas. 
In a large number of inscriptions in whkh they appear the genealogy is also given. 
Normally only the father's name is given4 sometimes the name of the grandfather 
too.s ln these instances the father and the son are both entitled parumaka. The 
grandfathers too when mentioned are parumakas. In some however though the 
father is a parumaka the son is not.l• There is hardly any inscription in which the son 
is given this title without the father too being so entitled. In some however no 
genealogy is given.7 
ASCAR, 1911-12, pp 69-71,94-99,100, 106, 109; ASCAR, 1905, pp 43-49; EZ.I, pp 19-20, 144-145; 
AIC, pp 32-37 (Nos. 26-45); CJS.I, pp 169-173; CJS.IT, pp 21-29, 107-128, 190-228; [See IC, Vol. I 
(1970) pp lxxii-xx:\"Vi]. 
2 There is no mention of village assemblies, village elders, trade guilds or alderman. The only class 
with which they may be identified is kulaputto (Mhv.XXIll:l9). The Mahiiva1i1sa however deals with 
kings and the sanglza and not with the common folk. 
J AIC, p 36 (No.42a); AC, p 439 (Nos.53, 54). Only kings are known to make grants of this type to the 
sa1igha during this period (supra pp 45-47). These may have been small tanks and thelnscriptions 
themselves are in very ancient characters. [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1225,1051, 1052]. 
4 CJS.O, p 114 (No.461); CJS.O, p 118 (No.483); CjS.n, p 124 (No.518); CJS.ll, p 192 (No.551); CJS.ll, p 
217 (No.694); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 495,11n,971,934,882] See also pp lxxii-lxxxvi]. 
CjS.JI, p 190 (No.544); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 801, see also pp lxxii-lxxxvi]. 
qs.n, p 119 (No.486); qs.n, p 123 (No.S13); qs.n, p 200 (No.603); qs.n, p 211(No.656); [IC, Vol. I 
(1970) 488, 968,492, 902]. 
7 EZ.l, pp 149-153 (No.l0.1V:a&b); [lC, Vol. I (1970) 268, 269]. The father in this inscription is entitled 
ma/ramata (malrii anziitya) which is distinctly a higher title than parumaka. He may have therefore 
dropped the latter title. AJC, p 50 (No.96.2); CAlli, p 211 (Mutugalla, 15); [lC, Vol. I (1970) 305, 
307, 1125). 
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It may be assumed from this that the title usually passed from father to son. But 
though the genealogy is given as from father to son the succession of the title may 
have passed as in kingship and the joint family system from brother to brother. This 
problem cannot be solved from the inscriptions. One inscriptionl however points 
towards such a conclusion. lt refers to five sons of a Mahamata Bamadata and all of 
them were entitled parumaka. Tiut the inscription seems to assume that they were all 
living at the same time. This may not have been a title in the sense that ntaharaja was 
a title. 
There is some more evidence to show that this was an honorific title rather than one 
attached to an office. This title was sometimes given to women though such 
instances are rare. In one of these Parum.aka Lipuma was the wife of Cuqa Tisa who 
had no title2 and another, in which the name is effaced, mentions a woman parumaka 
who was the wife of another parumaka.3 An inscription at llirigala records that 
Parumaka Utiya was the son of Parumaka Anuqi,4 and another that Parztmaka Lapusaya 
was the daughter of Parumaka Satanasata and the wife of Parwnaka Mita.s 
In two inscriptions the parumakas retain their titles even after they join the order of 
monks and they give their names as Parumaka Naga Tera6 and Parumaka Sumana 
Tera .7 This cannot therefore refer to any office.s 
A few inscriptions sh ow that some of the parumakas were highly connected. A 
Parumaka Nadika in one inscription is said to have been the son of a senapati.9 
Another inscription already cited makes four brothers, all parumakas, the sons of 
Mahamata Bamadata (Maha-amatya Brahrnadatta) .1o In the inscription of Vattagamru:ri 
at Sasseruva, his daughter Anuridi's husband was Parumaka Rakaraki.11 
There are further a few references to a person called baqakajaka parumaka.12 Their 
inscriptions are at Mihintale - near the capital Anuradhapura and so it is possible 
that these may have been officials. Baqcrkajaka can have the same meaning as 
EZ.I, p 150 (No.lOJV); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 269]. 
2 CJS.Il, p 221 (No.719); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 910. Paranavitana 's reading is Pammakali Humnnaya]. 
J CJS.TI, p 223 (No.732); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 946. See also IC, Vol. I (1970) p lxxiii]. 
4 EZJ, p 135 (No.10:1.3); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 238]. 
ASCAR, 1905, p 44 (No.6); [Pararrmka Lapusaya should read Panunakala Pusmja, IC, Vol. I (1970) 331]. 
(, ASCAR, 1905, p 45 (No.9). [This reading is erroneous. See IC, Vol. I (1970) 334]. 
7 AlC, p 48 (No.83); Miiller gives a different lTanslation to avoid the contingency of a parunuzka being 
a tera at the same time. [Tlzis readiltgis erroneous. See IC, Vol. I (1970) 1069]. 
s Nicholas points out that these are misreadings by Bell and Milller and therefore incorrect. 
ASCAR, 1905, p 43 (No.1); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 322]. 
to EZ.I, p 150 (No.lO.JV.b); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 269]. 
u JRAS, 1936, p 449 [IC, Vol. I (1970) 994]. 
11 ASCAR, 1911-12, p 98 (Nos.L 5, 6); Nicholas reads Baqakarika, p 94 (No.2.il), p 96 (No.16); AIC, p 33 
(No.28c); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 3, 22, 59, 63, 64, 65, 66]. 
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baqakarika (treasurer). But though the form bmj.akarika appears in the inscriptions 
signifying "treasurer" the word baqakajaka1 appears only with parumuka.2 Therefore 
nothing definite can be said about them. It has been suggested that this may be 
taken along side batf_akariya majima so that the phrase can be interpreted as the 
foremost or first treasurer.3 Though this is possible it should also be remembered 
that parumaka does not appear anywhere in the inscriptions except as a title and that 
there are two forms for the word "treasurer" in the same period which is not likely. 
Although the pammakas are so numerous in the inscriptions they disappear by about 
the second or third century AD along with the cessation of cave donations. As with 
the gamikas this may mean either that the parumakas as a class disappeared or became 
less important with the growth of kingship, or that they failed to, or were unable to 
make the new types of grants that were required. 
It is difficult therefore to say definitely who the panmu:zkas were or what function 
they had in society because the data is so scanty. It is easier however to say what 
they were not. 
Tt is not likely that they were territorial lords of any type or officials of the king. If 
they exercised any such political function they would then stand between the rajas 
and the gamikas. But Ceylon was much too small, and institutions not so developed, 
for the existence of this class of ruler. Further there are far too many of them in the 
inscriptions than would have been necessary if such a class did exist. These same 
criticisms would apply even if they are taken to be a class of officials. Kingship was 
not so developed as to have round it so many officials. Besides there are monks and 
women too holding this title. Some of them may have been officials with titles 
independent of their honorific like the bafj.akajakn parumaka. The title pammakn has 
also been interpreted to mean a "village elder." Though from the point of view of 
numbers such an interpretation is possible other considerations make it untenable. 
They cannot possibly be village headmen because there were gamikas. It is not likely 
that two words would be used for the same office at the same time and sometimes in 
the same inscription.4 The most serious objection however is that village assemblies, 
a prerequisite for the existence of village elders are nowhere mentioned either in the 
Mahavarhsa or in the inscriptions. Though argument ex silentio is not always 
conclusive it is surprising that village assemblies if they did exist are not mentioned 
in the inscriptions. We cannot however posi6vely state that the parumakas had no 
function to perform in the villages. It is possible that being people who were 
EZ.I, p 145 (No.10.8b); {IC, Vol. f (1970) 245]. 
Supra, pp 52-53.lt has been pointed out that these are misreadings by Bell, Parker and MUller for 
batjakarikn. 
3 Supra, p 53. Mnjima would not then be a personal name. 
CjS.fl, p 225 (No.744); (IC, Vol. I (1970) 952]. 
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important in society they did exercise some authority in the villages. But they could 
not have been exclusively that, because they were not an official body and the title 
was an honorific which was held by even monks and women. Further the meaning 
of the title too does not seem to have any association with village government. 
This same word has been translated as "heads of corporations" because the word is 
so used in Indian literature. It has been argued that in Ceylon too the word carried a 
similar meaning, and that this points to the existence of a "guild system" in Ceylon. 
But the numbers are so large and the inscriptions in which they appear are scattered 
so widely that this seems improbable. They are not localised in areas where trade is 
likely to flourish like ports, coastal areas, and big cities. Besides this, there is only 
one reference to a guild in the inscriptions of this period. One would have expected 
a few more if guilds were indeed a thriving organisation which the large numbers of 
these parttmakas would lead us to suppose. 
It is now possible to state what we definitely know about the parttmakas. They were 
to be found in large numbers and in every inhabited area. It was an honorific title 
which descended to the children and which sometimes went to women in the 
absence perhaps of male heirs. We cannot be certain that only one person in the 
family held it but it probably was not an office, either political or economic, yet he 
seems to have been a person of some importance and by virtue of this may have 
exercised some kind of authority in society which was partly social and partly 
economic. Whatever it may have been, it is safe to assume that this system of 
parumakns implies strong family ties and family associations of a group of people 
who were some sort of elite in that society. 
It has been seen already that kingship was not far developed and that central 
government which needs for its growth a unified kingdom was even less developed. 
In the absence of an organising force or authority from above, early societies sought 
other means of preserving order. These were supplied by clan systems, tribal 
organisations, trade and industrial guilds, village councils which organised the 
people into corporate bodies. Perhaps the parumakns performed a similar function in 
this society where village assemblies were conspicuous by their absence, guilds were 
few and government just emerged from a host of small rulerships. The parumakns 
declined in importance later because the necessary cohesion was supplied by the 
kings who gradually extended the area and sb:ength of their influence. 
ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS 
Introduction 
Although there are a large number of short inscriptions for this period the 
information bearing on economic institutions is to be found chiefly in the grants of 
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villages, land, tanks and canals by the kings. Such inscriptions are few and appear 
mostly after the reign of Mahacifli Mahatissa. Some of these have been edited in the 
Epigraphia Zeylanica.1 A few others have been published by BeJl in the Ceylon 
AntiquanJ.z These unlike the stereotyped cave inscriptions refer to land 
measurement and other economic terms in defining the grants. All are not equally 
useful because all have not been edited and even some of the edited inscriptions 
were published so long ago that the terms and the interpretations given them may 
not be wholly accurate. Besides these, there are a few others which are important. 
Foremost among them is the inscription which contains the terms puka, jete and 
anujete.3 The Tamil Householders' Terrace" inscription which was discovered at 
Anuradhapura also throws some light on this subject. The cave inscriptions are 
important only in so far as in some the occLLpation of the donor is given. They are 
also important for a consideration of the ideas of property at this time.s 
The first aspect of study is the village and its composition from the available 
evidence followed by the scraps of evidence on agriculture and irrigation which 
undoubtedly formed the backbone of the island's economy even at this time. Then 
follow a recapitulation of data on measurement, occupations, labour, money, food, 
trade and commerce. Material on these topics is very scanty. The last section is a 
stLLdy of the ideas of property and rights over land based on the grants detailed in 
the section on political institutions.6 
The information from the inscriptions is so meagre that only a cursory treatment of 
the subject is possible. Many aspects of economic life at this time on which we 
would have wished for more material will have to remain blank. But it should also 
be stated that the general impression of the inscriptions is that Life at this time was 
simple and that institutions were free from complexities. This point will be clearer 
when the institutions of the period following are dealt with. We should however 
guard against the tendency to consider lack of information as simplicity of life. 
The Village System 
Villages are not often mentioned in the inscriptions because there was no occasion to 
refer to them except in land and tank grants which at this time were few in number. 
EZ.I, pp 139-153 (No.10); EZ.ill, pp 153-157 (No.12); EZ.I, pp 58-65 (No.S); EZ.ill, p 162 (No.14); 
EZ.III, pp 163-169 (No.lS); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 8, 16, 18a&b, 22, 42, 43]. 
CAlli, p 76; CA. HI, p 205; [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 10, 15, 18]. 
ASCAR, 1932, p 9; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1198]. 
]RAS(CB), No.35, p 54; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 94). 
s CA.m, p 209 (No.2); Kandagamakanda inscription mentions the phrase parave~ri bnka. This is the 
earliest occurrence of the word and it is too early to be free from suspicion. This has therefore been 
left out. The translation too is not quite clear. [IC, Vol. I (1970) 298]. 
Supra, pp 46-47. 
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Ceylon today for the most part is a land of villages and there is no doubt that even at 
this time when agriculture was the basic economic activity the village was the basic 
economic unit, for in early societies they always exist together. Besides this, the 
references already made to gamika, the village headman and gama'fi, a title of village 
origin, indicate the existence of a village organisation. 
There was again the practice of identifying a person by his place of residence. This 
practice is not so common at this time as it became later. The suffix ganw is not 
always attached to the name of the village but w e can be sure of names such as 
Kolagama Saval and Dubalagama Upalak.aha Tera.2 
The grants of villages though few3 prove that villages were at one time considered 
the units of assessment and taxation. Most of these inscriptions are not edited. But 
the contents have been explained. The names of two of these villages are given as 
Vacj.aman.a and Sanujalika. It is possible that these may only be fields. 
The inscriptions at LeJ:lagala and Yatahalet:ta4 record that along with the caves, 
patakes were granted in villages and towns. The places mentioned in this connection 
are, Nilayanagara, Salivaya, Upaligama, Anamaganta, Batasanagara, Dusataragama, 
Patapaganw and Cemagama. Villages are again mentioned in connection with land 
grants. At this time only kings made this type of donation. It is not always easy to 
be sure that a village is referred to, if the suffix ganw is not given. It may even be a 
field, for these too were m entioned by n ame in the inscriptions. On the other hand 
the term village may have connoted only the cultivated area. This double 
interpreta tion can be seen in ijanaga's Tissamaharama inscription which refers to 
Go!agamavila and Go!agamaketa.s On the same analogy Panita K.atiya and Nikuvila in 
the Diivegala inscrip tion6 of Lafiji Tissa may refer to villages. Similarly some of the 
tanks granted to the sangha are named by the village near which it stood or which it 
served such as Dapalagamvavz7 and Aritaganwvavi.B The Kiriv ehera slab inscription9 
mentions a village named Kacj.aha(vapi)gama. Here the village seems to derive its 
name from the tank close by and not the tank from the village. 
l 
l 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
AIC, p 36 (No.43). {This reading has been revised as Kolagama Siv a - re, Vo l. 1 (1970) 873]. 
AIC, p 46 (No.79). N icholas points out that this reading is incorrect. [IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 1187]. 
CJS.n, p 123 (No.512); CJSll, p 218 (No.700); [IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 1216; 1C, Vol . II, Pt. I (1983) 34]. 
CJS.ll, pp 202-204 (Nos.615, 618-621); {IC, Vol. I (1970) 786, 792-796]. 
AIC, p p 26, 73, 109 (No.4). 
CAlli, p 205; [IC, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) 15]. 
CA.III, p 77 {1C, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 3]. 
AIC, pp 30, 74 (No.20); {IC, VoL. II, Pt. 1 (1983) 21]. 
EZ.m, pp 202-216 (No.21a). 
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The most interesting of these references is in an inscription at VevaiUinna (Ritigala)l 
which records the founding (karite) of a village named Arita-mahagama by four 
parumakas. This is an unusual inscription and lt is not easy to visualise what it 
means. But there are ruins of a very ancient vihlira at the foot of the mountain. This 
village seems to have been founded at the foot of this rock. References to towns are 
fewer but they must be noted here. An early inscription that of Vattagamai;li at 
Tot:Ugala2 records the grant of two towns to the sangha. These are called Acanagaraka 
and (Tavi)rikiyanagaraka. These towns as we11 as villages were units which had to 
pay dues to the king, for it was this tax that was granted to the sangha. The 
inscriptions at LeDagala and Yatahalel)a3 already noticed mention two towns 
Nilayanagara and (Batasa)-nagara. The inscription at Hennanega1a4 too refers to 
Kasubanagare which was granted to the sangha. 
The difference in status or size between the towns (nagara) and villages (gama) 
cannot be determined from the inscriptions. The towns were perhaps larger than the 
villages though not very much larger because it was possible for the revenue of a 
whole town to be granted to the sangha. What position Mahagama (as in Arita-
mahagama) had in this scheme is also obscure. Anuradhapura however falls into a 
different category. · 
The Composition of Villages 
Some of the land grants give details of the donations made and these scraps of 
information are aU that is available to reconstruct the village. These terms by 
themselves will not be of much value nor is it always possible from a few references 
to find out the meaning which these words carried at that time. But a record of these 
will certainly prove useful for comparison with later periods. 
We have already seen that sometimes whole villages formed the subject of grants. 
These were few and are not repeated in later periods. Land grants also took the 
shape of fields or measured land and this entailed the use of terms current in that 
day. 
Kubara 
This occurs but once in the Na-ulpota inscription of Vattagamal)i at Ritigala.s It has 
been translated as "field" and no doubt corresponds to the modem word kuihbura. 
EZ.l, p 150 (No.10.b); [IC, Vol.l (1970) 269). 
AIC, pp 25, 73, 109 (No.l); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1051&1052]. 
3 C]S.ll, pp 202-206 (Nos.615, 620); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 786, 794]. 
AC, p 446 (No.67); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 406]. 
s EZ.I, pp 148-149 (No.lO.iii.b); [IC, Vol. II, Pt.l (1983) 8]. 
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The word is not so rare in the next period.l No name or measurement has been 
given with this. Keta also means "field" and occurs at the end of the period in 
Ilanaga's Tissamaharama inscription.2 The word occurs as Go/agama-keta and is quite 
common in the period following.3 It is difficult to make out the difference between 
these two words. But it becomes fairly clear m the period which follows when more 
examples become available for study. 
Viya 
This too occurs once as Vihara viya in Lai\.ji Tissa's grant at Duvegala 
(Tamanka<;iuwa),4 where the dopati of the Vihara-viya among others was granted to 
the sangha. The meaning cannot be derived from this reference alone but it can be 
said that viya was a tank which also carried with it revenue from the distribution of 
water. This is clear from the meaning attached to dopati.5 
Katiya 
This word is rare and its meaning obscure. It occurs twice in the same phrase in this 
inscription.6 
Vila 
This word too, associated with dopati in the same inscription, is closely connected 
with the distribution of water and the income derived from it. It carries today the 
meaning "pond" or a stagnant stretch of water. But we cannot be sure of its exact 
meaning at this time.7 It occurs agam in the Molahitiyavelegala inscription of 
Ku~akar:u:ta Tissa as Nala:wili-Ladorz'8 and in Uanaga's Tissamaharama inscription as 
Gofagama-vila.9 
Dopati (dvi priipti)10 is a reference to dakapati and bojakapati and this is the first 
reference to these terms which become so commonln the later period.11 It indicates 
Infra, pp 160-162. 
l AIC, pp 26, 73, 109 (No.4); [See fn 12, p 77 in tlte current MSS]. 
Infra, pp 162-163. 
4 CA. fiT, p 205; UC, Vol. IT, Pt. I (1983) 15]. 
Infra, p 192. 
CA.lil, p 205; ... Vihara-viya elm Panita-katiya cha Niku-vilika elm kafiha do(pa)ti me vilrn(ra) hi dine. 
[Please see IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 15 for a different reading]. 
7 Infra, pp 171-173. 
CA.ill, p 77; [IC, Vol. IT, Pt. I (1983) 3]. 
AIC, pp 26, 73, 109 (No.4); [See Jt1 Up 77 in the current MSS]. 
1o CAll, p 205; [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 12&15]. 
u Infra, p 195. 
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two types of revenue or dues derived from fields or tanks. These meanings are not 
apparent from this isolated reference.l 
The Economic Organisation of the Village 
As in every agricultural society, so in Ceylon the village was the earliest economic 
unit. All that we know of the character of the village is that it was composed of 
fields and that water flowed through some of these. The importance of water is 
further emphasised by the fact that water rates (dakapatt) were an economic link 
between people and that the village tank, of which more anon2, had an important 
place in this system. These references together with our knowledge of the 
conditions which prevail in Ceylon today help us to form a picture of the village as it 
stood in those far off days. 
The tank was the heart of the village and the cultivation was such that the village 
clustered round the fields which lay close to each other to enable the water to pass 
from field to field bent on its great missi<:m. There is no mention yet of hena (chena) 
cultivation3 in the inscriptions.4 
The village itself was the important unit at first, as shown by the grants of villages. 
But soon the donations changed to that of fields and land. It is possible to see in this 
a change of emphasis from the village to the field. We can further trace in this a 
fragmentation of larger fields. Development along these same lines will be more 
clearly visible in the period that follows.s 
Agriculture 
The reference to fields, tanks and water rates indicate the type of agriculture 
pursued. It was what is today called "wet-field cultivation" which is adopted 
usually for the cultivation of paddy. Rice was perhaps, even at this time, the staple 
diet of the people. 
The inscriptions are silent on the methods of agriculture and the economic 
organisation of the people. We can be almost certain that the people in the village 
were the cultivators of the fields. It is quite likely and is also implied in the grants,6 
Infra, pp 179-192 for further explanation of these terms. 
Infra, pp 66-67. 
Cultivaticm on dry land which uses for its initial manure the burnt embers of the cleared jungle or 
bush and the virgin soil. 
Keta. May refer to this type of cultivation. Supra, pp 64-65. 
Infra, pp 156-157. 
6 Supra, pp 50-51; Infra, pp 70-71. 
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that the people paid a land tax for occupation and cultivation to the king. This was 
probably paidin kind. 
Irrigation 
The history of irrigation in Ceylon goes back to very early times perhaps even 
beyond the first inscriptions, to the time when the first settlers sought to make use of 
the undulating plains to retain by means of dykes and bunds the precious water that 
flowed unused to the sea during the seasonal rains. These first attempts no doubt 
were sporadic and unplanned. 
Two of the earliest inscriptions, those at Tor:Ugala1 and Eriyava2 refer to grants of 
tanks by parumakas to the saligha. But from the time of Laftji Tissa onwards there are 
many references to grants both of tanks and canals.3 
There is little doubt that many of these early tanks were small. The suffix gama 
attached to the names of some will indicate that they were only village tanks which 
served only the needs of the village. The necessity for canals arose when these 
village tanks were linked up or when water had to be carried from the tanks to 
distant fields. Thus the network which later was to be the arteries and veins through 
which the life blood of this economy flowed, gradually arose. 
The king could not have possibJy built all these tanks for they were there when 
kingship was neither powerful nor organised. Therefore many of these village tanks 
were probably built by the villagers themselves. There is no doubt that sometimes 
the king undertook this responsibility in areas which lay close to his capital. But this 
activity could not have been very widespread in this period. 
The examination of the contents of the grants of tanks and canals later in this study4 
will show how this system of irrigation was interwoven with the economy of the 
people. The donation of a tank or a canal implied that the income derived from the 
distribution of water was handed over to the smigha. These grants differ from the 
grant of land in that the donation made was not the revenue due to the king but 
income from the tanks and canals. Though in this period only kings make grants of 
AC, p 439 (Nos.53-54); liC, Vo l. I (1970) 1051-1052]. 
AIC, p 36 (No.42a); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1225]. 
3 EZ.l, pp 146-149 (No.lO.IDa); [IC, Vol. I, Pt.I (1983) 16 (11)]. Abnda!aka-vavi; CJS.n, p 123 (No.512); 
[IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 1216]. Va4amann-vavi, AlC, pp 30, 74 {No.20); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 21]; 
Arifagama-vapi; CA.m, p 77; [IC, Vol. I1 Pt. I (1983) 3}; Dapalngama-vavi, Padavikn vavi; EZ.ill, pp 
163-165 (No.15); (JC, Vol. Il, Pt.l (1983) 43]; UpaladoT)ikn-vavi, EZ.ill, p 156; ali, EZ.ill, pp153-157 
(No.12); [IC, Vol. TI, Pt.l (1983) 18A]; Gm;rntaknlw-a/i, CA.nl, p 205; [IC, Vo1. ll, Pt. 1 (1983) 10]; 
Kotaveheragala inscnption of Mahanaga. 
lnfra, pp 73-74, 195-197. 
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tanks and canals people too possessed tanks and canals by right of having built them 
or inherited them.t This is borne out to some extent in the Viharegala inscription2 
where Subha has to buy a tank. It is easy to infer from this that income from the 
distribution of water not only bound the king to the people but brought the people 
and the villages too in closer touch with each other. 
The earliest grants do not make their meaning plain. But as the economic 
relationships become more settled a precise terminology came into use. Thus the 
word dakapati included in the term dopatz'3 was first used in this period though it 
occurs only once.4 The dakapati of a vila and viyas in tbis inscription seems to imply 
that it was not only the owners of tanks who received dues from the distribution of 
water but also the owners of viyas and vilas through which probably water flowed to 
other fields. It ls here perhaps that the importance of canals (a#) lay for they store no 
water but the water passes along them. But the proprietor of a canal had his due or 
else canals would not be made the subject of grants. These conclusion..<; receive 
fmther support from the evidence of !the later chapters. Here we only see the 
beginnings of the system which arose later.6 
There is only one reference to the repair and construction of tanks. Subhafs 
inscriptions at Viharegala7 state that he bought the tank for "five hundred" pieces of 
money and had it dredged (pasu ovaya) for another "five hundred." 
The only technical term used in connection with tanks is the word daka vahanalca 
(udaka vahanaka) for a spill of a tank in the K.irivehera inscription (SP).11 
Land Measurement 
Karihi: (Karisa) 
Terms of land measurement are rarely used at this time. They occur only twice in 
the inscriptions dealt with in this period. Nakav'ili Ladori karihi in the 
Molahipyavelegala inscription of Kutakm::n:ta Tissa9 is vague. The Kotaveheragala 
Infra, p 73. 
EZ.III, pp 162-169 (Nos.14-15); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 42&43]. 
Supra, pp 64-65. 
CA.ill, p 205; [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 15]. 
s We cannot be sure of the exact meanings of these two terms especially in their relationship to vi:iva. 
Very probably vi/a and vzya were not so large and important as a tank. Though vila may have had the 
modern meaning of a stagnant pond, viya can be a small tank or field through which water flowed. 
Infra, pp 171-173. 
EZ.ITI, pp 162-169 (Nos.l4,15); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 42&43]. 
EZ.IU, pp 215, 216 (No.21a). 
CAlli, p 77. Bell"a karisa of Ladori at Nagavila"; [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 3]. 
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inscription of Mahadathlka Mahanagal is much more definite when it speaks of an 
afn karihi bumi. Land was mostly referred to at this time by the name of the field. 
Money 
In primitive agricultural societies the medium of exchange was not m oney as it is 
today but grain and other produce which could be easily procured and readily 
bartered. Money is hardly mentioned in the inscriptions, and donations of money 
were rare. There is one instance in an inscription at Mampita-vihara (Beligal Korale) 
where a jeweller (mar;.ikara) made a donation of two kahiipar;.as.2 These people 
ordinarily had money with them for their business. There is also the instance 
already cited, in the Viharegala inscription of Subha3 where he spent "five hundred" 
(pnca sateltiya) to buy a tank and another "five hundred" to have it dredged. We are 
not told what the 500 were. They were probably kahiipar;.as. 
Labour 
There is little evidence on this except what could be drawn from inferences. In the 
later periods the provision of labour and services for the state was secured by the 
system of riijakiiriya. There is however no evidence at all for either of the two types 
of rajakiiriya.4 There is no hint of transferred revenues for services because there are 
no grants (of land) by private individuals to the sa1igha. Only thus we know that the 
officials were paid with direct revenue. This is the beginning of riijakiiriya. On the 
other band there is no evidence to show that the king could command labour for his 
public projects. In the ViharegaJa inscriptions however he had to spend money to 
have the tank dredged. 
Trade and Commerce 
The only reference to trade in this period is in an unpublished inscription. There is 
little doubt however that there was at this time some sort of trade activity though 
perhaps not so much as in South India. The discovery of foreign coins especially of 
Roman origin is further evidence of trade activity. The inscription referred to is in 
the Gan ekanda-vihara6 and records the dedication of a cave by the puka.7 It also 
CA ill, p 205. The word bumi is unusual. It means "a field of eight karisas." [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 10]. 
z C]SJl, p 203 (No.617); Infra, pp 176, 251; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 791]. 
3 EZ.lll, pp 162-169 (Nos.14-15); {IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 42&43]. 
This can mean either the grant of land and revenue for services or gratuities, services for public 
undertakings initiated by the kings. 
s EZ.TIT, ppl62-169 (Nos.14-15); [l C, Vol. II, Pt. l (1983) 42&43]. 
6 ASCAR, 1932, p 9; Hiriyala, Hatpattu, Kurun!lgala district [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1198]. 
7 Puga: guild. 
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mentions the jete and the anujete.t These can be translated as "guild" and 
"alderman" but without further evidence it is not possible to say whether this refers 
to a trade guild or an industrial guild. Puga may also be translated as "village 
council" but the difficulties attending such an interpretation have already been 
discussed.2 In India these institutions often overlapped and so the word may be 
variously translated.3 
Another stray reference is the " the Tamil Householders' Terrace" inscription at 
Anuradhapura.4 A navika (sailor) is mentioned and he is given a seat of eminence 
among the Tamil householders (Dame4a gahapatikana) who all have raised seats with 
their names inscribed on them. It is not possible to say whether these people were 
traders and whether they belonged to a guild organisation. 
Occupations 
Some of the donors of the caves have set down their occupations instead of their 
titles. They perhaps had no titles or if they had them considered the occupation 
more important. The occupations given in the inscriptions are vejha (physician),S 
rupadaka (sculptor),6 oridika (keeper of the harem)/ nakatika (astrologer),s m.ar;ikara 
Ueweller).9 
Property and Rights Over Land 
This subject is beset with difficulties owing to the ever-present danger of reading 
into the past ideas of ownership and proprietary rights current in our own day. Yet 
in spite of these dangers it is important that one should understand this aspect of the 
institutions because it forms the key to much of the political and economic structure 
of society and elucidates the character of the grants made to the sangha. The material 
P. jefthaka. anujettflaka: Chairman and Vice-Chairman. 
Supra, pp 54-60. Nicholas gives four more examples for the term Pugi (puka) from unpublished 
records. 
a. Valaeliugoc;iakanda BC- pugiya11a lel',!e 
b. Kurunakallu BC- D ipiku lika pukisaya lel',!e 
c. Gor:tagala BC - Maqukasaliya pttgiyana le1)e 
d. Mahakapugallava BC- Tudac,lavasaka pugiyana le7:1e 
3 Corporate Life in Ancient India, Majumdar, pp 20-21, 138; Local Government in Ancient India, Mukerjt, 
pp 32, 47-49; Social Organisatio11s, Pick, 1920, pp 275-283. 
JRAS(CB), 1935, p 54, S Paranavitana; ASCAR, 1939, p 1.7; The names are Kubira Tisa, KHbira, 
Sujhata, Saga, Nasata, Kiirava, Navika; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 94]: 
s CJS.1, p 26 (No.403); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 676]. 
CJS.II, p 214 (No.671); [FOT a different interpretation of Rupadaka, see IC, I (1970) 73, 940]. 
CJS.II, p 204 (No.620); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 795]. 
CJS.l!, p 214 (No.672); [TC, Vol. I (1970) 941]. 
CjS.ll, p 203 (No. 617); [IC, Vol. l (1970) 791]. 
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for this study will be derived from the grants, and principles implied in them, and 
from the general practice of all early societies. 
There seem to be two broad rights to land or principles on which rights to land were 
based. Both these are implied in the grants and are supported by the practice of 
early societies and the limitations inherent in them. 
The first of these is that the king or such political authority as existed, had the right 
to claim a part of the income of every productive enterprise in the state. This right is 
implied in all the land grants. When the king makes a grant of land in the 
inscriptions it can mean one of three alternatives. The gran t may consist of the land 
itself, or the income of the land mention ed or the revenue which the king derives 
from that land. Though there is no direct reference yet to a land tax, it is implied in 
these grants and is a feature of all these early agricultural societies.l The first two 
alternatives can be ruled out because it is unlikely that the king had so much land 
from which he derived income. It is also difficult to explain how he could have had 
all that land cultivated because neither the inscriptions nor the Mahavamsa give any 
hint of riijakariya or the system of service tenure.2 Another difficulty in accepting 
these alternatives is that the sangha which was a purely monastic body would have 
been chary in accepting any responsibility involving the management of land and 
finances. It is true that the sangha did possess land at a later date3 when it had 
grown to be a prosperous institution. But it is not likely that at this time the sairgha 
had the resources or the organisation for this type of work. Further such work was 
strictly forbidden for the monks by the rules of the Vinaya. The last alternative meets 
all these objections because the king had only to transfer to the sangha the revenue he 
was wont to receive from the land. This therefore implies that the king charged a tax 
on land and that he did this by right of being king. 
There are no grants of land by individuals yet. This development took time.4 We do 
not know what percentage of the produce the king charged as revenue but it was 
probably paid in kind. Another condition implied in these grants is that the king 
had the right to transfer the revenue at will to anyone he wished. 
The theory behind these charges is not apparent from the inscriptions. It may have 
been generally considered as custom dating from time immemorial. But it has been 
explained as payment made for protection against foreign enemies and for the 
maintenance of social order within the realm. Whether actually it was so conceived 
by the king who claimed it or by the people who paid it, it is difficult to say. But we 
Supra, pp 50-51. 
2 Supra, p 68. 
J Infra, pp 215-216. 
Infra, pp 191-197. 
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can be certain that a strong king was able to enforce payment always and that 
generally he was in a stronger position to enforce the claim than the people had to 
refuse it. 
The next principle is the right which the people had to the land. But the theory that 
the king was the owner of all land has been the cause of some confusion of ideas. 
The Viharegala inscription of Subha shows distinctly that the king had to buy the 
tank which he donated to the Ekadorika-vihara.l Though the subject of this grant is 
a tank the principle can extend even to land. This inscription emphasises that the 
king was not all powerful and that there were rights which belonged to the people 
which the king could not take away without violating time honoured custom. This 
same principle can be seen at work in the grants of caves which will be explained 
presently.2 
With respect to land, two points are worthy of notice. These two imply the right 
which the peasant had to the land he cultivated though it is not explicitly proved 
from the inscriptions. In the first place this right is implied in the interpretation 
already given to the grants of land by the kings. They did grant the revenue which 
was paid in by the peasant but not the income (produce) of the land or the land 
itself. This right which the people had to the land was thus not alienated. The 
second point is U1e absence of land grants by the people. The obvious explanation is 
that the people could not grant them not because the king was the owner of land but 
because the people needed the land for their sustenance. When the people did make 
grants of land in the following period it was not land or income but revenue which 
the king had made over to the individuals. These statements and the two rights 
receive a measure of corroboration by the fact that they substantiate each other. 
The right which the people had to land has not been defined in the inscriptions 
though it is implied there. Like the right which the king had to revenue, this right 
too can be explained. Perhaps the clearest basis for it is that if any man opened up 
land or built a cave or tank or anything productive, he had an inherent right to the 
fruit of his labour. This right was safeguarded by custom and handed down to his 
heirs. This right cannot be defined nor can it be strictly called ownership or 
proprietorship though both words have been used. What was claimed was the 
tangible produce not the intangible legal right to the land itself or even the land. 
It is this reading of the custom that enabled the theorists of a later day to establish 
that the king was the owner of all land. A word on this will not be out of place here. 
It has already been seen that kingship arose from small beginnings. The earliest 
EZ.ill, pp 162-169 (Nos.14-15); [lC, Vol. Il, Pt.l (1983) 42&43]. 
2 lnfra, pp 72-73. 
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right which the kings exercised, or may be enforced was the right to tax. But we 
have al ready seen that this right was circumscribed by the right of the proprietor to 
the product of his labour. Further the right to tax had less justification to be called 
ownership than the right to the produce. But as the power of the king grew it 
became real and effective throughout the whole land which theoretically he 
protected and ruled . It is just a step from this to the conception tha t all uncultivated 
land belong or could be disposed of by the king. This m ovement is only conjectural 
starting from the premises already stated. 
Although the two rights or principles have been treated as distinct, in actual practice 
however they were closely interwoven and are difficult to disentangle in the absence 
of precise terms. The possibility of transferring both these claims led to further 
complexities. In the absence of sufficient data it is not always possible to be certain 
on which of these principles a grant was made. 
A review of the various types of grants and their interpretation are of value not only 
to illustra te these rights but also to explain and support them. It will be seen then 
that some of the grants as they are stated in the inscriptions are open to more than 
one interpretation. The ownership of caves is the easiest to explain because it was 
not productive of any material benefit in the sense that land and tanks were. They 
brought no income. There has b een however some confusion of thought about the 
possession of these caves due no doubt to the brevity and consequent ambiguity of 
these inscriptions which use the simple genitive to indicate ownership.! This 
genitive however can be interpreted to mean either the proprietorship of the cave, 
the occupation of the cave or the construction of the cave for this particular purpose. 
All these interpretations have been put forward. 
When all these cave inscriptions are considered together, there is little room for 
doubt that these caves were not occupied as dwellings by the people who donated 
them; for there were among them kings, ministers, princes and seniipatis. Further the 
cave donations of kings, (maharaja) are not always near the capital associated from 
earliest times with the kings of Ceylon. It is hardly likely th at these people so highly 
placed in society lived in caves. Besides this an agrarian society such as portrayed in 
these inscriptions did not usually have habitations of caves. Such dwellings are 
normally associated with the primitive state of society where the people hunted for 
their livelihood.2 There are, further, caves which have been jointly donated. This 
wrong notion of ownership had led to the further belief that there was "an 
ownership in caves apart from the land they stood on."3 Actually there was no 
Parumaka KaSapaha puta Pnnmwka Ahayalza ler;e agata anagata catJt di5fl Sllgasa dine. CJS.Il, p 124 
(No.S18); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 971]. 
2 A comparison can be made with the Veddahs who ti ll very recent times lived in caves. 
3 CJS.l, p 58. 
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ownership in land in this sense. Nor would there h ave been an ownership in caves 
which were not occupied. This would not be in accord with the right already 
explained that ownership was exercised only over the produce and that by virtue of 
occupation or the expending of labour uponit.l 
The most likely explanation of this use of the genitive for caves is that these donors 
prepared the rough open caves for habitation by the construction of walls, windows 
and doors, steps and drip-ledges.2 This would make the cave in a sense the property 
of the builder and he was entitled to whatever merit accrued to the donor . .Kings as 
well as the people made these gifts. In these instances therefore the right of 
ownership was based on the latter principle.3 
In the ownership of tanks and canals too it was the second principle which again 
formed the basis of the claim. Labour was used for their construction and they 
belonged by right to those who constructed them, or had them constructed by 
buying up 1abour for it." But there is one important difference from caves. These 
were productive enterprises in that they brought in a regular income and did not 
always form the subject of grants. The income from these took the shape of a due 
paid for the supply of water first to the owner of the tank or canal and later to the 
owners of larger tanks and canals by the owners of the smaller units to ensure a 
regular supply of water. These developments become clearer in the next period.s 
In this period, however, except for two early tank grants by parumakas only the kings 
make grants of tanks and canals to the sangha, though people who owned tanks had 
the right, according to the interpretation given, to make these grants. There are 
many such examples in the period following.6 The reason for this tardiness may be 
that only the king could afford to make these grants and so he took the initiative or 
that individuals were able to make these grants only in the next period after there 
had been a period of active tank building on the part of both the people and the 
kings. The early village tanks were in all probability communal property. Another 
interpretation that may be given is that the people were unable to grant these 
because the grants by private individuals later, were only grants made to them by 
kings in this period. There are however no records of such grants to individuals in 
this period or in the next. 
Supra, pp 70-72. 
2 This is further substantiated by the word knrite sometimes used at the end of a cave donation. It 
implies construction for the saitglza. EZ.l, pp 12-39 (No.2); EZ.I, pp 135-183 (No.lO); ASCAR, 1911-
12, p 94; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1-75, 76-93e, 94, 23'6-269). 
3 Supra, pp 71-72. 
4 EZ.III, pp 162-169 (Nos.14-15); UC, Vol. ll, Pt.l (1983) 42&43]. 
5 Infra, pp 171-173, 183-188, 195-197. 
6 Infra, pp 191-197. 
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Another point which awaits clarification is that we do not know whether there was 
at this time a tax on tanks and canals apart from the income. The next period shows 
that there was such a tax.1 [£ there was such a tax in this period too then the grant of 
a tank or canal by a king may be interpreted to mean only the grant of this tax 
similar to the grant of the tax on land. This would then be based on the right 
exercised by the king.2 
Ownership in respect of land presents the most difficulties because it is almost 
certain that there was a tax on land in addition to the income due to the cultivators. 
Both principles of ownership are relevant to these grants. Further it is possible to 
interpret these grants and view the positions of land either from the standpoint of 
the king or the people. 
The concept of kings as the owner of land has already been touched upon3 and 
further it has been explained already that grants of land by the king were very 
probably grants of the revenue which the king derived by right from the cultivators. 
It is possible but highly improbable that the king granted to the sangha land from 
which he received income and not revenue. If he did have such land it is difficult to 
explain how he could have had them cultivated without a service-tenure system 
whereby the people who cultivated the king's land were rewarded with land. 
Though there is evidence for such a system in the Kandyan period, it is entirely 
absent both from the inscriptions and the Mahiivarhsa in this.4 
There is no evidence so far that the king transferred the revenue of land to the 
people just as he did to the sangha. Absence of record however is no proof that he 
did not, because gifts to the sangha were meant to be perpetual but the gifts to 
people for particular services may not be so. The one proof that such grants were 
made is that the people make grants of land to the sm1gha in the period that follows.s 
If these were grants of revenue then the people could only have got them from the 
king. If they were grants of income the donors would then be parting with their 
means of livelihood which is improbable. 
Property in land from the point of view of the people is much more easily explained. 
It is not necessary to consider grants of land by the people in these periods, as there 
were none. The villager held the land or to be more precise, had a claim to the 
produce the land supplied through his labour. This right was alienable and was 
protected and respected probably even by the king. It was hereditary and was his 
1 infra, pp 148-150, 181-184. 
2 Supra, p 70. 
3 Supra, pp 70-72. 
Supra, p 68. 
infra, pp 191-195,201-202. 
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means of livelihood. He paid a tax on it, which was part of the produce, to the king. 
We do not know what proportion it was. Later perhaps he may have had to hand 
this over to the saitgha or such other person as the king may have appointed. But it 
is unlikely that these peasants or anyone, at this time, owned "broad acres" from 
which they derived income or that they were opulent enough to grant such income 
to the sair.gha. That stage of society when such transactions were possible had not 
arrived yet because there was no stable class in between the king and the people 
who could disregard the right of the cultivator to his produce and so claim the 
income from the land as an absentee landlord. 
As explained earlier there is no evidence of a service-tenure system as it developed 
later.l But we may trace the beginnings of a system similar to that in the practice 
which probably arose about this time of rewarding the officials of the king with 
diverted revenue. Though there is no direct evidence for this in this period it is 
implied in the land grants by the people in the following periods.2 
RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS 
Introduction 
On no other aspect of this period is there so much material as for religious 
institutions. Almost every one of the inscriptions record some gift to the smiglta. Yet 
though these inscriptions are numerous it is also true that only a few aspects of this 
subject can be considered because the material is in many respects limited. 
On the subject of religious donations there is full and ample material though limited 
by the motives the people had in recording them. It is quite apparent that they did 
not record all their donations. 
The study of the donee leads directly to certain interesting observations on the 
nature of the sairgha, the composition of the vihara and the maintenance of these 
institutions. 
The rest of the study comprises of stray references woven together for the light they 
provide on other aspects of religion. These cover the organisation of the vihiira or 
saitgha, the titles and names used by monks and religious devotees, festivals and 
sects. On many aspects on which we would have welcomed more light the 
inscriptions maintain a rigid silence. 
Supra, p 68. 
Infra, pp 201 -202, 191-195. 
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Donations 
All the inscriptions of this period have one motive, donations to the sangluz. People 
from all ranks of society unite to give their mite to the sangluz and one might almost 
believe from the inscriptions that they had nothing else to do. But it is also probably 
true to say that what ls recorded in the inscriptions forms only a fraction of the many 
donations of a more ephemeral kind which were made from day to day. Of one fact 
we can be certain - that in the period covered by these inscriptions the people gave 
ample support to the sangha in all parts of the island. One does not come across any 
gifts or donations or even reference to any other religious faith. Whatever the 
practice of the people may have been, Buddhism, especially the monastic system 
represented by the sangha and the viharas, had by this time spread far and wide. 
Donations by Kings 
These have already been discussed in detail elsewhere.1 The main conclusions 
drawn from them were that the kings, though they originally made only grants of 
caves similar to those granted by the people, gradually began to make a new type of 
grant. Cave donations continued for a short time longer and ceased. These new 
grants were the income from tanks and canals and the revenue from lands, fields, 
villages and towns. The interpretation of these gifts too was discussed at length.2 
Gifts of clothes and food too were recorded. 
One peculiar feature of the grants of caves made by kings3 is that, often they give 
names to the caves they donated.4 It is not possible to find out the significance of 
this practice. A few caves granted by the people too, have names.s Of the kings, 
Vattagamar:U has the largest number of caves so named.6 The names themselves 
appear over and over again and included such names as MJiha§udaSane,l Manapadasana,s 
Mahalerye,9 Sitaguhe, 10 Sihaparye,u Savotabhade,t2 Sihasane,t3 Cwjasuda5ane.14 
Supra, pp 44-47. 
Supra, pp 72-75. 
3 Nicholas points out that the naming of caves is as common among lay donors as among kings and 
princes. It does not therefore seem to have been peculiar to cave donations by kings. 
AC, pp 446-449 (Nos.68-72); AlC, pp 26, 73, 109 (No.3); CJS.U, p.202 (No. 615); CJS.ll, p 204 
(No.620); [IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 1018-1027,835, 786, 795}. 
qs.n, p 115 (No.467); qs.n, p 115 (No.469); qs.rr, p 125 (No.522); qs.u, p 214 (No.672); [IC, Vol. 1 
(1970) 554, 521, 973,941]. 
6 AC, pp 446-449 (Nos.68-72); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1018-1027]. 
1 qs.u, p 203 (No.618); qs.n, p 214 (No.672); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 792&941]. 
s CJS.Il, p 115 (No.467); CJS.ll, p 115 (No.469); CJS.U, p 202 (No.615); CJS.Il, p 204(No.620); ASCAR, 
1911-12, p 96 (No.13); [IC, Vol. l (1970) 554,521, 786, 795,18]. 
9 AC, p 446 (No.68); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1022]. 
10 AC, p 448 (No.70); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1020]. 
11 AC, p 448 (No.69); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1019]. 
12 ASCAR, 1935, p 10; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1028]. 
13 AfC, p 37 (No.44); [EN, (1991) p 42 (No.3)]. 
H AC, p 448 (No.70); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1020]. 
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Another feature of ·the donations made by the kings was that the contents changed 
from caves to land and tanks. This change has already been pointed out and some of 
the reasons discussed.1 These new grants are important from the point of view of 
religious institutions too, for they represent a change in the character of the sangha 
and the organisation of the vihiiras. These grants reflect not only the increased 
wealth and authority of the king but also the changing and increasing needs of the 
saizghn. It is ideal to speculate as to which arose first, the wealth of the king or the 
needs of the saizgha. They both grew together and form part of the general change 
that was coming over the social, economic and political structure towards the end of 
this period. It should however be remembered that this change can be seen only in 
the grants of the rajas and maharajas of Anuradhapura. Most of the inscriptions of 
local rulers are early and so they record only grants of caves. The Saitdagiri-vehera 
inscription2 of Gamir;zi Abaya (a descendant of the Anuradhapura line) may have a 
different form of grant. nanaga too in the inscription where he bears the title raja 
makes a land grant.3 
Donations by the People 
Almost all the inscriptions of the people deal with grants of caves and there are 
hundreds of them. 1t is therefore unnecessary to deal with ·them singly. They are all 
short and very much alike in form and content. Caves are sometimes granted jointly 
either by people of the same class4 or even by people having different titles.s 
lt has already been pointed out6 that the people who donate these were not ordinary 
people in the sense that they were mere villagers or the lowest of the social grades. 
Though there may be a few of them, almost all have some title, either of social or 
religious significance. Some give the name of their profession or trade. There is one7 
in which the donors were a guild or some corporation (puka) whose chairman (jef:e) 
and vice-chairman (anujete) figure in the grant.S A few people of official rank too like 
amati and senapnti may be included here but they are few compared with the rest.9 
Cave donations of this type continued to be made throughout this period and even a 
century or two into the next period but they rapidly decline after the first century AD. 
J 
6 
7 
ll 
9 
Supra, pp 72-73. 
C]S.I, p 25 (No.398); [IC, Vol. D, Pt. I (1983) 32]. 
AIC, pp 26, 73, 109 (No.4); [See fn 12, p 77 in tile current MSS]. 
CjS.ll, p 194 (No.568); CJS.U, p 125 (No.523); EZ.J, pp 149-153 (No.lO.iv.b); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 945, 
974,269]. 
CJS.ll, p 211 (No.659); CJS.TI, p 226 (No.753); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 906, 955]. 
Supra, pp 53-54. 
Nicholas has pointed out four more examples of the grant of caves to the sailgha by corporations 
(puga) in unpublished records. These have been cited elsewhere. Supra, pp 68-69. 
ASCAR, 1932, p 9; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1198]. 
Supra, pp 52-53. 
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The reason for the continuance of these grants Long after the kings had ceased giving 
them can be explained by the continued need of the sangha for cave dwellings and 
the inability of the people to grant anything more substantial than caves. This can 
easily be understood when the nature of land and tank grants is considered. The 
people were slow to follow the kings and further there may not have been a class of 
people who were capable of making grants of land in the sense that they could 
divert revenue handed to them by the k:ing.l In the next period however the people 
begin to emulate the kings. 
The cessation of cave grants requires a different explanation, for the people could 
have indefinitely continued to make them. The most rational answer is that the 
sangha no longer needed them for there was, as seen earlier, a change in the nature of 
the sailgha. Hence gifts of a different kind such as steps, pillars, money and oil for 
lamps became common for they, very probably, replaced the cave grants. 
Among the published inscriptions of the people there are only three whicl1 grant 
anything other than caves. In the first place there are the two early inscriptions 
which record grants of tanks by parumakas. Another inscription at Mampita (Beligal 
Kora!e, Kurunagala district) states that a jeweller's (maryikara) son granted some 
knhapa7Jas and that another named Atf.ikaya Utara granted two kahapa7Jas.2 The last is 
an inscription at Kirivehera, Tissamaharama which records the construction of steps 
at a caitya by a monk named Nada Tern.3 
Nature of the Donations 
The commonest donation is that of a cave. The large outcrops of granite scattered 
throughout the plains in the north and the east contain many natural caves some 
small and some big. They were probably occupied by the earliest inhabitants of the 
island who lived a Life of hunting. It is not possible to say when these caves were 
abandoned or whether they were abandoned at all. But when more vigorous people 
arrived the early inhabitants were either assimilated or driven further inland. Those 
who were in the main line of advance may have adopted the habits of an 
agricultural people and abandoned the caves while those in more remote area 
continued to use them. 
The sa.izgha when it was established in Ceylon was largely a monastic organisation 
and the monks may have preferred the cool retirement of the caves to "the busy 
Supra, p 69-74 for a full explanation of these grants. 
CJSJI, p 203 (No.617); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 791]. 
3 EZ.lll, pp 213-216 (No.2la). Nicholas informs me that there are several records of this period of the 
cutting of steps, poktt1.1as, stone slabs, stone pillars, stone seats etc. 
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haunts of men" set amidst fields and tanks.l It had been a practice in India and had 
been enjoined by the Buddha that monks should live in parks, caves or huts situated 
away from the villages.2 When Buddhism was introduced to Ceylon these caves 
were converted into habitable dwellings, furnished with walls, doors and windows. 
A drip-ledge was cut across the brow of the cave to prevent the water dripping 
inside and sometimes roofs were constructed jutting out of the rock and partly 
covering the cave. Steps were carved out of the rock to facilitate entrance into 
inaccessible caves. The laconic record of the grant of a cave therefore implied all this 
building activity.3 
The grant of pafake' s4 in town and village along with a cave occurs in the inscriptions 
at Yatahalel}a (Beligal Korale).5 Paranavitana in publishing these inscriptions has 
left the word untranslated but Bell has essayed an interpretation. It cannot be a term 
of land measurement nor can it have any relation to land. This can be easily seen 
both from the context and from the interpretation already given to grants of land. 
Bell's suggestion6 is that it might have meant a "shelter" or a "residence," a 
temporary abode in villages and towns when the rainy season proved to be too 
severe. This interpretation is possible but it leaves unexplained why such grants and 
also this word does not appear more frequently. The meaning behind the land 
grants of the king and also grants of tanks and canals has already been explained 
e1sewhere.7 They usually meant the grant of the revenue or income due to the king 
from these sources. 
The grant of robes, gruel and rice in the Mal1aratma1e inscriptions of Mahadathika 
Mahanaga is exceptional, in that it is mentioned and made the subject of an 
inscription. Such grants were not usually inscribed. The reason for this departure 
from the normal procedure is perhaps that this was a special grant made on the 
occasion of the Vassa festival. The end of the Vassa season was usually accompanied 
by ~;;uch benefactions to monks.9 
It is worthy of notice that nowhere except in the Kirivehera _inscription to is the 
construction of a building or stupa the sole subject of an inscription. These are 
Mhv.XV:8·9. 
SBE.XX, Vinaya Pt. Ill, Cullavagga Pt. VI. 
EZ.l, pp 12·39 (No.2); EZ.l, pp 135·153 (No.10); C]S.l, p 58; [ICf Vol. I (1970) 76·93e, 238·268]. 
SP.XIX, 1904 (1892), p 71, n 11; Skt.pataka Comp.Tam. padn.ka, S.pala. 
5 CJS.Tl, p 202 (No.61S); QS.IT, p 203 (Nos. 618-621); [JC, Vol. I (1970) 786,792-796 (a)}. 
SP.XTX, 1904 (1892), p 71, n 11. 
Supra, pp 69-75. 
EZ.l, pp 58·65 (No.S); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 22]. 
Infra, pp 91·92. 
to EZ.IU, pp 212·224 (No.21a). 
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mentioned only when some grant of land or tank accompanies the erection of a 
building. I It may not have been the practice to record on stone the various buildings 
erected by the king and the establishment of viharas. This perhaps explains why 
although the Mahiivathsa contains long lists of vihiiras and tanks constructed by the 
kings yet these are not mentioned in the inscriptions.2 
The Purpose of the Record 
It is not easy to plumb the hidden motives of people from bare records. It is plain 
however that mere boast was not their object nor merely the gaining of merit. The 
inscriptions are short and give only the barest description of the grant and merit is 
not mentioned as in inscriptions of a later date.3 Further gifts of a more perishable 
kind are not mentioned though merit undoubtedly attached to them too. But we 
cannot dismiss this motive entirely, though it may not have been uppermost, 
because the consideration of merit is an essential part of Buddhist doctrine. 
The chief motive undoubtedly was the desire to place on record a transaction that 
had taken place, a gift that was given in the shape of a claim to income or a claim to 
revenue which was to be held in perpetuity. There was therefore a need for a 
record.4 The same motive can be extended to grants oi caves though the same 
necessity did not exist here. It is in the light of this that it is possible to understand 
why the construction of vihiiras and other buildings were never mentioned or 
recorded except when a grant of a land accompanied it. 
The grant of food to the sangha in the Maharatmale inscription was recorded, as 
already explained, probably because it was a special gift in connection with the 
Vassa festival or because it was meant to be carried out year by year. 
EZ.J, pp 146-149 (No.lO.lii.a); EZ.ill, pp 163-169 (No.lS); [IC, Vol. U, Pt. J (1983) 16(U), 43]; AJC, pp 
26, 73, 109 (No.4). 
2 Nicholas gives a series of. unpublished records which give the construction of buildings. He does 
not however state whether these are incidental references or whether the record was inscribed for 
the purpose. Some of these are by kings and others probably by ordinary people. The list is given 
below. 
a. Vessagiriya: a cetiya built by Mahadathika Mahanaga 
b. Ratravela: a vihiira built by Mahadathika Mahanaga 
c. Mihintale: a tlriJ.pa built by Kutakru;u;la Tissa 
d.. Ti.mbiriyava: 1 CA C Building of a thupa 
e. Dam bulla: 1 CA C Building of a cetiya 
f. Billavagala: 1 C A C Building of a thiJ.pa 
g. Yangala: 1 CA C Building of a (obliterated) 
h. Ridi-vihara: 1 CA C Building of a thupa. 
3 Infra, p 21 9. There is one fragmentary inscription where the "merit was given to all beings." It 
recorded a grant to the Mahavihara. CJS.I, p 28 {No.417). 
[f this was a motive it is difficult to understand why grants to officials were not recorded. Either 
there were no such grants or such grants were not made in perpetuity. 
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The Purpose oi the Donations 
The direct purpose of all the donations was the maintenance of the sangha which 
meant the feeding, clothing and sheltering of monks. There were no offerings to 
shrines and images, no provision for oil for lamps or gifts of lamps as in the next 
period.1 The wants of the sangha were simple and very probably were directly 
provided in the form of food and clothing so that only shelter was necessary at first. 
Then as the sangha grew in numbers a .more permanent source of income may have 
been desireci This gave rise to the donation of endowments. But the purpose of the 
grant is never specified as done later. Generally the grant is made over for the 
benefit of the monks (biku sagahataya)2 only once is the purpose more specifically 
mentioned: in the Hennanegala inscrip tion which grants villages as "resource for 
food for the sangha" (paribogani sagasa).3 
Method and Form of the Donations 
There is no evidence to show what ceremonies accompanied donations or what 
formulae were enacted. The only reference4 to such an act is in the grant of a canal 
in the Molahipyavelegala inscription of Bhatika Abhaya.s In this the canal is granted 
with a golden vase (sovalfa koturulfi niyate). From ancient and modern practice we 
know that this refers to the pouring out of water from a vessel on to the hands of the 
donee as an act symbolising the transfer of the title to property. There is a reference 
to this practice in the Mahii.varfzsa.6 We are not in a position to say whether this was a 
common practice or whether it was performed only by kings. There is only this one 
single instance to go by.7 
Donee 
The formula used in the cave inscriptions to indicate the donee is always agata 
anagata catu disa sagasa8(the sangha of the four quarters present and future). 
Sometimes parts of it are left out but the whole meaning is intended, because it is a 
text from the Vinaya which further states that all gifts to monks were to be made 
over to the sangha. Monks were forbidden to hold private property nor were any 
sections of the sarigha permitted to hold the exclusive use of property. Therefore no 
vihii.ras are mentioned in connection with any of the cave grants. 
Infra, p 204. 
EZ.I, p 148 (No.lO.iii.a); EZ.ill, pp 162-169 (Nos.l4-15); [IC, Vol. IL Pt. I (1983) 16 (11), 42&43]. 
3 AC, p 446 (No.67); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 406]. 
Nicholas points out that the phrase "sovai'Ja kutareke" occurs in an unpublished record of 
ArnaQ<;lagamaQi at Ridi-vihara. [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 34]. 
EZ.lll, ppl53-157 (No.l2); (IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983).18A]. 
Mhv.XV:24. 
7 Infra, p 208. 
Oldenberg: Vinaya Pitaka II, p 147; EZ.I, p 16; I A May (1872). 
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Gradually however vihiiras too were mentioned. It occurs first in the Naval Niravi 
Malai inscription where the cave is granted "at the Pasu vihara."T So also the 
Duvegala inscr·iption of Laftji Tissa states: me viharahi dine.1 Another modification 
that may be detected is that the emphasis falls more on the monks of a particular 
place than on "the universal sangha." The Ku<;ia-arambadda-hinna inscription of 
Lanji Tissa has: saga dini and vavi biku saga hataya .3 
With the Molahi~iyavelegala inscription of Kutaka~u:ta Tissa a completely new form 
has evolved which makes the donation to the monks of a particular villiira which is 
named, (Pilipavata-vilwrahiya saga dine).~ This form may be seen in the other 
inscriptions of this period and is continued into the next.s 
'fl1is change roughly corresponds to the change in the nature of the donations made. 
The grants of land and tanks which provided regular maintenance had to be handed 
over to a responsible group of monks and not to a vague body like "the universal 
sa1iglza." Thus the grant is made over to the monks residing at a particular vihiira. It 
is not donated to just the chief monk or to the vihiira as such but to the monks 
(bikusaga) residing at that particular viltiira.6 
There are a few odd donations made to inctividual monks. This is the exception and 
not the rule for according to the Vinaya rules the monks were forbidden to hold 
private property unless it is something that is purely personal. The Duvegala 
inscription? is ambiguous and cannot be properly read. But it seems to make a 
donation to a monk. There are a few caves given to monks. a 
The Nature of the Smiglta 
The change in the type of donations made to the sangha and the corresponding 
change in the form in which such donations were couched, points to a change in the 
sangha itself. There is no evidence about the organisation of the sangl!a when it was 
first introduced to Ceylon. But to judge from the donations made it was largely an 
J 
; 
AC, pp 416-420 (Nos.l-3). Paranavitana does not accept Bell's rendenng of pnsu as the name of the 
vihara. [IC, Vol. I (1970) 338-341]. 
CA.ITI, p 205, "granted at this vihifra," [IC, Vol . ll, Pt. I (1983) 15]. 
EZ.l, p 14S (No.lO.iii.a); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. 1 (1983) 16 (D)]. 
CA.ill, p 76; {TC, Vol. 11, Pt. J(1983) 18A]. 
EZ.m, pp153-157 (No.l2), Pilipnvata viharahi bikusngaya ... uiyate, EZ.III, pp 162-167 (Nos.14&.15, 
Ekndoraya-vihamhi bikusaga lzatm;n. [IC, Vol.ll, Pt. T (1983) lBA, 42&43]. 
There are two fragmentary inscriptions which contain the words malravilulrahafaya. It is not 
possible to say what the donation was or by whom it was made. lt is possible that this does not 
refer to the Mahavihara but to some other vihiira, CjS.ll, p 123 ( No.512); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1216]. 
CA. m, p 204; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 270]. 
CA.ill, p 204; EZ.l, pp 21-22 (No.2.B.i). 
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amorphous body without much organisation or centralisation, composed of groups 
of monks who lived as communities in cave dwellings. We do not know how these 
groups of cave dwe11ings which came to be called vihiiras were organised.1 
These cave communities were maintained by the gifts of the people but generally 
they seemed to have lived a life apart from the social and economic order. The tie 
that bound them to society was slender and loose. 
These communities however seem to have grown gradually into well organ.U>ed 
vihiiras and we see in the latter half of this period the beginnings of this change. 
Perhaps the gradual development of the sangha itself may have necessitated more 
permanent grants, for they could not always depend on the gifts made by the 
people. These grants themselves, o£ lands and tanks, may have led to the further 
development of the smigha into a better organised body. 
The need to make grants of this type to a body which is duly constituted and bound 
to endure, may have more than anything else served to strengthen the vihiira system. 
These grants further served to link the vihiira system to the economic and social 
order; for the maintenance of the vihlira now depended not only on the piety and 
generosity of the kings and people but also on the economic system from which it 
directly received its income. 
The Vi1u2ra 
A number of villaras are mentioned as the objects of various endowments and gifts. 
The names of some of the founders of these establishments are also given. Thus 
Laftji Tissa is recorded as having built two vihiiras.2 Q.anaga similarly founded the 
Naka Mahavihara.3 As the construction or the donations of caves is mentioned side 
by side with the construction of vihiiras they probably have different meanings. 
The viltiira was evidently a larger unit than the cave for several reasons. In the first 
place the reference to cave donations are much more numerous tl1an references to 
the establishment of vihiiras, and cave donations have been made at sites which 
traditionally are also the sites of famous vihiiras such as Rltigala,4 Mihintale5 and 
It is very probable that they were guided by the Vi11aya rules which regulate a large portion of the 
life of a monk. 
EZ.I, pp 146-149 (No.10.iii.a); CA.Ill, p 204; [JC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 15, 16(Il)}. 
SCAR, 1939, p 7 which records the construction of a vlhiirn by the wife of Vattagama r~i [TC, Vol. T 
(1970) 193]; ATC, pp 28, 73, 109 (No.4). 
EZ.l, pp 135-153 (No.lO); IC, Vol. I (1970) 236-269]. 
ASCAR, 1911-12, p 94; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1-58]. 
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Vessagiri.1 There could not possibly have been as many vilziiras as there are cave 
donations. 
The vihiira therefore must have embraced in its meaning the caves too. This is 
probable because the Perumaiyankulam inscription2 states that "a gift of a cave was 
made at the Pasu vihara." There is also Subha's Viharegala inscription3 where it says 
that a pohotakara (uposatha hall) was built at the Ekadorika vihara. 
The Mahiivamsa too lends support to this interpretation. The names given to most of 
the early vihiiras and the large number of cave inscriptions to be found at such sites, 
clearly show that originally these vihiiras were collections of caves round some 
outcrop of granite. Names such as Go?Jr:za-girika, Piicina-pabbata4 Dakkhi?Jagiri,s 
Kallaka-ler:za,6 given to vihiiras illustrate this. These vihiiras were situated at or near 
some mountain, amidst a group of caves.? 
Therefore though the construction of numerous vihiiras as recorded in the 
Mahiivamsa and the association of ancient vihiiras with the ruined stone structures at 
Anuradhapura, may lead one to suppose that the vihiiras of this period were 
elaborate, highly organised institutions, yet the majority of these early vihiiras were 
probably groups of caves with a iew other special buildings like the pohatakara and 
diigiibas.s The vihiiras even in Anuradhapura were pmbably at first such simple 
institutions to which were added halls and imposing buildings as time went on.9 
But the larger number oi the vihiiras even perhaps up to a later date were small 
communities of monks living in caves not far removed from the villages but 
sufficiently far away to enable them to lead their lives of meditation and preaChing. 
The vihiiras mentioned in the inscriptions are Maha-vihara,1U Pilipavata-vihara,11 Tisa-
vi/Ulra,12 Naka-MahaviharaP Ekadorika-vihara,14 MutigutikalS and Parivataka. 16 
EZ.I, pp 10-39 (No.2); [IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 76-93e]. 
AC, pp 416-420 (Nos.l-3); {IC, Vol. I (1970) 338-341]. 
EZ.JD, pp 163-169 (No.15); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 43]. 
Mhv.XXI :5. 
Mhv .XXXlll:B. 
fbid. 
giri - S. rock or mountain. pabbata- P. rock, ler;a- S. cave. 
Mhv.XVT:l2-14. 
These perhaps were established very early and rose into prominence early. 
10 CJS.U, p 123 (No.512); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1216]. 
u CA.lll, p 76; EZ.Ill, pp 153-157 (No.l2); [IC, Vo l . II, Pt. I (1983) 18A]. 
12 CA.III, p 205; {IC, Vol. II, Pt.I (1983) 10]. 
JJ A!C, pp 26, 73, 109 (No.4). 
14 EZ.ll1, p 162 (No.l4); EZ.ill, pp 163-1-69 (No.lS); {IC, Vol. IJ, Pt.I (1983) 42&43/. 
1s EZ.l, pp 58-65 (No.S); [I C, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 22]. 
l b lbid. 
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Buildings at a Vihlira 
There is very little mention of any buildings other than caves in the inscriptions. 
This is probably because it was not the practice to record the construction of 
buildings. It may also mean that at this time there were few stone structures such as 
halls and dagabas. 
Pol1atakara1 (P. Uposathaghara) 
Subha is said to have built a pohatakara at the Ekadorika-vihara and endowed a tank 
to it, probably to meet the expenses incurred in keeping it in repair.2 It was a 
building set apart for the uposatha ceremony which had been ordained by the 
Buddha in the Vinaya. 3 
Ceta (P. Caitya) 
The Kirivehera slab inscription4 records that a monk enlarged the ceta and built steps 
at the four entrances (catara dorahi patagaqa ataqi). As in India, the caityas in Ceylon 
too had stone steps leading up to them at the £our cardinal points. 
Buda Tuba (P.Buddha Tltupa) 
There are two references to Buda TubaS and a Paceka Budaha Tuba.6 From the context 
and from the site of the inscriptions (one of them is near a cave) these seem to have 
been small thupas or replicas of thiipas, used for worship. One should also notice the 
use of two different words for apparently the same object, ceta and tuba. 
Maintenance of Viltliras 
The material for this section has already been reviewed under the subject of grants. 
It remains here only to recapitulate it from the point of view of the maintenance of 
vihifras. 
We do not know how the early cave communities were maintained. They were 
given the shelter of the cave and for the rest they probably depended solely on the 
Translated w1wisely by Wickremasinghe as "Sabbath Hall." 
2 EZ.ID, pp 163-169 (No.lS); [IC, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) 43]. 
Infra, pp 91-92, 217-218. 
1 EZ.Ili, pp 212-216 (No.21a). 
EZ.I, p 150 (No.lO JV); Wickremasinghe has given for this the alternative reading bluuira guhli or 
bmtdlta guhii [IC, Vol. I (1970) 268]. 
CJS.ll, p 126 (No.527); [IC, Vol. II, Pt.II (unp ubd.) 188]. 
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alms and gifts of food and clothing from the king and the people. There is no 
evidence that they had any settled income. 
In the next stage the revenue or income from villages, lands and tanks gave them the 
settled income tl1ey needed for stability and expansion. Butwith it, also, they came 
to be linked to the economic and social order. We have no idea as to how this 
money was collected and how the land was administered. 
There is little doubt that gifts of food, clothing and medicine continued to come in 
from both the king and the people, though these gifts were generally not recorded. 
Buildings of various kinds too may have been constructed for them. 
An unpublished inscription from the Matiyagane pansalal is interesting from this 
point of view in that it sets down a list of fields and a tank and states that they were 
"the property of the sailgha." 
Organisation of Vihiiras 
There is very little that can be gleaned about the organisation of the smigha or of the 
vihiiras. The only bit of evidence in this period which shows that each vihiirn was 
organised and that there were rules governing them is in the Kirivehera slab 
inscription.2 Accorcting to this the Tera Nada had to obtain the acquiescence of the 
chief monks (bilat jara)Ja) of the vihiira before he could enlarge the caitya or raise steps 
at the four entrances. lt is difficult to generalise on the basis o.f a single inscrip tion. 
But a point worth noticing is that the vihiira was not directed by an individual monk 
but by a group who together were called bi1at jara1')ll.3 It is difficult to say whether 
this was a regularly appointed or elected council or just a body of those monks, who 
were entitled "acariyas."4 
Terms for Buddhist Monks 
The inscriptions have various titles for monks and it is unlikely that all h ad the same 
significance. But it is not possible from the inscriptions alone to ctiscover their exact 
meaning. We can however study the contexts in which they were used and this may 
shed some light on the meaning of the terms. Some of these however have a 
technical meaning in the Buddhist scriptures and very probably carried the same 
meaning in the inscriptions too. 
CJS,TI, p 191 (No.549). 
EZ.m, pp 212-216 (No.2la). 
3 P. bhikku acariyn- the chief monks. This would imply that the Chief monks were teachers or that 
teachers formed the nucleus of this group at the head of a vi!lara. The word for acquiescence is 
samatavmJn. 
'~ Infra, p 87. 
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Acariya: Bikrt Jara~a 
Biku [ara1J.a in the Kirivehera slab inscription, has already been interpreted as bhikku 
acanya. In addition to this a fragmentary cave inscription at Nuvarakanda 
(Devamadi Hatpattu, Kuruniigala district, NWP)l also refers to thi s same title. 
It is not possible to say anything definite about this title except tha t it means 
" teacher" ar1d formed part of the hierarchy of monks. In the IGrivehera slab 
inscription they appear to have been at the head of the vihlira. Though according to 
the Buddhist scriptures3 the acariya is a lways associated with anteviisikas (novices), 
atevasikas appear in the inscription with teras ar1d not withacariyas. 
Atevasika (P.Antevasika) 
This title appears thrice in the inscriptions4 and it means "a novice" or "a learner." 
Though according to the Vinaya they are always assigned to an ncariya, in these 
inscriptions they are placed under monks bearing the titles tera or bata . It is possible 
that they were acariyas though they do not have the title. The atevasikas as the name 
implies were learners. One feature peculiar to this word is that though these atevasikas 
appear as the donors they do not give their names but only those of their teachers. 
Vauaviisi5 
This is a specialised word for a meditative monk who lives in the forest. It is 
therefore not a title but just a descriptive word and appears only once. The name 
given to this monk is vane Pitf.apntika Ti5a.6 
Magapati7 
This is another specialised word which translated li terally, means "a master of the 
way." l3ut unlike vanaviisi we do not know its technical mearling. This too occurs 
only once.1 The inscription is fragmentary. 
EZ.IIJ, pp 212-216 (No.21a). 
2 CJS.ll, p 127 (No.535); [IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 919]. 
J SBE, Viuaya texts Vol. I, pp 178-186 (5.32-36). 
i ASCAR, 1911-12, p 94 (No.1); ASCAR, 1905, p 44 (No.2); SP.XIX (1892), 1904, p 69. lt is possible to 
read these inscriptions so that the name before ateva§ika is not the name of the teacher but of the 
atevasikn himself. This is not probable because they have already the titles tern and bata. [IC, Vol. I 
(1970) 1, 232, 327, 670, 787, 926]. 
5 Nicholas suggests that the text here is corrupt. lt is supplied by Bell. 
n CA Ill, p 208; Kandagamakanda, [lC, Vol. I (1970) 297). 
7 Nicholas gives the reference from the unpublished records and suggests the meaning "the 
attainment of the path." Situlpavuva - savasatasa yesa magapatr. 
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Majima Ba1J,aka 
This again is a specialised term which occurs but once.2 But it is of greater interest 
both for the organisation of the sangha and the propagation of the dhamma. This 
inscription is in the south and it shows that as early as in the second or first century 
BC there were schools of monks who had taken upon themselves the task of learning 
and reciting sections of the 13uddhist scriptures. This inscription gives certain proof 
that the Majjhima Nikiiya was known and recited in Ceylon at this date and that there 
were officiaL reciters called bhii~kas.3 
Tera 
This is essentially a term of address and it does not appear along without a name nor 
does it appear in the plural form. It is used generally after the proper name and is 
the commonest term of address for a monk. It appears often as a title of monks who 
donate caves.4 Sometimes the religious title batas was used alongside this. They 
never give any genealogy or relationship although others claim relationship with 
them. This may be an indication that they had cut themselves completely away from 
social and family ties. But there are two inscriptions where teras continue to retain 
the title parumaka.6 These examples are perhaps exceptional. Teras also sometimes 
took the place of teachers of atevasikas.7 Teriya the feminine form of the title does not 
appear in the inscriptions. 
Sama1)a, Sama1J.iya 
The title sama7Jiya appears twice in the inscriptions with names of donors of caves. 
The person bearing the title in one example is Revati the daughter of a gnmika.s The 
name in the other is Ti5a.9 But this may have been used as a feminine name because 
sama1J.iya is a feminine title. 
CJS.U, p 210 (No.654); Bata Majhima ler;.e ea ima sika .. . se .. . ma gapati saga5a. [JC, Vo l. I (1970) 904]. 
2 CJS.II, p 122 (No.506); [JC, Vol. I (1970) 708]. 
3 Adikaram, Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon. For an account of the blriil)akas see pp 24-32. 
4 CjS.U, pp 114-115 (Nos.463, 467); CJS.II, pp U7, 128. (Nos.531,536); [JC, Vol. I (1970) 552; Tile 
reading of tile inscription according to Paranavitana, is not Pus a Tera5a but Pus a Surisa -IC, Vol. 
1 (1970) 554, 915, 920]. 
ASCAR, 1911-12, p 94 (No.l); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1]. 
AIC, p 48 (No.83b). Nicholas points out that these translations are unreliable. ASCAR, 1905, p 45 
(No.9); [The reading of this inscription is errOitCOIIS according to Parnnnvitnna. See IC, Vol. J 
(1970) 334, 1069]. 
7 Supra, p 87. 
s CJS.U, p 124 (No.516); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 969]. 
9 ASCAR, 1911-12, p 94 (No.S); [JC, Vol. I (1970) 8]. 
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The word occurs again in the Tamil Householders' Terrace inscription1 where the 
monk donating the pasade was called Damecj.a sama7Je. His name is not given and the 
phrase means only "the Tamil monk." It does not appear to be a title here. Laiiji 
Tissa's inscription at Na-ararobadda-hl:nna2 and the Maharatmale inscription3 in 
making grants, grants of food and clothing to the monks at two vihiiras refer to them 
as !uzmn7J11naya. It seems therefore, that others in referring to monks inclividually or 
singly called them hamm;a. 
Biku Saga 
The grant of caves ended with the term sngasa inclicating the donee. It was a grant to 
the sa1igha and sometimes took the form saga-hataya4 in other types of grants. This 
has been rendered "for the benefit of the sanghn." But when land and tank grants 
took the place of grants of caves, the form changed into "the monks at a particular 
vihiira" and this collective entity which composed a vihara was referred to as biku 
saga.s Saga (sangha) was therefore used when monks were referred to as a collective 
body (even though only in a vihara). 
Upasaka, Upasika 
This title is best considered here although it is not a term used of monks. By its 
usage elsewhere, the meaning of the tennis clear. It is translated as, "a lay devotee" 
of the sangha and a benefactor of Buddhism.6 Therefore the occurrence of the title so 
often among the donors of caves is not surprising. 
Both the masculine and feminine forms of the title are used in the inscriptions.7 
Though these people were donors they do not bear the title because they were 
donors. There were many others in the inscriptions who were patrons of the sanghn 
without this title. Very probably (even as it is today) they were d istinguished by the 
vows they made. The title is sometimes used with other titles such as gapati.s They 
3 
7 
6 
JRAS(CB).XXXV, p 54; [I C, Vo l. I (1970) 94]. 
EZ.I, pp 146-149 (No.10.ID.b,c); [IC, Vol.ll, Pt. I (1983) 8,16(1)] 
EZ.J, pp 58-65 (No.S); [IC, Vol. II, Pt .1 (1983) 22]. 
CjS.ll, p 192 (No.553); [IC, Vol . I (1970) 936]. 
EZ.l, pp 146-149 (No.lO.ill.a); AlC, pp 30,74 (No.20); EZ.ID, pp 153-157 (No.l2); EZ.lli, pp 162-169 
(Nos.14, 15); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 16(11), 21, 18A, 42&43]. 
Piili Dictionary, Rhys Davids and Stede. 
CjS.II, p 128 (No.537); CJS.ll, p 210 (No.655)~ ASCAR, 1911-12, pp 94-96 (Nos.3, 4, 7, 17); [lC, Vol. I, 
(1970) 921, 903,4, 6, 10, 23]. 
CJS.ll, p 190 (No.543); CJS.ll, p 204 (No.620); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 800,795]; AIC, p 32 (No.26). This is a 
strange inscription and perhaps the reading may be wrong. In the first place it says that Tera Joti 
had a son. This though unusual may be explained if he had joined the sang/m in his old age. ln the 
second place it gives the donor TiSayn the title Upnsnkn and Tern . One excludes the other. {TI7is 
readi11g is errotteous accordi11g to Parmumitana, IC, Vol. I (1970) 1090) 
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are also to be found in the families of kingst and parumakas.L Sometimes the family 
connection is given especially of upasikas.3 But in most instances the upasakas do not 
give their genealogies. 
Bata4 
This word occurs frequently in the cave inscriptions as a title and it generally 
appears alone. They, like the teras, do not generally give genealogical details or 
relationshipss and their names are similar to those of teras. That this is a title with a 
religious significance is proved beyond doubt because two instances have already 
been cited where they were associated with atevasikas.6 Further the Majima ba7;Ulka 
already mentioned bore this same title.i' In another inscription the terms bata and 
tera seem to be used together (Bata Sumanadata Temsa ... ).S It is more than ever likely 
that this is a religious title or honorific although the difference between tera and bata 
cannot be explained. Asa is a title that occurs very rarely.9 It appears with the 
proper name Damaguta. But it is not possible to say what it means. Another similar 
title which is rare is asiya and this appears with the names Naga and Sumana. 1o 
Barata 
This title occurs several times among the cave inscriptions at Periyapuliyankulam 
(NP)ll and at other places. It is not possible to say definitely who these people were. 
The only clues are the similarity of the word to the ancient name for India (Bhiirata) 
and that at Diivegala (Tamankac;luwa)12 where there is a reference in an inscription 
to a person bearing this title, there is near it the outline of a ship carved on the 
~urface of the rock. This title may have been given to those who had come from 
India. But we do not know whether he was a monk or layman. 13 
AC, p 450 (No.76); AlC, p 33 (No.28); ASCAR, 1911-U, p 94 (No.2.i); [IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 31,2]. 
EZ.l, p 19 (No.2. ab); CJS.Il, p 119 (No.486); [IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 78, 79, 488]. 
3 ASCAR, 191'1-12, pp 95-97 (Nos.7, 17, 20); ASCAR, 1905, p 48 (No.23); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 10, 23, 
1166]. 
4 Parker translated the word as "workman" and Wickremasinghe as "warrior" (EZ.l, p 141). 
Paranavitana is probably correct in rendering it as "Venerable" and "Reverend." 
CJS.IT, p 190 (No.543); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 800]. 
ASCAR, 1911-12, p 94 (No.1); SP.XIX {1892), 1904, p 69; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1, 670, 787, 926]. 
7 CJS.ll, p 122 (No.506); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 708]. 
s ASCAR, 1911-12, p 94 (No.1); UC, Vol. [(1970) 1]. 
9 ASCAR, 1905, p 44 (No.3); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 324]. 
1o CjS.li, p US (Nos.522-523); [JC, Vol. I (1970) 973& 974]. 
11 ASCAR, 1905, pp 46-49 (Nos.8, 5, 17, 29, 33); AC, pp 429-431 (Nos.23,39,40) [IC, Vol. I (1970) 330, 
335, 349, 359, 361, 368, 371]. 
u CA. m, p 204 [IC, Vol. I (1970) 270]. 
JJ This term occursl7 times in the list of records in the possession of Nicholas. In two of these it 
clearly refers, according to him, to laymen and in one he was the pupil of a priest. The symbol 
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Bama1Ja 
This titJet is derived from Briihmarya the name given to a member of the priestly class 
in Hindu society. The Mahiivathsa2 shows that they were in Ceylon at an early date 
and may have continued to practice their religion even after the coming of 
Buddhism. He appears as the donor of caves. 
D1tamika 
This title appears but once in the list3 and it means "righteous." It may be just an 
appellation expressing respect and reverence. 
Food and Clothing 
There is just one little detail about this in the Maharatmale inscription.4 
Mahac;Uithika Mahanaga at the end of the Vassa season provided 20 monks each of 
two vihiiras with boiled rice (bata) and gruel (yiiku). With this, they received the 
garments usually given at the end of the Vassa season (Vasa vasika hiitika) and an 
outer robe (utrika) made probably of si lk, ra(pa)ta vii.naka.5 
Festivals and Ceremonies 
There are a few incidental references to the festivals and ceremonies of the time. The 
Vassa festival has already been touched upon in the Maharatmale inscription.6 This 
is a practice laid down in the Vinnyn and we see its ea rly observance in the 
inscriptions. Doubtless the details laid down in the Vinaya were closely followed.7 
The special merit attached to it, perhaps, accounts for its special mention in the 
inscriptions. 
The uposatha ceremony is not a festival for it was confined to the monks. We know 
that this was observed, because Subha caused a special building to be set up for the 
1 
3 
5 
6 
7 
alongside the Duvegala inscription does not according to him represent a ship and it is said to 
occur alongside a pre-Chnsban cave inscription at Kiripok~JDahela . 
EZ.l, pp 139-146 (No.10.1.6); (IC, Vol. I (1970) 242]. It occurs 21 times in the list of records collected 
by Nicholas. 
Mhv.lX:2; 1vlhv.X:20; Mhv.XIX:54; Adikaram, £arly History of Buddhism in Celjlon, pp 43-44. 
CJS.ll, p 218 (No.695); [IC, Vo l. T(1970) 881}. 
EZ.J, pp 58-65 (No.S); [IC, VoL 11, Pt. 1 (1983) 22]. 
EZ.l, p 65; SBE.XVD, p 212, n2, p 225. An undergarment- a wa1stcloth of about six spans by two 
and a half worn around the loins under the outer robe. SBE.XVll, p 209. 
Oldenberg Tr. Vinnyn Texts, Mahiivaggn, 1.13.lll. 
EZ.IU, pp 163-169 (No.15); [IC, Vol. IJ, Pt. I (1983) 43]. 
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purpose at a vihiira (pohatakil ra).1 We do not know its dimensions. We can be certain 
that the sangha from its establishment in the island held this ceremony as enjoined in 
the Vin.aya.2 
Sects and Ideas 
Paranavitana has drawn attention to the existence of a sect opposed to the views 
held by the Sarvastivadins.3 The sect was called Sava Natika (Skt. Sarva Nastikil) in 
the inscriptions. There seems to be only this reference to this sect or to any o ther, in 
the inscriptions.4 But from the history of the Buddhist sects in Ceylon during this 
period it is probable that there were many sects. This led to much rivalry and 
schism. The great schism of the sangha in Ceylon arose during this period.s But 
except for the fragmentary reference to the Mahiivihiira6 there is nothing in the 
inscriptions to indicate these changes. 
There is an interesting reference to the thupa of a Paccekn Buddha.7 The inscription is 
on a rock and records: "the thupa of the tenth Paccekn Buda." Such Budha's attain 
enlightenment but are not competent "to turn the wheel of the d1Ulml11a11 and to 
show men the pa th to nirvana. The inscription shows that such Buddha's were 
worshipped in Ceylon and that there w as a recognised list of such Buddhas. a 
SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
Introductio n 
Although this period contains a large number of inscriptions by common people 
who do not boast of any title higher than gamikn or pantmaka yet the information 
about them in these short records is very meagre. Perhaps in no o ther period are 
there so many inscriptions by the people but the material for study is not more 
enlightening than in any other period. 
Supra, p 85. 
2 Oldenberg Tr. Vinaya Texts: Introduction, p x, Mahiivaggn ll. 
3 ASCAR, 1932, p 9; (IC, Vol. I (1970) 1197]. 
Nicholas points out a second reference to this sect in a Ic.A.C. inscription at Hittaragama-hmna. 
[IC, Vol. I (1970) 1159- Pnrnnnvitana gives the meaning "all relatives" revising his earlier v iew in 
AS CAR, 1932, p 9]. 
s Mhv.XXXill:95-98; NS, pp 10-13. 
6 CJS.TI, pp 27-28 (Nos.409, 41 7); [Reference to the Mahiivilliira iu two other inscriptions of the 1st 
century AD is llOticed itt IC, Vol. I (1970) 1206 & 1216]. 
7 CJS.IT, p 101. 
8 CJS.IT, p 126 (No. 527). Dasavana Pace/ea Budaha Tube. Ski. Prntyeka Buddha, [IC, Vol. IJ, Pt. I1 
(unpubd.) 188]. 
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One striking feature about this period is that the people are given such prominence 
and that there are among them a fair number of women. The only other subjects of 
interest beside these are the institution of family portrayed in these records, the title 
gahapati and a stray reference to Tamils in Ceylon. 
The Prominence given to the People 
It has already been stated that the most striking feature about the inscriptions of this 
period is the large number of records by the people. At the beginning of this period 
the people along with the kings made only grants of caves and their inscriptions 
hardly differed from those of the kings except in the titles used. Later however, the 
kings made a different type of grant. It is possible that the gap which separated the 
kings and these people at the beginning of this period was not very wide. 
Most of these people have some title or honorific parumaka, gahapati, gamika, upasaka, 
bata, asa and so on. Some give the name of their trade or profession.1 Very few 
indeed appear without any title or indication of their place in society.2 These titles 
indicate that they were not just mere villagers or cultivators, the ordinary common 
people. A gift of a cave indicates the possession of wealth for they had to be made 
ready for habitation. Villagers in the lowest ranks could not have made such grants. 
The gradual disappearance of these people from the inscriptions has been explained 
in various ways but the most obvious explanation is that the organisation of the 
sa1igha gradually changed about the end of this period and the necessity for caves 
declined when buildings became a common feature. Another probable reason is that 
these people grew less important when the power and influence of the kings 
increased. Cave donations with these titles are fewer in the period that follows.3 
It is not possible to arrive at the social importance of each group from the frequency 
with which they appear in the inscriptions. Kings and ministers do not appear as 
often as parumakas but were certainly more important. 
Those who bear the religious honorifics like upasaka, bata and asa would naturally 
figure more prominently than their social importance would warrant because they 
had a special interest in the sangha. The chief difficulty lies as between parumakas 
and gamikas. Parumakas are in the records more numerous than the gamikas. This in 
Supra, p 69. 
2 C)S.ll, p 193 (No.560); CJS.II, p 194 (No.565); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 896, 1229]; C)S.II, p 197 (No.S81 ); 
CJS.ll, p 216 (No.685); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 888,765]. 
3 For this study the cave inscriptions o£ the people which palaeographlcally belong to the next 
period have been considered along with those of this period. These cave donations cease at the 
end of the second or third century AD. 
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itseiJ is no clue because on the one had it may mean that they were more capable of 
making endowments for as a class they commanded more resources and on the 
other that they were less important precisely because they were more numerous. 
Both are represented once each as being related to kings or princes. Their respective 
importance has to be judged on other evidence too.1 On all this data it can be said 
that the pnrumakas were more important and belonged to a hjgher class. Theirs was 
more an honorific rather than an office like that of a gamika. Upasakas, batas and asas 
are all religious honorilics. These too have been discussed elsewhere.2 The special 
trades mentioned as the occupations of some of these donors were normally 
considered important in society. These are the physician, the astrologer, the sculptor 
and the jeweller.3 Those names without titles may be taken as belonging to the 
common people. The genea logy is sometimes given and sometimes the p lace of 
residence is attached to the name.4 
Gapati 
Gapnti is another title that appears along with panmzakns, gamikas and upa5akas. In 
the inscriptions, it appears a little more often than the gamikas but less so than 
pcmmwkns. 1t is used in the Mahiivarhsa too for "a man of means" and is a word that 
is probably borrowed from the fii.takns and other PiHiliterature. 
Galtapati 
There is little doubt as to the meaning or derivation of this word.5 The usual 
inscriptions in wbich they appear are the cave donations and they use the same form 
of the inscription as the others. Their inscriptions occur in the NWP} NCP7 and NP.s 
Except in one inscription9 there are none in which both the father and the son are 
gahapatis. But there are no inscriptions where the son alone bears the title though in 
Supra, pp 54-60. 
Supra, pp 89-90. 
3 Supra, p 69. 
CJ$.11, p 190 (No.545); CJ$.11, p 194 (No.565); CJS.ll, p 197 (No.581); CjS.Il, p 197 (No.582); CJS.ll, p 
216 (No.683); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 802, 896, 765, 766, 886]. 
s It is derived from the Skt grllnpati through the Pali form galmpnl1. Jt originally meant ua 
householder" but has later acquired the speaal meanmg of "lord," "a man of private means as 
opposed to official class." The normal association of this class with wealth has led to the practice of 
usmg this word as an honorific for trader and other professional men. PeW Dictio11my, Rhys Davids 
and Stede. A man of private llie classed with Khnttiya and Brt.!lllnnl,ln (vi11aya 1:227). A member of 
gahapntl rank, clansman of the middle class and implied a tinge of respectable people. By 
occupation they arc mostly setthi (merchant) but also knssakn (farmer). 
qs.n, p 195 (No.571); CJS.Il, p 125 (No.522); CJS.TT, p 214 (No.671); qs.u, p 216 (No.683), qs.n, p 
216 (No.684); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 788, 973, 940,886, 887]. 
7 EZ.J, pp 12-39 (Nos.2, 9); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 85]. 
s ASCAR, 1905, p 46; [lC, Vol. I (1970)345, 346]. 
~ AC, p 437 (No.SO). 
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some the father bears the title without the son too having it. This was perhaps a 
hereditary title or at least one that was handed down along with the means that 
earned the title. In none of these inscriptions is the title given to women. One 
inscription gives the additional title upasaka (Gapati Upasaka Raki)1 and another gives 
the name of the profession (Gapati Rupadaka Tisa).2 I11ough this title is not used 
alongside parumaka and gamika they appear together in grants of caves made jointly.J 
The Tarnil Householders' Terrace inscription at Anmadhapura4 mentions gahapati. 
It is an unusual inscription and this word is Dot used as a title but is used of a body 
of people. It refers to some "Tamil Householders" for whom a terrace (pasade) had 
been built by a Tamil samm;.a. The inscription does not explain the word gahapati but 
it is significant that one of the raised seats on the terrace was reserved for a sailor 
(navika) while the others had personal names inscribed on them. These were probably 
men of means and may have been merchants. Utere is nothing in tl1ese inscriptions 
which can be interpreted as contrary to the accepted meaning of the word. 
The Fosition of Women 
Women appear fairly often as donors of caves and several instances have already 
been cited of female panmwkas, upasakas and sammJ.as among the donors. TI1ere are no 
women however among the gamikas and gahapatis nor among the ministers and 
officials. There are severa l princesses and queens mentioned but none of them were 
rulers. They are usually introduced in the inscriptions as the wives or daughters of 
men.s 
It cannot be said therefore that there was equality between the sexes nor can it be 
said that women were socially backward or inferior. There is no indication of a 
mab·iarchal form of society. They seem to have had an honoured place in society. 
The Significance of the Family 
There is evidence to show that at this time the family system was strong and this 
bears out a similar tendency in all early societies. 
Most of the inscriptions of this period in introducing the donors whether they be 
men or women give their genealogies or sometimes the name of husband in the case 
CJS.n, p 190 (No.543)i liC, Vol. I (1970) BOO]. 
CJS. rr, p 2] 4 (No.671 )i [IC, Vol. r (1970) 940). 
CJS.li, p 225 (No.744)i [IC, Vol. I (1970) 952]. 
JRAS{CB), 35, p 54; [IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 94]. 
There are only a few exceptions to this rule, ASCAR, 1911-12, p 94 (No.5); CJS 11, p 124 (No.516); 
CJS.lT, p 128 (No.537); C]S.ll, p 210 (No.653); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 8, 969, 921,905]. 
- - - - -- - - - - -
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of the women. Even granted that this may indicate the desire of the person to show 
that his father too had the same title and that it was hereditary this still seems to 
indicate the strength of the family institution. This tendency can be seen among 
ldngs, parumakas,J gamiktzs,2 gahapatis ,3 and even among officials.4 
In the second place there are a few references to the family (kula) itself. The 
inscription of Kutakar:u;~a Tissa at Minvila shows that he belonged to the Devanapiya 
kula.s All the kings of this period who ruled from Anuradhapura may have 
belonged to this family as is shown in the dynastic history of the period. The 
meaning of the title Devanapiya, which disappears after this period, lay perhaps in 
this, though all do not use it.6 
Kula is also used with other titles. It is interesting that most of the references to the 
word kula are associated with the gahapatis.7 Caves were donated as from the family 
(kula) of the person mentioned.s The other references are to the families of a gamika9 
and of another named So7J.utara who has no special title.10 
It has already been demonstratedn that the parumakas may have formed the 
backbone of the social and economic system. The necessity for this was the lack of a 
cohesive principle either in kingship or in village government. Another factor which 
strengthened the social fabric at this time was undoubtedly a strong family system. 
The concern for family, for relationships and genealogies, perhaps indicates tha t the 
family was indeed a vital factor in society. 
Tamils in Ceylon 
Though the Mahavarhsa refers to many Tamil invasions and immigrations during 
this period there is hardly any trace of these movements in the inscriptions. The 
Tarnil Householders' Terraceu is the only inscription which refers to Tamils in this 
period. This inscription shows that they preferred to have their inscriptions in the 
Sinhalese of the time. But they seem to be conscious that they were a separate 
Supra, pp 56-60. 
Supra, pp 54-56. 
3 Supra, pp 94-95. 
Supra, pp 52-53. 
s EZ.rn. p 156, n5. 
6 Supra, pp 23-28. 
7 CJS.ll, p 125 (No.522}; ASCAR, 1905, p 49 (No.32); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 973,370]; CA.III, p 76. 
s Gapati Siva k•dl!Sa /e7Je saga5a, CA.ID, p 76 (Nilmal PokUI)a, No.72}; [IC, Vol . I (1970) 282}. 
9 SP.XIX, 1892, p 71, (Rajaler;ta) Bell's report. 
1o EZ.T, p 20 (Nos.2, 7); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 83]. 
11 Supra, pp 54-56. 
12 JRAS(CB), XXXV, p 54; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 94]. 
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people from the Sinhalese for they call themselves Tamils and meet separately. 
Some of the monks in Ceylon may have been Tamils for this inscription refers to a 
Tamil Monk (Dametjn Samat:te). The names of the Tamil gahapatis do not differ from 
the usual names to be found in the other inscriptions. They had such names as 
Kubirn, Tisa, Sujhatn? Saga? Nasata, Kiirava. Perhaps Tamil names at this time did not 
differ from Sinhalese names. 
Conclusion 
The epic of the Mahiivamsa contains the traditional account of the beginnings of 
Ceylon history. But this is so mixed with legend that the account has been 
questioned. The inscriptions however, do not date as far back as the Mahiivarhsa. 
professes to go and the beginnings of history are shrouded in darkness as far as they 
are concerned. Yet it is possible to see their dim outline from the evidence of the 
society into which the inscriptions introduce us. 
In them we see a static society the result of movements which had taken place before 
men had learnt to inscribe their donations on stone. The conditions or bases of this 
society reveal to some extent the forces which helped to produce it. 
We see in the earliest inscriptions a people who spoke an Aryan dialect and who 
were well acquainted with the script in which Asoka inscribed his many edicts. Of 
the people themselves we hardly know anything at this distance of time. Aryan 
speech need not necessarily indicate Aryan descent. The percentage of Tamil in this 
early language is a subject on which philologists have not said anything final though 
it does have a bearing on this subject. 
The main occupation of the people was agriculture and the village was the basis of 
the economic organisation. It is clear that the village was a compact institution for it 
seems to have been the unit of assessment for taxation. These villages were very 
largely self-contained and independent, with taxation as the only link between the 
political authority and the village. The village may have normally centred round the 
village tank. But there is no evidence of any extensive irrigation system linking up 
the villages. 
The political achievement too at this time, was not great. In the villages themselves 
as far as we know there was no system of village councils or deliberative bodies 
though gamikas (village headman) are sometimes mentioned. Instead society seems 
to have been held together by a different system which was not entirely territorial 
but social. There is evidence to show that the family system was strong and so ties 
of blood may have been the principle of its organisation. 
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Correspondingly kingship too was not very strong. There were many local rulers 
and the processes of centralisation around one of these was complete in the 
Anuradhapura kingdom where the flat plain uninterrupted by any natural frontiers 
lent itself to some measure of unHication under a malwraja. The machinery of 
government itself was simple and very few ministers are mentioned. There does not 
seem to have been any intermediate authority between the rajas and local rulers, and 
the villages. 
Buddhism had been introduced to Ceylon sometime before the first inscriptions 
because they all deal with cave donations to the sangha. No other religion or 
religious organisation is mentioned in any of the inscriptions. Buddhism after its 
first introduction seems to have spread far and wide, and quite rapidly too, for by 
the middle of this period donations of caves had been made by their hundreds in 
almost every region which was at that time inhabited.l The inscriptions are also an 
indication of the popularity of the new religion from India and the support given to it. 
But this is not a safe criterion by which to judge the life and thought of the people 
and the extent to which religion affected their lives. Nicholas's list of records 
contains 32 inscriptions from 18 sites in this area. 
This process is necessarily slower than the establishment of monastic communities 
throughout the land. The support of religion was, from very early times in lndia 
and Ceylon, considered a duty of the people because the lives of monks though lived 
apart from society was thought of as a necessary social function and brought merit 
to benefactors who provided facilities for such a life. 
Except jn the matter of donations and gifts, the sangha which represented Buddhism 
was not in vital contact with society. There were, of course, upasakas, laymen who 
had bound themselves to a discipline enjoined by the Buddha, but by and large the 
sangha at this time was organised into small communities of monks who lived a life 
of seclusion ill caves. These communities and the caves they resided in were called 
vihtiras and depended in the villages for their maintenance. Some of these as at 
Vessagiri, RiP.gala, Mihintale and Anuradhapura were large but most of them at this 
time were small. The essential point to remember is the loose connection between 
the sangha and society. 
There are very few inscriptions in the Central and Western provinces and the western part of 
Sabaragamuva. These areas were sparsely populated. But it is a little surprising that there are only 
a few records in an around Kalai;~iya which tradition says was an early centre of Buddhism. This 
may be explained by the lack of natural caves in this area. There are however a few such cave 
donations in the K5galla district which geographically is the hinterland of KalaDiya along the river. 
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Cultures and societies generally arise or receive fresh impetus, from the clash of 
peoples. It is probable that Ceylon is no exception to this generally valid mode of 
development. But it is not possible to speak with any certainty on this period for the 
light of the inscriptions does not extend that far, though the earliest inscriptions are 
the products of the society which resulted from the clash of two earlier cultures. 
From these it is possible to catch a glimpse of those movements. 
The discovery of chert and quartz implements, stone axes and other artefacts of 
primitive man indicate very early life in Ceylon. But the people with whom the 
Aryan-speaking peoples came into contact may not have been these same people.l 
What remains to us today as in the case of the Vaddas is only the outer fringe of the 
earlier civilisation, which was sheltered and preserved because it lay away from 
those areas where the clash of peoples were creating a new society. Those elements 
of the earlier civilisation which, because they lay in the centre of that geographical 
area, was most advanced, contributed to the new social structure that arose, and 
passed away by being absorbed into it. We have no means of judging what they 
contributed to the society just now examined nor are there any inscriptions or 
monuments which date back to that time. They may not however be described as 
primitive as has been the custom upto this day. 
We can be more certain of what the immigrant populations brought to Ceylon. They 
brought their language and very probably the conception of kingship; for the terms 
used for these ideas have to be traced to the countries from which these people 
came. ft is also supposed that agriculture and the village economy were introduced 
along with the language by these peoples. Of this we cannot be quite so certain. 
Agriculture may have been introduced earlier. This in turn may have been the 
origin of the village system. This perhaps partly explains the absence of village 
councils, a common instituti.on in northern India although the word gamika is used 
for village headmen. This may also explain the institution of parumakas.2 
It would be wrong to suppose, as the MJJhiivaJnsa would have us believe, that there 
was only one immigration. The episode of Vijaya symbolises an important event in 
the history of Ceylon. But a closer study of the Mnhiiva1nsa and a study of migratory 
movements in other lands, lead us to the conclusion that this migration was not a 
sudden event but a gradual process which was sporadic and intermittent. There 
may have been within it a period when the movement reached a crisis. The legends 
of the Mahiivarizsa about the beginnings of Ceylon history can then be traced to a 
mythical origin.3 
lam indebted to H C Ray for this interpretation. 
Pammakn itself is a word of foreign origin but the whole language and the terms are that. But what 
is more significant is that the same meaning given to this word is not given to it an }"A• here in India. 
J Mythical not in the sense oflegendary but mythical as symbolismg an actual course of events. 
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The advent of Buddhism was not a part of this movement of peoples, though it most 
certainly came in its wake. It was brought to Ceylon not by the people but by the 
monks. The interweaving or Buddhist thought and culture with the social fabric 
belongs to a later date. In this early period the monks were dependent on society 
but lived apart from it. 
The static society thus portrayed in the earliest inscriptions begins to change 
imperceptibly and the final result of this movement may be seen only in the period 
which follows. Here it is possible to analyse the beginnings of this change and see 
its direction. 
These changes cannot be traced to any one particular cause because they are so 
intermingled and each influenced the other. It can however be said that the main 
cause is economic. One aspect which characterised this change is the shifting of the 
emphasis from the village as a unit, to the field as a unit of the village and an 
increased attention paid to irrigation along with the attempt to link up the village 
tanks with larger reservoirs. The necessity for this was probably an increase in the 
population which made the available cultivation insufficient to support the whole of 
it. The inscriptions do not record any fresh migrations. But the stories in the 
Mahavarizsa of Elara, a Tamil king who ruled from Anuradhapura and of five other 
Tamil rulers who reigned in succession after they had ousted Vattagamar:ti brings 
this idea within the realm of possibility. This then would be another fairly large 
migration into Ceylon which was distinct from the earlier movements. 
Another aspect of this transition is the enhanced power and authority of the king, 
especially the maharaja at Anuradhapura. The trend of kingship already noticed in 
the Anuradhapura kingdom was towards centralisation. Two factors helped this 
process further. It has already been noticed that there was an attempt to improve 
the irrigation system. But such a large undertaking was quite different from 
building a village tanl<. This was therefore the responsibility of the political 
authority and this no doubt extended the power the king was able to wield, and 
placed him in a stronger position as against the people. 
The other factor in this change cannot be gathered from the inscriptions though the 
change is registered there. The two wars fought during this time by the kings of the 
land, the war of Dutthagamar:ti against Elara and the war of Vanagamal)i against the 
five Tamil rulers must have strengthened the hand of the king, both by the 
realisation of his power and might, and the military services he was able to 
command. These two wars may have further helped the process of centralisation by 
linking up the kingdom of the south with the kingdom of Anud1dhapura and by 
extending the power of the king into Malaya in the highlands. In the inscriptions, 
Saddha Tissa the brother of Dutthagama:r:ti was the first king to use the full titles of 
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kingship and VattagamaJ;ti, while using these same titles, has a large number of 
inscriptions to his credit. This may be an indication of his power. Towards the end 
of this period we do not come across any local rulers and we further see that the 
dynasties of Anuradhapura and the south were joined in a marriage alliance. 
Large irrigation schemes require money and labour. There is little evidence of the 
use of labour. But the change in emphasis from the village to the smaller unit- land 
or field, in the making of grants, seems to point to a change in. the method of 
taxation. It changed from a general to a more detailed and accurate assessment. 
This corroborates the need of the king for more money and resources both to 
maintain increased establishments (though we do not see in the inscriptions much 
evidence of a central government or army) and for the irrigation schemes of which 
there is some evidence. 
The last of these changes is to be seen in the sangha. We do not see the full effect of 
the change in this period but the grants of permanent endowments made in the 
latter half of the period to the smigha began the process which finally ended in the 
large monastic establishments of the eighth and ninth centuries. They were, to begin 
with, small cave communities which lived a We apart from society. As a result of 
these grants of income and revenue from the village, these came to have an interest 
in the village economy and in society. The monks themselves may not have 
concerned themselves with the details of the administration of these grants. But it is 
hardly likely that they were unaffected by them. These vihiiras ceased to depend on 
the daily charity of the villagers and now had an assured income. This change did 
link up the vihiiras with the villages. The fusion of Buddhist thought and culture 
with the social and economic life of the people must be traced to this change. 
The advantages arising out of these grants were not one sided. Whereas the sangluz 
received the maintenance, patronage and protection it required, if not to be the state 
religion, at least to be the most favoured in the country, the monks in return invested 
kingship with a religious sanctity. 
The inso-iptions have but fleeting references to the divisions which arose at this time 
in the sa1igha and the heretical beliefs introduced from abroad. The connection 
between these changes in the organisation and structure of the sangha, and the 
grants which were made at this time, has not been previously pointed out. One need 
not necessarily be the cause of the other. But certainly the economic issue 
underneath the sectarian struggles must not be lost sight of. 
These changes did not happen suddenly, but gradually in the course of time; not 
evenly, for there may have been times when various circumstances combined to 
increase the pace. Nor will it be true to say that these changes were seen in every 
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part of the country all at once for changes first touch the centre and then send ripples 
in ever widening circles. The inscriptions do not help us to interpret the details of 
these changes because no chronology will help us to date them. 
Here, are the seeds which were to take root and grow in the next period and then to 
blossom into the Anuradbapura kingdom the ruins of whose temples, places, baths 
and tanks still portray the grandeur that once belonged to it. 
SECTIONO 
SECTION II (67-616 AD) 
Introduction 
The usurpation of Subha closed the first period of this study. But this did not usher 
in a period of chaos and uncertainty. On the contrary he ruled for seven years and 
was defeated in battle by Vasabha. This king, a scion of the Lambakawa clan, 
began a dynasty which was as long as that which dates from before the time of 
DutthagamaDi. This date therefore marks a definite period in the history of the 
island. It is not without meaning for a study of the institutions of this period 
because the inscriptions of the people from this time on register a change in form 
and content similar to that noticed in the inscriptions of the kings in the latter half of 
the preceding period. Further the changes already seen in the inscriptions of the 
kings become more marked and definite. These ch anges in the inscriptions reflect 
the transformation that took place in the institutions. The number of the inscriptions 
too increased soon after the accession of Vasabha. This flow of inscriptions 
gradually lessened towards the end of the dynasty. There are only four inscriptions 
in the review from that time till the end of the period. The main subject of this study 
will be the society that arose from these changes, and for this purpose the reign of 
Vasabha is a convenient starting point. 
There is no appropriate landmark to close this period because the inscriptions peter 
out after the reign of Mahanama. We have therefore to turn to the history of this 
period as given in the Culavarhsa for a suitable date to close the period which will to 
some extent bear out the changes that periodically come over the institutions. 
The dynasty founded by Vasabha ends with Chattaggahaka who is not represented 
in the inscriptions. Then follow a period of Tamil rule and Dhatusena of the Moriya 
clan fought back the kingdom. The period that follows is largely dominated by this 
clan though an attempt seems to have been made to paci fy the LambakaJ:lr:ta clan. 
This rivalry may have contributed to some extent to the frequent struggles for the 
throne. This period is characterised not only by such conflicts but also by a few 
strong kings who according to the Ciilavamsa h ave long and prosperous reigns. Such 
kin gs are Dhatusena, Kassapa I and Moggallana I at one end and Mahanaga, 
Aggabodhi I and Aggabodhl II at the other. Aggabodhi IJ would be a convenient 
reign with which to close the period because he ends a dynasty and just rounds the 
century. With him, further, the Anuradhapura kingdom entered a period of storm 
and stress due chiefly to disputed succession, usurpation and the practice of 
employing Tamil mercenary troops from South India. But the reigns of Saitghatissa 
and Moggallana m have been added on here for dynastic considerations. Though 
the circumstances of their rise to power and the fact that they were not related to the 
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royal line make their reigns the suitable starting point for the period that follows, 
they have been included in this period because SiHim eghaval)(la the next ruler 
began a dynasty which continued throughout the next period. 
If the cave inscriptions which plaeographically belong to this period are left out, this 
period would contain much fewer inscriptions than the last. But these records 
though fewer are fuller and longer and provide more precise material on the subject 
of the donations. · 
The inscriptions of this period fall into three groups. They are first the cave 
inscriptions which continued into the first and second centuries AD. As none of 
these belongs to or mentions any of the kings of this period, they cannot be 
accurately dated. Palaeographical evidence is insufficient to determine which of 
these inscriptions belonged to this period. Therefore these inscriptions have been 
grouped with the cave inscriptions of the preceding peri od. This has the added 
advan tage that they all portray the same type of institutions. 
The second group consists of grants made by the people, including high officials, of 
land, tanks, canals and gifts in kind which formerly were made exclusively by the 
kings. These are similar in form and content to the inscriptions of the kings. The 
name and regnal year of the king are sometimes given and these enable the grant to 
be more accurately dated. 
The third group consists of inscriptions issued by kings. These are similar to the 
royal grants of the preceding period except that now they are longer and endeavour 
to make the meaning of the grants quite clear. For a study of political institutions 
those private grants which mention the names of the reigning kings will be included 
in this group. 
Almost all the inscriptions of this period both by kings and people are, as before, 
records of donations to the sangha. There is hardly any change in the nature of the 
donations made except that cave donations gradually cease and that the conten t of 
the other donations becomes clearer. 
The most notable exceptions are the Jetavanarama inscription of Mahasena in which 
he attempts to regulate the affairs of the sangha., the inscription at Kirinde (SP) which 
sings the praises of the Buddha and the series of inscriptions dealing with the 
manumission of slaves. 
The form of the inscriptions is almost the same as that of the royal grants of the last 
period. It has become almost a set formula now. But within this set formula there 
was a good deal of diversity which was not possible in the shorter inscriptions of the 
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last period. They usually begin with the auspicious symbol si or sidham. The name 
and titles of the king with his genealogy are next given and occasionally the regnal 
year too. If the inscription records a private grant, these details about the king 
precede the name of the donor. The donation is then described in detail. If the 
interest from capital invested is the subject of the grant, then the place where it is to 
be deposited, rate of interest and the purpose for which the money was to be used 
are aU given. Even when endowments of land and tanks were made the purpose for 
which they were to be used was sometimes included in the inscription. The name of 
the donee usually appeared at the end. Grants were hardly ever made to persons. 
They were usually made to the sangha as represented by the monks of a particular 
vifziira. T11e inscription ends with the words dine or niyate indicating the fact of the 
transfer. 
Though the script throughout the preceding period was almost static, during these 
four centuries it changes more rapidly. It is therefore possible to date an inscription 
paleographically within a century. These changes are however slow when 
compared with the two periods that follow especially the eighth and ninth centuries. 
The language too changes along with the script and the inscriptions contain a greater 
variety of words than before. But we do not know when they came into the 
language. It was certainly much earlier than their appearance in the inscriptions. 
The inscriptions are not on the whole too well preserved because these unlike the 
cave inscriptions were shallowly inscribed. The letters too are smaller. This was 
probably because the inscriptions were generally longer and so needed more space. 
Consequently wind and weather have taken a heavy toll of these records. 
The chronology of this period is much more satisfactory than in the last. But again 
the Mahiivarhsa account of the kings and their relationships to each other have been 
utilised to identify the kings in the inscriptions. The task is much easier because full 
genealogical details are given. Other factors which help in the identification of the 
kings are the unusual names such as Ma]u, ]eta, Batiya, the practice of giving the 
grandson the name of the grandfather, in the latter half of this period and the 
disappearance of the title raja which makes the system of kingship less complex. 
Regnal dates too are sometimes given. This not only fixes the date of an inscription 
within a year but also contributes to the identification of kings. The regnal year of a 
king as given in the inscription does not normally exceed the length of the reign 
given in the Mahiivarizsa. 
There is no radical change in the nature o1 the inscriptions and so the information in 
them is hardly different. There is more material on certain aspects of the institutions 
but this period is largely a continuation of the preceding age. Therefore treatment of 
the subject too follows the same lines as before. The changes observed in the 
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inscriptions of the last period continue in this, creating a society in many respects 
different from the society which is reflected in the earliest inscriptions. Studying 
these changes and the delineation of this transformed social set-up are the objects of 
this chapter. 
Economic institutions contain the fullest information because the land and tank 
grants were so clearly defined. There is less information on political institutions 
because kingship had reached the limits of development possible within the context 
set by the other institutions and by the spirit of the age. The grouping together of all 
the cave inscriptions too leaves the subject of local government and village life in 
this period bLank. The institutions portrayed under that head in the first period are 
relevant to this too. The changes in the religious institutions find completion only in 
this period. But the material except on the subject of grants is not plentiful enough 
to observe these changes in detail. With the cessation of cave inscriptions material 
for the study of social institutions also ceased. 
The sources of the inscriptions remain almost the same. There are none at all from 
Parker's Ancient Cet;lon and only a few references from the Ceylon journal of Science. 
This is largely because the short cave inscriptions of the earlier period were more 
easily read and published. But there are, in this period a larger proportion of 
inscriptions edited in the Epigraphia Zet;lanica. These are not all equally accurate. 
The Ancient Inscriptio115 of Ceylon by Muller supply the text and sometimes the 
translations of many records which belong to this period. But these are so 
fragmentary and inaccurate that they can be used only with great caution. The 
Ceylon Antiqttary too contains a few short inscriptions. The Annual Reports of the 
Archaeological Suroetj of Ceylon from the year 1930 refer to many inscriptions which 
have been recently discovered. Though these have not been published the substance 
of some of these is given. These have been used wherever possible.1 
Sources 
Vasabha2 the founder of a new dynasty is the first king in this period. He is called 
Vnhaba in the inscriptions and is easily identified because there is no other king who 
had this same name. There are four inscriptions which can be placed in his reign. 
The first of these is the Perumaiyankulam inscription3 near Anuradhapura in which 
he makes a grant of revenue derived from a tank. The text and translation as given 
by Wickremesinghe are not quite correct and Paranavitana has amended these 
[Note that this refers to tire time when the original thesis was written]. 
Mhv.XXXV: 59-111. 
EZ.I. pp 66-74 (No.6); AlC, pp 27, 73, 109 (No.7); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. I (1983) 451. 
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elsewhere.1 The next is an unpublished inscription at the Sandagiri-vehera (Magam 
Pattu, SP)2 attributed to Vasabha. It makes a grant of land to supply oil to a 
pohn takara. 
The last two inscriptions are private grants where Vasabha's name is used for 
dating. One of these is a 'gold plate' discovered at Vallipuram Uaffna, NP)3 which 
also mentions Vasabha's minister. This has been edited in the Epigraphia Zet;lanica. 
The other is an unpublished inscription at Ma<;iavala (U<;iukaha Korale, Devamadi 
Hatpattu, NWP) .4 
Of the sons of Vasabha, Vankanasika Tissas has an inscription at Ka<;iigala (near 
Ka!:upotana, Vanni Hatpattu Kurunagala district)6 which records the dedication of a 
flight of steps; and Dutaga, a son not mentioned in the Mahavmnsa has a record at 
Tammannava (Nuvarakalaviya district, Nagampaha Korale NCP).7 These are easily 
identified because Vahnba is mentioned as the father. Neither of these inscriptions is 
published. 
Gajabahukagfunar:US commonly known as Gajabahu, has the largest number of 
inscriptions that belongs to any king of this period. These inscriptions are easily 
identified because he either gives his genealogy up to Vasabha through his father, 
Vaftkanasika Tissa or he is called Gama]Ji. No other king used this title after him. 
According to the inscriptions the last king to use it before Gajabahu was 
Amat:u;iagamal)i who lived nearly a century before him. 
Three of Gajabahu's inscriptions have been edited in the Epigraplzia Zet;lanica. They 
are at Palu Makicdiva (NCP)9 which grants a tank for the four requisites; at the 
Thuparfuna-dagaba (Anuradhapura)lO which makes a grant of dakapati and bojiyapati; 
and at Viharegala (U<;i<;liyankulam KoraJe, NCP)11 which again is a grant of a tank. 
Three more have been published by Miiller in the Ancient Inscriptions of Ceylon. They 
are at Tamaragala (U<;i<;liyankularn Korale, NCP);12 at the Ruvanvali-dagaba 
EZJV, p 228, n4. 
z CJS.I, p 25 (Nos.399, 400); (IC, Vol. Il, Pt. l (1983) 49 i, iii). 
3 EZ. IV, pp 227-237 (No.29); UC, Vol. ll. Pt. I (1983) 53]. 
C]S.II, p 211 (No.657); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. 1 (1983) 47]. 
s Mhv.XXXV: 112-114. 
o C]S.Il, p 123 (No510); [IC, Vo l . II, Pt. I (1983) 54]. 
7 ASCAR, 1935, p 10; UC, Vol. II, Pt. l (1983) 55]. 
s Mhv.XXXV: 115-122. 
'~ EZ.I, pp 208-211 (No.18); AIC, pp 28-74,110 (No.lO); UC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 61]. 
1o EZ.III, pp 114-119 (No.6); CjS.l, p 172 (No.368); UC, Vol. II, Pt. l (1983) 60]. 
u EZ.lii, pp 165-169 (No.lSb); AIC, p 11; ASCAR, 1893, p 7; CJS.TI, p 107 (No.426); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt.I 
(1983) 62]. 
12 AlC, pp 28,74 (No.l2); UC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 63]. 
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(Anuradhapura)1 and at Periyakac;iu-vihara near Dehelgomuva (Iha~a Visideke 
Korale, Hiriyala Hatpattu, Kurunagala district).2 An inscription from .Mavila 
(Galkanigala, Egoc;ia Pattuva, Tamankac;iuwa, NCP)3 granting the dopati (of a tank?) 
has been published in the Ceylon Antiquan;. 
The last three inscriptions have not been published. They are at Situlpavuva 
(Koravakgala, Magam Pattu, SP),4 a grant of the revenue from courts to the saiz.gha; at 
Kalku.J_am (Kottiyar Pattu, Trincomalee district NP);s and at GO<;lavaya (Panam Pattu, 
Hambantota district, EP)6 which grants certain customs duties to the sa11gha. 
The author of the rock inscription at Habiissa (near Okkampinya, Buttala Korale 
UP)7 called Uvaraja Naka probably refers to Mahallakanaga, the successor of 
Gajabahu.s Though his grandfather's name is given as Vahaba his father is Utara 
Maharaja. According to the Mahiivarhsa there was no ruler of that name. 
Mahallakanaga according to the Mahiivarhsa, was Gajabahu's father-in-law. 
Paranavitana has corrected this to mean brother-in-law.9 
Three unpublished inscriptions have been attributed to Mahallakanaga. In these he 
is called Malumaka and Mahanaga, but no genea logy is given. The inscriptions of 
Bhatika Tissa and Kanittha Tissa,10 his sons, refer to him as Manaka and Naka. 
The kings nearest to him with this name are Kujjhanaga, Kuftcanaga and Sirinaga 
none of whom have the prefix Maha. These inscriptions therefore very probably 
belong to Mahallakanaga. They are at Kaduruvava (Hatalispaha Korale, Kurunagala 
district);11 Vehera Uc;ia Malai (Eravur Pattu, Batticaloa district);u and Sornavatiya 
(Magarn Pattu).13 
There are two inscriptions which can safely be ascribed to Bhatika Tissa, the son of 
Mahallakanaga.u In this he is called Batiya. The only other king who had this 
distinguishing name was Bhatika Abhaya of the preceding period. In one of these 
AIC, pp 27, 73, 109 (No.S); CJS.f, p 172 (No.368); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 58, 60]. 
AIC, pp 28,74, 110 (No.8); C]S.II, p 215 (No.675); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 66]. 
3 CA.lll, p 215; [IC, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) U]. 
ASCAR, 1934,$71, p 18; [lC, Vol.U, Pt. I (1983) 64]. 
ASCAR, 1933, p 14. 
CJS.TT, p 197 (No.586); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 67]. 
7 EZ.JV, pp 213-217 (No.26); ASCAR, 1934, p 18; [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 57). 
8 MhvJOCXV: 123-126. 
EZ.IY, p 216; Infra, p 139. 
w AIC, pp 51, 77, 112 (No.98); AIC, pp 29, 74, 110 (No.16); [IC, Vol. JI, Pt. II (rmpubd.) 85). 
t t ASCAR, 1935, p 9 [lC, Vol. 11, Pt.l (1983) 39]. 
t2 Jbid. [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 30]. 
t3 ASCAR, 1939, p 17; [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 25]. 
14 Mhv.XXXVT: 1-5. 
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inscriptions he has only the title raja. These inscriptions are at Galkovila 
(Karagasvava 29m on the Kurunagala/ Anuradhapura road) I ar1d at Galgirikanda 
(8m from Madawachchi on the Jaffna road).2 The texts as given by Milller are very 
corrupt. 
Kanittha Tissa's reign3 too contains a fair number of inscriptions. He was the 
brother and successor of Bhatika Tissa. He car1 be easily identified for he is always 
given the name Maju which is the same as the Pall Kanittha and means "younger." A 
long and interesting inscription which belongs to Kanittha Tissa at Jetavar1arama 
(Anuradhapura)~ has been edited in the Epigraphia Zeylanica. It deals with repairs to 
the Abhayagiri-vihara and a grant of lar1d and tanks to it. None of the others is 
published. One of these is at Nelumpat Pokui)a (Panam Pattu, Batticaloa district)S 
and the other at Digga1a near Puvarasanku~am (Kanda Korale, NCP).6 Two stone 
relic caskets refer to his queen and his mother named Mitabi and Sirala.7 
There is a fragmentary inscription at Situlpavuva-vihara (Magam Pattu, SP)S 
published by MUller which refers to both Bhatika Tissa and Kani~tha Tissa. It is not 
possible to say definitely to whom the inscription belongs but Kanittha Tissa is 
mentioned last. Another inscription at Nelugala (EP)9 mentions Tisa Maharaja the 
son of Naka Maharaja, who is the author of the record. He can be either Bhatika 
Tissato or Kanittha Tissa both of whom were sons of Mahallakanaga with whom 
Nnk.a Maharaja has to be identified 
The next king identified in an inscription is Sirinaga.11 It is an inscription at 
Periyaka<;iu-vihara (Hiriyala Hatpattu, Kurunagala district)12 which records a private 
grant. The inscription has not been published and so it is not possible to say why it 
is attributed to Sirinaga I for it might as well belong to Sirinaga If.13 
AIC, pp 51.77,112 (No.98). 
AIC, pp 29, 74 (No.17); [IC, Vol.ll, Pt.l (1983) 80]. 
Mhv.XXXVT: 6-17. 
EZ.l, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. D, Pt. D (unpubd.) 96]. This has later been identified as 
Abhayagiri-vihara and what has bee.n called Abhayagiri as Jetavanarama-vihara. To prevent 
confusion however the names as given in the Epigraph in Zeylanica have been retained in referring to 
the inscriptions edjted in it. 
s ASCAR, 1934, 571, p 18; [IC, Vol. D, Pt. D (1mpubd.) 95]. 
6 CJS.II, pp 102,107 (No.428); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt.ll (unpubd.) 101]. 
7 CJS.II, p 201 (Nos.610, 611); C)S.ll, pp 102, 180; AC, p 302; ASCAR, 1910-11, p 13; [IC, Vol. IT, Pt. II 
(u npubd.) 93(i)&(ii)]. 
s AIC, pp 29, 74, 110 (No.16); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt.ll (tmpubd.) 85]. 
9 CA.ffi, p 210; {IC, Vol. D, Pt. I (1983) 79]. 
10 EZ.!V, pp 218-222 (No.27) refers to Bhatika Tissa in a genealogy as Tisa Mnllaraja. [I C, Vol. II, Pt. IT 
(unpubd.) 105]. 
11 Mhv.XXXVI: 21-26. 
12 ASCAR, 1931, p 6; CJS.ll, p 215 (No. 676); [IC, Vol. U, Pt. Il (unpubd.) 103]. 
13 Mhv.XX.XVI: 54-56. 
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Sirinaga 11 is mentioned in an inscription at Vessagiri (Anuradhapura)l edited in the 
Epigraphia Zeylanica. The identification is placed beyond doubt because it gives fuU 
genealogical details. The inscription is by a Naka the son of a Tisa and records a 
grant made previously by a Naka who is again the son of a Tisa. These can be 
identified only with Sirinaga 11, Voharika Tissa, Sirinaga I and Bhatika Tissa.2 The 
Mahiivamsa agrees with all this except that it makes Sirinaga I "the brother of 
Kuncanaga's consort."3 If we put the evidence of the Mahiivamsa and the 
inscriptions together he cannot possibly be the son of Kanittha Tissa because 
Kuficanaga was a son of Kanitt:ha Tissa. He must therefore be the son of Bh~Hika 
Tissa. It is possible then that his sister was married to Kui'\canaga.4 
Some confusion arises in the identification of the kings from this time onwards 
owing to the practice of naming the grandson after the grandfather. The next 
inscription is a private grant of a tank to a vihiira at Timbirivava (Mahapotana 
Korale, NCP) .S It refers to a king named Raja MekavaiJ.a Abaya the son of Sirinaka 
Maharaja. This cannot possibly be SirimeghavaDJ:la because his father was 
Mahasena.6 Therefore it must refer to Gothabhaya who was also called 
MeghavaDJ:tabhaya.7 But the Mahiivarhsa nowhere states that Go~habhaya was of a 
royal lineage. He was only the king's minister.s According to the inscriptions he 
seems to have been the son of Sirinaga II. For these same reasons a fragmentary 
inscription at Ruvanvali-dagaba (Anuradhapura)9 published by Muller must be 
attributed to Gothabhaya because it gives the same genealogy. lt also mentions the 
name Mahiisena. It seems to have been a grant by a minister. 
The fragmen tary inscription at Jetavanarama (Anuradhapura)lO contains no name. 
But very probably it belongs to Mahasena because it seeks to control religious 
heresy. The Mahavarhsa11 states that Mahasena interfered in the religious 
controversies of his time. 
Sirimeghavat:tDa the son and successor of Mahasena12 is mentioned in three 
inscriptions. Only one of these has been edited. The first is a fragmentary 
EZ.IV, pp 218-222 (No.27); {IC, Vol. IT, Pt. II (zmpubd.) 105]. 
Mhv.XXXVl: 21-26, 27-41, 54-56. 
AIC, pp 30, 75 (No.21 ); [IC, ll, Pt. I1 (unpubd.) 104] 
Mhv.XXXVl: 21. 
s Infra, p 140. 
6 EZ.IV, pp 223-228 (No.28); [IC, Vol. TI, Pt. I1 (wtpubd.) 108]. 
7 Mhv:XXXVII: 53. 
s Mhv.XXXVl: 98. 
Mhv.XXXVI: 91. 
1o EZ.IV, pp 273-285 (No.36); IA.XXXV, p 293; [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I1 (rmpubd.) 111). 
11 Mhv.XXXVU: 1-16. 
u Mhv.XXXVII: 51-53. 
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inscription at Karambagala (near Koggala, Magam Pattu SP).l The opening lines 
only have been published in the Epigraphia Ze1;lanica.2 The next is a private grant at 
To(ligala, Kilakkumalai South, NP)3 and has been edited in the Epigraphia Zeylanica. 
It is important for the many economic terms used. Both these inscriptions mention 
Mahasena as the father of Sirimeghavar;u::ta and so we have no doubt as to the 
identity of this king. The last of these is an unpublished private grant at Pokur:mvita 
(RayigamKorale, Kalutara district)4 whlchParanavitana has attributed to him. 
An inscription at Debelgalpansala (Kahatagasdigiliya NCP)S published by MUller 
refers to a king named Mekavm;.a Aba Maharaja. It is not possible to say whether this 
belongs to Gothabhaya or Sirimeghavar:u:ta because both had the same name. 
There is no genealogy given and the inscription as given is inaccurate. It seems to 
record a grant of money to provide for the repair of certain buildings at the 
Mahavihara. The Mahiivarhsa records similar gifts by them both to the Mahavihara.6 
Je~hatissa IT was the successor of SirimeghavaDJ;la and there are two unpublished 
inscriptions attributed to him. In both these he is called the son of Mahasena. This 
relationship does not accord with the Ciilava1izsa reading accepted by Geiger in 
which he is the nephew of Sirimegahavat)Da7 and consequently grandson of 
Mahasena. This agrees however with the evidence of the Sinhalese chronicles. A 
The first of these inscriptions records a private grant at Velangolla (Hiriyiila 
Hatpattu Kurunagala district).9 The second is fragmentary inscription at Bovattegala 
(Piinam Pattu EP).JO 
The son and successor of Je~hatissa II was Buddhadasa. He is mentioned in two 
inscriptions. These cannot be mistaken because not only is his name unusual for a 
king but also he has adopted the name of his grandfather Mahiisena. In one of them 
the name of his father too is given. The first of these is a pillar inscription at 
Ruvanvalisaya (Anuradhapura)11 and is edited in the Epigraphia Zet;lanica. This is a 
AIC, p 31 (N o.23); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 32] 
2 EZ.TV, p 224. 
3 EZ.III, pp 172-188 (No.17); CJS.H, p 110 (No.441); CJS.Il. p 201; A.SCAR, 1842, pp 6-8. 
4 CJS.ll, p 207 (No.633); ASCAR, 1931, p 5. 
s ATC, pp 30, 74 (No.19). 
Mhv. XXXVTI: 54-65; Mhv.X.XXVT: 102. 
7 Mhv.XXXVII: 100; Mhv.XXXVll: 53. 
Cv.l, p 9, nl (English Tr.1929); fnfra, p 140. 
CJS.II, pp 102, 126 (No.524); AIC, pp 52, 77, 112 (No.l02); [EN, (1991) p 75 No.19]. 
1o ASCAR, 1934, 571 viii, p 18; [EN, (1991) p 93, Nos. 9&10]. 
u EZ.II1, pp 120-126 (No.7); CJS.l, p173 (No.374). 
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private grant. The other is a very fragmentary inscription at Verago<;iagala (Ego<;ia 
Pattuva, Tamanka<;iuwa, NCP).l It is dated in his twentieth year. 
The next is an inscription at Panamavava (Panam Pattu, EP)2 ascribed to Upatissa I 
(II) the son and successor of Buddhadasa.J The inscription has not been published 
but it is dated in the twenty fourth regnal year of a king named fetatisa. It is possible 
that on the evidence of the name only, this may belong to Jetthatissa 1 or Je~thatissa 
ll. But according to the Mahavmi1sa and Cu/ava1nsa neither of these kings reigned for 
24 years.4 But Upatissa the grandson of Jetthatissa Il and son of Buddhadasa reigned 
for 42 years.s It is possible that in the inscriptions he called himself Jetatisa after his 
grandfather. On this same argument it is possible that this can refer to Mahanama 
the brother of Upatissa. But he too reigned only for 22 years.6 This inscription must 
therefore be attributed to Upatissa I (11).7 
Upatissa's successor was his younger brother Mahanamas and he is mentioned in 
two inscriptions. He is easily identified because he is called Mahannma in both. 
Neither of these is edited. The first inscription is his own and is at Tissamaharama 
(SP).9 The other is a private inscription at Veragoc;lagala (No.2) (Ego<;ia Pattuva, 
Tmanaka<;iuwa, NCP)1D and has been published in the Cet;lon Antiquan;. 
Soon after Mahanama this dynasty ends giving place to a line of Tamil rulers. Then 
arose another short-lived dynasty beginning with Dhah.lsena. But for this whole 
period there are only five inscriptions and it is not possible to construct any 
genealogy by which to identify the kings. 
Parida Deva mentioned as king in a private donation at Aragama (Hiriyala Hatpattu, 
Kurunagala district)11 has been identified with Parinda, one of the Tamil rulers.t2 
Another inscription at Anuradhapura mentions a king named Budndasa I;.tl 
Paridndeva.13 He has been identified with Khuddaparinda, the youngest brother of 
ASCAR, 1890 (No.20); CA.IIl, p 207; [EN (1991) p 89, No.18]. 
CJS.Il, pp 103, 113 (No.457); [EN (1991) p 74, No.12]. 
3 Mhv.XXXVIT: 179-209. 
~ Mhv.XXXVI: 132; Mhv.XXXVU: 104. 
s Mhv.XXXVTI: 208. 
Mhv.XXXVTI: 247. 
1 Geiger deducts the unaccounted sixty years in the Ceylon chronology from the kings following 
Mahascna . If he is correct this identification by dates cannot be upheld. But according to Mendis 
(UCR, 1947, Vol. V, p 39.f) the Ciilavarilsa dates are correct and it is possible that Upatissa reigned 
for 42 years. 
~' ~v.XXXVII: 209-247. 
9 AIC, pp 43, 76 (No.67); EZ.IV, p 224. 
10 CA. Ill, p 207; [EN, (1991) p 89, No.18]. 
n ASCAR, 1931, p 6; CJS.II, p 226 (No.750); CJS.ri, p 181. 
t2 Mhv.XXXVill: 29. 
13 EZ.!V, pp 111-115 (No.l3); CjS.ll, p 181. 
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Parinda.1 J;n in this context has the same meaning as Khudda.2 This inscription has 
been edited in the Epigraphia Zeylanica. 
A short fragmentary unpublished inscription at Puvarasankulam (Mihintale NCP)3 
has been attributed to Moggallana 1.4 The name is effaced and contains only the 
letters Mogha. It is dated in the ninth year. It may even belong to Moggallana IT. 
Kumaradhatusena (KU1Ilfuadasa)5 the son and successor of Moggallana r is easily 
identified in ar1 inscription at Nagirikanda-vihara (Ka<;lavat Korale NCP)6 because 
his full name is given as Maha Kumaratasa. There is no other king by this name. It 
records a royal grant to a vihiira and has been edited in the Epigraphia Ze1Jlanica. 
The last inscription of this line of rulers is that attributed to Moggallana 11 (Dala 
Mugalan).7 It is a private inscription, recording manumission from slavery. The 
identification is placed beyond doubt because his full name is given as Budasa Da!a 
Mugalana. The Sinhalese chronicles all agree in giving Moggallana IT the epithet 
Dafa. The record is at Nilagama (Kandapalle Korale, Matale district, CP)B and had 
been edited in the Epigraphia Zeylanica. 
There are a few inscriptions which mention kings who either cannot be identified or 
who probably belong to local dynasties, none of them use any sovereign titles. To 
these must be added inscriptions of rajas which lie outside the Anuradhapura 
kingdom. 
An inscription at Mutugalla (Tamanka<;luwa NCP)9 palaeographically dated in the 
second century AD mentions a king called Tisa Raja. It is not possible to say who 
this can be. An inscription at the Rugam tank (Batticaloa district EP)10 mentions the 
kings Yatalaka Tisa Maharaja and Aba Maharaja. This too belongs palaeographically to 
this period but the kings cannot be identified, Yatalaka however looks very similar to 
Yasalalaka Tissa who reigned at the end of the last period.11 The text of the 
inscription is very corrupt. The last of these inscriptions which is within the 
Anuradhapura kingdom, is at Irattperiyakulam (Vavuniya, NP).t2 The text is again 
1 Mhv. XXXVIIT: 30. 
2 Tarn. ita young. 
3 CJS.II, p 104. 
Mhv.XXXTX: 20-58. 
5 Mhv.XXXXJ: 1 .. 5. 
6 EZ.TV, pp 115-128 (No.1 4); CJS.II, p 103 m (No.445); AIC, pp 51, 77, 111 (No.97), ASCAR, J 890, p 7. 
7 Mhv.XXXXJ: 33-63. 
8 EZ.IV, pp 285-296 (No.37); ASCAR, 1935, 544, p 10. 
CA.IIl, p 213. 
1u AIC, pp 31,75 (No.24); CAS. Proceedings, 1870, 71, pp XXVI , JRAS(CB). 
11 Mhv.XXXV: 50. 
u AC, pp 455 (No.83); UC, Vol. IT, Pt. I (1983) 68]. 
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corrupt but it mentions a king named GamiT)i Aba Raja. Very probably it belongs to 
Gajabahuka Gamir;li. 
Three inscriptions from the south mention rajas. The first of these is an edited 
inscription from Kirivehera (Kataragama, SP).1 This refers to the king (Raja) 
Mahada/i Mahana and to his father Sarataraya.2 Paranavitana has drawn attention to 
the etymological connection between Sarntara Ayn and Tiritara the name of one of the 
Tamil rulers with whom Dhatusena had to contend.3 ~- Both these names are 
corruptions of the Sanskrit Sridhara AYlJa into Sinhalese and ·Tarnil. But he hesitates 
to identify Sarataraya with Tiritara. There are serious objections to this identification. 
Mahada/i Mahana in this inscription is entitled raja. It is difficult to understand why 
his father who was also a king was satisfied with the title aya. The form of the 
inscription too is quite different from that adopted by the kings of Anuradhapura for 
their grants. It is also unlikely that their power extended to the south to Rohar:ta 
which was the traditional bastion of defeated Sinhalese rulers and almost a separate 
kingdom. Mahadati Mahana was probably a local ruler who achieved some 
prominence during the troubled period that followed the death of Mahanama. 
An inscription at Dematamal-vihara (Okkam.pitiya Buttala KoraJe, UP)4 mentions a 
king named Gamaka Aba raja. An inscription of the fourth century AD (at 
Ledorugala, Buttala Korale UP)5 refers to "two brother kings" (Dobatika-rajn). These 
too must have been local rulers. 
The inscriptions so far considered, contain references to kings and so enable us to fit 
them into a chronological pattern. There are many more inscriptions, almost all of 
them the records of private donations, which do not contain names of kings. Six of 
these have been edited in the Epigraphin Zet;lanica. A series of four inscriptions at 
Vessagiri (Anuradhapura)6 record the manumission of slaves by the payment of 
money. The other two inscriptions are from Labuatabandigala (near Moravava, 
Kalpe Korale, NCP).7 In these the donors deposit money so that the interest from it 
may be used for the celebration of the Vassa festival. 
The other inscriptions have not been named in detail because they have not been 
edited and so can only be sparingly and continuously used. Most of them are in the 
Ancient Inscriptions of Ceylon by Miiller who gives texts wherever possible though 
EZ.JIL pp 216-219 (No.21 b); CJS.ll, pp 119-181 (No.489). 
2 Mhv.XXXVW: 32-34. 
EZ.III, p 217. Maim Dn!i Mahnna (Mahadiithikll Mahiinagn) Samtara ... Aya - Skt. Sri Dlrnm · P Tiritara . 
AIC, pp 29,74,110 (No.18); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I1 (rmpubd.) 107]. Nicholas points out that this 
inscription is very corrupt and that thjs title is to be doubted. 
ASCAR, 1934, S711X, p 18; [IC, Vof.II, Pt. I (1983) 56]. 
EZ.IV, pp 128-136 (No.lS). 
' EZ.m, pp 247-253 (No.26). 
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these abound in mistakes. There are references to quite a number of them, with a 
few comments on the contents, in the Ceylon Journal of Science (Sec.G). A few more 
have been published in the Ceylon Antiquary. A list of these inscriptions will be 
given below. 
AIC, p 38 (No.49). 
CJS II, p 191 (No.548); [EN (1991), p 76, No.20]. 
Pujagala , three miles from Hiripitiya 
Grant of paddy fields by the son of a minister 
AIC, p 39 (No.52); [IC, Vol.ll, Pt. I1 (unpubd.) 138]. 
Alutgal-vihara, Nuvaragam Korale, NCP. 
Reference to maharaja. 
AIC, p 40 (No.53); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 189]. 
Devagiriya-vihara, three miles east of Galgamuva, NCP. 
AIC, pp 40, 76 (No.54). 
Galvihara, eight miles north of the 14th milepost on the Anuradhapura-
Puttalam road. 
Long inscription important for the economic terms used. 
AIC, pp 40,76 (No.55 b); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 72]. 
Tammannakanda, Kanda Korale, five miles from Makiccava. 
AIC, pp 40, 76 (No.57); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. II (unpubd.) 123]. 
Kirinde, 22 miles east of Hambantota. 
Unusual inscription: extols the praises of the Buddha. 
AIC, pp 41, 76 (No.58); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. IT (unpubd.) 147]. 
Veragala near Kattambuva, five miles north of the 18th mllepost on 
Anuradhapura-Puttalam road. Important for economic terms. 
AIC, pp 41,76,110 (No.61); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. 11 (unpubd.) 99]. 
HabaraDa, 15 miles from Dambulla on the Trincomalee road. Letters wel1 
preserved but the text and translation faulty. 
AIC, p 42 (No.62 a,b.). 
Thalagala, four miles south west of Hamillagala 14 miles on the 
Anuradhapura-Puttalam road. Two short inscriptions. 
AlC, p 42 (No.63); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (tmpubd) 154]. 
Kuril.bukvava-pansala near Kakudhavapi, Anuradhapura. A short grant. 
AIC, p 42. (No.64 a,b.); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 40]. 
Ratgallegama-vihara, near Mec;iiyava, NWP. Reference to Mahanaga, but no 
royal titles. Construction of dining halls (asana d!lna sala) and presentation of 
water-strainers mentioned. 
AIC, p 43 (No.67a); Veherakema [IC, Vol. II, Pt.Il (unpubd.) 165]. 
Angulukola-vihara three miles from Kirinde. 
Grant of fields to Mal1avihara. 
AIC, p 44 (No.69 a,b). 
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Va<;ligala half mile from Ranne on the road to Tangalle. 
Grant of fields, fragmentary 
AIC, pp 46, 77,111 (No.77); [EN (1991), p 39, Nos. 7-9]. 
P"Illikema one mile west of the 30th mile post on the Hambanto~a-Badulla 
road. A fairly long in.scription but the text is not accurate. A grant to the 
sangha. 
AlC, p 46 (No.79); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1187]. 
Nilagama-vihara three mi les north of GaleweJa on the road from Dambulla 
to Kurunagala. Short grant of a cave in late style. 
AIC, p 47 (No 80. a.b.); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 191]. 
Bimpokm:-ta three miles east of Galgamuva 
Ministers mentioned in both these grants. 
AIC, pp 48, 77, 111(No.85). 
Diyagama, four miles east of Kalutara. 
AIC, p 50 (N o.95); Konakumbukkana [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 149]. 
Kondukukubgama near Elgamuva 55 miles from Kandy on the central road. 
CJS I p 171 (No.359); [IC, Vol.ll, Pt. II (unpubd. ) 193]. 
CJS I p 22 (No.379); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. ll (unpubd.) 191A]. 
CJS T p 22 (No.380); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. ll (lmpubd.) 191 B). 
CJS I p 22 (No.381) 
CJS I p 23 (No.384) 
CJS I p 24 (No.389) 
CJS I p 24 (No.390) 
CJS T p 24 (No.391) 
CJS I p 26 (No.401) 
CJS 1 p 28 (No.414) 
CJS I p 28 (No.417) 
CJS n p 110 (No.440) 
CJS I1 p 113 (No.458); [EN (1991) p 94, No.13] 
CJS IT p 114 (No.459) 
CJS II p 114 (N o.460) 
CJS II p 120 (No.491) 
CJS II p 120 (N o.494) 
CJS n p 120 (No.496) 
CJS II p 121 (N o.500) 
CJS II p 121 (No.503); [EN (1991) p 75, No.17] 
CJS IT p 128 (No.538) 
CJS li p 128 (No.539) 
CJS II p 128 (No.540) 
CJS II p 191 (No.548); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1228] 
qs n p 193 (No.557) 
CJS II p 193 (No.558); [EN (1991) p 70 No.21 or IC, Vol. I (1970) 1230] 
CJS II p 193 (No.560); UC, Vol. I , (1970) 1239] 
CJS ll p 193 (No.561) 
CJS n p 193 (No.563) 
CJS II p 197 (No.587) 
CJS ll p 201 (No.612) 
CJS II p 207 (No 637); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. ll (unpttbd.) 99] 
CJS ll p 211 (No.658) 
CJS ll p 212 (No.662) 
CJS ll p 215 (No.676); UC, Vol. Il, P t. 11 (unpubd.) 103] 
CJS II p 215 (No.677); [EN (1991), p 81, No.12] 
CJS II p 218 (No.696); [EN (1991), p 79, No.1. See also IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 
177A] 
CJS II p 218 (No.698) 
CJS ll p 223 (No.731) 
CJS ll p 224 (No.734); [EN (1991), p 83, No.17] 
CJS Il p 224 (No.737); [EN (1991), p 83, No.20] 
CJS ll p 224 (No.738); [EN (1991), p 83, No.21] 
CJS II p 226 (No.748) 
CJS II p 227 (No.758) 
CJS II p 228 (No.759); [EN (1991), p 85, No.1] 
CA.ill p 77; [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I, 3] 
CA.III p 206 
CA ill p 207; [EN (1991), p 89, No. 18] 
CA.Ill p 214 
POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS 
Introduction 
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The only difference between the inscriptions of the last period and those of the 
present is that these provide more details. The inscriptions still deal mainly with 
grants to the saizgha or to the vihliras. Therefore the material contained in them is 
much the same as in the last period. It is both advantageous and reasonable, 
therefore, to follow the same method and outline, for this section, as that adopted in 
the political section of the last chapter. 
The institution of kingship again occupies the foremost place because the chief 
source for the political institutions in grants of land and tanks to the saizgha, are the 
introductions of the inscriptions which give the names, titles and genealogies of the 
kings. These will be treated just as in the last chapter and comparisons w ill be made 
wherever possible.! Inferences drawn from this material when put together provide 
Supra, pp 16-34. 
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a sketch of the institution of kingship, its dynastic history and the extent of its 
authority. 
The second half of the inscriptions contain hardly any material for political 
institutions and are important, only in so far as they shed light on the relations 
between the king and religion and the power and authority of the kings, which may 
be seen in the grants. The material on kingship though substantial is limited to only 
these aspects. Then follow a few stray inferences and references on revenue, justice, 
labour and the dating of inscriptions. 
The next main section dea ls with the administration; but material for this is very 
scanty. There are first, those inscriptions where ministers and other officials appear 
as donors of caves, land and tanks to the sangha. These generally say nothjng about 
their functions which have to be inferred from the meaning of the titles of the 
officials. The whole subject of local government under the titles parumaka and 
gamaka, dealt with in the last chapter,1 is relevant to the first half of this period 
because some of the inscriptions considered there for the sake of convenience, 
chronologically belong to the first century of this period. The rest of the chapter is 
largely inferences from this material. 
Ti tles 
These again form the stepping stone to the appraisal of political institutions from 
inscriptions. Of the two main sections into which an inscription may be divided the 
first deals with the names, titles and genealogies of the kings and sometimes the date 
in regnal years. These titles considered in the light of both genealogy and the 
locality of the inscription were the most fruitful means by which information on 
political institutions was gleaned from the first section. The first part of the study 
will therefore take the shape of an examination of the titles and their usage and of 
the names adopted by the kings. 
The commonest title in this period is maharaja. Raja gradually fell out of use and 
disappeared from the inscriptions. DevaMpiya the family title of the kings of the last 
dynasty had become obsolete along with the dynasty which used it. Gama1# another 
favourite title of the last period is used only by one king of this period. But towards 
the end of the period three new titles come into vogue. These are apnya, mapuntm 
and mapurmuka. These changes in the style of addressing kings are not without 
meaning and they reflect the various vicissitudes through which kingship was 
passing. 
Supra, pp 53-60. 
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Maharaja and Raja 
These must again be studied together if only to see whether they have the same 
significance for each other as they had in the last period .I They must therefore ·be 
viewed in the light of the observations made about their usage in that period.2 This 
will show the developments if any which took place in the use of these two titles. 
It is well to bear in mind two points in studying these titles. The first is to maintain 
the distinction between a title adopted by the king himself in one of his own 
inscriptions, a title given him by his contemporaries, especially in private 
inscriptions and titles given to a king by his successors in the genealogies.3 The title 
a king adop ts is always of greater moment than one which he has been dubbed with 
by a succeeding ruler. The second point~ to remember is that the site of the 
inscription is important in interpreting the title of the king issuing the inscription or 
acknowledged as sovereign ruler. 
With the interpretations of these titles in the last period already at hand it is possible 
to proceed directly to a study of the usage of maharaja in these inscriptions leaving 
raja to be studied afterwards. Raja itself is not as extensively used as before. 
It has been stated as a general ruleS that w hen a king issuing an inscription bears the 
title maharnjn, he was normally the sovereign ruler of the whole island or at least he 
claimed to be that. It shows further that he had this status at the time the grant was 
issued and that generally there was only one king who laid claim to this title at a 
time. 
There are several inscriptions in this period which bear out this interpretation and 
almost none to conh·adict it. Vasabha began a dynasty and it is unlikely that he was 
at any time a local ruler or a governor. The Perumaiyankulam inscription& which 
records one of his grants calls him m.aharaja. 
In the Tammannava inscription/ Dutaga calls himseli maharaja. Though according to 
the inscription he was a son of Vasabha he is not mentioned at all in the Mahavamsa. 
But from the genealogy given, he might have been considered as one who did not 
belong to the main line of sovereign rulers. He would then be either a minor ruler 
who claimed to be sovereign or a rival w ho disputed the throne but was ignored by 
Supra, pp 16-28. 
2 Supra, pp 34-41, 22-25. 
3 Supra, pp 18-19. 
Supra, p 35. 
5 Supra, pp 19-20. 
6 EZ.l, pp 66-74 (No.6); [IC, Vol.ll, Pt.l (1983) 45]. 
7 ASCAR, 1935, 543, p 10; [IC, Vol.ll, Pt. I (1983) 82]; EZ.IV, p 215. 
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the Mahavari1sa. While such an explanation is plausible the facts at our disposal 
show that he did belong to the main line and did bear the title maharaja . He 
therefore was or at least claimed to be a sovereign ruler. It would not be possible on 
the basis of th.ese facts to say that maharaja meant less than the sovereign ruler. The 
evidence against such a supposition is overwhelming. 
Gajabahu the grandson of Vasabha has many inscriptions of which he was the 
author. In four of thesel he was called maharaja and all these are in the 
Anuradhapura area. In these he was in all probability the supreme ruler. In his 
other inscriptions he was entitled raja.z 
Bhatika. Tissa in the Galkovila inscription3 is called maharaja though he too has been 
called raja in one of his own inscriptions.4 Kanittha Tissa has three inscriptions5 in 
all of which he bears the title maharaja. Two of these are in Rohat~a, at Situlpavuva"' 
and Nelugala.7 
After this every inscription under review except one which is issued by a king gives 
him the title maharaja . This exception is the Nagirikanda inscription8 of Kumaradasa 
which will be dealt with presently. 
Secondly maharaja appears as the title given to kings by their successors. This would 
invariably occur in genealogies and sometimes in references to grants made by 
previous rulers. Here too the title maharaja has the same connotation- that he had 
been a sovereign ruler. According to the conclusions arrived before,9 if such a 
genealogy were given by a king bearing the title maharaja, then the kings in the 
genealogies were bygone rulers. But if the genealogy be by a king entitled raja, then 
the raja could probably be a governor or official under the maharaja or his successor, 
not named in the grant. 
There are a few inscriptions where the king issuing the inscription and his father 
were both called maharaja. In two o£ Gajabahu's inscriptions10 even the grandfather 
was called maharaja. In two other inscriptions only himself and his father bear the 
EZ.I, pp 208, 211 (No.18); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 61]. 
2 Lnfra, p 122. 
A.IC, pp 51,77,112 (No.98). 
Infra, p 122. 
EZ.l, pp 252, 259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. II, Pt.ll (mtpubd.) 96]. 
AlC, pp 29, 74, 110 (No.16); [IC, Vol. U, Pt. II (rmpubd.) 85]. 
7 CA. ill, p 210; [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. I (1983) 79]. 
EZ.TV, pp 115, 128 (No.l4). 
Supra, pp 20-22 . 
to EZ.I, pp 208, 211 (No.l8); EZ.ill, pp 114-119 (No.6); [TC, Vol. II, Pt.l (1983) 61,60]. 
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title.t Kanittha Tissa and Bhatika Tissa, both have inscriptions where they and their 
father Mahallaka Naga are called ma11araja.2 The Vessagiri inscription of Sirinaga IP 
mentions fom previous kings, two of them in connection with a former grant. They 
are all entitled maharaja. 
Inscriptions of rajas where they refer to their fathers as maharajas are rare because the 
records of rajas are few. In this review there is only the Habassa inscri ption4 of 
Uvaraja Naka (Mahallaka Naga) where Utara and his father Vasabha were both called 
maharaja. 
Thirdly, there are those inscriptions which record grants by private individuals, 
where the name of the king (maharaja) was given probably as a date to fix the reign 
in which the grant was made. These records were inscribed in the lifetime of the 
king referred to. There are also the .records of queens of the reigning monarch. 
These too would generally be inscribed in the lifetime of the king mentioned. The 
title of the king referred to as reigning when the record was inscribed would 
naturally be maharaja because they would normally refer to the sovereign king for 
purposes of dating rather than to a local ruler. Their forebears when mentioned in 
the genealogy would also bear the same title. 
There are several examples of this use of the title maharaja in tl1e latter half of this 
period. These are the Ruvanvalisaya pillar inscription,5 the Tm:ugala inscription of 
Sirimeghava-r:tDa Abhaya,6 another private grant at ilie Ruvanvalisaya-dagaba/ the 
Anuradhapura slab inscription of Khudda Parinda's queen,s the Nilagama rock 
inscription in the reign of Moggallana ll9 and the Velangolla inscription of the reign 
of Jetthatissa n.w All these rulers were entitled maharaja and so were their fathers 
and grandfathers when mentioned. 
Before drawing any conclusions from these examples on the use of the title 
maharaja,n it is necessary to study the incidence of the title raja because, according to 
one of the interpretations already given to the relationsh ip between these titles,12 the 
AlC, pp 27, 73,105 (No.S); ATC, pp 28, 74 (No.12}; [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 58, 63]. 
CA.III, p 21 0; AIC, pp 29, 74, 110 {No.16); EZ.I, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. U, Pt.l (1983) 79; IC, 
Vol. U, Pt. U (unpubd.) 85, 96]; AIC, pp 51, 77, 112 (No.98). 
3 EZ.TV, pp 218-222 (No.27); [IC, Vol.ll, Pt. 11 (unbubd.) 105]. 
EZ.lV, pp 213-217 (No.26); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 57]. 
s EZ.III, pp 120-126 (No.7). 
EZJII, pp 172-188 (N o.17). 
AlC, pp 30, 75 (No.21); {IC, Vo/.11, Pt. (wzpubrl.) 104]. 
s EZ.IV,pp 111 -115 (No.l3). 
<~ EZ.IV, pp 285-296 (No.37). 
10 CJS.Il, pp 102, 126 (No.524); [EN, (1991), p 76, No.19]. 
n infra, p 119f. 
12 Supra, pp 23-25. 
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meaning of the title raja determines to some extent the force of the title maharaja. We 
shall, therefore, turn to a study of the title raja. 
Raja, w as not as extensively used in this period as it was in the Lastl and in this 
period it was mostly used in the first half of the period. It is interesting therefore to 
see how far the records of this period bear out the possible interpretation that the 
title raja used contemporaneously stood for either a local ruler or a royal governor 
within the Anuradhapura kingdom. 
The most important of these inscriptions are those in which the kings issuing the 
grants were themselves styled raja. According to the interpretation given in the last 
period these signify that the king named could be a governor or a royal official. 
Vasabha, Vankanasika Tissa, Dutaga and Utara have no inscriptions of their own in 
which they were entitled raja. Gajabahu has three inscriptions in which he has only 
the title raja. In one2 of these the names of his father and grandfather were given but 
they do not have the title maharaja. On the contrary they were all called rajas. This 
as will be seen is unusual.3 The other two at Periyaka<;iu-vihara (Kurunagala district. 
NWP)4 and Mavila (Galkarugala, Egoc;ia Pattuva, Tamankac;iuwa, NCP)S are in areas 
sufficiently removed from Anuriidhapura to be made into a subordinate area 
governed by the raja. 
Bhatika Tissa in his Galgirikanda inscription6 w as ca lled raja. This too gives no 
genealogy but is in the Northern Province which too contained a record by a raja in 
the last period ? After this time maharaja is much more in evidence and raja cannot 
be shown to possess the special meaning it may have had so far . It should be 
noticed that none of the inscriptions cited so far has a raja genealogy in which the 
father bears the title maharaja. It is this circumstance which in the Last period raised 
the possibility for existence of rajas and maharajas side by side as two different offices 
w ithin the same kingdom.s 
Of the kings after this time there is only one who calls himself raja in one of his own 
inscriptions. Kumaradasa in the Nagirikanda inscription9 called himself Maha 
1 
s 
q 
Supra, pp 20-26. 
EZ.III , pp 165-1 69 (No.15b); [lC, Vol.ll, Pt. l (1983) 62]. 
N1cholas cit~s a s irrular instance from the latter half of the preceding period. Ap.lil, No.28. 
AIC, pp 28, 74, 11 0 (No.8); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 66]. 
CA.Ul, p 215; [IC, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) U ]. 
AIC, pp 29, 74 (No.l7); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. l (1983) 80]. 
Supra, p 21 . 
Supra, pp 20-21 . 
EZJV, pp 115-128 (No.14). 
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Kumaratasa Raja Apatja. Raja all but disappeared as a title of a sovereign or even a 
subordinate ruler and it is clear that raja here signified a sovereign ruler. 
It is those instances where the title raja is given to kings in genealogies that the 
distinction between raja and maharaja becomes obscured. In the Viharegala 
inscriptionl of Gajabahu, not only is Gajabahu called raja, which is understandable 
but even Vailkanasika Tissa and Vasabha are called rajas. One would have expected 
at least one of them to have the title maharaja because one of them at least must have 
been a sovereign ruler. It is hardly likely that Vasabha ever was a governor or local 
ruler. More interesting than this is the Ruvanvlilisaya-dagaba inscription of 
Gajabahu2 where he and his father Va1iakanasika Tissa cu:e called maharaja while 
Vasabha was only 1·aja in the Ti:i.maragala inscription3 where there was a similar 
distribution of titles. Raja clearly stood for a sovereign title. We cannot however 
explain the use of the two titles together. 
There is lastly the Tiri1birivava inscription (Mahapotana Korale, NCP)4 of 
Gothabhaya. It is a private grant where the name of the king was given for the 
purpose of dating. In it, Gothabhaya was called raja (Raja Mekava~a Abhaya) and his 
father Sirinaga II was called maharaja. But there is little doubt that, even though he 
has only the title raja, Gothabhaya was a sovereign ruler, for in dating the inscription 
his regnal year from the raising of dominion is given. 
The kings in a few inscriptions cannot be identified. Some of them probably belong 
to the main line of rulers because the inscriptions are in areas covered by the 
Anuradhapura kingdom. Tisa Raja, in the MutugaJla inscriptions dated 
palaeographically in the second century AD and si tuated in the Tamankac;luwa 
district, may either be a sovereign ruler or a governor in the Anuradhapura 
kingdom. A king named Gami?J.i Abha Raja who probably was Gajabahu appears in 
an inscription at Irattperiyakulam (Vavuniya district, NP).6 This too is in an area 
which may have been under a governor. 
Of the rulers in the south there are only three inscriptions. The rajas referred to .in 
these are Dobatika Raja (the two brother kings) of the fourth century AD at 
Ledorugala (Buttala Korale UP)/ Gamaka Aba RajaS at Dematamal-vlhara, 
' EZ Ill, pp 165-169 (No.15b); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 62]. 
2 AlC, pp 27, 73, 109 (No.S); [IC, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) 58). 
3 AlC, pp 28,74 (No.12); [IC, Vo/.11, Pt. I (1983) 63]. 
EZ.N, pp 223-228 (No.28); [IC, Vol. II, Pt.11 (rmpubd.) 108). 
s CA.m, p 213. 
6 AC, p 455 (No.83); (IC, Vol.11, Pt. I (1983) 68). 
7 ASCAR, 1934, 571 IX, p 18; [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 56]. 
s Nicholas considers this a corrupt rendering. 
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Okkampitiya in the same Kora_let and Maha Dafi Mahana Raja of the fourth century 
AD or the fifth century at Kirivehera (Kataragama SP).2 
There is no uncertainty at all in the use of the title maharaja. It cannot refer to any 
other but the sovereign ruler at Anuradhapura. The likelihood of there being a rival 
maharaja in Ceylon is much less in this period than in the last, for the country was 
being gradually brought under one supreme ruler. Several factors confirmed this 
general movement during the latter half of the preceding period.J This title can be 
seen in use at the beginning of the period and it was still in use at the end of it. 
Though maharaja was used for the supreme ruler the significance of the title would 
disappear if the local rulers and probably the rajas sometimes appointed in the 
Anuradhapura kingdom were gradually done away with or ousted. 
These records do not throw sufficient light to resolve the difficulties met within the 
preceding period in trying to discover a possible difference between the titles raja 
and mahamja which some records seem to indicate. In this period as in the last there 
is no problem at all in the case of the title maharaja. It signified a sovereign king. If 
used in a genealogy he had been a sovereign king as before and if he issues a grant 
with this title he was the reigning king. U a raja issues the grant it is possible that the 
maharaja was the reigning king but this has to be judged on the significance to be 
attached to the title raja. The title mahflraja may have had some significance still 
because rajas though few are still mentioned as ruling outside the Anuradhapura 
kingdom. 
The title raja as before raises difficulties. As in the last period• so in this too there are 
a few records in the early part of the period in which the title raja may as before be 
taken as that of a royal governor appointed to an outlying part of the kingdom. ln 
the latter half, after the reign of Bhatika Tissa, the title almost entirely disappears 
from the Anuradhapura kingdom. But on the ·other hand there is much less 
evidence in this period than in the last to support a possible distinction between the 
title raja and maharaja. 
Several examples already referred to show that raja had almost the same significance 
as maharaja. There are first the inscriptions of Gajabiiliu where all the rulers 
mentioned in the genealogy were called rajass and two other inscriptions where 
Vasabha was called raja and his successors in the same genealogy were called 
AlC, pp 29, 74, 110 (No.18); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. ll (unpubd.) 107]. 
2 EZ.ITI, pp 216-219 (No.2lb); [EZ. VI, p 215, No.42]. 
J Supra, p 41 . 
Supra, pp 20-22. 
s EZ.ill, ppl65-169 (No.l5b); [JC, Vol. ll, Pt. I (1983) 62]. 
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maharajas.1 There is next the Tirhbirivava inscription2 where the reigning king 
Gothabhaya was referred to as raja. Lastly there is the Nagirikanda inscription3 of 
Kumaradasa where he was called raja. The disappearance of the rajas too had made 
the distinction between raja and maharaja irrelevant. 
Rajas in outlying areas though they had not entirely disappeared were few . Two of 
these definitely belong to the fourth and fifth centuries4 when the troubled times 
following on the death of Mahanama may have fostered the rise of independent 
rulers in remote corners of the kingdom. 
Gamir:zis 
This was a title commonly adopted by the first dynasty of Sinhalese kings. It was 
used even before the time of Devanarnpiya Tissa and continued in use through 
kings like DutthagamaJ;ti. But of the kings of the dynasty begun by Vasabha, only 
Gajabahu had it6 and after him the title became obsolete. The Mahtivmhsa itself calls 
him Gajaba.huka Gamil;ti. It is not possible to explain why he alone of this dynasty 
used this title and why it was discontinued. It is possible that he wished to emulate 
the exploits of his great ancestors, DutthagamaJ;ti and VattagamaDl who bore this 
same title. The number of inscriptions attributed to Gajabahu lends colour to this 
possibility. 
Mapurun11P 
Till the time of Mahasena the titles used by kings were only raja and maharaja. 
Gama!fi used by Gajabahu was the only exception. As used by him it was more a 
name than a title (Gami!fi Abaya). With Mahasena three new titles or ways of 
addressing a king, came into vogue. These were mapurumu, mapurwnuka and apaya. 
Mapurwn strictly speaking was not a title in, the sense that raja and maharaja we.re 
titles of the king. The title is not to be confused with mapurumuka. The two instances 
where it occurs in this period are the Anuradhapura slab inscription of Khudda 
Pfuinda8 and the Nilagama rock inscription of MoggalUina ll.9 In both these 
ATC, pp 27,73,109 (No.S); AIC, pp 28,74 (No.12); [IC, Vol. n, Pt. I (1983) 58, 63]. 
2 EZ.lV, pp 223-228 (No.28); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt.II (tmpttbd.) 108]. 
EZ.TV, pp 115-128 (No.l4). 
EZ.III, pp 216-219 (No.21b); ASCAR, 1934, S71IX, p 18; {EZ.VI, p 215, No. 42]. 
s Supra, pp 28-29. 
EZ.I, pp 208-211 (No.18); EZIII, pp 165-169 (No.15b), EZ.Ill, pp 114-119 (No.6); [lC Voi. JI, Pt. I 
(1983) 61, 62,60]. 
7 Infra, pp 126-127. 
EZ.l V, pp 111-115 (No.13); Mapun11nuka Budadasa fa Parideva Mnhamja Abaya. 
EZ.JV, pp 285-290 (No.37); Mapummuka Budasa Da/a Mugalmw Maharaja Apaya. 
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examples it is used at the head of the list of titles and names and is apparently used 
along with Buddas which comes immediately after. As will be seen later1 this is not 
the last time that mapurumu and Buddas were used together and it can even be said, 
on the examples available, that mapurumu or mapurum does not appear except with 
Buddas, though Buddas or Budasa appears alone as a personal name.2 Another fact 
that meri ts a ttention is that the title maharaja is not dispensed with and appears at 
the end of the list of names. 
Two facts emerge from these observations. The first is that mapurum and 
mapurumuka are distinct words or titles although they are obviously derived from 
the same root.3 These words are etymologically connected with parumaka dealt with 
in an earlier chapter" and are probably contractions of m.ahiiparumaka. 
The other is that mapurum may be taken along with Budadasa and may qualify it. 
This would then determine the meaning of the word mapurumu whether it be a title 
or not. Further, the fact tl1at Buddas or Budadasa, in the examples before us, were not 
the personal names normally given to these kings and that their usual names follow 
such as (11 Parideva and Da~a Mugalan, may indicate that mnpurum and Buddas are to 
be taken together. Though in other contexts Budas appear as a personal name it is 
possible that here, when used along with mapuntm, it has a different connotation. 
These have therefore been translated both singly and together. Paranavitana in the 
two examples above,s take Budas as an additional personal name, w hich is not 
unusual and translates mapurum and maharaja as "his majesty" and "the great king." 
Wickremasinghe6 has elsewhere taken both together, deriving mapurum from 
mahapiirami, and has translated the phrase as "the servant of the Buddha endowed 
with the great paramitas (perfections)." As against the latter interpretation it must be 
stated that such eulogistic phrases did not come into vogue till after the reign of Sena J.7 
The balance of arguments seems to lie with Paranavitana's translation and this is 
confirmed later where Buddas in a similar example was definitely used as a personal 
name.tl One important consideration however in maintaining the distinction 
between mapurmuka and mapurum lies perhaps in the fact that in these examples the 
kings are referred to by this title by others and that they do not call themselves by it. 
In this sense it dilfers fr om other titles and may wel l be translated as "his majesty." 
Infra, See Vol. 11. 
Infra, p 129 
J Infra, p 127. 
Supra, pp 56-60. 
s EZ.TV, pp 111-115 (No.13); EZ.lV, pp 285-290 (No.37). 
t. EZ.l, p 26, nl. 
7 Infra, See Vol. U. 
8 Infra, p 305, Ap. VII. 
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Mapurumuka 
This appears first in the Karambagala inscription of SirimeghavaJ;lt:ta M.aharaja1 who 
prefaced the name of his father Mahasena mentioned in his genealogy with 
Mapurumaktz. It appears next in a private grant of the reign of Buddhadasa2 where 
the donor in a formula wishing prosperity to the king used this word for him 
(Mapurumuka ata vedha vayu).3 
About its derivation, it needs only be said that it is related to mapurum and can be 
traced to mahii parumaktz. But neither in usage nor in meaning can any connection be 
found between this term or honorific for the king and parumaktz, the title used in the 
cave inscriptions. It was never used of kings before. When compared with maharaja 
it is rarely used in this period and the next though it becomes very popular from the 
time of Sena I or even from the latter half of the next period. 
Its usage here is different from that of the period from Kassapa III (Garal)<;ligala 
inscription)4 onwards. In these examples it is used at the beginning, before the 
personal name and in addition to maharaja. Secondly it is used in referring to the 
king, in a record contemporary with the king, without either name or title. These 
show that it was very probably an honorific and·not a title though it seems to have 
become a title later on.s It can best be translated therefore as "his majesty." 
Apaya 
This title came almost along with mapurumu and was first6 used by Sirimeghavar.wa 
in the Karambagala inscription.? It became quite common after this and was used of 
Jetthatissa n ,s Mahanama,9 Khudda Parinda,w Kumaradasan and Moggallana II.t2 
Just as mapurumu was always placed before the personal name, this was always 
placed at the end of the titles raja or maharaja which were as usual placed after the 
3 
4 
5 
7 
11 
9 
10 
11 
12 
EZ.IV, p 224; AIC, p 31 (No.21a). 
EZ.lli, pp 120,126 (No.7). 
AlC, pp 41, 76, 110 (No.61); AIC, pp 43, 76, 111 (No.67). These texts are corrupt [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II 
(unpubd.) 99; EZ. VII, p III, No. 85]. 
EZJJI, pp 195-199 (No.19); Infra, p 24] . 
Infra, p 241. 
Nicholas points out that Abaya was used posthumously of Mahasena in the Bovattegala and 
Nuvaragala in:;criptions (unpublished). I cannot say whether it is used as a title or as a name in 
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EZ.TV, pp 115-128 (No.14). 
EZ.TV, pp 285-296 (No.37). 
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personal names. The kings used it of themselves and also of other kings in the 
genealogies. This word however must not be confused with Abaya the popular 
personal name of the kings of the last period.l 
Paranavitana states that the word may be the same as the Pali Abhaya which is the 
personal name used before by kingsl but he also says that it is used here as a title 
and not as a personal name. 
He has further suggested that this word may have been derived from iiryapiida.J He 
further draws attention to the similarity of this title to abi and aba which were used 
as titles at the beginning of tl:1e preceding period.4 For the present no proper 
meaning can be given to the word except that it vaguely expresses the gradual rise 
of the kings' power and dignity and that it was probably a term of respect. 
Names of Kings 
These names are much the same as those of the preceding periodS and the same 
names sometimes continue in use. Such names as Tisa, Abaya and Nakn were quite 
common. Vahaba6 has been met with before among tb.e names of the common folk 
Dutaga, Utara and Sena are new to this list. 
The kings of this period seem to have given up the use of the distinguishing names 
used by previous rulers. But instead they use other names7 such as Mnha (great or 
elder), Batiya (brother)1 Matu (younger brother), Jeta (elder brother)S and Sri 
(prosperous) in addition to the personal name. These largely state the relationship of 
the king to other kings and the time. 
If the etymology of these words tell us anything1 the early kings of Ceylon seem to 
have been the leaders though hereditary1 of popular assemblies; and when later they 
assumed the role of absolute monarchs the old names now meaningless continued to 
be used as personal n ames. It is also possible that the kings of Ceylon were not of 
K~?atriya. but of Va.iSya origin though they professed to belong to the K$atriya caste.119 
Supra, pp 31-32. 
Supra, p 32. 
l EZ.lli. p 124. 
Supra, pp 29-31. 
s Supra, pp 31-32. 
Supra, p 93. 
Supra, pp 31-32. 
According to Paranavitana the word Jettha in this and other names does not signify seniority of 
birth but was an old o fficia l title which in the course of time came to be used as a proper name. lle 
further s tates, of this word and words such as gama1;1i and mnpunrwkrt, that they are also of interest 
in giving us an idea of the notions of kinh.-ship prevailing in those early days. 
EZ 111, pp 122-123. 
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The titles gamar;i and mapurumuka have already been explained.t Though gamaJ:ti 
does throw light on the origin of kingship, we cannot be as sure of the title 
mapurumuka. There is no continuity of usage for the title Jettha nor is there much 
evidence for Jetthas and popular assemblies in the early cave inscriptions.2 Therefore 
in all probability fettha means elder, as the word implies, especially as words with 
similar meanings, Like Ma!u and Batiya came into use at the same time. Paranavitana 
points out however that Jettha is here used of Jett;ha IT who was in actual fact the 
younger brother. This may be explained by the practice of the grandson taking the 
name of the grandfather. Mahanama, who too was the younger brotherJ was called 
Jefatisa4 along with his brother Upatissa.s 
After the time of Mahasena, in addition to the personal name, the kings adopted 
other names of religious significance. Some of these were not entirely religious but 
were the result of a new foreign influence which affected the Life and language of the 
country. Old names Like Tisa, Aba and Naka were given up for longer and more 
literary names such as Mekavar;a (Meghava.QJ;la), Budadasa (Buddhadasa) Mahanama 
(Mahanama) Kumaratasa (Ku.maradasa) and Da!a Mugaltzn (Dalla Moggallana).6 
The names of the two Tamil rulers in the inscriptions are the same, Parida Deva and 
Parideva. One of these, whose full titles are given, use the same names as the 
Sinhalese kings Mapurumu Budadasa Ja Parideva Maharaja Apaya.7 
The practice of taking the name of the grandfather began about the middle of this 
period. It was probably introduced from abroad. A glance at the genealogical tables 
will show that tl1e practice began with the cousins Sirinaga I, Kuncanaga and 
Khujjanaga, who took their name Naka from Mahallakanaga their grandfather. They 
are not represented in the inscriptions. Voharikatissa took his nam e from his 
grandfather Bhatika Tissa, and Sirinaga II from Sirinaga 1. At this point there was a 
break in the tradition. But Gothabhaya whose name in the inscriptions was 
MekavaJJ.a Aba9 was followed by his grandson, Sirimeghavar:tr;la Abhaya and 
Jetthatissa II, who was called Sirimeka Jetatisato in the inscriptions. Mahasena's 
grandson, Buddhadasa, was called Budadasa Mahasena11 in the inscriptions and both 
Supra, pp 28-29, 125-127. 
2 Supra, p 77. 
Mhv.XXXVU: 209. 
·t AIC, pp 43, 76, 111 (No.67); [EZ.VII, p 111, No . 85]. 
5 CJS.Il, p 113 (No.457); [EN, (1991) p 74, Nn. 12]. 
Infra, p 305; Ap.VTI. 
7 EZ.IV, pp 111-115 (No.l3). 
Infra, p 313; Ap.lX. 
EZ.IV, pp 223-228 (No.28); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 108 a&b]. 
10 EZ.lll, pp 120-126 (No.7). 
u Tbid. 
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Upatissa and Mahanama, grandsons of Jetthatissa II, had the name Jetatisa·' in the 
inscriptions. Dynastic upheavals and civil war seem to have upset this practice 
again . But traces of it may be seen in the name Kumaratasa (Kumara Dhatusena).2 
The grandson of Dhatusena, and Moggallana II who was called after his grandfather 
Moggallana I. The name of the grandfather was usually adopted in addition to the 
personal name of the king himself. 
This practice which involved the use of additional titles and distinguishing names 
meant that long names were inevitable. They had more than one name and more 
than one title. The result may be seen in the names: Sirimeka Jet atsa Maharaja Apaya,3 
Mahanamika Jet atisa Maharaja Apaya,4 Mapurumu Budadasa fa Parideva Maharaja 
Apaya,5 and Mapurumu Budadasa Da# Mugalana Maharaji Apaya.6 These are a long 
way off from the simple Vahaba Maharaja? 
Underlying these outward changes in the methods of naming and addressing kings 
are deeper chan.ges which came over the institution of kingship. These will be dealt 
with later,s but it must be pointed out here that three conclusions are possible from 
the mere fact that these changes did take place. On the one hand kingship may have 
attained a dignity and power unknown before. They may on the other hand betray a 
desire on the part of the kings to hide tmderneath these high-sounding names and 
titles a growing weakness in the state. It is also possible that the practice of having 
long lists of names and titles was a habit copied from Indian kings. Perhaps there is 
some truth in all these statements. 
Mahaya appears once in this period,9 but the context does not bear within it the 
meaning of the word. Even the name of the person is not given. But he donates a 
cell to Mah.alaka Asalaya. This is exactly the form used at a later dateiO for the heir-
apparent. But it may not have the same meaning here. 
Yuvariija 
This title was used once with reference to Mahallakanaga (Uvaraja Naka)11 the son of 
Utara Maharaja and grandson of Vasabha. The Mahiivarhsa does not give his 
CJS.ll, p 113 (No.457); [EN, (1991) p 74, No. 12]; AIC, pp 43, 76 (No.67); [EZ. vn p 111, No. 85]. 
EZ.IV, pp 115-128 (No.l4). 
J EZ III, pp 120-126 (No.7). 
AIC, pp 43, 76 iii (No.67); [EZ. VII, p 111, No. 85]. 
EZ [V, pp 111-115 (No.13). 
EZ IV, pp 285-296 (No.37). 
EZ T, pp 66-74 (No.6); [IC, Vol. II, Pt.J (1983) 45]. At the beginning, however, the use of the two 
titles devanapiya and gama1,1i gave rise to equally long names. 
Infra, pp 131-137. 
EZ.I, p 21 (No.2.li.1). 
10 See Vol. 11 (to be published). 
11 EZ.IV, pp 213-217 (No.26); [See IC, Vol. ll, Pt. I (1983) 57]. 
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relationship to the previous rulers in precise terms.1 This identification may 
therefore be taken as correct. It is therefore possible that this title was used by the 
heir-apparent for the latter became king after Gajabahu. 
But we cannot be sure that this time the heir-apparent always had this title. In the 
first place it was thought possible that rajas in line of direct succession may h ave 
been made governors sometimes. In such instances we do not know wha t title he 
had as heir-apparent.2 Secondly, there was tl1.e title mahaya used sometimes by the 
chief prjnce. This may have signified the heir-apparent. Thirdly, the title uvnraja has 
been used only once in thls period. The succession to the throne after Vankanasika 
Tissa, in the inscriptions and the Mahiivarhsa do not agree and the adop tion of the 
title uvaraja by a son of one of the kjngs not mentioned in the Mahiivarhsa3 may have 
some connection with this discrepancy. Lastly i t must be remembered that this 
inscription is in the south4 and it is possible that, the Uvaraja, Mahallakanaga had 
been governor in the south.s Further he does not give the name of the king he was 
heir to as was the practice in later times.6 
Queens too appear sometimes as donors but we do not know what titles they bore as 
the inscriptions in which they are mentioned have not been published yet? They 
were not as prominent in this period as they were in the cave-inscriptions of the last. 
Abi was used once in a grant by a lady named Anutabi. (of a tank to a villiira)B This 
was previously noted as the title for a lady of royal rank.9 There is nothing in this 
inscription to indicate that she was of royal rank except this title. 
Kingship in the Inscriptions 
The titles of the kings, the geography of the island and the location of the 
inscriptions taken together provide some idea of the institution of kingship as it 
spread over the island. Of these three factors, the titles and their usage have already 
been considered; the geography sketched earlier10 is a factor that does not change 
and so continues to determine the history and character of kingship though it is 
Mhv.XXV: 123-124; EZ.IV, p 216. 
Nicholas has shown that thls title had been in use in the preceding period too (Supra, p 30, n2) and 
cites a few records where it occurs. 
Mhv.XXV: 123-124. 
lt is mteresting to note that all except the Piccandiyava record which Nicholas cites are from the 
south. Ttmay be possible that this title had some connection with Rohal)a. 
Infra, pp 138-139 
See Vol. 11 (to be published). 
7 C]S.U, pp 101, 123 (No.SlO); CJS.Il, p 201 (Nos. 610, 611); {IC, Vol. n, Pt.l (1983) 54; IC, Vol. ll, Pt. 
fl (unpubd.) 93i & ii]. 
s EZ.IV, pp 223,228 (No.28); {IC, Vol. 11, Pt. II (rmpubd.) 108]. 
Supra, p 31. 
10 Supra, pp 34-36. 
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possible, in this period, to trace the attempts made by the kings to overcome the 
limitations it set upon the kingdom; and the loca tion of the inscriptions will be taken 
into account in the course of the study. 
Though there was a dynastic chan.ge at the beginning of the period it was not one 
which transformed the institution of kingship. This chapter continues where the 
other left off. Though changes were soon to occur in the course of this period, they 
were merely developments of conditions and movements observed before. 
Anuradhapura continued to be the centre of political activity and the maharaja was 
still the centre of political authority. If in the last period geographical factors made it 
highly improbable that there would be more than one maharaja at a time1 it was more 
so now. The maharajas at A.nuradhapura were gradually consolidating their 
positions and were extending their power over the other areas as well. 
The identification of maharajas with the kings mentioned in the Malziivatitsa have only 
a few maharajas appearing in the inscriptions unidentified. This is largely due to lack 
of evidence. The only instance where maharajas not mentioned in the Malliivmhsa 
appear in the inscriptions was occasioned either by a disputed succession or by a 
lapse on the part of the chronicles, because according to the genealogy they give, 
they were both sons of Vasabha2 and so belonged to the main line of kings. No line 
of mnha1'aja.s can be traced in any other part of the island. 
Another fact which points not only to a single line of maharajas but also to the 
continued predominance of A.nuradhapura is that a larger number of inscriptions in 
which maharajas are mentioned is in the A.nuradhapura kingdom.3 This not only 
shows that the Anuradhapura kingdom was still the most important area in Ceylon 
but also that the power of the maharajas was concentrated in this area. Ruins which 
date from this period also point to the same conclusion. 
The gradual disappearance of the distinction between the titles raja and maharaja 
which had possible implications for the interpretation of kingship illustrates a 
further development in the authority of the kings. The last period saw the gradual 
expansion of the power of the m.alzaraja.4 This process of expansion which seems to 
have been in abeyance for a while received a fresh impetus with the installation of a 
Supra, pp 17-20,23-26. 
EZ.IV, pp 213-217 (No.26); [IC1 Vol. fl, Pt. I (1983) 57]; ASCAR. 1934, S71, p 18; ASCAR, 1935, 543, 
p 10; ASCAR 1937, 57, pp 9, 18; [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 55, 57]. 
EZ.I (No.6); ASCAR, 1935, plO; EZ.I (No.18); AlC (No.12); AfC (No.S); [1C1 Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 45, 
61,60,63,58,]; EZ.l (No.22); EZ.IV (No.27); EZ.IV (No. 28); AIC (No.21 ); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt.ll (unpubd.) 
96,105,108 a&b,104]. 
Supra, p 41. 
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new dynasty with Vasabha. This fact is attested by the large number of inscriptions 
at the beginning of this period. 
The possible existence of three areas, Tamankac;iuwa, Kunmagala and the area north 
of Anuradhapura where those in direct line of succession were sometimes appointed 
as governors with the title raja was inferred from the simultaneous use of the titles 
raja and maharaja.l The beginning of this period sees the same possibility till the 
reign of Bhatika Tissa though the distinction between the titles is much obscured. 
The inscriptions where Gajabahu is definitely known to have had the title raja are in 
the Kurunagala2 and Tamankac;iuwa3 districts. Bhatika Tissa's inscription where he 
is called raja is on the northern boundary of the NCP. After this the distinction is not 
perceptible. Therefore not only do the inscriptions of rajas in these areas become 
fewer, but the inscriptions of the maharajas in these areas increase.4 They later 
completely replace the records of rajas.5 Private grants in these areas too give the 
name of the sovereign ruler for dating. 
Geographically the Anuradhapw·a kingdom was one large plain bounded on the 
south by the central highlands and the jungles of the west coast and in the north by 
the sea on both sides and again by waste land. If the implications of one of the 
interpretations given to raja and maharaja be pursued further, this area included the 
regions north, south and east of Anuradhapura which were sufficiently removed 
from the capital to make possible the existence of rajas as governors. In any process 
of expansion therefore the first objective will be the natural boundaries as defined by 
nature. We see this movement afoot in the gradual lapse of this practice of having 
rajas as governors. The first step was taken many centuries earlier when the 
maharajas at Anuradhapura extended their authority over these areas and later they 
go a step further in consolidating the kingdom into one administration bringing 
these local areas under the direct control of the maharaja at Anuradhapura. The 
former was a political step forward, the latter was administrative. But the motive 
face behind both was the same. 
We can trace in the records of this period this same movement towards expansion 
up to and beyond the bounds set by nature. This takes place in three directions. It 
spread in the first place across Tamankac;iuwa, along the east coast. There were 
inscriptions of maharajas in this area before, but in this period we can rule out the 
possible existence of rajas in Tam.ankac;iuwa and emphasise the authority which the 
Supra, pp 17-19, 23-26. 
AIC, pp 28,73,110 (No.ll); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 62]. 
3 CA.TII, p 215. 
ASCAR, 1935, $43, p 10; {IC, Vol.ll, Pt. I (1983) 55]; AIC, pp 55,77,112 (No.98); CA.m , p 207; [EN, 
p 89, No.18]; EZ.IV, pp 115-128 (No.14). 
Supra, pp 35-39. 
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maharaja had extended over this area. We can be certain that in this period, this 
influence was direct. These inscriptions are not many and are mostly in the latter 
half of the periodl when the system of rajas and 1naharajas in the Anuradhapura area 
had disappeared.2 
The next direction in which it spread was across the Kunmagala district. This 
movement is not so marked as the expansion across Tamanka<;luwa probably 
because it led only to the inhospitable highlands and the sparsely populated, forest-
clad west coast. There are only two private records in this area, the Nilagama rock 
inscription3 in the MiHale district and the PokuDuvita inscription in the Rayigam 
KoraJe, WP.~ These perhaps only show that the authority and supremacy of the king 
at Anuradhapura was acknowledged in these areas. There may not have been any 
administrative control beyond the Kurunagala district. Of the KUl·unagala district 
itself there is much evidence that it was within the orbit of the mahnmja at 
Anuradhapura, in the fair number of inscriptions found here. But there is no such 
evidence of control in the area beyond; it was geographically unlikely. 
The third direction in which the Anuradhapura kingdom expanded was towards the 
north. This geographically formed part of the Anuradhapura plain. It is possible 
tha t it was interspersed with the Vanni as it is now, thus cutting off the northern 
peninsula from the central plain. It was probably not as important as the area south 
of Anuradhapura and even in the last period there were very few inscriptions in this 
area. There was only the merest limit of this existence of govemorhsip.5 
This period sees a movement towards the north not only within the Anuradhapura 
kingdom itself6 but also to the Jaffna peninsula. It is interesting to note that the 
Mnlziivmizsa refers to Vasabha as a native of the Northern Province and the son of the 
commander of the troops there.7 Bhatika Tissa's inscriptions where he is called raja 
is also in this area north of Anuradhapura. But more important in its implications 
than this is the Vallipuram gold plate in which Vasabha is acknowledged as 
sovereign ruler of the north with a minister of his as governor stationed in the 
province. 
ASCAR, 1935, p 10; [IC, Vol. l1, Pt. l (1983) 55];, ASCAR, 1934,571, p 18; CA. ill, p 210; (IC, Vol. 11, 
Pt. l (1983) 55, 57, 79] C]S.TI, pp 103-113 (No.441); EZ.lll, p 172, No. 17; ATC, pp 31-75 (No.24). 
Supra, p 124. 
3 EZ.IV, pp 285-296 (No.37). 
CJS.TT, p 207 (No.633). 
5 Supra, pp 34-37. 
AIC, pp 28,74 (No.12); [1C, Vo/. 11, Pt. I (1983) 63]; ASCAR, 1933, p 14; EZ.ITI, pp 172-185 (No.17); 
AlC, pp 30,74 (No.l9); AC, p 455 (No.83); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 68]. 
7 Mhv.XXXV: 59-60. 
& AlC, pp 29-74 (No.17); (IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 80}. 
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The maharaja at Anuradhapura had therefore gradually spread his effective authority 
over the whole of the Anuradhapura kingdom. The system of governorships which 
may have existed before can definitely be ruled ou t for this period. The rulers of the 
eastern corridor, Kagalla and Malaya too had either disappeared or were 
subordinated. The north too was brought into effective contact with Am..1radhapura, 
with the accession of Vasabha, who seems to have had influence there even before 
his accession. 
Though there is no direct evidence on the reason for this expansion the causes are 
fairly obvious. There was first the necessity for a state or a kingdom to expand up to 
its natural boundaries. In the preceding period this was probably only half 
accomplished because the maharajas h ad not the resources to extend their influence 
beyond the mere acknowledgement of sovereignty. This was inferred from the 
possible existence of rajns as governors within the Anuradhapura kingdom. They 
were now probably not necessary for raja bears the full significance of maharaja in 
most of the records where it occurs in this period. The maharajas perhaps had 
greater resources at their command, a more efficient system of government and 
greater military p owers to hold the Anuradhapura kingdom together. It is perhaps 
this rise in their fortunes that is reflected in their long names and titles. 
Owing to its geographical isolation Rohal)a did not fall within this movement, 
though it was naturally affected by it. It was seen previously that the Rohat:ta rulers 
usually acknowledge the supremacy of the maharajas and that political vicissitudes 
often brought them more directly under the rule of the maharajas. This was usually 
achieved by marriage alliances or by the maharaja coming south to make it a base to 
regain Anuradhapura. Though a royal relative, a puppet or a minister may have 
been installed as king, it was never united with the north under an administration. 
This state of affairs largely prevailed throughout this period too. But there are more 
inscriptions by maharajas and those in which maharajas are mentioned, in the south 
than before.l Correspondingly there are hardly any inscriptions by local rulers in 
the south. Some of these maharajas do not seem to have had any connection with the 
south as far as the Mnhavmhsa and Ciilava1itsa accounts go. 
Vasabha, a minor hero of the Mahiivamsn chronicler was one of those who retreated 
to Rohal)a.2 This perhaps explains his inscription at Sandagiri-vehera.J Utarn's 
C]S.l, p 25 (No. 399); EZ.fV, pp 213-217 (No. 26); CJS.II, p 197 (No. 586); ASCAR, 1934, 571, p 18; 
CA.III, p 210; [IC, Voi.IJ, Pt. I (1983) 49(i), 57, 67, 64, 79]; AIC, pp 29, 74, 110 (No.16); (IC, Vol. II, 
Pt. ll (unpubd.) 85]; EZ.IV, p 224. 
Mhv.XXXV: 68. 
CJS.!, p 25 (No.399); (JC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 49(i)]. 
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inscription at Habassa in Buttala Korale, UP,l needs a different explanation.z He is 
called maharaja but his name does not appear in the Mahiivamsa. 
Though Gajabahu is not given much prominence in the Mahiivamsa he has a large 
number of inscriptions spread over a wide area. His name is not connected with 
Rohal}a but he had inscriptions at Situlpavuva (Magam Pattu, SP) and GoQavaya 
(Panam Pattu, Hambantota district, SP) which transfer customs dues and fines from 
courts to the sangha. This would be possible only if there had been direct control 
over Rohal}a. It is possible that the union achieved under Vasabha was maintained 
by his successors. The dynastic history of this period too contains a partial 
explanation of this contact. It also explains the Habassa inscription3 of Uvaraja Nalaz 
(Mahallaka Naga) during the reign of his father Utara Maharaja.4 
Several kings of this period from Kanittha Tissa onward such as Kanittha Tissa,s 
Sirimeghavat).l)a,6 Jetthatissa II,7 Upatissas and Mahanama,9 who according to the 
Mahiivmhsa and Ciilavath.sa have had no connection with the south have inscriptions 
in the Southern and Uva Provinces and in the southern half of the Eastern Province. 
This continuous stream of inscriptions shows that perhaps from the time of Vasabha 
Rohana was controlled by the maharajas till the end of that dynasty soon after 
Mahanama. But we have not the faintest idea as to how they controlled this 
kingdom. 
The many local rulers have all disappeared except an obscure reference to Gamalaz 
Aba Raja (?) in an inscription at Dematamal-vihara.w But this is situated in the 
Buttalavadirata.11 The collapse of Vasabha's dynasty was followed by invasion and 
civil war. It is perhaps to this unsettled period that the two inscriptions in the fourth 
and fifth century script at Ledorugala (Buttala Korale, UP)12 and Kirivehera 
Kataragama13 have to be attributed. One of these refers to two brother kings 
(Dobatilaz Rajana) and the other, to Mahadafi Mahana Raja son of Sarataraya. These 
EZ.IV, pp 213-217 (No26); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 57]. 
[nfra, pp 137-139. 
3 EZ.IV, pp 213-217 (No.26); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 57]. 
Lnfra, pp 137-139. 
s AIC, pp 29, 74, 110 (No.16); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. 11 (rmpubd.) 85]; CA.fll, p 210; [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. 1 (1983) 79]. 
6 EZ.IV, p 224; (AlC, p 31). 
7 ASCAR, 1934, 571 viti, p 18; [IC, Vol. H, Pt. I (1983, 84) - the identifiCJttion of the ntler seems 
doubtful}. 
s CJS.II, pp 103,113 (No.457); [EN, (1991), p 74, No.12]. 
EZ.IV, p 224; (AIC, pp 43,76 (No.67); [EZ VII, p 111, No. 85). 
to This name and title can be doubted and Nicholas states that this record has not been rediscovered 
after Miiller. 
11 AlC, pp 29, 74, 110 (No.18); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. IT (llnpubd.) 107]. 
12 ASCAR, 1934, S71.ix, p 18; [IC, Vol.ll, Pt. I (1983) 56]. 
13 EZ.fll, pp 216-219 (Nn.2lb); {EZ.VI, pp 215-220, No.42]. 
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were perhaps local chiefs who profiting by the troubles at Anuradhapura set 
themselves up as kings. 
This period therefore is a natural continuation of the last, but the advent of a new 
dynasty with two strong rulers in Vasabha and Gajabahu considerably augmented 
the power and influence of the maharaja and speeded up the developments which 
had been all but arrested in the latter half of the preceding period. This movement 
resulted in the acknowledgement of the maharaja at Anuradhapura as sovereign 
ruler over almost the whole of Ceylon, the Linking up of the Anuradhapura 
kingdom, including the extreme north into some sort of administra tive unity and the 
effective control of Rohat;la (with the consequent disappearance of local rulers), till 
the end of Vasabha's dynasty. 
T he D ynastic H is tory 
Once again the material w hich the inscriptions offer is not sufficient to trace the 
genealogical tree of the kings of this period, though the genealogy of the kings of the 
firs t half of the period is more complete than that of the others. 
Therefore the list of kings and their relationship to each other as given in the 
Mahiivmnsa1 are indispensable both for the identification of particular kings from the 
evidence of the genealogical data and also for the construction of a genealogical tree. 
But the inscriptions do not always corroborate the evidence of the Mahiivamsa and 
fur ther they fill some gaps in our knowledge of the genealogy from purely literary 
sources. Though parts of the genealogy can be constructed from the evidence of tb.e 
inscriptions the identification of the kings involved is sometimes based on the 
genealogica l evidence of the Mahavamsa. In such cases there could hardly be any 
contradiction between the inscriptions and the Mnlt iivarnsn.. Sometimes h owever the 
identification is based on other grounds such as the similarity of names. This would 
bring out the contradictions if any.2 
It is fairly clear from the inscriptions that Vasabha began a new dynasty. Although 
the inscriptions supply details about Vasabha's children and grandchildren who 
succeeded to the throne none of them trace a genealogy beyond Vasabha. None of 
Vasabha' s inscriptions contain any genealogical information. Another scrap of 
evidence is the discontinuance of the title Devanapiya which was interpreted as a 
family name. The last king to use it in the inscriptions was Mahada~hika Mahanaga.3 
This includes the Cii laumi1sa which contains the records of the kings of this period. The Mahavmitsa 
and Ctilava1i1sa together arc called the Malriiumilsa . 
Infra, p 313; App.IX. 
Supra, pp 26-28. 
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Both the Mahavari1sa and the inscriptions show that Vasabha, Vankanasika Tissa and 
Gajabiihuka Gamit:zi were in direct line of descent.1 But the Malu1vamsa does not 
mention any other sons of Vasabha. The inscriptions however mention two other 
sons. Both of them claimed the title maharaja which, as seen before, was an 
indication of sovereignty. According to the rule of succession normally followed by 
these kings, Va1ikanasika Tissa (he probably was the eldest of the sons) would 
succeed Vasabha. He should have been succeeded by his brothers, if he had any, 
before Gajabahu became king. It is at this point that there is a discrepancy between 
the Mi2hava1hsa and the inscriptions. 
The Tammal)l)ava inscription in the Nagampaha KoraJe, Nuvarkalaviya districF 
refers to Duta.ga Maharaja son of Vasabha and the Habassa inscri ption in Buttala 
Kora~c, UP,3 belongs to Uvaraja Naka (Mahallaka Naga) son of Utara Maharaja who in 
turn was a son of Vasabha. 
Vankanasika Tissa's reign needs no corrunent because he was probably the eldest of 
the sons and so succeeded Vasabha and ruled from Anuradhapura. He ruled only 
for a short space of three years.4 It is at this point that Utara and Dutaga must have 
reigned for Gajabahu could not succeed before his uncles. Three possible 
explanations can be put forward each beset with difficulties chiefly for lack of 
evidence. 
The first and most p lausible is that the chroniclers had by mistake omitted these 
names. As far as we know there are no other examples of omission except Vahakn 
Maharaja in the unsettled years that followed on the end of this dynasty.s These 
names are not likely to be omitted without some reason because records seem to 
have been accurately maintained especially for the kings a t Anuradhapura. It 
should also be noticed that when Utara's son Mahallaka Naga is introduced he is 
called the brother-in-law of Gajabahu not his cousin or the son of Utara as he 
actually was.r. A point in favour of the explanation is the long reign of 44 years 
given to Vasabha. This may be too long for a king though not unusual for a 
powerful ruler. If these kings were indeed maharajas as they clain1ed, they must 
have ruled from Anuradhapura. Whereas there is no evidence for the genealogy of 
Vahakn Maharaja we do know that Utara and Dutaga were sons of Vasabha. 
Mhv.XXXV: 112-115; EZ.l, pp 208-211 (No.18); EZ.TII, pp 114-ll9 (No.6); EZ.Ul, pp 165-169 
(No.15.b); A!C, pp 28,74 (No.12);AIC, pp 27,73,109 (No.S); ASCAR, 1934, 571, p 18; [TC, Vol.ll, Pt. 
I (1983) 61, 60, 62, 63,58,57]. 
l ASCAR, 1935,543, p 10 ne, Vol.ll, Pt. I (1983) 55]. 
l EZ.IV, pp 213-217 (No.26); {IC, Vol. II, Pt. l (1983) 57]. 
Mhv.XXXV. 112. 
s Infra, p241 
6 Mhv.XXXV: 123 
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The second explanation is that suggested by Paranavitana.1 He solves the difficulty 
by stating that there may have been a disputed succession and a civil war between 
the sons of Vasabha from which Gajabahu arose victor and pacified his uncles by 
marrying Utara's daughter and making his son Mahallaka Naga the heir apparent. 
The weakness in this explanation is that there is not a shred of direct evidence for the 
disputed succession or a civil war. There is no reason further why a civil war of 
such importance should not be mentioned in the Mahiivarhsa which refers to so many 
conflicts for the throne. Points in favour of his explanation are that this suggestion 
suits all the facts and further explains Gajabahu's relationship with Mahallaka Naga 
and possibly the title yuvaraja assumed by Mahal.laka Naga. 
The last explanation is that the kingdom united under Vasabha comprised the whole 
of Ceylon and naturally was too large to be governed under one ruler. Therefore the 
kingdom either fell apart or was divided between the sons of Vasabha who may 
have been governors even during the lifetime of Vasabha. This too has a number of 
objections the chief being that there is no direct evidence for this procedure and the 
fact that it modifies the content and significance attached to the title maharaja on the 
evidence of the other inscriptions. Points in favour of this explanation are the 
plausibility of the division of a large kingdom (Ceylon was not to be a single 
kingdom for a long time to come) the fact that the site of one inscription though only 
of the son of Utara is in the south and also that these two kings Utara and Dutaga 
though they claimed to be maharajas did not rule from Amlradhapura and so were 
omitted from the lists. It should be noted however that Dutaga's in..c;cription is in the 
Anuradhapura kingdom at Tammannava of the NuvarakaHiviya district. 
A further interpretation of one of these inscriptions fills another gap in the 
Mahiivari1sa. The relationship of Mahallaka Naga to his predecessor Gajabiihuka 
Gama7J.i is given in the Mahiivamsa as brother-in-law.2 This would mean that 
Gajabahu married the daughter of his uncle Utara or that Mahallaka Naga married 
Gajabahu's sister. It should be noticed along with this that Mahal.laka Naga bears 
the title Uvaraja (Naka). If this identification of Nnka with Mahallaka Naga3 is correct 
then Gajabahu seems to have married his cousin. This is not uncommon within a 
royal family. Paranavitana sees in this a further confirmation of his suggestion . 
Such a marriage was likely to settle the animosities roused by a dispute for the 
throne. 
The genealogies drawn from the inscriptions and the Miihavarnsa from Mahallaka 
Naga to Gothabhaya agree except at two points which need elucidation. The first of 
EZ.IV, pp 214-217. 
Mhv.XXXV· 123 wrongly translated as "father-in-law"; EZ.N, p 216. 
J Supra, p 108. 
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these is the relationshi p of Sirinaga I to his predecessors. The Mahiivamsa in 
introducing Sirinaga I calls him "the brother of Kuncanaga'~ consort.l'' Kui'\canaga 
does not appear in the inscriptions but he was the son of Kanittha Tissa and nephew 
of Bhatika Tissa .2 The Vessagiri inscription3 however makes it quite plain that 
Sirinaga I was the son of Tisa Maharaja who can be identified with Bhatika Tissa or 
Kani~~ha Tissa. If Sirinaga I was the brother of Kuncanaga's consort, it is not likely 
that he was the brother of Kuncanaga or son of Kanittha Tissa. He was therefore the 
son of Bhatika Tissa. 
The other point at which the inscriptions supplement the Mahiivamsa is on the 
relationship between Go~habhaya and his predecessors. According to the 
Mahiivamsa4 he was the king's (Sirisanghabodhi) treasurer and minister who rose in 
rebellion. He apparently begins a new dynasty when he seizes the throne. But in 
the Timbirivava inscription5 he (Raja Mekava1}.a Abaya) is the son of Sirinaga ll.6 This 
proves that h e continued the same dynastic tradition which was b roken by 
Saitghatissa and Sirisanghabodhi/ who however cannot be connected with this 
dynasty without evidence. 
Khujjanaga, Kuncanaga, Abhayanaga and Vijaya Kumara of this period do not 
appear in the inscriptions. However, these records supply the names of the queen 
and mother of Kanittha Tissa. They are Mitabi and Sirala.8 
Je~thatissa I does not appear in the inscriptions and though Mahasena is mentioned, 
his relationship to Gothabaya is not given. From Mahasena to Buddhadasa, the 
inscriptions again provide a genealogy. But whereas the inscriptions make 
Jetthatissa II the son of Mahasena,9 Geiger' s reading of the CulavamsalO makes him a 
grandson of that king. Buddhadasa's sons Upatissa and Mahanama are mentioned 
in the inscriptions but without any genealogical information. From this time on, the 
inscriptions do not give any genealogical data and the kings have to be identified 
from the Mahiivarhsa purely on the evidence of their names and titles. Conspicuous 
by their absence after the glowing accounts given of them in the Mahiivarhsa are 
Dhatusena, Kassapa I and Moggallana 1. Towards the end of this period numerous 
kings are not mentioned at all. 
Mhv.XXXVI: 21-22. 
2 Mhv.XXXVI: 6, 18-20. 
EZ.IV, pp 218-222 (No.27); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (wrpubd.) 105]; Supra, pp 109-110. 
" MhvXXXVI: 91-92. 
5 EZ.TV, pp 223-228 (No.28); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I1 (rmpubd.) 108]. 
o Mhv.XXXVl: 98. 
7 Mhv.XXXV!: 58-90. 
C]S.II, p 201 (Nos.610, 611); [IC, Vol. IT, Pt. I1 (rmpubd.) 93(i&ii]. 
CJS.TI, pp 102,126 (No.524); [EN, (1991), pp 75-76, No. 19. See als o EN, (1991) p 93, Nos.9&10]. 
to Mhv.XXXVII:100; Cv.I. (Engl.Trans: Getger) 1.9.n.1* 
* By an alternative reading Jetthatissa IT IS son of Mahasena and brother of Kit tsirimeghavar:u;ta. 
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The King and Religion 
The inscriptions of this period as in the last, with only a few exceptions, deal only 
with donations to the sangha; of these exceptions some deal with lands which were 
the property of the sa1igha and one with Mahasena's attempt to regulate doctrine and 
heresy. This study of kingship in society must therefore begin with the subject of 
king and religion, not only because it contains the fullest information the 
inscriptions supply on many aspects of kingship, but also because it covers most of 
the inscriptions which form the basis of this shtdy. 
The remarks which prefaced this aspect of kingship in the last period are relevant 
here too.l This was by no means the most important aspect of the king's activities 
for government was his primary function. Religion no doubt had a place in the llie 
of the king but it may not have been as large as the Mahavmnsa and the inscriptions 
make out. The Mahava.msa was composed by monks with a definite object in view; 
the inscriptions set out to preserve a record of the don ations that were made to the 
sangha. These limited objectives give religion a prominence it m ay n ot have had, 
though its influence no doubt was considerable. Even within the broad subject of 
religion in the llie of the king these records only deal with grants made to the 
vihiiras. Therefore, the importance given to this subject in this study is based mainly 
on the material available for examination. 
It i.s necessary to give here a summary of the king's religious activities, leaving for a 
late1· section2 the detailed consideration of these grants and what they involved. The 
two chief types of grants the king made were grants of land and grants of tanks. 
Grants of land3 in .its broad category include the donation of villages, fields w hkh 
were either named or measured or plots of land measured out of fields. The gran ts 
of villages have gone out of fashion and grant of the land as such, apart from 
reference to rights over land (bojakapati), is rare.4 There is possibly only one example 
of it.s These grants of land, whether the term bojakapati is mentioned or not have 
been interpreted to mean the transfer of its produce or revenue. 
The grants of tanks6 similarly include the donation of canals large and small and 
eve11 fields through which the water flowed7 thereby serving the function of a canal. 
Here too the gift did not consist of the tank, canal or field unless it meant the income 
Supra, pp 44-47. 
Infra, pp 178-197. 
1nEra, pp 199-201. 
Supra, pp 69-74; Infra, pp 199-201. 
EZ,N , pp 115·128 (No.14); Infra, pp 194-195, 182-183. 
Infra, pp 187-191. 
lnfra, pp 183-187. 
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from it in the shape of water dues (dakapati) whether mentioned or not. These grants 
can at the same time be interpreted as the dues which the proprietors of the tanks 
and canals paid in to the king for water supplied. These grants can also be 
interpreted as the payment of taxes which now the king handed over to the sa~igha 
by these grants. In the absence of details it is often difficult to establish their 
meaning but the use of the terms dakapati and bojakapati greatly clarifies the 
meanings of these grants. I 
Kings and people both had the power to make these grants if only they had the 
necessary resources.2 Grants of revenue by the people were the grants of what was 
originally donated to them by the kings. But certain grants could be made only by 
the king. These are the grants of customs duties, (suka) and fines from courts and the 
remission of the tax called ka.ra.3 
It was not the practice to record the construction of vihiiras and other buildings 
unless a grant or some provision was made for its repair and upkeep at the same 
time.4 This aspect of the king's religious zeal is hardly represented in the 
inscriptions. Grants of food, oil and the day to day requisites and the construction of 
steps and pillars as donated by the people are rare or completely absents Probably 
the maintenance grants in the form of land and tanks indirectly provided for these 
daily necessities. 
The last of the inscriptions illustrating this subject is the Jetavanarama fragment of 
Mahasena6 in which he attempts to regulate the doctrine of the sangha and eradicate 
heresy. As the inscription has suffered much damage perhaps at the hands of a rival 
sect, it is not possible to make sense out of what remains. But the history of this 
episode as recounted in the literary sources7 throws much light on this inscription. It 
is not necessary to go into the history of this controversy at this point. But the 
attitude of the king is relevant here. He interferes in the beliefs or teachings of the 
sangha and rebukes the monks of "the five residences" 'for persisting in their 
tradition. He caused the Vayatuqala teaching which he himself favoured to be 
written in books and probably placed them in "the five residences" which favoured 
the Theravada school of thought. The motive behind his action, as he himself 
interprets it in the inscription, was that he "desires the welfare of (others) as well as 
his own self ... his own duty which causes the increase of merit to himself." 
Infra, pp 179-191. 
lnfra, pp 201-204. 
3 Infra, pp 192-193. 
Infra, pp 201. 
Infra, pp 204. 
h EZ.IV, pp 237-285 (No.36); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. II (tmpubd.) 111]. 
7 Mhv.XXXVJI:l -39; NS, pp 12-13. 
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There is nothing in the inscriptions or in the literary sources to show that the king 
was in any sense a religious dignitary, at least in this period. So long as the king 
favoured the long established and most powerful sect in the island they worked for 
their mutual benefit and the king did not interfere in sectarian quarrels. But when 
the king favoured a rival sect which challenged the authority of the powerful sect 
then he was perhaps tempted or goaded to use the political authority he held to 
suppress a religious sect. The ostensible reason for his action was his strong 
religious conviction and his consequent belief that he did it for the good of others 
and for the merit it brought him. It was very rarely that the tie which bound the 
political and religious powers in the island was thus broken. While it existed it 
tended to their mutual benefit. 
Although the Mahii.vamsa and the inscriptions taken by themselves give us a 
somewhat distorted picture of the place religion had in the life of the king on one 
point they support each other. The patronage which the kings extended to the 
smigha was one of its chief supports and even when shorn of the exaggeration of 
priestly authors it was still one of the major pre-occupations of the king. 
The grants of land and tanks are more numerous in this period than in the last and 
perhaps the many references in the Mahii.vamsa to the establishment of vihii.ras are 
partly upheld by the vihii.ras called raja-mahavihii.ra which appear for the first time in 
this period.1 Its exact significance is not known but perhaps they were established, 
endowed and maintained mostly by the kings. 
The steady assistance which the king gave to the sanglw was hardly interrupted by 
civil war, invasions, or dynastic upheavals. Thus kings whose reigns, we know, 
were stormy, insecure or unsupported by a valid claim to the throne like Vasabha,2 
Parinda,3 Khudda Parinda4 have made grants. This shows that the sangha seldom 
failed to find patronage from the kings. 
But, as seen already, ·this even course was not without its seasons of misfortune. 
These have to be traced to the personal opinion of the kings and discrimination 
between the sects within the sangha. But it is a moot point whether the king was 
always impartial. On other occasions than that illustrated in the Jetavanarama 
inscription of Mahasena, he favoured the powerful Mahavihiira sect against the other 
sects. Of these rivalries between the sects there is only just an echo in the inscription 
already dted.s 
3 
5 
Infra, pp 212. 
EZ.l, pp 66-74 (No.6); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 45}. 
ASCAR, 1931, p 4. 
EZ.IV, pp 111-115 (No.l3). 
Supra, p 92. The NikP.ya Sangralm which records the history of the sangha gives an account of the 
rivalries between these sects from the point of view of the Mahiiva1ilsa. 
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It is possible now to summarise the relations between the king and religion. The 
patronage of religion was a duty enjoined upon kings whatever their religious 
sentiments or moral life may have been. This is implied in all the grants though not 
expressly stated in the inscriptions. The more religious among the kings may have 
been more generous in their giving. The king was not, as far as we know, by virtue 
of his office a religious dignitary. No pronounced religious views affected this 
relationship till the rise of the sects. The king however does not generally interfere 
in doctrinal issues nor does he normally assodate himself with sectarian differences, 
though generally he favoured the more powerful Mahiivihiira sect. The rare 
instances when he threw up his impartiality can be traced to the personal whims of 
the ki.ng and his inability at this time to maintain the distinction between public and 
private responsibility and not to any traditional duty incumbent upon the king. 
It is not possible to say from the inscriptions what benefits the king derived from 
this traditional generosity to the sanghn. These can only be surmised from practices 
in other countries and from the literary sources. The smigha needed the protection 
and the maintenance which only the king was able to provide and the sangha 
invested the king with an aura of reverence which later became closely akin to 
sanctity. It was also able to ensure, at least to some extent, the obedience of the 
people. Religion can make as strong a clain1 for loyalty as force of arms. This close 
alliance of religious and political authority is a phase through which all societies 
pass. 
Powers Exercised b y the Kings 
In the preceding period the maharaja attained an eminence not reached before and 
along with this he claimed an absolute authority which continues into this period. It 
was the aim of every king in those early kingdoms to claim a similar authority. 
There were no changes which were likely to have curtailed this power and the only 
checks upon it were his piety, his ability to exercise the authority he had assumed, 
and custom. Further more though the king had this power in his hands he was not 
always able to exercise it owing to various limitations imposed upon him by centres 
of power already existing and by unconquered nature.1 The inscriptions are not 
always explicit on this subject. 
The inscriptions, in the first place, provide a few examples of the way in which this 
authority was both exercised and curtailed. Some of these grants assume both the 
king's right to tax and so gain revenue and also his r ight to dispose of this revenue 
as he pleased to both the sait.gha and to the people. Even in the last period2 the 
Supra, pp 47-50. 
2 Supra, pp 50-51; 69-75. 
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grants o£ land were interpreted as the transfer of revenue. This interpretation gains 
further support in this period where the term bojakapati has been used to convey the 
idea of revenue due to the king and it is applied not only to land but a lso to tanks 
and canals which too had to pay tax.1 Secondly the grants of bojakapati {revenue) by 
people to the saitgha is sure proof that the king did at some time previous to this 
make grants of revenue to the people, though they have not been recorded. 
Even though the people seem to make the same grants as the king, yet it has been 
pointed out that the kings exercised certain powers which the people did not have. 
When the king granted income either from land or tanks he shared this privilege 
with the people and differed from them only in the extent of the resources he 
commanded. But when he granted revenue either from land or tanks he was acting 
as king.2 Some times people to whom revenue had been made over as a grant 
donate it to the sm1gha. The fact that the king retained control over grants made to 
various people is borne out by the interpretations given to the tax called karn which 
only the king could cancel and which probably he cancelled only for the benefit of 
the saitgha.3 lt is clear therefore that the king did exercise control over these grants. 
Two inscriptions however stand witness to the fact that the king's power was bound 
by custom and in this instance by the rights the people enjoyed. In the Nagirikanda 
inscription4 the king had to buy the land which he donated to the sangha. That 
which he bought can be interpreted as the right to the produce or income of that 
land which custom safeguards for the cultivator. In the PiHu Makiccava inscriptions 
the king had to pay for the labour he employed in dredging a tank. Perhaps he 
could not demand the labour as of right. 
Another odd reference relevant here is an inscription which seems to be a re-grant of 
a tank already granted by a king.6 Gajabahu re-donated the Upaldonika-vnvi which 
had previously been granted by Subha. This is interesting but we can adduce no 
reason for it except that since Subha was a usurper his authority may not have been 
accep ted, although according to the Mahiivarhsa Vaitakanasika Tissa the father of 
Gajabahu weds the daughter of Subha.7 The cancellation of this grant was effected 
by the word kac!avi (broken) being inscribed upside down, below the former 
inscription. This assumes that the king could revoke a grant. 
Infra, pp 179-183. 
Infra, pp 195-197. 
3 Infra, pp 192-195. 
EZ.IV, pp 115-128 (No.14). 
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The powers of the king were limited in three other directions by the existence of 
other centres of authority under him. We do not know how much control the king 
had over these powers because the inscriptions only indicate that they existed. But 
comparison with the preceding period1 will show whether the king's power had 
increased or diminished. 
The first direction in which the power of the king was circumscribed was by the 
existence of a council of ministers. In the preceding period ministers and officials 
were few and there was no hint of a Council.2 In this period there are more 
references to ministers than in the last3 and one may assume the existence of a 
Council from the word paheja4 used as a title for ministers. But there is no data to 
decide whether this had any power over and against the king or whether it was only 
an advisory body. Similarly we do not know whether the ministers were anything 
more than executive officials who had to carry out the behest of the king. The 
official who first struck out on his own was perhaps the senapatis who had the 
control of the army. But the extent of the king's powers varied with the personality 
of the king. 
Of one thing however we can be certain. This power represented by the officials and 
the Council was only just growing into an organisation. It was largely the creation 
of the king to control as much of the island as possible. It could not therefore have 
got out of hand or increased to such proportions as to limit the power of the king. 
The second direction in which the king's powers were limited was in the provinces 
or those kingdoms which lay outside the Anuradhapura kingdom. It was seen in the 
preceding period6 that the absence of a strong well-organised administration and the 
difficulties of communication and transport prevented the king from exercising any 
very great control beyond the immediate confines of his kingdom. 
These centres of authority represented by both the rajas within the kingdom, if they 
did exist and by rajas and ayas outside it, have almost ceased to be.7 There is little 
evidence in the records of this period to prove the possibility of rajas within the 
Anuradhapura kingdom and if such a practice did exist it definitely disappears after 
the reign of BhiHika Tissa.s The rajas in other areas also disappear except for the two 
Supra, pp 47-50. 
Supra, pp 52-53; Infra, pp 150-152. 
3 Infra, pp 150-152. 
Infra, p 152. . 
,; Supra, p 53. Thjs official is not mentioned in the records of this period. 
6 Infra, pp 152-153; Supra, pp 47-50,131-137. 
Supra, pp 131-137. 
Supra, pp 121-123. 
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mentioned in the inscriptions in the plains of Uva in the early part of the period.1 
One or two of them appear again when the central authority at Anuradhapura 
weakened in the fourth and fifth centuries. The reason for this is that the kings 
during this period rapidly extended thei r authority over the whole island. 
In this sense, the kings did extend their authority and control over the island. But 
communications and transport could not have appreciably improved in this short 
space of time to enable the king to reap the full benefit of the power that was his. 
Therefore he had to rely on an improved administrative system and an efficient and 
mobile army to keep together the kingdoms newly won. 
The twin forces by which kings exercised control over remote areas were the army 
and the machinery of government which ranged from the nominal loyalty of a local 
chieftain to a duly appointed provincial government with a host of lesser officials 
under him. There is no data in these inscriptions about the army except the 
reference to the senapati but there is some evidence of a system of provincial 
government by which the king extended effective control over the whole kingdom. 
But the control which they exercised was not uniform throughout the island. It is 
clear, h owever, that with the title maharaja he was acknowledged the sovereign ruler 
over the whole island though there may have been challenges to that authority from 
time to time. Over the Anuradhapura kingdom itself he exercised direct and 
effective control through the improved administrative machinery. Over other areas 
which previously were governed by local rulers his authority was probably less 
because these areas were far removed from the capital. Control would depend on 
the efficiency of the administration. There is no evidence for a system of provincial 
governors. ln Rohar;ta too the king's authority was acknowledged but his control 
was less because the administration was separate and RohaJ;la was more or less a 
separate kingdom. It should be remembered on the other hand that the power 
which the king wielded sometimes was so great as in the reign of Gajabahu that he 
had the power to divert the customs of a southern port to the sa1igha and also the 
fines from the courts of two southern township s.2 But Gajabahu's career was such 
that he had contact with both the north and the south.3 
The third direction in which the king extended his authori ty was downwards 
toward the people.4 By the end of the second century AD almost all the parumakas 
and gamikas disappear from the inscriptions. This cannot be attributed solely to the 
discontinuance of cave donations because private individuals made other types of 
grants though not in the same profusion and parumakas and gamakas do not appear 
Supra, pp 123-124. 
ASCAR, 1934,571, p 18; [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 64]. 
3 Supra, p 136. 
Supra, pp 53-60; Infra, pp 153-154. 
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among them as far as we know. The probable explanation of this is that they became 
less important when their function of maintaining order was gradually taken over 
by those who were appointed by the king.1 Here too again the king had extended 
his power in that he could exercise a greater control over his officials. But here again 
if there was no efficient machinery to control them effectively they would tend to be 
a limitation upon the power of the kings who set them up as officials. 
Thus both politically and geographically the authority of the king is greater and 
wider than in the last period. It was much more complete geographicaUy than 
politically, for in creating a system to extend his power geographically he was 
crea ting around him an organisation which to some extent curtailed his power. 
Theoretically however and to a very large extent practically too he was still absolute, 
subject only to tradition, custom and the rights the people enjoyed from time 
immemorial. 
King and Labour 
The only inscription in which there is some information on this subject is the Palu 
Makicdiva inscription.2 It records that Gajabahu before he donated the Vacjamanaka-
vavi to the monks had it dredged. For the labour involved he had to spend a sum of 
5,000 kahava]Jas. This is similar to Subha's purchase of labour in the last p eriod.3 We 
do not know whether this was the normal way in which the kings obtained labour. 
There is so far no record of labour supplied as service due to the state such as 
riijalcariya of a later date. 
Th e King and Irrigation 
It is quite clear from the Mahiivamsa that the kings of this period were great builders 
of tanks. But inscriptions never allude to these activities because it is not the practice 
to record them on stone. But indirectly there is much evidence of this activity. The 
greater proportion of the grants of this period were donations of tanks and canals 
and water rates from land which served as canals.4 If as had been interpreted, the 
king in making these grants hands over the income from these, the king was 
probably their owner and therefore the person who had them constructed.s The 
tanks mentioned in these inscriptions are only those which were granted to the 
sm1gha. It is easy to interpret this aspect of the king's activity as a duty laid upon 
In fra, pp 153-154. 
EZ.I, pp 208-211 (No.l8); {IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 61]. 
3 Supra, p 50. 
Infra, pp 183-188, 200. 
Infra, pp 183-188. 
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him of safeguarding the welfare of the state. The reference to dana-vavi (storage 
tanks)l and avarm:za1 and aJi (canals)3 indicate the special duty incumbent on the king. 
Revenue 
The grants indirectly provide much information on the revenue of the king. As in 
the last period,4 all the grants of land imply that there was a tax on land. In all 
probability this is the same as the bojakapati mentioned in several inscriptions. It has 
been so interpreted in most of the inscriptions.s 
The grants of land, both fields and measured plots of land, reflect perhaps the types 
oi land assessment in vogue. The revenue would then be based on this assessment. 
This practice prevailed even in the preceding period.6 
It is possible that the king had land from which he derived not taxes but produce or 
income. The Nagirikanda rock inscription seems to regard the term bojakapati as 
comprised of both income and tax.7 Though theoretically one item was public 
revenue and the other private income, the distinction was not always maintained. 
But generally speaking the king's revenue from land was largely the land tax and 
not income from any lands he possessed. 
A similar distinction has to be made in his next large source of revenue - tanks and 
canals. These two were taxed just as land was taxed and formed perhaps a fair 
proportion of his revenue. But there were also tanks and canals from which, as their 
proprietor, he received the income (dakapati).B Here again it was hardly likely that 
the distinction between public revenue and private income was observed. 
Two other items oi the king's revenue have been mentioned for the first time in the 
inscriptions. They are the customs duties (suka)9 and fines which were imposed by 
courts of law.to Both these examples are from the south and are not repeated. It is 
therefore not possible to say how large these sources of revenue were. 
Another tax mentioned in the inscriptions is kara. It is a tax distinct from bojakapati 
and was probably a small cess charged from those to whom grants of revenue were 
Lnfra, pp 171-172. 
Infra, p 172. 
3 infra, p 172. 
infra, pp 195-198. 
infra, pp 179-181. 
Supra, pp 50-51. 
Infra, pp 182-183. 
[nfra, pp 183-187. 
CJ$.11, p 178 (No .586); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 67]. 
IO ASCAR, 1934, 571, p 18; [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. 1 (1983) 64]. 
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made, or those who were exempted from the payment of bojakapati. The sangha 
seems to have been exempted even from this tax. I 
Justice 
The only reference to this aspect of government is the unpublished inscription of 
Gajabahu at the Situlpavuva-vihara in the Southern Province.2 He is said to have 
granted "a revenue of two kahapat:tas per day from courts of justice a t two 
townships,'' to the monks of the vihiira. This shows that Gajabahu had control over 
the judicial arrangements in the south. It is not possible to infer anything beyond 
the existence of these courts that they earned more than two kahapat:tas per day from 
them and that the king had ultimate control of these fines, coUected from them. 
Ad ministration 
The necessity of a strong administration to accompany a process of expansion was 
clearly borne out by the study of the powers which the kings exercised.J This section 
endeavours to reconstruct from the material at hand the organisation or instrument 
which the kings created for this task of expanding their authority. 
The inscriptions, because they mostly deal with grants, do not show any highly 
organised system. But there is more evidence in this period of a central government, 
ministers and officials and less of independent rule and local government. Therefore 
although we do not know how strong the administration was, it was certainly 
stronger and more widespread than before. This is in keeping wHh the general 
movement of the period. In contrast to the diffusion of authority which the kings 
were just beginning to overcome in the last period,4 this period shows distinct 
attempts at centralisation with the king (maharaja) at Anuradhapura as the source of 
political authority. This attempt at centralisation moved in three directions just as 
the power which the king sought to exercise - a more elaborate central government, 
the supercession of local rulers by a system of provincial administration and the 
extension of the authority of the king over Local bodies and powers. 
Central Government 
Although there are more references to officials than before, they appear mostly 
either as donors of gifts or as the forbears of donors. It is therefore not possible in 
many instances to say what the functions of these ministers were. 
lnfra, pp 192-193. 
ASCAR, 1934, S71, p 18; (IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 64]. 
3 Supra, pp 47-50, 51-52. 
Supra, pp 34-41. 
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Some of these ministers make grants of land.1 This is nothing peculiar to ministers. 
But according to the interpretation given to land grants of this period by people 
other than kings, it is p ossible to infer from this that they were rewarded with 
transferred revenue for the services they rendered to the king.2 
Amati 
Most of these minjsters were called amete or ametiya and is the same as amati of the 
last period.3 Almost all the records in whkh they are mentioned are in the 
Anuradhapura kingdom, though not necessarily near Anuradhapura.4 While it is 
possible that they may have acted as local officials of the king theit: prime duty was 
probably with the central government at Anuradhapura. 
Paheja 
This is another word translated as "ministers" or "councillors" and is used as a title. 
The word has been traced to the Skt. pii.r~adya through the P. parisajja and Pkt. 
pii.sajja.s It is possible that these were "councillors/' members of a council or 
advisors of the king while the ameti were just officials. The distinction between 
them, however, is not clear from the inscriptions. In one example however the title 
ameti and paheja are used together.6 These inscriptions too are in the Anuradhapura 
kingdomJ 
Mahale 
There are only two specialised officials mentioned in the inscriptions and mahale is 
one. This is a title and has been translated as "chief secretary"(mahii. lekhaka) . In the 
inscription, which is at Moneragala (Buttala Vadira~a Korale, UP) he grants certain 
lands to a vihiira.s However, this cannot refer to any other than " the chief secretary" 
of the king a t Anuradhapura. The grant being made so far away from the capital 
probably indicates how far the direct authority of the king extended. 
7 
CJS.I, p ?? (Nos.379, 380); AIC, p 47 (N o.80); AIC, pp 30, 75 (No.21); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. II (tmpubd.) 
191,104]; C]S.I, p 23 (No.384). 
Infra. pp 195-196. 
Supra, p 52 . . 
AIC, p 50 (N o.95); CJS.ll, p 22 {Nos.379, 380); AlC, p 47 (No.80); AIC, pp 41, 76, 110 (No.61); AIC, p 
47 (No.80); AlC, pp 30, 75 (No.21); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. ll (tmpubd.) 149, 191,99, 104]; C]S.II, p 191 
(No.548); [EN, (1991) p 76, No.20]; EZ.lli, pp 247-251 (No. 26a); EZ.III, pp 172-188 (No.17). 
EZ.III, p 182. 
EZ.III, pp172-188 (No.l7). 
Ibid. CJS.II, p 110 (No.440). 
CJS.ll, p 23 (No.384). 
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Bat/.akariya1 
This is the other specialised official, and the title has been translated as "treasurer" 
(bhiint/.agiirika) . He appears in an inscription at Perumaiyankulam, and rendered as 
"keeper of the royal store."2 There is just the hint of a council in the title paheja. The 
word is etymologically connected with pari$ad which means a "council." But there is 
no direct reference to a council. If there was a "council" it could only have been an 
advisory body at this time. 
Provincial Government 
The next aspect of government to be organised and extended was provincial 
administration. The section on kingship in the last period dealt with the various 
powers that ruled over Ceylon.3 These powers were gradually eliminated or 
subordinated and in its place a system of provincial government more directly 
under the control of the maharaja was set up. The inscriptions provide only a fleeting 
glimpse of this system. But it is representative of the tendencies of the time. 
The system of rajas within the Anuradhapura kingdom disappeared but we are at a 
loss to know what took its place.4 The answer may lie in the increased number of 
ministers mentioned in the inscriptions. 
Outside the Anuradhapura kingdom a few inscriptions show the provincial 
government at work. The Vallipuram gold plateS mentions Vasabha as king and 
next Amete lsigiraye as the governor of Nakadiva (Nagadipa). The term used to 
express this idea of governorship is bujameni which means "to enjoy." This area 
which included the Jaffna peninsula was therefore a province with a governor under 
the maharajas at Anuradhapura. It is also interesting to note that the vihiira which 
according to this inscription was established, was at badakara atana. This can be 
interpreted as "the place of the treasury."6 This phrase may therefore shed light on 
the chief function of the provincial governor for we can suppose that the vihtira was 
built at the place where the Amete Isigiraye lived. 
Supra, pp 52-53. 
z EZ.l, pp 66-74 (No.6); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt.l (1983) 451. 
3 Supra, pp 16-26; Supra, pp 35-41. 
4 Supra, pp 22-24. 
s EZ.JV, pp 227-237 (No.29); {JC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 53]. 
6 ft should be noted however that badakara is here used without the cerebral whence only this could 
be given the interpretation suggested above. Paranavitana however derives the term from the P. 
bhadda gara or badda kara and is to be taken as a place name. The above interpretation however 
seems apt and may be compared with niyamatana. EZ.lV, p 235. 
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Another inscription of the second century AD from Tissamaharama in the south1 
mentions a Rohar;a Bojaka. Since bojaka and bujameni (used of Amete lsigiraye) have 
the same origin, it is quite likely that the person addressed thus had the same status 
in Roha.r:ta as Amete Isigiraye had in the north. Roha.r:ta too was therefore a province 
governed by an official. Unfortunately we do not know anything more about them. 
The relationship between the maharaja and these provincial governors is partly 
revealed by two inscriptions of Gajabahu referred to earlier, where he grants to the 
sm1gha the customs from a southern port2 and fines from courts in two southern 
townships.3 The word bunjati used in expressing the position held by the governor 
shows that they "enjoyed" part at least of the revenue from these provinces. This is 
the usual meaning conveyed by the word. 
Local Government 
The third direction in which the king extended his administration was down 
towards the people.4 The movement must naturally have been more complete in the 
Anuradhapura kingdom which was directly under the king. As with the rajas in the 
provinces, the gradual disappearance of gamakas and parumakas from the 
inscriptions, at least indicates that they did not hold the important place which once 
was theirs.s But there is little evidence of the officials who should have taken their 
place. These people may have continued with diminished lustre but there is no 
evidence about them in the inscriptions. 
It is possible that some of the ametes were local officials.6 But there is one title used 
by some of the donors of gifts which may belong to such intermediary officials. 
Ratiya is a title derived probably from the Skt. rii$fra which means "country" or 
"territory." It appears about four times in the inscriptions under review7 and was 
probably the title given to an official of some territory. It also appears in the form 
ratilal.B 
From the Thilparama inscription of Gajabahu9 we know that there was at 
Anuradhapura an official called nalalra ga1Jalal, translated as "city accountant." In 
this inscription he exchanges a grant, already made by the king to a vihiira, for the 
CJ$.11, p 24 (No.391); [See, IC, Vol. fl, Pt. I (1983) 48]. 
CJS.il, p 197 (No.586); [IC, Vol. II, Pt.l (1983) 67). 
3 ASCAR, 1934,571, p 18; [IC, Vol . II, Pt. I (1983) 64). 
Supra, p 52; Supra, pp 49-50. 
Supra, pp 56-60. 
Supra, p .32. 
7 CJS.Il, p 215 (No.676); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. JI (mtpubd.) 103]. 
B CJS.ll, p 218 (No.696); [EN, (1991) p 79, No. 1; IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 177A]. 
9 EZ.In, pp 114-119 (N o.6); [lC, Vol. n, Pt. I (1983) 60]. 
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dakapati of the Nakara-vaviya. This is aJl we have in the inscriptions of the city's 
administration. 
Another title which may have a similar connotation is macfabi.t But it is not possible 
to say what office or station he held . 
Cata Lagita 
There is just one reference2 to an emblem pertaining to the king. The date in the 
inscriptions is always calculated in regnal years dating from the accession of the 
king. This inauguration of a reign is expressed in the phrase cata lagita,3 translated as 
"raising the umbrella of dominion." It may actually refer to the umbrella ca rried 
over the head of the king as an emblem of royalty. 
Dating 
There was no attempt made in the last period to give a recognised date to any 
inscription. But sometimes the name of the king reign ing at the time the record was 
inscribed, served as a date. Most of the private inscriptions cannot be dated except 
palaeographically but a few give the name of the king who was ruling.4 These are 
exceptional. The inscriptions of kings were au tomatically dated because they always 
gave the name of the king and sometimes with the genealogy. But these kings 
cannot always be identified. These names were given to signify the donor and not to 
serve as a date for the inscriptions. These same remarks hold good for the early part 
of this period too. Of the private inscriptions the VaWpuram gold plateS gives 
names of the ruling king and the governor who administered Nakadiva. (Maharaja 
Vahayaha -rajehi Amete Isigiraye Nakadiva bujameni). 
The earliest attempt of dating an inscription among the inscriptions used in this 
study is in the Vessagiri inscription of Sirinaga II6 which reads ... Sirimeka Maharajaha 
cata lagitaka vijaya (do) avana (ka va) sahi Bagu cada ava masa tatiya paka divasi patakaya .... 
This has been translated as " the third day of the fortnight of the waning moon of the 
month of Baga in the second victorious year after the raising of the umbrella of 
dominion." After this time, most of the royal inscriptions contain some type of date 
though all a re not as complete as the one just mentioned. The Jetavanarama 
EZ.I Il, p 256; qs.m, p 222 (No.723). 
CA.ill, p 207. There is a reference to a crown (o!tmu) but it is a doubtful reading and there arc no 
other references to a crown in this early period . [EN, (1991) p 89, No.19]. 
3 EZ.IV, pp 218-228 (Nos.27,28); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 105,108]; EZ.ill, pp 172-188 (No.17); 
EZ.lV, pp 285-296 (No.37). 
AC, p 442 (Nos.56, 57); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 836, 963]. 
s EZ.IV, pp 227-237 (No.29); (IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 53]. 
D EZ.IV, pp 218-222 (No. 27); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. ll (unpubd.) 105]; EZ.N, p 222 n2. 
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Fragment of Mahasena,t the Debelgalpansala inscription of SirimeghavaJ:U:la 
Abhaya,2 and the Verago<;lagala inscription of Buddhadasa3 give dates. All the dates 
given are not complete for some give only the regnal year.4 
Private inscriptions from the time of Sirinaga II are variously dated. Some give the 
full date - which includes the name of the king, the regnal year, the month and the 
day. Examples of this are the Tilitbirivava inscription,5 the ToDigala inscription6 the 
Verago<;iagala inscription of Mahanama7 and the Nilagama rock inscription.s In 
these some give only the regnal year but others give the day and the month too. 
There are some unpublished inscriptions which we know give at least the name of 
theking.9 
This system of dating comprises the regnal year calculated from the accession of the 
king or "the raising of the umbrella of dominion." The words puviya and avanaka 
have been explained as having the meaning of " in the time of."lO The months are 
calculated on the lunar yearn and the days divided into the dark and bright 
fortnight marking the waxing and waning of the moon (avamasa, pu]Ja 11U1Sa). A palm 
dnvasa marks a complete day. The full moon is called the pohoyi davasi. The months 
mentioned in the inscriptions cited are Bagu (Baga),u Vapa,t3 Nikamaniya14 and 
Vesaka15 and these name the various moons (cada) of the year. 
EZ.TV, pp 2.73, 255 (No. 36) .... lw pat!amaka avtmnka vasalti pa!akaya ... [IC, Vol. I1, Pt. l1 (wrpubd.) 
111). 
2 AIC, pp 30, 74 (No.19); .. Mekava)Ja Abaya Maharaja catali ... ta ha!a maka aba calavada pttl',limasaha maha 
Bahu davasa .... 
CA.lll, p 207; Budadasa Mahasena Malwraja visi vani vasihi Kitaka atasa masa. [EN, (1991) p 89, No.18}. 
4 qs.n. p 104; qs.n. pp 103-113 (No.457); fEN, (1991) p 74, No.12]. 
5 EZ.TV, pp 223-228 (No.28); Puvaya Sirinaka Mnharajaha puta Raja Mekavm,1a Abayaha ea /a /agita do 
avanaka vasnhi Vapa cada pU1.tamasiya tedasa paka divase dini. [IC, VoL 11, Pt. 11 (mrpubd.) 108} 
EZ.ffi, pp 172-188 (No.17); puviya Malwsena Maharaja puta Sarimekavm:w Aba Mnha Rajnha cata 
lagitaka ti!Javanaka vasahi atovasahi Nikamaniya cada pw:tamasa dotasa paka divasa (divasa). 
CA. m, p 207. Puviya Mahanama Maharajahi otrmu visi vana vasihi.. .. (EN, (1991) p 89, No.19; Otunu 
lras bee11 read as ekttllll fo llowed by v isivmm vasilti, menniug tl1e ttirteteer~tlt year). 
s EZ.JV, pp 285-290 (No.37); puviya Mapurumu Budasa Da/i Mugalana Mnlra Rnj1 Apayihi cata lagi atama 
avanaka vasihi Vesaka cadahi amavesi pohmJ davasi. 
9 AIC, pp 30, 75 (No.21); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. 11 (tmpubd.) 104]; QSJI, pp 102, 126 (No.524); (EN, (1991) p 
76, No. 19]; C]S.n, pp 181,226 (No.750). 
10 EZ.Ill, p 179; EZ.ITI, p 181. 
u CA.Ill, p 207. Perhaps a reference to a solar month Kataka; [EN, (1991) p 89, No. 18]. 
u Skt. Bhaga. Mod.S. Bak; EZ.lV, p 222, n2. 
tJ Skt. Bhndrapada Mod. S.Vap. (Aug, Sept) Vapa; EZ.IV, p 228, No. 49. 
14 Mod. S. Niki11i. 
1.5 Skt. Vaisiikha Mod . 5. Vesak (Apr, May); EZ.IV. pp 285-296; No. 37. 
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ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS 
Introduction 
The economic institutions of the last period were largely based on the few available 
grants of land and tanks. One noticeable feature of the inscriptions of this period is 
the rapid increase in this type of grant. Besides this increase in nurnbers1 the greater 
details they furnish about the grant itself cover methods of land-tenure, water-rates, 
measurement, interest and capital etc. Therefore this section is m uch fuller than the 
corresponding sections of the last period. 
Though these inscriptions are fuller and available in larger numbers, yet they do not 
deviate very much from the form set in the last period. They are almost all grants of 
various types to the saitgha as a whole or to the vihiiras. Therefore the subjects on 
which material is available are much the same as before if the details are left out. 
Hence the trea tment of the subject necessarily follows the same pattern. This has the 
added advantage that comparisons can be made more easily. 
There are a few inscriptions which a re of unusual interest in that they deal with 
aspects not mentioned in the land grants or grants of tanks and canals. Four 
inscriptions from Vessagiri deal with the subject of slavery. A few inscriptions like 
that at Tol;ligala are grants but they record the deposit of money or grain so that the 
interest may be used year by year as a permanent grant. There are stray hints in this 
inscription about agriculture and also abou t the food taken at this time. 
The study will begin as before with a consideration of the viUage, its composition 
and the nature of the t ies that bound i t. This would largely be a study of economic 
terms which would have significance unless viewed in the light of the meanings the 
words themselves and the contexts in which they appear. Under this same head as 
economic terms, measures of area and capacity w m also be dealt with, because these 
terms are closely bound up with terms denoting the composition of the village. 
The next broad section comprises the study of all available evidence on agriculture, 
irrigation, labour, trade and commerce. Of economic activity there is very little 
evidence because the inscriptions are mostly grants. The TOJ)igala inscription is the 
source of much of the information there is on agriculhtre, but the grants of tanks and 
canals reveal such data on the subject of irrigation in the reference to water dues 
(dakapati). 
The last section is largely a continuation and corroboration of the section on 
''Property" and "Rights Over Land" of the last period.1 It begins witl1 an 
Supra, pp 69-75. 
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examination of the terms bojakapati, dakapati and kara in the light of these grants and 
the principles drawn from the study of the inscriptions of the last period. These 
largely support each other and complete the picture sketched earlier. 
The Village System 
It need hardly be said that the village continued to be the main unit of economic 
organisation for it continued as such for a very long time. They are often mentioned 
in the inscriptions and the .details of the grants often assume the village as the unit. 
Though there is hardly any data on the village as a political unit there is a 
considerable amount of material on the village as an economic unit. It is interesting 
therefore first to note the context in which these villages are mentioned in the 
inscriptions. They w ill amply testify the extent to which the village unit was the 
basic organisation of society. 
The village was never the subject of a grant as in the last period.1 The grant in this 
period was always the field or land measured from it. This may be explained in two 
ways. It may in the first place indicate that the village was no longer a unit of 
assessment and so could not be granted whole to anyone. It may also show at the 
same time that villages had expanded and that now the interest centred in the fields. 
The most usual way in which the villages are mentioned in inscriptions is when the 
donor identified the field he was granting as situa ted in a certain village which he 
mentions by name. Fields therefore were mostly identified by the village in which 
they were situa ted even though the field was given a name. Sometimes however the 
name of the field alone was given. We have then to assume that the field had gained 
sufficient importance as to be known solely by the name. Examples of this kind such 
as ... Tiragama Atanehiya tihalaka karisehz'2 ... may also be found in the Tammannakanda 
inscription} the Veragala inscription4 and the Angunukola-vihara inscription.5 
Sometimes the field takes the name of the village. This is easily seen in those 
instances where the suffix gama is retained. Fields named in this manner are 
Sivagamaketa, Satigamaketa6 etc. Particularising a field thus, implies perhaps that the 
village had just one stretch of field attached to it. The names of a large number of 
There 1s only one possible exception to this among the inscriptions studied. The Vessagiri 
inscription of Sirinaga ll; (EZ.IV, pp 218-222 (No.27); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I1 (unp11bd.) 105], contains the 
grant pat# pasagi Ke1J.ahisagama Ma(~ti)knra gamaka vavi A .... This may mean that both the village and 
the tank were granted or that one was within or near the other. Supra, pp 51, 62. 
EZ.I, pp 66-74 (No.6); [IC, Vol. IL Pt. I (1983) 45]. 
a AIC, pp 40, 76 (No.SSb); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 72]. 
AIC, pp 41, 76 (No.58b); {JC, Vol.II, Pt. U (unpubd.) 1478). 
s AIC, pp 43,76 (No.67); [EZ.VII, 1984, pp 111-113, No. 85]. 
AIC, p 76 (No.54). 
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fields which do not contain the word gama may have taken their names from the 
village. We cannot be sure which of these names were taken from villages and 
which names belonged to the fields only, some indeed must have derived their 
names from villages. 
Tanks too though they may have had names of their own often took the name of the 
village. These tanks may be either small village tanks which received the name of 
the village they served or larger tanks deriving their name from the villages near 
which they were situated. We can be sure only of these names where the suffix gama 
is added such as in Kubigamika-vavi, Visalagamika-vavi,' Maryikaragamika-vavi2 and 
Prmagamaka-vavi.J Some of the names of tanks without the word gama attach.ed may 
also have derived their names from villages. 
Vihtiras similarly had the names of villages and these too can be identified only 
when the word gama is attached. Names such as Mahagama-raja-maha-vihara.4 
Nilagnma Tisa-arami-raja-rnaha-viharas and Kajaragarna-raji-maha vahera6 occur in the 
inscriptions. 
Even people were sometimes identified by the village in which they resided or from 
which they came. When the word is placed in the locative it can be identified as the 
name of a village even without the word gama. Examples of these are Abagamayahi 
vasana Patisalala/ Dubalagamakaha Upalakaha Tera,B Latakatalahi oluvaqu PuyagonuJa9 
and Durusava vasana uluvaqu Boya-gonula.lo But sometimes the name of the village 
was tagged on as a personal name. It is then difficult to distinguish the name if the 
suffix gama was omitted. 
There is hardly any evidence of a unit of land larger than the village and less than 
the kingdom governed by a king or a governor. There does not seem to be any 
uniform area but there are certain districts which may have names such as Vilwra-
bijakan mentioned several times and Majata-gamarya ... hiya .... 12 
EZ.I, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. II, Pt.II (tmpubd.) 96]. 
EZ.LV, pp 218-222 (No.27); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I1 (unpubd.) 105]. 
3 AIC, p 39 (No.52); [lC, Vol. 11, Pt. II (unpttbd.) 138]. 
ATC, pp 43, 76 (No.67); [EZ. VII, 1984, pp 111-113, No. 85]. 
s EZJV, pp 285-290 (No.37). 
EZ.m, pp 216-219 (No.21b); [EZ. VI, p 215, No. 42]. 
EZ.JV, pp 128-136 (No. lS.iii). 
s AIC, p 46 (No.79); [JC, Vol. I (1970) 1187]. 
9 EZ.IV, pp 128-136 (No.lS). 
10 ibid. (No.15 (2)). 
11 EZ.l, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. II (rmpubd.) 96]; EZ.I, pp 58-65 (No.S); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I 
(1983) 22]; AIC, pp 51, 77, 112 (No.98); Mhv.XVTT: 59. 
12 EZ.I, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt.ll (unpubd.) 96]. 
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The names Mat:~ikara-gama (Jeweller's village)1 and U)ivavi (brick tank)2 if it has 
derived its name from a village may refer to occupational villages where all the 
residents follow one occupation. Such villages are common in India. The 
Mahavarhsa too contains stray inferences to such villages.3 
Towns 
These do not fall within the village system but in practice they differ very little from 
the villages. Towns too had their tanks and the fields from which its inhabitants 
derived sustenance.4 They were called towns by virtue of their size, importance or 
position..<> which made them centres of the little trade and bargaining that was 
carried on. They are few and the word used for these was always nakara and were 
sometimes indirectly introduced. Such names are Palinakaraka-vaviyas Mahilakanakaraka ... 
Makalakanakaraka6 ... and Rntavahanaka.7 
But the town foremost among them all was undoubtedly Anuradhapura. But this 
name is not used in the inscriptions. Instead it is always referred to as "the city" 
(nakara) . This is clear from the site of the inscriptionss (Thuparama slab inscription). 
This same inscription refers to Nakara-vaviya probably the present Nuvaravava. 
There are other interesting details about Anudidhapura. The Tor;tigala9 and 
Labuatabandigala inscriptions10 show that Anuradhapura had "four quarters" at the 
four cardinal points. The two relevant sentences are Nakarahi utarapasahi 
Kn!ahumanaka niyamatana and (Nakamhi pa) jina pasahi Mahatabaka niyamatana. These 
references to the four quarters (pasa) are too vague to su pply any definite conclusion. 
But ancient cities of India had four gates at the four quarters and these were usually 
busy markets.11 In this context they may be just direction from the city as pacj.i-
pasahi-Ke1Jahisagama in the Vessagiri inscription of Sirinaga nu seems to convey. But 
the mention of niyamatanas (nigama)13 where money was deposited inclines to the 
belief that they were either suburbs or marketplaces at the £our gates of the city.14 
EZ.N. pp 218-222 (No.27); [IC, Vol.II (unpubd.) 105]. 
2 AIC, p 39 (No.52); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. U (rmpubd.) 138]. 
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Composition of Villages 
In the absence of any inscriptions dealing directly wi th a village it is not possible to 
say anything definite about any vi ll age. But we can say from the numerous 
references to lands and fields what a village was normally composed of. These do 
not apply to any one particular village and further this being an age of transition, 
there may have been on the outskirts of the kingdom villages which were more 
compact and less developed than those near the centre where they had to support a 
heavier population. 
A significant- development in the inscriptions of this period is that measured land 
and fields are much more commonly met with than villages. This shows that 
probably the villages had grown larger and that fields h ad become more important 
than the village unit itself. The village continued to be an economic unit as seen by 
the many references to it but the field had become the unit by which the villages 
were assessed. 
lt was seen earlier1 that the village consisted of fields, the people and thei r dwellings 
and that the dwellings clustered round the fields and the irrigation works that 
sustained them. It can be easily seen h ow when the village expanded it was 
naturally the extension of the cultivated area, which in turn was de termined by the 
flow of water. 
The study of the terms usually employed to denote fields must necessarily precede 
any attempt to reconstruct the village of this period. Some of these have been met 
with before. 
Kubara 
Though this term has appeared before it was not possible to study it for lack of 
examples. Its similarity with the modern word kwf1bura has already been noticed.2 
The word Le; quite common in the inscriptions of this period. There is little doubt 
from the context that this applies to a field from which produce was derived. But its 
usage is different from the other words which denote a field or cultivable area. 
In the first place, in none of the numerous examples is the word attached to a proper 
name in order to denote a particular field. It will be seen later that keta, viya and 
vevasara were used in this manner. It would appear from this that the k11bura was too 
Supra, pp 63-64. 
2 Ibzd. 
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small an area to have a name of its own or that it did not apply to a field but to the 
soil. 
This is borne out by the fact that kuburas were marked out from larger fields just as 
land was measured from them by kllrisas. Examples of this are Navahagama ketahi 
cetahi lazrihi kuba.re,1 Ma]Jilazra viyn ceta kubara,2 Gnnnvi kntiyrzya ceta kubara3 and 
.. . Gamakn saga kubara ata lazrihaka.4 But though kubnras were marked from larger areas 
and were never named, the extent of the kubara was very often given in karisrzs. It 
appears as de katiha kubara,5 karihaka kubara6 and do karihalaz kubare.7 A kubara of U 
karisas is perhaps impli.ed in another inscription,s (dolasa karihi ea dopati ea uta kubara). 
Kubams were therefore not all of the same extent. 
Sometimes kariha is used just in the same sense as kttbara without the latter word, 
marking out land from ketas or other fields, as of the phrases ceta kariha and ceta 
kubara and the measuring out of karihakas.9 In this connection the phrase already 
referred to Navnhagmna ketahi cetnlzi karihi kubare is extremely interesting and equally 
vague. 
From the above comparison it is possible to explain kubara as " land" as opposed to 
" field" or the stretch of fields which marked the cul tivated extent of land. Kubara 
pertains to land or soil or if the modern meaning h as any bearing, the area within 
raised ground called niyara which retains the water for wet-field cultivation. The 
field would then be an area which has already defined boundaries and so has a 
name, while kubura is just "land" that has to be measured from it in lazrisas or other 
measures of extent. This meaning is to some extent supported by a closer 
associa tion of kubura with soil or the quality of the land in a few expressions used in 
the inscriptions. The phrase uta kubarnlo has been translated as "field of the best 
quality." An inscription at Vac;ligaJa contains the expression pahar;n kubara.l1 This 
can be translated as "rocky field." There are a few other obscure expressions for 
which no satisfactory tran.c;lations have been given. These are maduka kubaYa,l2 ceta 
AIC, p 40 (No.53); (Navahagama ketahi cetahi kariili kugare, Nichola~); [lC, Vol.ll, Pt. fl (u11pubd.) 
189). 
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" AIC. pp 40, 76 (No.54). 
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kubara,I cet;a kubara,Z caka kariha caka ama1J£lta kubara,3 saga kubara ata karihaka4 and 
yataka kubara.s It is not possible to say whether ceta and cet;a, and saga are connected 
in any way with cait:t;a and sangha. Etyrnologically they can be thus derived. Caka 
ama~za-ata kubara can mean a kubara which can be sown with or which produces caka 
ama1fa of grain. It is not possible to decide what it means. 
Karihaka 
This is derived from kariha or karisa which is a term of land measurement.6 But as 
used in some of these inscriptions it contains the additional meaning of "a plot of 
land." As seen already it occurs sometimes along with kubara where the extent was 
given in karisas. But sometimes kubara was dropped and karihaka was used instead? 
1t was used quite often in this sense in the singular as part of a larger field. It is 
possible that wet-field cultivation was carried on in fields measuring a karisa or two 
karisas each bounded by raised paths (niyara). This would facilitate measurement 
and would give an added meaning to the term karihaka . lt would then mean a small 
plot of land which measures a karisa. Ktlrisa has also been used as a measure of 
capacity.s Therefore, this phrase can also mean a plot of land that can be sown with 
a karisa of grain. It is this area which later became fixed by use and denoted a 
measurement of area. 
Keta 
Perhaps the commonest term used in the inscriptions for "field" is keta. lt was 
common in the last period9 and is no doubt related to the modern word keta also 
used for "field." This was usually a large stretch of land which took its name from 
the village of which it was part or from the tank from whiCh it derived its water. The 
meaning of this term therefore is not quite clear. It is possible that the derivation of 
the word may provide some clue though words change their meaning in course of 
time. It is possible that these were fields through which water flowed and it is also 
Ibid. AIC, pp 52-77, 112 (No.102); [EN, (1991) pp 75-76, No.19]; AJC. pp 40, 76 (No.55); [IC, Vol. II, 
Pt.l (1983) 72];, AIC, p 44 (No.69). 
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possible that they were fields closely attached to ve:vas. They can even mean some 
sort of canal though there are other terms for canals and anicuts.l 
The word has been translated by Paranavitana as "wet lands" equivalent to maqabim 
in modem Sinhalese. These refer to the "midlands" attached to the vavi standing 
most probably below the tank and watered by it.2 
The Habarar:ta rock inscription3 contains two terms similar to this. They are mulasara 
and divasara and pertain probably to fields. But it is not possible to give any exact 
meaning to these words till the inscription is properly edited.4 
Viya 
The term occurs more frequently than vevasara. This too has not been satisfactorily 
explained though, to judge from the context, it is a word similar in meaning and 
usage to vevasara. The suffix 'vi' which terminates the names of many fields is 
probably the same as viya. 
It is clear that this word is closely connected both with fields and with the source of 
water supply. The word keta was sometimes used along with viya as in Sitataviya 
keta,.s Tulataraviya keta,6 and Talaviya keta .... 7 Such examples are Navahagama ketas 
Batigama keta,9 Sivagama keta,to Navavavi keta.11 Keta is also said with the term viya as 
in Talaviya keta,12 Pumavavi keta,13 Sitataviya keta. 
There are various other names without the words gama, vavi and viya14 where keta 
appears alone. 
It is therefore easy to visualise the keta as a stretch. of fields which may have 
composed the cultivable area of a village or which was watered by a tank and so was 
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situated below the bund. It often appears with the term viyal and indicates that the 
fields lay below that particular viya or were watered by it. The fact that these ketas 
had names points to defined boundaries. Grants when made from these were 
measured out in kuburas (plots of fields) and knrisas. It may so happen sometimes 
that a whole field was granted. 
Gama 
This word commonly denotes a village and is seldom used in the sense of field. 
Thus ketas and viyas are said to be situated within the village or were attached to 
them. Keta was just a ttached to the name of the villagel or were attached to them. 
But gama in a few instances was used in the sense of a field. These may have been 
small villages where all the cultivated area comprised the one unit in the village. In 
this particular inscription karihas are marked out from the villages as Batagamaknhi 
Patagamakahi ceta karihi ... etc.3 
There can be no rrtistake that the words so far dealt with refer to " fields" or "land" 
which were cultivated. But there are two other terms which do not lend themselves 
to any easy interpretation. The chief difficulty about them is that their dakapati 
(water rates) is mentioned. Therefore they may not indicate land or land onJ y. This 
is not such a difficulty as may be supposed a t first for dakapati can be used of land. 
As dakapati is used of them these are important for the study of the irrigation system 
too. The two terms referred to are vevasara and viya. 
Vevasara 
One clear example of the use of this term is to be found in the Nagirikanda rock 
inscription.4 It mentions the Mahagariya vevasara, Cugariya vevasara, Kabube vevasara 
and Ka~canaka pulasara ce veva ce. It is obvious from the word veva that this has some 
close connection with tanks and that the separation of veva and sara in the last of the 
examples shows that veva was not integral to the term. Vevasara cannot be identified 
with veva for terms such as these were not duplicated. The grant comprised of the 
bejipeta of these. This in itself gives no meaning to vevasara because bojakapti was 
used of tanks too.s The grant further remits the dakapeta of these vevasaras. Dakapati 
when interpreted as "dues" paid for the use of water can mean either the dues paid 
for the water which flowed into the vevasara from a tank or dues for water which 
Supra, p 163. 
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flowed from the vevasara to other fields.1 The remittance (kacf.aya) of the dakapeta 
favours the former meaning though as will be seen later2 it does not make the 
meaning of the grant quite clear. 
Keta also appears with the shortened vi as in Tulataravi keta,3 Paravi keta, Pumanavi 
keta, BammJavi keta etc.4 Ka1·isas too were sometimes marked from it as grants. 
Expressions such as sagaviye ceta karihi5 also appear to show that this term is 
connected with fields that could be measured. 
The use of the terms dakapati and bojakapati may not oi themselves establish the 
meaning of the term viya for they are used with both vevasara and vava used of viya 
in the Thliparama inscription6 and the Ruvanvali-dagaba inscription.? The Habassa 
rock inscriptions grants a canal (Ulibikala a!i) along with the three viyas. 
It must be clear from this that viyas could either be a type of field similar to vevasaras 
from which land was measured out or some sort of tank. The use of the term along 
with keta can on the one hand mean that these were wet lands especially as dakapati 
is used of them. On the other hand it is unlikely that the two terms vi or viya and 
keta could both mean fields as they are placed alongside each other. It is used 
secondly i.n a context very similar to viiva as in the Habassa rock inscription and vi 
and viya used along with keta can refer to the lands which spread out below the 
bunds of these tanks. When used with the name of the lands from which fields were 
measured it probably acquired a secondary meaning for the lands below the tank 
and was used along with keta. We cannot from this data say what difference there 
was between viya and veva.9 
The Economic Organisation of the Village 
There was no change at all in the basis of the village organisation which was 
depicted for the preceding period.1o They were largely isolated units with the 
village tank or perhaps a larger one from which they drew their water and the 
village fields as the centre. Round this arose the dwellings of the people for the even 
flow of the water fixed the positions of the tanks and the fields. 
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The tank and the field still remained the basis of the village. But when an expandillg 
economy made the expansion of production necessary this single pattern of village 
life was broken. Two distinct changes which are closely linked may be discerned. 
The first an expansion of the fields. It was possible before, to consider the village as 
a unit because it was largely supported by one stretch of fields. Even in this period 
there is one example of land measured from villages. But it is true to say that fields 
become the uni ts of cultivation and villages were sometimes composed of a number 
of fields. This process cannot be traced directly from the inscriptions. 
The other change was the development of irrigation facilities. Some of the village 
tanks may have been enlarged to meet the new requirements of production. But the 
most important development was perhaps the linking of these to n1ore permanent 
sources of water such as storage tanks and rivers. The greater emphasis on tanks, 
canals, anicuts and storage tanks and also on those fields such as viyas1 and vevasaras 
through which perhaps water flowed to other fields, is sufficient evidence for this 
change. This again would break down the isolation of each village and link all 
cul tivation by the dues called dnlazpati2 on water. 
It must not be supposed however that these changes were uniform throughout the 
whole island. The records are insufficient to trace these movements, but the changes 
developed first in the more populous areas near the capitals where pressure on 
production was greatest and where the authority and power of the kings made large 
irrigation projects possible. Those villages w hich lay away from the high roads of 
civilisation may have preserved their isolation for a much longer period. 
Agricu lture 
The ToQigala inscription of the reign of Sirimeghava QQa Abhaya3 gives us all the 
material we have on this little known aspect of economic life. It records that the son 
of a certain minister deposited a quantity of grain with a guild. This was to be lent 
at each harvest as seed paddy. This quantity of grain was to serve as capital and the 
interest from it, also in grain was to be used for the Ariyavasa festival. The kinds of 
food to be set before the monks were given in detail. 
Three types of grain in varying quantities were deposited as capital. The inscription 
runs de haktuf.n dnsn amniJ!lka vi ica sa ama~Jt~ka udi ica bayali dasa ama7J-a ica. These have 
been translated to mean paddy (vi), maize? (u7J-du and udi in the inscription) and beans 
Supra, pp 162-163. 
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(bayali).1 Three harvests are mentioned for the paddy and the rate of interest is set 
down. 
The three harvests mentioned are named pitadat:ia hasa, aka/a hasa and made hasa.2 The 
pitadat:ia hasa was the main harvest, and corresponds to the maha harvest today.3 The 
word used in the inscription has become obsolete. But we can identify this harvest 
easily because the other two harvests can be easily identified. The next is nkala hasa 
and has been interpreted as a-ka.la or "out-of-season." The modern word yala has 
been derived from th.is word.4 The made hasa can then be identified as "the middle" 
harvests Th.is is not known in large parts of Ceylon where the harvest depends on 
the ra.infall. When a permanent supply of water is available from tanks a harvest in 
between the main harvest is p ossible. This indicates a considerable development in 
irrigation facilities. Another fact of interest is that perhaps the fields were graded 
according to their productive capacity. Uta kubara and utaviya6 already noticed 
points in this direction. So also the phrase pahnr;a kttbura7 and the other expressions 
wh.ich h ave not been translated so far.8 
Measurement (Extent): Karisa 
The commonest term of measurement in the inscriptions is karisa because land was 
so often measured by this when granted to the smigha. It was met with even in the 
preceding period9 and the MahiivmilsalO contains several references to th.is measure. 
The origin of th.is word has to be traced to classical antiquity.ll It was first a measure 
of capacity equal to four ama1Jns. It became a term for land measurement when land 
was measured not by extent but by its production capacity. Thus a karisn of land 
was that extent which could produce a karisa of grain. This extent however became 
gradually fixed . In the inscriptions of this period it is u sed only as a term of land 
measurement with one possible exception. But the phrase cannot be satisfactorily 
EZ.ill, pp 184-185. "This occurs in classical Sinhalese literature as biynli, both alone and in 
conjunction with mrmg11 (Skt. mudga) in the word munbiyali. It occurs in the Eppavala inscription 
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translated. It reads caka kariha caka mnaJJata kubara. 1 But karisa acquired various 
shades of meaning at this time. 
It was in the first place used to measure out karisas from fields as in Mahale ketakahi 
do!osa karilu"l ... and Gamaka ketahi saga kubara nta karilzaka.3 But some times very much 
larger extents were granted. These were not marked out from any particular field 
and they usually contain the form kiri. Three inscriptions from the south contain 
these large grants. The Tissamahararna slab4 reads paca sahasaka kiri, catara sahasaka 
kiri and nava sahasaka kiri; the inscription of Mahada!i Mahanas reads ata daha (sa); 
and the Kirinde inscription6 ata dasa karihi. The Habararya inscription7 from the 
Anuradhapura kingdom also contains these large extents, as do karihi sahasa ea caka 
catalisa karihi. When the small extents granted in a number of inscriptions are placed 
beside these, the contrast is surprising. It is possible that these two forms were used 
side by side in two different contexts- measuring small areas of land and large fields. 
Very often only one or two karisas are granted. The use of kubnra alongside may 
show that these were blocks of land of this extent. When used in this context, as 
seen earlier, the form karihaka was used and often, this was used alone. Examples of 
this are numerous. De karilw kubara,s kan1taka,9 pnlaketahi karihaka,IO do karihaka 
kubara,u saga kubara ata karihaka.I2 
A phrase which has not been satisfactorily interpreted is ceta kariha.tJ Ceta kubara 
already dealt with has probably the same or a similar meaning.14 This seems to have 
been marked out from vavi, viya and keta. The Alutgal-vihara inscription,ts reads 
Bikavaviya ceta karihi Sagaviye ceta karihi Talateravi ketalzi ceta karihi U/ivaviya ceta karihi 
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Batagamakahi Patagamakahi ceta karihi ... Maharukavavijahi ceta kari Cudasumana. gamahi 
ceta kari. Mahaka ... kahi. Cetiya kubara gamahi ceta karihi ... tat a gamakahi pata karihi1 and 
ataralti cetakn karihi.2 
As with Ceta kubara, it is possible to interpret this as a field dedicated to the cetiya. 
Bu t such an interpretation in this context, seems meaningless. It cannot be a number 
because there is no reason why this same number should be repeated.3 
Measurement: (Capacity) 
Measures of capacity seldom appear in the inscription, because there was no 
occasion to refer to them. The few instances where they are mentioned record the 
amount of grain deposited as capital and the interest which was the subject of the 
grant. There are only a few such inscriptions and only one has been published. 
Hakat/..a 
This measure is used in the Tol)igala inscription4 when it refers to two hakacjas and 
ten amat:tas. The form hakata in an unpublished inscription at GaHinda-vihara 
(Kurunagala district)5 is the same measure. This word is derived from the Pali sakata 
which means "a cart." In later writing it came to acquire the meaning of a measure 
of capacity. It would have at the beginning corresponded to "a cart load" and may 
have later been fixed to prevent variations. This seems to be the largest measure in 
this system and was equal to 20 amat:tas.6 The intermediate measure of karisa does 
not seem to have been used at this time.? The later form of the word is yii/a through 
the intermediate form yahaqa in the Eppavala inscription. a 
Ama7Ja 
This is much more common because it is a smaller measure. It is found in the 
Tor:tigala inscription9 up to ten ama7Jas and later up to 25. It is also to be found in the 
Piligamato and Nuvarakandall inscriptions. This measure was a twentieth part of a 
3 
5 
7 
<) 
10 
11 
AlC, pp 41, 76 (No.58b); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 1478]. 
AIC, pp 43, 76, 111 (No.67a); [IC, Vol.ll, Pt. II (rmpubd.) 165]. 
It is possible that this may have some significance for the grading of fields if karihi in the context 
means "a field" or " plot of Land" 
EZlii, pp 172-188 (No.17). 
EZ.Ill, p 184, S Paranavitana. 
CCC, pp 1-11. 
There is only one probable exception- caka kariha caka amanata kubara (AIC, pp 46, 77, 111 (No.77); 
[EN, (1991) p 39, No.7]. 
EZill, p 184, S Paranavitana. 
EZIII, pp 172-188 (No.17). 
AIC, pp 46,77.iii (No.77); [EN, (1991) p 39, No.7]. 
CJS.U, p 128 (No.S38). 
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haka4a and was divided into four pekacf.as.1 It corresponds to the Tamil form 
amma7Jam, and the modem Sinhalese amu7Ja. The Pall form ama7Ja, in addition to 
being a measw·e of capacity, has also the mea.rllng of "trough" used in the storing of 
grain. This as with haka4a shows the origin of the measure. 
Pekatf.a 
This occurs only in the Tol).igala inscription and is a fourth part of an amur:ra. This 
word has been traced to the Pall pitaka2 which means "basket." As a measure of 
capacity it meant "a basketful." The later Sinhalese form of the word is pii!a . and 
peya/a appears in the inscriptions as the intermediate form. 
Paranavi tana makes an interesting comment on the origin of these terms. These 
terms are instructive as the way in which the measures of capacity used in India and 
Ceylon had their origin. In primitive times commodities like grain were bought and 
sold in such natural terms of measurement as a "cart-load," a basket-fuJl," a 
"troughfuJ" and "handful." These of course could not have the precise value at 
every place and occasion in which they were used, and a considerable amount of 
uncertainty must have prevailed in the transaction of business. When the 
organisation of society was more developed and with the increase of trade, the 
precise values of these primitive terms of measurement were standardised and the 
relation which each of them bore to the other was fixed.J 
Food 
Here again it is only the Tol).igala inscription that contains a few references to food, 
for it lays down in the record itself what food had to be placed before the monks, 
according to the terms of the grant. Vi, udi, bayali translated as paddy, uildu and 
beans, which were given as seed grain were no doubt used as food. It may be 
inferred from the large quantity of paddy in proportion to the rest that rice was even 
then the staple diet. Of the food to be placed before the monks dana vata (odana 
vattmn) has been interpreted as "boiled rice."4 Of the other foods mentioned 
atarakajakll vata and ataraklljakll (pari) kara yapeni have been traced to antara khajjaka of 
the Pall and has been interpreted to mean "a meal taken before noon and after the 
morning gruel." The second phrase has been tentatively translated as "subsidiary 
dishes taken at atarakaja. "s These dishes are not specified. 
CCC, pp 1-11. 
2 EZ.ill, p 184, S Paranavitana. 
3 EZ.m , p 184. 
EZ.m, p 186. May also be translated as diina uafflllil meaning "alms." This does not however suit 
the context. 
5 EZ.lll, pp 186, 187. S Paranavitana. 
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After this appears a series of foods taken probably at the meal. These are di miya-
vaja1 (curd and honey), pe7J.i tila2 (sweets and sesame), buna tela3 (butter?), lo1J,a4 (salt), 
palahas (green herbs), vetayala6 (turmeric). These were to be given at the refectory for 
the monastery. 
Irrigation 
One of the factors which led to the gradual changes in the simple village economy of 
an. earlier day was the development of irrigation. This served both to extend the 
villages and to link them together thus breaking down to some extent their isolation. 
The existence of a middle harvest which depends on tank water only, speaks much 
for the development of irrigation facilities. But even without it the numerous 
references to tanks, storage tanks and canals are sufficient proof of the interest taken 
in the construction and maintenance of tanks. 
There are more grants of tanks and canals in this than in the preceding period. But 
they are not as many as the donations of fields and land. Of the various types of 
irrigation works which were granted, the tanks (vavi) are the commonest. lt is the 
same as the vapi of the last period.7 But now there are many grades of tanks and it is 
possible to group these tanks from the data given in the .inscriptions. 
A large number of tanks have names which give no clue as to their size such as 
Vatf.amanaka vavi,B Maharuka vavi,9 Agivalamana vaviya,1o Ati vaviyan and Ruka vaviya.12 
Some of these may be small tanks and some large tanks. But we know of the 
existence of small village tanks by the suffix gama though it is possible that some of 
these may be large tanks which took the name of the nearest village. Such examples 
are Kubigamika vavi,13 Visala gamika vavi14 and Ma7J.ikara. gamaka vavi.15 Two tanks 
di - skt.dadhi; Mod. S. di; miya- Skt. madlw; Mod. S. mi; (EZ.III, p 187). 
pei'Ji- P. phaJJila; Mod. S. piilli; (EZ.III, p 187). 
3 Probably duntel; rEZ.Ill, p 187). 
lo7Ja- Skt. lavana; (EZ.lll, p 187). 
Pala/uz - P. palasa; Mod. S. pala (EZ.III, p 187). 
Vetayala- Skt. vi!i- ala; an ingredient for curries and dyes (EZ.m, p 187). 
1 Su pra, pp 6n-67. 
H EZ.I, pp 208-211 (No.18); (IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 61]. 
AIC, pp 41, 76 (No.58b); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. ll (tmpubd.) 147B]. 
Ul AlC, pp 41, 76, 110 (No.61); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 99]. 
11 !bid. 
12 AlC, pp 51, 77, 112 (No.98). 
13 EZ.l, pp 252-259 (No22); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 96]. 
14 ibid. 
15 EZ.IV, pp 218-222 (No.27); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 105]. 
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were named after cities: Palinakara vavi1 and Naknra vaviya2 (at Anuradhapura). The 
latter we know was a large tank. Some of the tanks were definitely large and 
merited the prefix maha. These must h ave been specially large tanks. These tanks 
are Komatala mahm.1avi,3 S11mita mahavavi4 and Tulahaka mahavavi.s The last is dnna vavi 
translated as "storage tanks." Not many of these appear in the inscriptions. [t is also 
possible that all storage tanks were not called dana vavi but had names of their own 
and vavi. An example of this is Mnhabati dana vavi.6 Another example of a large tank 
is the Viharabija vaviya.7 According to the Jetavanarama inscription, Viharabija was a 
large district within which were situated other tanks.s It is possible that there was a 
system by which areas were served from large tanks situated within the district. 
These were not the only irrigation works constructed. As soon as larger tanks and 
storage reservoirs were built the task of tapping rivers and connecting tanks must 
have presented itself. There are several references to canals both large and small. 
Ali has been translated as "canal" and forms the subject of grants even in the last 
period.9 The word seems to have another form aqi. The Habassa rock inscription 
records a donation of a canal and three tanks (viya). 10 The Vessagiri inscription of 
Sirinaga II11 makes a grant of small canals along with a tank. 
These canals had a value in themselves quite apa rt from the tanks and the fields 
which they linked. It was possible to derive income from a canal without possessing 
or deriving income from the tank which supplied it water or the field to w hich the 
water was supplied. It is possible that one person derived the benefit of them all 
together. But the mention of canals separately show that they were distinct from the 
tanks and the fields. 
Avara7Ja 
This term appears in the Jetavanarama inscription in the phrases - Mnhani/a darakn 
avam1Ja and Micataki vavi... avnra1Ja.12 The record here is fragmentary but the term 
has been transla ted as anicut." This was a dam across a river to direct the water into 
canals for irrigation. 
EZ.I, pp 66-74 (N o.6); [IC, Vol.ll, Pt. I (1983) 45]. 
EZJII, pp 114-119 (No. 6); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 601. 
EZ.I, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. Il (unpubd.) 96]. 
Ibid. 
AIC, pp 28, 73, 110 (No.8); {IC, Vol. IT, Pt. I (1983) 66]. 
~ EZ.T, pp 252-259 (No.22); {IC, Vol. IT, Pt. I1 (unpubd.) 96]. 
AIC, pp 51, 77, 112 (No.98). 
EZ.I, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. n Pt. 11 (un[ubd.) 96]. 
Supra, p p 67 -n8. 
1t1 EZ.IV, pp 213-217 (No.26); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 57]. 
11 EZ.IV, pp 218-222 (No.27); me-ate ntarisaha cucja acfaya vavc ga (na) ki en [IC, Vol. fl, Pt. n (wrp ubd.) 105]. 
12 EZ.£, pp 254-257 (No.22); [TC, Vo l. II, Pt. IT (rmprrbd.) 96]. 
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Viya 
Viyn can be taken as a "tank" though we do not know how it differed from viiva.1 It 
appears often in the records. The last link in this chain of water supply was 
sometimes a field. It is possible that after a field is irrigated the excess water flows 
through it to other fields. This happens quite often today where the same system of 
cultivation is followed. The use of the termed dakapati (water rates) with fields such 
as vevasara and probably viya can be interpreted in this light. These terms have 
already been considered .2 They derived income from this water in the same manner 
as the proprietor of a canal derived income from the canal. 
The Jetavanarama inscription3 gives a birds-eye-view of a continuous irrigation 
system and is of particular interest. It mentions two mahavavis, a danavavi, eight 
smaller vavis which include two gamaka-vavis and lastly two avaralfas. 
The king's responsibility to supply water and store it against the dry seasons has 
already been discussed.4 There is little doubt that the larger tanks were constructed 
later and that village tanks perhaps go back to the very beginning of agriculture. 
These probably were a local responsibility. But there is no record in the inscriptions 
of the construction of tanks as there is in the Mahiivamsa. It was not the practice to 
record the fact of their construction on stone. But there is a reference to the dredging 
of a tank before it was granted.5 Gajabahu the king of this inscription is said to have 
spent five thousand kahava1faS for the purpose.6 
The study of the terms bojakapati and dakapati as used of tanks, canals and fields, 
served the economic link which held this system together. This wiil be undertaken 
later.7 It is clear however that both kings and people made these grants and that 
sometimes the grant took the form of a remittance of these dues. They imply that 
both king and people derived income from these irrigation works. The nature of this 
income too will be discussed along with the term dakapati.s 
Trad e an d Commerce 
There is more material now to illumine this aspect of economic life than before but 
still they are at best incidental references, and are by no means a full account of trade 
and commerce. 
Supra, pp 162-163. 
2 Supra, pp 163-166. 
3 EZ.I, pp 254-257 (No.22); [IC, Vol. n, Pt. II (rmprtbd.) 96). 
Supra, pp 148-149. 
3 EZ.I, pp 208-211 (No.l8); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. l (1983) 61]. 
o Supra, p 148. 
7 Infra, pp 179-197. 
8 Infra, pp 183-187. 
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Though the economy of the country has shown much development, it need not 
necessarily have been followed by the increase of trade. But the inscriptions provide 
hardly any material on trade or on money transactions. Perhaps a large part of the 
exchange of goods that went on was done by the process of barter though money 
transactions are not unknown. 
The reference to customs duties (suka) of the port called Gocf.aviiya in the south has 
already been noted. 1 It is quite likely that such duties were charged at all the ports 
along the coast and that it formed part of the king's revenue. 
Of money transactions such as selling and buying there are only two examples. The 
Nagarikanda inscription2 records that Kumaradasa bought (ke1Javi) the fou r vevasaras 
which he donated to the sangha. N o price is given. The second is in the Palu 
Makicdiva inscriptionJ where Gajabahu buys the labour he required for dredging 
the tank, for five thousand kahavar;as. 
Guilds and the Depos it of Money 
Guilds were a common feature of Indian life even before this time. But in Ceylon the 
first definite reference4 to one is in the ToDigala inscription.s Hereafter there are 
only two more references of a similar kind. The extent of trade and the strength and 
number of the guilds in Ceylon cannot be judged from these scrappy records. But 
the guilds referred to are all within or near Anuradhapura (nakara). 
Niyamatana 
This has been translated as both "guild" and assembly of the "merchants guild." 
The word has been traced to the Pali nigama which means a "market town" or a 
"guild." Tana has been derived from the Skt. sthiina meaning "a place" or asthtina 
which means "an assembly."6 
The only information there is about these guilds is that people when they wanted to 
make a permanent endowment to supply food or money to the monks of a vihiira 
deposited capital in the form of money or grain with the guild and the interest from 
it was utilised to carry out the grant. These guilds therefore acted as bankers and 
also as suppliers of seed grain on interest. 
CJS.II, p 197 (No.586); [IC, Vo l. 11, Pt. I (1983) 67]. 
EZ.IV, pp 115·128 (No.14). 
EZ.I, pp 208-211 (No.18); {IC, Vol. Il, Pt.I (1983) 61). 
4 Supra, p 69, puka, fete and anujete are terms normally given to guilds and their officials. But the 
reference in the inscription gives no direct clue that it was a guild . 
EZ.III, pp 172-188 (No.l7). 
EZ.Ill, p 181, S Paranavitana. 
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The guild in the Tol)igala inscription1 was ltakarahi utara pasnl1i Ka!ahumanaka 
niyamatana. Tiu-ee types of grain in different quantities were deposited here by 
Devaya, son of a minister, so that by lending it as seed grain the interest could be 
utilised for the ceremonies of the Ariyavasa festival. 
The other two inscriptions2 (one of w hich is fragmentary and does not contain the 
word "guild") are at Labuatabandigala. Sums of a hundred kahava]Jas and twenty 
kahava7Jas were deposited, one of these with the (nakarahi pa) jir]a pasnhi Mtzhatabakn 
niyamata (nnhi) also by the son of a minister. Here too, the interest was to be used for 
the Ariyavasa festival. It should be noticed that although these deposits were made 
at Anuradhapura the vihiiras which benefited from them were a t the places where 
the grants were inscribed. ToDigala is on the boundary line between the NCP and 
NP and Labuatabandigala is at Moravava in the Kalpe Kora.Le, NCP. 
Capital and Interest 
These same inscriptions give details on capital and investment. According to the 
T01:ugala inscription the interest on two lwkat/.as and ten ama7Jas of paddy was 
twenty-five amar,r.as (one hakatf.a and five amar]as) for the three harvests of the year. 
The interest on six ama1:zas of udi was one amarya and two pekat}.as and the interest on 
ten ama7Jas of beans was two ama7Jas and two pekatj.as. It is not stated whether the 
last two were for one harvest or for one year. 
ln the fifth century therefore the rate of interest on paddy was 50 percent per annum, 
the amount being collected during the three crops of the year. Whether it was 
equally distributed at all three crops or a grea ter proportion was collected at the 
more important harvest and whether any remission was made at the failure of a crop 
are points that cannot be settled. Even today among the villagers the rate of interest 
continues to be 50 percent. Interest on beans is 25 percent.3 
Vetf.ha4 
The term used for interest was vetf.ha or ve4a derived from the Skt. vrddhi and the Pali 
vatf.tf.hi. The Kotaveheragala inscriptions published by Bell also refers to interest on 
money and the form there used is vetf.ani.6 The rate of interest on money is not given 
2 
J 
5 
EZ.III, pp 172-188 (No.l7). 
EZ.m, pp 247-253 (No.26 ab). 
EZ.ID, p 186, S Paranavitana. 
EZ.ID, p 185, S Paranavitana. 
CA. Ill, p 206; [EN, (1991) p 92, No. 2]. 
Nicholas reads this as kofa vet/a dini. 
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in any of these inscriptions. The Tor:tigala inscription lays down an important 
condition to this grant - that "the capital should not be spent" (siya aviya ki1.tiye1J.i). 
Money 
There are several references to money, sometimes as direct grants, sometimes as 
money invested and sometimes as the price in the transactions of buying and selling. 
Though this is evidence that money was in circulation we have to assume that barter 
was still the common means of exchange. 
KahavarJa has been met with before.1 This continues to be the only coin used. Some 
idea of the sums used may be had from the examples below. The deposits in the 
Labuatabandigala inscriptionsz were a hundred kahavarJas and twenty kahava7Jas. 
The donations in the Kotaveheragala inscriptions were 30, 20 and 10 kahavnrJas.3 The 
amount spent by Gajabahu to dredge the tank was five thousand kahavalfas.4 
The amount normally spent by a slave to release himself from bondage in the 
Nilagama inscriptionss and Vessagiri r ock inscriptions6 was a hundred kahava7Jas. 
There seem to have been two other types of kahava7J.as. It is possible that the 
kahavar:zas as used so far in the examples cited, is not one of these. The firs t of these is 
the mala kahava1'Ja7 and is referred to in the Veragala inscription.s The other is called 
the dama kahavarJa9 and is referred to in the Verago~agala inscriptionw and in an 
unpublished inscription at Murutange (Dambadeni Hatpattu, NWP)11 in sums of 
twenty and hundred. An unpublished inscription at the Piduragala-vihara 
(Inamaluva Korale, CP)U of the sixth or seventh century records a gift of "gold 
knhaparJas" (huna? ktzhava1Jn).13 
Supra, p 68. The earlier form of the word is knllapa!Ja . 
EZ.lll, pp 247-253 (No.26 a,b). 
CA.ll1, p 206. 
EZ.l, pp 208-211 (No.18); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 61]. 
EZ.IV, pp 285-296 (N o.37). 
EZ.IV, pp 128-136 (No.15). 
7 CCC, pp 12, 14, 195. 
11 AIC, pp 41, 76 (No.58a); {IC, Vol. IT, Pt. Il (rmpubd.) 147A]. 
9 CCC, pp 12, 14, 15, 195. 
1o CA.ilL p 207; [EN (1991) p 89, No.9]. 
11 CJS.rn, p 22 (No.381). 
12 CJS.Il, p 228 (No.759); [EN (1991), p 85, No. 1; Also see 5 Rattatvella, "Epigraphy" ;,, Serzaka 
Bandaramryake (ed.) Sigiriya Project Report- I, Ministnj of Cultural Affairs, Colombo, 1984, p 
209, No.20). 
13 CCC, Cod., p 9; Value of knhava!Ja. EZ.IV, pp 48-49; CJS.U, p 113 (No.459), CJS.D, p 114 (No.458); 
C]S.Il, p 149 (No.459); C}S.Il, p 121 (No.503); [EN (1991) p 94, Nos. 13&14; p 75, No.17]; CJS.ll, p 128 
(No.539). 
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Several unpublished inscriptions in the Cet;lon Journal of Science record gifts of 
money in the form of kahavar;as to the sangha.l 
labour 
Many inscriptions in this period record the construction of caityas and steps and 
pillars but none state how the donors employed labour for them. The only records 
of spending money on labour employed are, the P~Hu Makicdiva inscription of 
Gajabahu2 who spent five thousand kahava1Jas to dredge a tank and the Murutange 
inscription where three hundred dama kahnva1J.C!S were donated for the purpose of 
cutting a flight of steps. The cutting of stone s teps was the work of specialists. 
Therefore it is possible that in spite of the evidence of the Palu Miikicdiva inscription 
the king had the power to recruit labour for general purposes.3 
Slavery 
Slavery is mentioned for the first time in the inscriptions of this period. The 
institution of slavery very probably dates backs to the beginning of this period or 
even to the last period. There is n o information on the origins of slavery whether 
social, economic or political. As will be sh own later, it is not likely th at it had a 
social origin. Two distinct traditions are clearly visible, one represented by a group 
of second century inscriptions and the other by a group of fi fth and sixth century 
inscriptions. They use two different terms for slaves. 
The first of these are just a few unpublished records of the second century AD4 
which use the word dasa and dasi. It is interesting to note that the Mahiivaritsas uses 
this same word for slaves. There is no means to determining the social and 
economic position of these people. But the word dini in one of the inscriptions 
implies that they could be handed over like property. 
Our main information for the second group is culled from the rock inscriptions at 
Vessagiri6 and Nilagama.7 There are several short inscriptions all of which record 
the gaining of freedom from slavery by the payment of money.s 
EZ.I, pp 208-211, (No.l8); [IC, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) 61]. 
CJS.I, p 22 (No.381 ). 
3 Supra, p 148. 
EZJV, p 135 dasi Am1!a dini, dasa Knla ea; ASCAR, 1892, p 101. 
s Mhv.IX:lS-24; Mhv.X: 1-2. 
6 EZ.rv, pp 128-136 (No.lS). 
EZJV, pp 285-290 (No.37). 
s Nicholas makes the interesting comment that manumission from slavery is the subject of nearly all 
the inscriptions of 6 and 7 AC. 
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Vaharala (Viherila, Viherala) 
This word distinguishes these slaves from the dasas of the previous age. According 
to Paranavitana this is possibly related to the Sinhalese vahal which Geiger derives 
from the Sanskrit vr$ala and P~Ui vasala. He does not think it impossible that vaharala 
is an intermediate form of the word.1 This new word may imply a new form of 
slavery, or may be just a change in the name that was used for a slave. But evidence 
is too scanty to trace any difference to the meaning between the two words. 
The slaves mentioned in these inscriptions evidently belonged to two vihilras, the 
Nilagama Tisa Arnmi raji-maha-vahara and the Boya Opuluvana Kasapi Gara rnja-maha-
vahere. The money for manumission was paid to these institutions and it may be 
il1ferred that these slaves did not belong to the vihiiras though the money was paid 
there. But the Vessagiri inscriptions more or less confirm that they belonged to the 
vihara.2 We cannot say how these vihiiras came into the possession of slaves. 
Men, women and children were slaves but whole families were not in slavery 
together. ln these inscriptions husbands and fathers release their wives and children 
from slavery and some redeem themselves. This ability to buy one's freedom is 
important as showing that slavery was not a social stigma clamped on a person by 
birth. 
The price a person had to pay to win his freedom is not always given. In the 
Nilagama inscription3 the price was always hundred (la2havm:zas). ln the Vessagiri 
inscription a hundred la2hava1Jas were paid as redemption money for two people. 
The release from slavery was always expressed by the word cidavi. (caused to be 
broken).4 
A religious significance may have attached to this act. The slaves in the Nilagama 
inscdption were released on the full moon day of Vcsak (Vesaka cadalti poh.oyi davasi) 
which was a first-day (amavesi). Each inscription ended with the wish that the merit 
may accrue to all beings (pala sava satnnata) and that they may become Buddhas as 
they desire (rici Budubava veyavaya). The merit was probably attached to the act of 
manumission. 
In commenting on the occurrence of the word in the inscriptions of this period, 
Paranavitana says that, "these words are found in the great majority of the 
inscriptions of this period very often with the word cidavi and its various forms. 
EZ.N, p 134. 
EZ.N, pp 132-133 (No.15.i). 
3 EZ.N, pp 285-290 (No.37). 
P. chindati to cut or break; CJS.II, p 222. 
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Some of these records are very brief and contain merely the name of an individual 
followed by vaharala. Sometimes the name of a monastery also occurs after the name 
of the individual. A few records of this type from about the eighth century when the 
script and language had both changed from what they were in the sixth century 
have also been found. I 
Economic Relationships between People 
The composition of villages and the irrigation system have been described with as 
great detail as possible from the inscriptions.2 But the economic relationship 
between people in respect of these lands, tanks, and canals remains to be filled. 
The main principles which lie behind these relationships have alread y been dealt 
with in the preceding period under the section "property and rights over land."3 All 
that is necessary here is to state the principles and see firstly whether the inscriptions 
support them and secondly to interpret the grants in the light of these principles and 
see what fu rther light the grants throw on them. The two principles4 of ownership 
stated briefly are the right the king had to claim part of the produce of either land or 
tanks as his due and the right which any person had to the land he cleared and 
cultivated or inherited or the tank or canal he had constructed. 
The grants of this period are much clearer because they are more precise. This is 
chiefly due to the use of the terms bojakapati, dakapati and kara. Though these terms 
make the grants more precise, they make the meaning much more complicated too. 
Therefore, before any attempt is made to interpret the grants, it is necessary to 
explain these terms, especially bojakapati and dakapati, from the general use of these 
terms in the inscriptions especially w ith reference to the two principles of 
ownership. 
Bojakapati5; Its Derivation and Meaning 
The word has many forms such as bojiyapati, bojakapati and bejipete. There is little 
doubt that they all mean the same, for they appear in the same context. This term 
has been traced to two Sanskrit words bhojaka and priiptika. Bhojaka is derived from 
the Sanskrit root bhuj which means "to eat" or "to enjoy"; and priiptika which comes 
EZJV, p 134. 
2 Supra, pp 63-67. 
J Supra, pp 69-75. 
Supra, pp 69-72. 
EZ.f, pp 259; EZ, p 116. 1n several examp les quoted, the word kn.ra is used immediately following 
bojakapati and Paranavitana has taken it to be a part of bojakapati as a suffix signifying "tax"(EZ.IV, 
p 128). But in actual fact it appears to be separate from bojaka pati and used for a tax which was 
distinct from bojakapati. In this study the two words are taken separately. Infra, pp 192-193. 
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to the Sinhalese through the PiHi form patti, means "revenue" or "share."1 This term 
can have various shades of meaning but its meaning in these inscriptions must be 
determined from the usage of the word. It has been translated as "royal dues" and 
"revenue." 
It was inferred from the grants of the last period that all land and perhaps tanks and 
canals too must have paid a tax to the l<ing.z But hithettt> there was no direct 
reference to it nor have the inscriptions given any term fot it. It was assumed 
however that in making grants of land, tanks and canals, the king transferred this 
tax to the donee. There is hardly any doubt that bojakapati represents this tax though 
the term is not used in every grant.3 If this is so, then the ambiguity inherent in 
former grants, as to whether they imply the grant of tax or grant of the income, 
disappears.4 
When bojakapati is used exclusively with reference to landS there is hardly any doubt 
that it refers generally to the tax on the land. It has already been shownb that grants 
of land do not involve the donation of the land itself but ohly of the revenue which 
the king receives from it. The two arguments against the inference that ·the land 
itself was donated were, that the grants of land are far too many to suppose that it 
was all private land which belonged to the king even if he had the labour to have 
them cultivated and that one would be hard put to explain how the saitgha, a 
specifically religious organisation, had all this land cultivated for it was not at this 
time the highly organised institution it became in the eighth and ninth centuries. 
Bojakapati therefore very probably refers to the land-tax or the revenue on land. 
Another fact leads us to suppose that this was a tax paid by the people to the king on 
any productive enterprise and not necessarily only on land. The inscriptions of this 
period show that it was payable on both land and tanks and canals. The bojaknpati of 
tanks and canals are very often the subject of grants.7 Bojakapati cannot on this 
account be identified with produce or income from land because it was common to 
both land and irrigation works. Though no distinction is drawn between the 
revenue from land and income from land, the revenue and the income from tanks 
and canals are separately indicated by the terms bojakapati and dak.apati.s On this 
analogy again it is not likely that bojakapati refers to the income from land. Therefore 
6 
7 
1\ 
lt has also been traced to Skt.biloga which means "revenue" and the Pali pati which means "lord." 
This derivation does not suit the context which definitely implies a tax or produce. 
Supra, pp 70-72, 74-75. 
lnfra, pp 194-195. For grants where these terms bojakapati and dakapati were not used. 
Supra, pp 74-75. 
Infra, pp 181-183. 
Supra, pp 70-72. 
lnfra, pp 181-183, 189-191, 195-197. 
[bid . 
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bojakapati was the revenue which the king demanded from any productive enterprise 
in the state. 
There is reason to believe however that where the king did own or possess land in 
the sense that he derived income from it, this income which included of course the 
revenue which might have been paid, if it was in private hands, was called 
bojakapati. This is fairly clear in the Nagirikanda rock inscription.1 The meaning of 
the term here is "royal share" or "that which went to the king." This indicates that 
no distinction was made between what belonged to the king as head of the state and 
that which he owned in private. But these lands as explained earlier were probably 
few.2 
The Interpretation of Bojakapati in the lnscriptions3 
Though the derivation of the word and deductions made from the inscriptions 
determine to some extent the meaning of the word, its fuller meaning can only be 
understood in the context of the grant. These grants are of two types, those granted 
by the kings and those granted by the people. 
Of the grants where the bojakapati is mentioned the most straight forward are those 
of kings where they make a simple grant of the bojakapati of a tank or land. 
Sometimes the grant consists only of this as in the Galkovila inscription of Bh~Hika 
Tissa4 and perhaps the Ruvanvali-dagaba inscription of Gajabahu.5 Often it is 
granted along with the dakapati as in the Thuparama inscription of Gajabahu,6 the 
Jetavanarama inscription of Kanittha Tissa7 and the Nagirikanda rock inscription.s 
These refer to land, tanks and canals. 
According to the meaning already attached to bojakapati, all these grants, with one 
exception, imply that the king handed over to the sa1igha the revenue he was wont to 
receive from these lands, tanks and canals. The use of the term dakapati alongside as 
will be seen presently,9 does not in anyway alter the meaning of bojakapati. But the 
meaning given to the term bojakapati does remove the ambiguity present in the term 
EZ.IV, pp 115-128 (No.14); Infra, pp 181-183. 
2 Supra, pp 178-179. 
This includes only those inscriptions where bojaknpati is mentioned alone. Those .inscriptions 
where bojaknpati and daknpati are mentioned together will be dealt with separately . Tnfra, pp 188-
192. 
AIC, pp 51, 77, 112 (No.98). 
AIC, pp 27, 73, 109 (No.S); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 58}. 
EZ.III, pp 114-119 (No.6); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 60]. 
EZ.I, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt.II (uupubd.) 96]. 
s EZ.IV, pp 115-128 (No.l4). 
9 lnfra, pp 187-191. 
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dakapati. 1 The direct implication of these grants is that the king was n ot the owner of 
these lands, tanks and canals for he receives the revenue from them. The people on 
the other hand had proprietary rights over these lands and tanks. That which is 
donated is the revenue from these lands, tanks and canals. 
The Nagirikanda rock inscription2 however, needs a different interpretation. The 
grant recorded in that inscription may be divided into two parts. In the first part the 
king causes four vevasaras3 to be bought presumably for the purpose of donating 
them.4 l-Ie then grants the bojakapati (bejipeta) of these four, with the dakapati 
cancelled (katf.avi) to the smigha. If we assume the meaning we have already given to 
the term bojakapati the interpretation of the grant holds a contradiction. Since the 
king buys the vevasams he becomes the proprietor or the owner and as such entitled 
to both the .income and what was formerly the revenue (bojakapati) . Therefore when 
the king donates these to the sm1gha he grants not merely the bojakapati (revenue) but 
also the produce or income. It would be meaningless to grant the bojakapati only if 
the king did h ave proprietary rights over the vevasaras. The1:efore bojakapali in the 
context of this inscr·iption means not only the revenue but also the income. lt may 
roughly be termed "the king's share." This is quite likely because no distinction may 
have been made between income and revenue on land, as made in the case of tanks 
and cana ls.s This is partly supported by the cancellation (katf.aVI) of the dakapati of 
these vevasaras. This phrase can have meaning only if the sanglta to whom the grant 
was made was the proprietor of the vevasaras and not merely the recipient of 
diverted revenue (bojakapati).6 
There is another interpretation that may be given. Assuming that the king by 
purchasing these vevasaras was the proprietor and also that bojakapati as int~reted 
so far means only revenue, the grant of the bojnkapati to the sanghn to whom the 
proprietory rights were donated can mean that the bojakapaf'i or revenue was 
cancelled, so that the sangha need not pay any revenue to the king in respect of the 
vevasaras. It is possible that in making this grant the king not only granted the 
proprietary rights to it which he had bought but also that in granting the bojakapati 
he denied himself the right of receiving revenue from that land. This in effect is 
cancellation of bojakapati. But the word katf.aya which normally signifies cancellation 
should have been used instead of the word dini. It is possible however, that even 
without the word katf.aya this grant had this meaning because nowhere in the 
inscriptions has the bojakapati been cancelled with the word knc/ayn. The cancellation 
Infra, pp 183-187. 
EZ.fV, pp 115-U8 (No.14). 
3 Supra, pp 164-166. 
ke~ravi caqa kotu dinakn. 
s Infra, pp 184-185,195-197. 
o lnfra, p 185. 
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of the bojakapati can benefit only the person or persons deriving income from the 
land or to whom the king donates land by the same grant.1 The grant may therefore 
be interpreted as the donation of the vevasara with the dakapati and bojakapati due to 
the king cancelled, or as the donation of bojakapati of the vevasaras implying the grant 
of both income and revenue (or that which belonged to the king) to the smigha. 
Bojakapati normally would not have this wide meaning because it implies that the 
king did own extensive lands. This is hardly possible at this time. 
The second part of the grant is the donation of four vevas to the same institution. 
According to the inscription the bojakapati and dakapati of the vevas were handed 
over. If the word kerJavi does not apply to the vevas there is no difficulty in 
interpreting this grant for bojakapati would mean "revenue'/ as so far interpreted. If 
however the king had bought the vevas for the purpose of donation then a difficulty 
arises. In the first place the grant of revenue of vevas of which the king was 
proprietor would be meaningless. In the second place the meaning of bojakapa"ti as 
with vevasaras cannot be extended to mean income because that idea is aheady 
covered by the grant of the dakapati of the vevas alongside the bojakapati. The only 
possible alternative is therefore that bojakapati does mean revenue and that the grant 
of bojakapati along with proprietorship rights was really tantamount to a cancellation 
of the bojakapati. It is therefore easier to assume that kerJavi does not apply to the 
vevas and that the vevas were not bought by the king. 
It should be pointed out that even in the other grants of bojakapati by kings2 to the 
sangha, if the smigha was in possession of the land or tanks the bojakapati of which 
was being donated, then this grant of bojakapati would amount to the cancellation of 
the revenue on those lands or tanks which was payable to the king. We have no 
means however of determining whether the smigha was in possession of land though 
this is unlikely at this time.3 
Dakapati: Its Derivation and Meaning 
This again has another form dakapeta. The word is new to the period just as 
bojakapati except that dopati mentioned in the last period4 implies both dakapati and 
bojakapati. The term is as common as bojakapati and frequently appears along with it. 
The meanings of the terms have therefore to be studied alongside each other and in 
relation to each other. 
Lnfra, pp 187-191. 
Supra, pp 180-182. 
J Supra, pp 179-181.There are no grants in this review where the bojakapati has been cancelled . Infra, 
pp 215-216. 
Supra, 64-63. 
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The derivation of the word is similar to that of bojalalpati. It has been traced to the 
Pali udalal patti, patti being the same as in bojakapati.1 The expression can therefore be 
translated as "dues or revenue from water." But such an interpretation is not 
supported by the context in which the word is used in the inscriptions.2 Further we 
have already considered it improbable that the saizgha at this time, had direct 
management of fields or tanks and so a supply of water would be unnecessary. 
There are two possible meanings for the word dalalpati. It can refer to a tax on water 
levied by the king. It can also refer to the dues paid by various people to the 
proprietors of tanks and canals and other sources of water supply, for the water 
provided for cultivation. This would not be a tax but just dues paid to the proprietor 
whoever he was. 
The first alternative can be set aside for one very good reason. It has already been 
seen that bojakapati was a tax levied by the king and that it was payable not only on 
fields and land but also on tanks and canals.3 Thus bojakapati includes tax on water 
too. Therefore in an age when taxation would be simple and direct it is not likely 
that there would be two types of taxation on the same item. Further it will be seen 
that kara constituted a tax of a sort on both land and tanks.4 Therefore it is not likely 
that dakapati was a tax on water corresponding to a tax on land. 
We are thus left with the second alternative that it indicates a payment m ade for 
water which was received from tanks and canals. To put it in another way, it would 
correspond to the income derived from the possession of the supply of water. This 
gives dakapati a dual meaning which will be explained presently.s Thus dakapati 
would be income from water whereas the tax on water would be the bojakapati. The 
same distinction w as not maintained for land because though bojakapati was the tax 
on land there does not seem to be any separate term for income from land except 
that in certain instances bojakapati seems to include income as well when that income 
was due to the king.6 
There is one possible reason why this distinction was not made in the case of land. 
The land itself, meaning the income from land was hardly ever donated or sold. 
This was the chief means of sustenance of the people and it is hardly likely that there 
EZ.lll, p 118. 
Paranavitana has drawn attention to the phrase daka bhiiga which occurs in an unpublished 
inscription of the four th century. This seems to have been distinct from dakapati and it is not likely 
that dnkapali had the same meaning as daka bhiiga (share of the water); EZ.IV, p 126. The term diya 
bedum is used in the eighth and ninth centuries with the same meaning as daka blriiga. Infra, p 1070. 
J Supra, pp 179-180. 
4 Infra, pp 192-193 . 
.5 Infra, pp 185-186. 
& Supra, pp 182-183. 
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were at this period those who had land enough to spare except perhaps the king. As 
interpreted already, land-grants were mostly grants of the revenue which was due to 
the king.t The same difficulty does not arise in donations of tanks and canals. Those 
which were constructed by the king were easily handed over, both income and what 
would have been revenue. The people too could hand over tanks and canals -
income when they were proprietors and revenue if they were the recipients of 
revenue from the king. It is not likely that in granting these the people were 
deprived of their livelihood because land was their chief means of sustenance. 
Therefore the distinction between income and revenue arose sooner in the case of 
tanks and canals. 
The implication of the term dakapati remains to be explained. As it means only the 
income from water due to anyone who was the proprietor of the source of that 
water, it was based on the principle that anyone who expends labour on a project or 
inherits it, is entitled to the fruits of that enterprise and even the king may not take it 
away from him. Thus when a person grants the dakapati to the smigha we can be sure 
that he was the proprietor of that source of water.2 
This simple explanation of the term becomes complicated in the context of a grant 
because dakapati can be interpreted in two ways. This ambiguity arises because the 
system of irrigation w hich these inscriptions illustrate3 shows that the water passed 
from tank to tank through canals and sometimes even through fields so that at each 
stage payment was made for the water- wherever labour had been expended upon 
the means by which the water was conveyed. Thus the possession of a tank or canal 
implies that the owner both received dues from those to whom he supplies water 
and pays dues to those from whom and through whom he gets his supply of water. 
His net income would be the difference between these payments. These possibilities 
are inherent in the system of irrigation then prevailing and in the interpretation 
given to the term dakapati as equivalent to income.4 
We cannot know definitely which of these meanings the term dakapati carries. The 
probability is tha t it was used to indicate all three of these interpretations and that 
the con text of the inscriptions and local knowledge, now lost, decided the exact 
meaning of the term in each particular inscription. It is this possibility of three 
meanings to the term that makes the interpretation of the grants exceedingly 
complicated and never final. 
Supra, pp 180-181. 
2 Supra, pp 69-75. 
l Supra, pp 171-173. 
Supra, p 184. 
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To take a concrete example, the dakapati of a particular tank or canal can be viewed 
as a due paid by the owner of tank A to the owner of the source from which he gets 
water, tank B. The same expression therefore can be either a reference to the owner 
of A to whom it is a liability or to the owner of B to whom it is an asset. ln the 
absence of any adequate knowledge of who the donor is- for even the king in the 
context of grants of dakapati is to be regarded as a private individual - it is not 
possible to take any one particular interpretation. 
The term dakapati has been used not only of tanks and canals but also of land seen in 
the Nagirikanda inscription.l It has been used with viyas2 and vevasaras." It has been 
pointed out that these were not only land from which produce was derived but that 
they were also like canals, the medium of water supply, forming thus a link in the 
irrigation system. Dakapati when applied to these raises the same problems as with 
tanks and canals. 
In a few inscriptions dakapati is used of fields as such as in the Jetavanarama 
inscription of Kanittha Tissa4 which grants among others the dopati (dakapati and 
bojakapati) of twelve karisas of a field. This may be interpreted in only one w ay- as 
the payment made for irriga tion of the field. It is a liability to the owner of the field 
and asset to the owner of the source of water supply not mentioned in the 
inscription. 
It will be seen therefore that in certain instances the altematives are eliminated to 
some extent. So it is at one end of the irrigation system, with the dakapati of land 
which is not the medium of water supply. It must refer to dues paid by the owner of 
the land. At the other end it is reasonable to assume that the king was to a large 
extent the owner of most of the sources of water as the large irrigation storage tanks 
and anicuts were his work. Therefore in grants of dakapati by kings it can refer to 
any payments which the king received as proprietor of large tanks and canals and 
not to payments which he made, which others now grant, nor to any difference 
between payments. But the tank of which the dakapati is mentioned may or may not 
belong to the king - because in one instance he receives dues for water supplied 
from the tank and in the other for water supplied to the tank. On both counts he can 
t"eceive dues- either as supplier of water to the tank or as proprietor of the tank. 
As seen earlier this same ambiguity about the grant whether the donor is owner or 
not of the tank of which the dakapati is granted or to put it in another way whether 
EZ.IV, pp 115-128 (No.14). 
Supra, pp 163-164.viya: it has been pointed out may have implied some type of wet field though it 
generally stands for a tank or a pond of water. 
3 Supra, pp 164-166. 
EZ.l, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 96]. 
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the dakapati refers to the tank mentioned in the grant (as an asset) or to a tank not 
mentioned (a liability of the tank mentioned in the grant). 
This diliiculty can partly be eliminated by the other evidence of the inscriptions 
especially by the use of bojakapati alongside dakapati in reference to the same tank, 
canal or field. Bojakapati has one implication- that the donor was not the proprietor 
of the tank or canal or field. Dakapati as seen before has two- that the donee may or 
may not be the proprietor oi what is granted. If bojakapati is used alongside of the 
same tank or canal then the donor of the dakapati cannot be the proprietor and the 
term dakapati can be interpreted accordingly. 
Dakapati therefore can have three distinct meanings two of which are to be 
interpreted as assets and one as a liability. In all these we take the proprietor of the 
tank as the point of reference. With reference however to the dakapati of any 
particular tank there can be two points of reference and both imply assets. But one 
of them is the proprietor of the tank and the other is not. To him the dakapati of that 
tank means that he receives dues for water supplied. These alternative 
interpretations can be reduced to some extent by determining whether the donor 
was the proprietor or not. This depends on the use of the term bojakapati. The 
examination of specific inscriptions support these observations. 
The Interpretation of Dakapati in the Inscriptionsl 
Before any attempt is made to establish the meaning of the grants of dakapati it must 
be stated that where the dakapati and bojakapati are mentioned together the 
implications of the grant of bojakapati must be borne in mind. The grant of bojakapati 
hac; a more precise meaning than the grant of dakapati which is ambiguous. 
Therefore when the king makes a grant of bojakapati the implications of this fact 
determines to some extent the meaning of dakapati and makes it less ambiguous. 
The grants which present the least difficulties are those grants by kings which record 
the donation of dakapati only. Examples of these may be fmmd in the Thuparfuna2 
and Perumaiyanku!am inscriptions3 oi Gajabahu, the Jetavanarama inscription4 of 
Kanittha Tissa and perhaps the Situlpauva-vihara inscriptions of the same king. A]) 
these, except the last the text of which is not clear, refer to tanks and canals. 
This includes only those grants where dnknpati is used alone. Those examples where dakapati and 
bojakapati are used together will be explained later. Infra, pp 188-19.2. 
EZ.ill, pp 114-119 (No.6); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt.l (1983) 60]. 
3 EZ.l, pp 66-74 (No.6); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. l (1983) 45]. 
EZ.l, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. II, J>t.ll (unpubd.) 96]. 
AJC, pp 29, 74, 110 (No.16); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt.ll (zmpubd.) 85]. 
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Since dakapati when used alone is an ambiguous term, two interpretations are 
possible.l In the first place it can mean that the dakapati which the king grants was 
the dues paid to the king for the water from the tank or canal mentioned. Tn these 
instances the king would be the proprietor of the tank or canal named in the 
inscriptions, and this proprietorship passes to the donee. The second interpretation 
implies that the king grants the dues which the proprietor of the tank (not 
mentioned in the inscription) pays to the king for supplying the tank (named in the 
inscription) with water from some other tank of which the king was the proprietor. 
According to this reading the king was not the proprietor of the tank named in the 
inscription and the donor received only the dues paid to the king for the water he 
supplied. It need not necessarily mean that the king granted the proprietorship of 
the tank whose possession entitled him to these dues. 
Interpretation of Dakapati and Bojakapati in the Inscriptions 
The next group also belonging to kings comprise those in which both the dakapati 
and bojakapati were granted. This is quite a common grant and there are numerous 
examples. They may be found in the Thuparama inscription2 of Gajabahu, the 
Jetavanarama inscription3 of Kanittha Tissa, the Nagirikanda rock inscription4 and 
the Dematamal-vi11ara inscription.5 In each of these examples the dakapati and 
bojakapati refer to the same fields or tanks. 
The meaning attached to these grants is determined by the term bojakapati. Whereas 
the term dakapati is ambiguous the term bojakapati and the grant of bojakapati is quite 
clear. As already seen6 it implies that the king was not the owner or proprietor of 
the land or tank whose dakapati is mentioned in the inscription. The king can be 
proprietor only if bojakapati is interpreted to mean not only "tax or revenue" but also 
"income or produce." Further this arises only when land is referred to .7 Dakapati in 
these inscriptions refer to the same fields or tanks as those to which the bojakapati 
refers. Therefore the king would not normally be the owner of these fields, tanks 
and canals. This eliminates one of the alternative meanings of the term dakapati for 
in one of these interpretations he was the proprietor of the tanks named in the 
inscription and in the other he was not. In the context of these inscriptions therefore 
the king was not the proprietor of the tanks or fields mentioned in them. He was 
entitled to the bojakapati of these fields and tanks by virtue of being king and 
Supra, pp 184-185. 
z EZ.m, pp 114-119 (No.6); (IC, Vol. ll, Pt. I (1983) 60]. 
J EZ.ill, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. Il (unpubd.) 96]. 
EZ.lV, pp 115-128 (No.l4). 
AlC, pp 29, 74, 110 (No.l8). Meaning not clear; [IC, Vol. U, Pt.ll (unpubd.) 107]. 
Supra, pp 181-182. 
7 Supra, pp 180-183. 
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received dakapati because he controlled the water supply to these fields and tanks 
from sources of supply not mentioned in the grant. Dakapati in these examples 
therefore refers to the water supplied to the tanks, canals and fields therein 
mentioned. 
Cancellation of Dakapati and Bojakapati 
Just as much as dakapati and bojakapati were granted it is possible that they were 
sometimes cancelled too. There are one or two examples of this but these are not as 
common as grants. The interpretation of these cancellations is different from the 
grants and as the examples available do not cover all the possible combinations of 
dakapati and bojakapati, hypothetical examples will be considered. In these examples 
the meanings attached to dakapati and bojakapati and also the principles that lie 
behind these grants remain the same as before. 
It should be mentioned first that the grant of bojakapati and dakapati by the king 
would under certain circumstances amount to a cancellation. If the person to whom 
the bojakapati or the dakapati is granted is aheady the proprietor of the field or tank 
which pays them to the king, the grant would be equivalent to a cancellation. But 
this example is highly improbable for two reasons. The cancellation1 of a due has 
already been expressed by the term kacj.avi. If a cancellation was intended there is no 
reason why they could not have used the term kacj.avi as done in some inscriptions. 
The second reason is that almost all the grants were in favour of the sangha. It has 
already been considered unlikely that at this time the sangha had the resources or the 
means to control or manage tanks and fields. Besides these objections the 
inscriptions do not give any indication that the donee was already the proprietor. 
There is no example among the inscriptions available, of a direct cancellation of 
dakapati.2 Such a cancellation could benefit only the proprietor of the tank or field 
which pays this dakapati to the king. Similarly the cancellation of bojakapti could 
benefit only the person who owns the field or tank on which the bojakapati is paid. 
There are no examples of these either. 
Just as in grants of bojakapati and dakapati,3 in hypothetical examples where both are 
cancelled the meaning attached to bojakapati determines the meaning of dakapati 
when both refer to the same field or tank. If the king cancels the bojakapati it is 
obvious that he is not the proprietor therefore the dakapati cancelled refers to the 
Supra, p 180. 
2 If kara be taken as pe.rtainlng to dakapati in the Jetavanarama inscription of Kanittha Tissa (EZ.I, pp 
252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 96] then the expression of dakapati kara km!aya must 
bear the meaning of and would have to be interpreted as dtzkapati kaif.aya given above. But this 
interpretation is not accepted (Supra, pp 185-187;lnfra, pp 192-194). 
3 Supra, p 188. 
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dues paid by the donor to the king for water supplied from a tank belonging to the 
king not mentioned in the inscription. The king would not in this example be the 
proprietor of the tank or field mentioned and dakapati can only apply to the dues 
paid by the tank or field mentioned in the grant.t 
There are two combinations of dakapati and bojakapati as granted or cancelled by the 
kin~ which do not admit of any interpretation unless the meanings so far attached 
to the terms are extended. These are the grant of the bojakapati of a tank or field and 
the cancellation of the dakapati of the same or the grant of the dakapati of a tank or 
field and the cancellation of its bojakapati. In the first of these, the grant of the 
bojakapati implies that the king was not the owner of the land or tank mentioned 
there, in the sense that h e received income from it because he was in receipt of 
revenue (bojaka.pati).2 The grant he makes was only a grant of revenue and did not 
involve the transfer of any proprietary rights to the land or the tank. When along 
with this the dakapati on the same bit of land or tank is cancelled the grant becomes 
meaningless if made to the same person because such a cancellation could benefit 
only the person who was proprietor of that land or tank.3 By the first part of the 
grant the donee was not the proprietor. This grant can have meaning only if the 
bojakapati is granted to one who is already the proprietor of the land or tank in which 
case it amounts to a cancellation of bojakapati,4 or if bojakapati was loosely applied to 
the produce of fields owned by the king.s 
The first part of the Nagirikanda inscription6 contains a grant similar to the example 
quoted above. It has already been interpreted.7 In it the king buys four vevasaras 
thereby becoming the proprietor. He then gran ts the bojakapati of these four and 
cancels the dakapati. As interpreted earlier this can have meaning only if the term 
bojakapati is given in this context a wider meaning than just revenue. The 
interpretation is justified because the four vevasaras were bought (ke1Javi) and before 
the actual grant was the property of the king. Bojakapati can then cover the produce 
which the king derived from them. 
The second example is that in which the bojakapati is cancelled and the dakapati is 
granted. Here again the cancellation of the bojakapati implies that the king was not 
J 
4 
7 
If kam be taken as pertaining to both dakapati and bojakapati in the expression dakapntiya ea 
bojiynpatiya ea kara kar.jaya (EZ.I, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 96] and dopati kara 
kar.fayn (EZ.I, pp 252-259 (No.22); EZ.IV, pp 115-128 (No.14) then the above interpretation has to be 
adopted. Infra, pp 192-194. 
Supra, pp 180-181. 
Supra, pp 185-186. 
Supra, pp 183, 189-190. 
Supra, pp 180-181. 
EZ.IV, pp 115-128 (No.14). 
Supra, pp 182-183. 
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the proprietor of the land or the tank to which it applies and that this cancellation 
would only benefit the proprietor of the land or tank, who had up to that time to pay 
the bojakapati. If in addition to this the dakapati of the same land or tank is granted to 
the same donee the grant becomes meaningless. If by dakapati is meant the dues paid 
to the proprietor of the tank or land mentioned, the king had no power to grant it 
because he was not the proprietor of that land or tank. If by dakapati is meant the 
dues paid by the proprietor of the land or tank to the king for the water he supplied 
then the grant can have meaning only if the dakapati was granted to the proprietor of 
the land or tank that was mentioned. But this grant would amount to a cancellation. 
If cancellation was intended it would be more likely that they would have used the 
expression kat/.avi. As in the previous examples the two aspects of the same grant 
benefit two different people. 
It will thus be seen that almost every type of grant which includes the terms 
bojakapati and dakapati alone or together, can be explained on the basis of the 
interpretations given to the terms. These interpretations of the grants therefore point 
to the validity of the meanings attached to these terms. 
Dakapati and Bojakapati in Grants by Individuals 
These same meanings are borne out in the grants to the sangha by private 
individuals. The meanings of these terms however cannot be fixed from these grants 
because there are very few grants by private individuals and fewer still which use 
the terms bojakapati and dakapati. Some of the published inscriptions have very 
inaccurate texts. The Habaral).a inscriptionl is probably a grant by the son of a 
minister. It mentions bojiyapati several times. It has been said that the bojakapati was 
a tax payable to the kin.g. It is only the king who could grant it. The present 
example illuminates an assumption already made that the king granted the bojakapati 
to ministers and officials for the service they rendered to the state. Two methods are 
possible though examples are too few to distinguish them. Bojakapati of individual 
tanks and fields can be granted for a particular service or the govemor of a district 
could get all the bojakapati of the area under hlm or a stipulated part of it. By the 
Habarat:ta inscription we see that the minister or an official could in turn grant it to 
the sangha. 
In certain other private inscriptions/ the At1gunukola-vihara inscription? the 
Molahitiyavelegala inscription4 and the Galvava inscription,5 the right to dakapati 
AIC, pp 41, 76, 110 (No. 61); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. II (unpubd.) 99]. 
fbid. 
3 AIC, p 43 (No.67a); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 165]. 
CA.DI, p 77; [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 3]. 
qs.n, p 223 (No.731). 
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does not necessarily originate from the king. The grant of dakapati of a tank or canal 
by the king can mean either the income derived from the tank, in which case, the 
grant amounts to ownership or it can mean the dues paid by the tank or canal in 
which case no ownership is involved. The grant of dnkapati by a private individual 
of a stated tank can mean either the grant of dues paid by the tank for water which 
the king had granted to the donor or the grant of the income derived from the tank 
or canal from the distribution of water. This amounts to virtual ownership of the 
tank. In either case he perhaps continued to pay bojakapati. 
There are hardly any inscriptions available among the private grants where the 
complicated grants of dakapati and bojakapati are m ade. The only example is perhaps 
the Habarai;\a inscription. These when they occur should present no difficulty after 
the explanation of the grant made by the kings because the explanations are similar. 
The p rivate individuals can grant what they have already received · from the king 
either as gift or as cancellation. We do not however know whether they all had the 
power to do so. Rights not derived from the king also have been granted. These 
included the income from land and dakapati derived from a tank or canal. The grant 
of these however may not have required any authority from the king because they 
did not involve the re-grant of bojakapati or dakapati which had been granted by the king. 
Dopati1 
This is not a separate economic term but has already been interpreted as dakapati and 
bojakapati. The word has been traced to dvi priipti (Skt.) and obviously refers to the 
two kinds of dues bojakapati and dakapati. It therefore does not require any separate 
discussion.2 
Kara 
This is another term that occurs in the inscriptions of this period and has been 
translated as "tax" from the Pali (kara). The term is very general in its meaning and 
has to be interpreted solely from the context in which it appears. The first point of 
interest in this word is that it appears almost always just after bojakapati and dakapati 
as bojakapati kara and dakapati kara. The general meaning attached to the word kara 
and the position it sometimes takes just after the terms bojakapati and dakapati have 
given the impression that it is a suffix denoting tax and that it in no case alters the 
meaning of bojakapati. It was perhaps not taken as a separate tax because bojakapati 
was a tax on land. 
EZ.l, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. Il (zmpubd.) 96]. 
1 Supra, pp 64-65. 
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But further acquaintance with the examples given will show that kara does not 
always appear immediately following the terms bojakapati and dakapati . The 
Jetavanarama inscriptionl has dakapatiya ea bojiyapatiya ea kara kacja.ya and dopati ea uta 
ku.bara kara karJ,aya. It should be noticed at the same time that kara is not always 
attached to these terms but that whenever kara is a ttached kacj,aya or kacj,avaya follows. 
Kara is hardly ever mentioned without kacja which means "cancelled." Therefore 
very probably kacj,a attaches to kara and kara is a term independent of either bojakapati 
or dakapati. Besides pati already has the force of tax. 
Paranavitana2 has made the interesting observation from inscriptions so far 
unpublished that in grants by kings the active voice is used in cancelling the kara, 
(kacjaya or kacja) whereas in grants by private individual the causative is always used 
(kacjavaya). This distinction can be seen even in the published inscriptions. The 
Jetavanarama inscription3 and the Nagirikanda inscription4 used kacjaya and the 
Habarai)a inscriptions used kacjavaya. This distinctly means that the king alone had 
the power to exempt anyone from the kara. How the individuals had it done 
whether by application or by payment is difficult to say. 
If the king alone could exempt a person from the payment of kara it is very probable 
that kara was a tax paid to the king. If kara is not mentioned anywhere else and if it 
is only mentioned to be cancelled it can be assumed that kara was normally levied 
when the king granted either dakapati or bojakapati but that at this period sometimes 
by the grant or sale this was exempted. Private in.dividuals too could make a grant 
and have it so exempted. As all these grants including those made by private 
individuals are made to the sangha very probably this exemption was made only for 
the sangha. This therefore was in all probability a nominal charge which the donees 
had to pay to the king when they were benefited by grants of dakapati or bojakapati. It 
may not have been anything considerable as bojakapati is also a tax. We do not know 
how it was paid. 
Sakala Samateya is a phrase that appears twice with these taxes and dues, the 
significance of which is at present obscure. In the Jetavanarama inscription6 it is ... 
(sa) (kala) sama(te) ya kara kmjaya and in the Situlpauva-vihara inscription7 ... dakapata 
sakala samata dini. 
3 
7 
EZ.I, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I1 (unpubd.) 96]. 
EZ.ill, p 117. 
EZ.T, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. I1 (unpubd.) 96]. 
EZ.IV, pp 115-128 (No.14). 
AIC, pp 41, 76, 110 (No.61); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. l1 (unpubd.) 99]. 
EZ.I, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. ll (unpubd.) 96]. 
AIC, pp 29, 74, 110 (No.l6); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. I! (u11pubd.) 85]. 
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Matara-majibika-pati 
This seems to be from its context and from the occurrence of the word pati, some sort 
of tax or due. But neither its etymology nor its meaning is clear. Nothing further 
can be said about this term except to point out the few examples of its use. 
The Perum~Hyankulam inscription1 contains the phrase - Palinalalralaz vaviya: daknpati: 
matera-majibuka dini.2 Wickremasinghe translates this as the name of a monk and so 
probably the text is not free of faults. The Timbirivava rock inscription:1 - a private 
grant has ... vaya vavi mata(rn) majibika pati which is granted to a vihtira. The last 
example is in the Periyaka<;l.u-vihara inscription4 and runs as mnhavnvi (para) mntera 
majibalal gat:~aya .s Mi.iller too transla tes it as the name of a monk. 
Paranavitana has suggested6 that this may refer to "a share in a tank" and has 
pointed out another example of the use of this phrase in an unpublished inscription 
at Rasnakava in the Anuradhapura district. 1t should be noticed that in each of these 
examples the phrase follows the word vavi (tank) and that both in the 
Perumaiyankulam and Timbirivava inscriptions ideas of family property preced~ 
the phrase. These are tumaha pita satalal kotasa (hati-pati yakuhate) majibikn dini and ... 
twnaha kula satakn ... vnya vavi .... It may refer to an inherited share of a tank. 
Interpretation of Grants where the Terms Dakapati and Bojakapati are not used 
It is necessary, before giving a summary of the economic relationships of this period 
to explain briefly those grants which do not mention any of the economic terms so 
far discussed. These explanations do not differ materially from the grants of the last 
period7 except that private individuals too make grants of land and tanks during this 
period. The absence of a precise terminology may indica te either that it wal:i 
altogether ignored and the grants were vague or that this absence did not detract 
from the preciseness of the grant. 
Where a king made a grant of land8 it probably consisted of the bojakapati of the land. 
We do not know whether it included the dnlazpti if there was any. Very probably this 
grant included all that the king received from it except perhaps the kara. 
3 
" 7 
g 
EZ.l, pp 66-74 (No.6); [lC, Vol. IJ, Pt. I (1983) 45]. 
Nicholas reads thjs as: matara majibaktz dini. 
EZ.IV, pp 223-228 (No.28); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. TT (tmpubd.) 108b). 
AIC, pp 28, 74, 110 (No.8); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 66]. 
Nicholas reads this as: Tulahiiktz maha vavi matara majibaktz gar; iya. 
EZ.IV, p 228, n 4. 
Supra, pp 69-75. 
EZ.rv, pp 213-217 (No.26); ATC, pp 29,74 (No. 17); [IC, Vol.II, Pt. I (1983) 57 & 80); AlC, pp 29, 74 
(No.lSb); [IC, Vol. U, Pt. II (uupubd.) 150]; AIC, pp 31,75 (No.24). 
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Grant of tank or canal! can have either of two interpretations. It can mean that the 
king owned it and that now by the grant the donee enjoyed all the income (dakapati) 
due to it except the kara and probably dakapati paid to the king for water- if any was 
so supplied. It can also mean that the king granted only the bojakapati o£ the tank 
and perhaps the dakapati paid to the king. 
The inscriptions as they are remain ambiguous. In grants made by the people the 
same ambiguity remains for we do not know whether the grant originally belonged 
to the donor or to the king. Probably in land2 only the bojakapati was transferred. In 
grants of tanks and canals3 it can be the dakapati only (meaning income) or the 
dakapati and bojakapati both signifying what was due to the king. 
Property and Rights Over Land 
It will be clear that the principles governing property and rights laid down in an 
earlier chapter provided the key to the interpretation of the grants and the study of 
the economic relationships between people.4 It is not necessary to go into these 
principles again in detail for they have been considered already. But a summary of 
the conclusions from the preceding remarks will be useful, for they give a birds-eye-
view of the economic organisation of the people and the various rights they held. 
In the first place the people tilled the soil and derived produce therefrom. Their 
chief concern was the right to this produce. It is hardly likely that they had any legal 
conception of land ownership. But in effect they did own the land from which they 
gained their daily bread and for all practical purposes this right was inalienable. If 
land was granted the cultivator would be without land. There are no signs of such a 
landless peasant class probably because there was no feudal aristocracy. The king 
however may have exercised political control over the person of the peasant as his king. 
From this produce which he reaped from the soil he paid a part called bojakapati to 
the king. This theoretically was paid for protection the king afforded. But the kings 
were strong enough at this time to extract it. It can be said however that the king 
had a right to this. It was payable not only on land but also on income derived from 
the distribution or supply of water. We do not know what percentage of the total 
inc.ome this was or how it was paid. 
EZ.I, pp 208-211 (No.18); EZ.lll, pp 165-169 (No. 15(2)); EZ.lV, pp 213-217 (No.26); [IC, Vo/. 11, Pt. I 
(1983) 61, 62,57]; EZJV, pp 218-222 (No.27); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I1 (unpubd.) 105]. 
2 AIC, pp 40, 76 (No.SS); [IC, Vol. II, Pt .. I (1983) 72]; AIC, pp 41, 76 (No.58a); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. ll 
(unpubd.) 147 A]; AlC, pp 46, 77, 111 (No.77); [EN (1991) p 39, No.7]; AIC, pp 40, 76 (No .54). 
3 EZ.fV, pp 223-228 (No.28); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. IT (unpubd.) 108 a&b]; CJS.Il, p 272 (No.662); CJS.fl, p 
121 (No.SOO). 
Supra, pp 69-75. 
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The king quite early began the practice of granting the bojakapati either to his officials 
and ministers for service done or to the sangha. At the beginning of this period this 
was a settled custom. We do not know, again, whether the bojakapati of a w hole area 
was granted or only of a particular field or tank. The latter practice is most in 
evidence. A further tax was perhaps due to the king from those who enjoyed the 
bojakapati and this was called kara. It was sometimes exempted when the bojakapati 
was granted to the sangha. This class of people stood as an intermediate class 
between the king and the cultivator. They probably had the right to transfer the 
bojakapati. 
It is possible that the king owned land in the sense that he derived income from it. 
In such instances the grant of land would incur the grant of land from which 
produce may be had. But we cannot explain how the king had these lands 
cultivated, for the inscriptions give no hint of labour service. 
Similar to the income derived from land was the income derived from tanks and 
canals. The main distinction between them was that whereas the owner of a tank or 
canal could dispose of it without much disturbance to the economy, the owner of 
land or the cultivator could not dispose of his fields because there was a vital link 
between them which tjed the peasant to his land. He very seldom if ever disposed 
of his land probably for fear of becoming landless. But the right to land and the 
right to the means of-distributing water were based on the same principle - that of 
having expended labour upon it. 
On this principle both the king and the people derived income from the supply of 
water. The people constructed for themselves small tanks, canals and fields through 
which water flowed to further fields. The king mostly built the larger supply tanks, 
storage tanks, large canals and anicuts. These irrigation works therefore were 
constructed by various hands but the same water flowed through them. The 
economic link between them was the supply of water. This was paid for and the due 
on water was called dakapati. As water flowed from tank to tank and field to field 
through canals the owners of each had to pay for the source of his water supply- the 
irrigation facility immediately above him whether canal or tank. Thus the income 
derived from the possession of a tank or canal was the residue left when the dakapati 
for the water received was deducted from the dakapati for water supplied. In other 
words water is bought and sold through the medium of these channels of supply, 
and income constituted the difference of the profit. 
The king need not pay to anyone above h im for he held the sources of supply. He 
reaped the w hole dakapati paid to him as income. So also any person or body who 
held a primary source of supply. Those who held fields through which water 
flowed gained not only the produce from the fields but also the difference between 
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the dakapati paid in and paid out. We have no idea at all as to what was paid as 
dakapati and how it was paid. 
The rights and principles stated above were probably strictly adhered to by custom. 
There was no legal ownership or any abstract rights. The claim always pertained to 
the tangible produce or the income. These rights as seen in the grants could be 
transferred and there is one instance of a tank being sold to the king.1 
But we must assume that family tradition and rights were a check on any large scale 
transference of right to the produce of the land. The strength of this link in any 
agricultural society has already been shown. But on family property and inheritance 
there is very little data in the inscriptions. The only examples have already been 
referred to. The Perumaiyankulam inscription2 in mentioning the daka.pati of a vaviya 
calls it tumaha pita sataka kotasa (the share which belonged to his father). The 
Timbirivava rock inscription3 records that a certain lady granted tumaha ku.la sataka 
... vayavavi matara majibika pati. This particular right belonged to her family and by 
this record she grants it to the smigha. 
There are a few unpublished records which seem to give lists of fields and tanks 
which were "the property of the sail.gha."4 What this conception of property was we 
cannot say. But is possible that as the assets of the vihiiras grew it became the 
practice to record them on stone both to emphasise the claim they had to them and 
also to record it for posterity, because grants to vihiiras were grants made for all time. 
RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS 
Introduction 
As every inscription deals with some grant to the sarigha or some record of religious 
significance it might be supposed that there is plenty of material for this section. But 
though comparatively there is much information, it is all on certain limited aspects 
of religious institutions. There is very little variety in the data, so that once the 
subject of donations is exhausted there is little else beyond conclusions and 
inferences drawn from this and scattered hints in a few more aspects of religion. 
The method of study therefore is very much like that adopted in the last period. The 
same order and method is preserved as far as possible so that comparisons can easily 
be made and development traced without difficulty. 
EZ.IV, pp 115-128 (No.14). 
EZJ, pp 66-74 (No.6); [IC, Vol. II, Pt.l (1983) 45]. 
EZ.IV, pp 223-228 (N o .28); UC, Vol. II, Pt. IT (unpubd.) 108b]. 
CJS.ll, p 218 (No.700); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. I (1983) 34]; CJS.TI, p 218 (No.698); UC, Vol. II, Pt. I1 
(mrpubd.) 177]; CJS.ll, p 226 (No.748); CJS.II, p 191 (No.549). 
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This section begins with a study of the subject of donations. The donations made by 
the people and by the king will be studied separately so that the difference if any 
between these two groups may be brought out. Then follow the purpose of the 
dona tions and the purpose of the record of these donations. The study of the 
phrases in which the name of the donee is couched leads to certain conclusions on 
the nature of the smigha. 
The second half is partly composed of the inferences from these direct studies of the 
inscriptions ah eady made and from stray references. These will cover the nature of 
the viharas and their compositions and also their maintenance. Last of all are a few 
remarks on ceremonies and religious beliefs. 
There are a few inscriptions which are of special interest for religious institutions. 
These are the Tor:Ugalat and Labuatabandigala2 inscriptions, the inscription at 
Kirinde3 and the Jetavanarama inscription of Mahasena.4 The last is unique among 
the inscriptions of this period and it takes the form of a religious edict. 
Unfortunately the inscription is fragmentary. 
Donations 
The practice of making donations is a h·adition handed down from the last period. 
As in the last period the inscrip tions with just a few exceptions deal with grants 
made to the snngha. Therefore some of the comments made in the last period can be 
said to apply to this too.s But in certain other respects the passage of time has seen 
changes in the practice of making grants. These changes are most of them evidence 
of new factors in this period. 
There is little doubt from this spate of donations that the sangha was the foremost 
and perhaps the only organised religious body in the island. There is no donation 
made to any other religious sect nor are there any recorded grants to individuals. 
These inscriptions as in the last period bear testimony along with the Mahavarhsa and 
Culava1ilsa to the lavish patronage extended to the sangha by the kings of 
Anuradhapura.6 They add to this knowledge known from other sources that the 
people too in their own way were no less lav ish in their gifts, to the sangha.7 
Whereas in the las t period the larger percentage of their gifts were confined to cave 
EZ.Ill, pp 172-188 (No.l 7). 
l EZ. III, pp 247-253 (No.26). 
3 AlC, pp 40, 76 (No.57); [IC, Vol.ll, Pt. II (unpubrl.) 123]. 
EZ.IV, pp 273, 285 (No.36); LIC, Vol. IT, Pt. II (wzpubd.) 111]. 
Supra, pp 75-82. 
Sup ra, pp 76-77. 
7 Supra, pp 77-78. 
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grants, in this there is a wider variety of gifts which include grants of land and tanks 
which previously were made only by kings. 
There were not as many as those granted by kings because the kings commanded 
greater resources and because the grants of land and tanks were in fact mostly 
grants of revenue.l The increased number of the donations of land and tanks by 
kings, either as grants of revenue or as grants of produce, and the fact that the 
people too make these grants, except the donation or cancellation of revenue 
directly/ and replace the cave grants with grants o1 other types are all points worthy 
of notice indicating changes in society. 
Another change in the donations from the last period is the great attention to details 
of the grant. These details apply not only to the description of the subject of the 
grant, as already seen3 but also to the donor, the donee, the purpose of the grant and 
other conditions applying to the grant. This may be just a development of time and 
experience but may also show that as grants increased both in numbers and variety, 
there had to be a certain degree of accuracy. The insufficiency of deta ils to prevent 
the ambiguity already existing is perhaps due to our ignorance of the background 
and local tradjtions in which these grants were considered. 
Lastly the donations as seen in these inscriptions have no proper relation to the place 
religion had either in the lives of the kings4 or of the people. This is all that has been 
recorded. But various other aspects of religion which may have been equally 
important or more important are not mentioned because there was no necessity to 
record them. Nor can it be said that religion was the main business of king and 
people, though it does play an important part in society. 
Donations by Kings 
A summary of these donations has already been given under the subject of king and 
religion.s The meaning too of these grants which use the term bojakapati, dakapati and 
kara have been explained in the section on economic relationships between people.6 
Therefore it is not necessary to go into the intricacies of these land and tank grants 
again except to give in order the types of grants made by the kings. 
Almost all the grants made by kings were those of land and tanks often expressed in 
terms of bojaktzpati and daktzpati. They were not always simple and straightforward 
Supra, pp 46-47, 195-197. 
Supra, pp 188·194. 
3 Supra, pp 156-157. 
Supra, pp 143-145. 
Supra, pp 140-144. 
Supra, pp 179-194. 
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but combined in ways which tend to make the meaning of the grant obscure in the 
absence of information on locality and tradition now long lost. Only the principal 
types will be dealt with here. 
There are no grants of villages in this period. The implications of such grants in the 
last period and their absence in this have been touched upon.l In this period grants 
of land usually took the form of fields2 or measured plots of land from fields and 
villages, which were mentioned by name.3 A simple grant of land4 would mean 
either the grant of the revenue payable on that land or the grant of the produce or 
income from that land. It would normally mean the revenue due to the king from 
the land. It is possible that the income may have included the dakapati. In grants of 
land5 where the bojakapati is mentioned, it means the grant of revenue and if the 
dakapati too is mentioned, its meaning is determined by the term bojakapati. If the 
dakapati o£ land is mentioned without reference to bojakapati it can have two 
meanings. 
Similarly the grant of a tank or a canal6 can mean either the grant of the income 
derived from the distribution of water or the grant of its revenue. When the terms 
bojakapati and dakapati are used the distinction between income and revenue is made 
clear. But ambiguity of the term dakapati remains unless it is used alongside 
bojakapati in reference to the same tank or canal. Dakapati can also mean the net 
income from the possession of the supply of water. These distinctions are implicit in 
the grants of both land and tanks which do not employ the terms. 
In these grants the donation of revenue could only be made by the king while the 
donation of produce was a privilege or a right he shared with the people the only 
distinction being the extent of the resources he commanded. Certain other grants 
too could only be made by the king. These are the cancellation of kara,? a special tax 
levied from those to whom the grants of dakapati and bojakapati were made; the grant 
of court finess and the grant of customs duties (suka).9 
Supra, pp 47, 51, 62. 
2 EZ.IV, pp 213-217 (No.26); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. I (1983) 57); C]S.ll, p 107 (No.428); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. ll 
(unpubd.) 101}; CA.III, p 210; AlC, pp 29,74 (No.17); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. l (1983) 79, 80]. 
3 CJS.I, p 25 (No.399); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. I (1983) 49i}. 
EZ.ni, pp 216-219 (No.21b); CA.m, p 210; fEZ. VI (1991) pp 215-220, No.42; IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 
79); EZ.IV, pp 111-115 (No.l 3). 
5 Supra, pp 179-183, 188-193. 
6 EZ.l, pp 208-211 (No.l8); EZ.ill, pp 165-169 (No.15b); EZ.IV, pp 213-217 (No.26); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I 
(1983) 61, 62, 57]; EZ.IV, pp 218-222 (No.27); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 105). 
7 Supra, pp 192-194. 
s ASCAR, 1934, S71, p 18; UC, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) 64}. 
9 CJS.Il, p 197 (No.586); UC, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) 67]. 
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The construction of vihiiras and other buildings is an aspect little mentioned in the 
inscriptions. The reasons for this have been discussed before.l There was no need to 
record them for posterity because they were permanent structures and not rights 
which can be ignored. These are therefore mentioned only when endowments of 
land or tanks accompany them.2 The architectural remains dating from this period 
and the Mahiivamsa and Ciilavamsa provide ample evidence of the kings' building 
activities for the saitgha. There is just one record- an inscription of Vankanasika 
TissaJ which records the construction of steps unaccompanied by any endowment. 
But the purpose of this act as stated in the inscription was to transfer that merit to his 
mother. 
Trivial gifts common among the people such as steps, pillars, money, food and robes 
do not appear among the grants made by the kings. This was most probably 
because they were too trivial to be mentioned and not because this common and 
obvious duty was neglected. The permanent endowments were perhaps utilised for 
these purposes.4 
Donations by People 
In the last period though there were a large number of cave donations there were 
few which relieved the monotony of these grants. Donations of the people are fewer 
in this period, but they are much more varied. Furthermore kings and people 
sometimes seem to make almost the same type of donations as in grants of land and 
tanks. But these bear a slightly different interpretation and are few. We can be sure 
that the recorded donations are but a fraction of the many simple gifts and alms 
which the people were wont to make to the sangha. Though these came within the 
means necessary to grant them, they were not perhaps substantial enough to 
warrant inscriptions. This probably accounts for the paucity of grants which supply 
food and robes. But these donations, even as they are, correct the impression that 
the Mahiivaritsa and Culavamsa may create, that the chief support of the saitgha was 
the king. Though kings make substantial grants from the almost unlimited means as 
their disposal, the grants by private individuals must have been considerable.s 
Supra, p 142. 
2 CJS.l, p 172 (No.368); AIC, pp 27, 73, 109 (No.S); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 60, 58]; EZ.l, pp 252-259 
(No.22); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. 11 (unpubd.) 96]. The endowments were sometimes made for the repair 
and maintenance of buildings. This is expressly stated sometimes. Infra, p 205. 
3 CJSJI, p 123 (No.SlO); ac, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 54]. 
Infra, pp 215-217. 
s 1 have here to depend on the published inscriptions. The inscriptions of kings because of their 
political importance attract the epigraphist more than private donations. ln the absence of full 
records it is dl fficult to hazard guesses. But leaving aside the inscriptions ed ited in the Epigraphia 
Zeyhmica which mostly record royal grants there are an almost equal or perhaps a larger 
proportion of inclividual grants of various types. 
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At fust sight the grants of bojakapatil of land and tanks2 appear to be the same as 
those made by the king. But it is clear that the people had no right to grant revenue 
because it did not come to them. Therefore wherever the term bojakapati is used in a 
private inscription or if the grants o£ land and tanks imply the grant of bojakapati as 
most of them probably do, these have to be interpreted as diverted revenue- grants 
having their origin in the authority of the king now transferred to the saiz.gha by the 
donees. These probably were royal officials and in some of these inscriptions they 
are mentioned as such.3 
Where the term bojakapati is not used it is not easy or possible sometimes, to say 
whether a grant involves revenue or income. As interpreted already the gift of land 
(income) by a private individual is improbable because he would be donating hjs 
means of livelihood. Therefore in all probability such grants were donations of 
revenue which had been given originally by the king. The grant of land itself is not 
impossible. 
Similarly private grants of tanks or canals where bojakapati is not mentioned can be 
variously interpreted. It is easier to imagine the grant of the income of a tank or 
canal because it would not mean the surrender of one's livelihood for land was the 
standby of the people. These therefore can be grants of revenue or grants of income 
or even re-grants of income donated by the king. If the term dakapati is used it can 
mean only income. 
Once the meaning of the grants is made plain it can be theoretically stated that the 
people were free to donate those lands or tanks bringing in income which were their 
own. Re-grants of income which originally came from the king had perhaps to be 
approved by the king just as much as regrants of bojakapati to the sa izgha had to have 
the approval of the king.4 
The people also seem to have had the freedom to grant ancestral or family properties 
sometimes expressed by the term matera majibuka.s These perhaps fall into the same 
category as grants of dakapati and the produce of the fields. 
AIC, pp 41-76, 110 (No.61); UC, Vol. 11, Pt. II (rmpubd.) 99]; AIC, p 43 (No.67a); [IC, Vol. U, Pt. U 
(unpubd.) 165]; 
AJC, pp 41, 76 (Nos.58ab); AlC, p 47 (Nos.80a &b); CJS.I, p 22 (No.380); C]S l, p 22 (No.379); C)S I, p 
26 (No.401 ); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 147 A&B, 191A&B, 165}; C}S.ll, p 193 (No. 557), UC, Vo/.1 
(1970) 1228]; AJC, pp 46, 77, 111 (No. 77); [EN (1991) p 39, No.7, EZ. VI, No.83], CjS.n , p 12 (No.494); 
CJS.I, p 23 (No.384)); AlC, pp 48, 77, 111 (No.85). 
J CjS.l, p 22 (Nos.379,380); (IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 191]; CJS.U, p 191 (No.548); [EN (1991) p 76, 
No.20]; AlC, pp 41, 76, 110 (No.61); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I1 (mrpubd.) 99}; CJS.I, p 23 (No.384). 
Supra, p 193. 
5 EZ.lV, pp 223-228 (No.28); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. II (unpubd.) 108b]. 
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The next group of donations is that in which buildings of various types were given 
to the smigha. This again is based on the free bounty of the donor and ·the means at 
his disposal. Though the king built vihiiras there were hardly any private 
individuals who were able to do the same except a few officials who had attained to 
a position of eminence in the state and so were able to command resources for it. 
The Vallipuram gold plate1 states that one Piyaguka Tisa constructed a vihiira in the 
north. But almost all other records in which constructions are mentioned refer to 
steps and walls, entrances to caitya-halls images, moonstones and such simple 
structures.2 It was not the practice among kings to inscribe the records of 
constructions. But it is probable that as in Vankanasika Tissa's inscription3 these 
were recorded fo r the merit they brought to the donor or to anyone whom he may 
wish to benefit by it. 
It must not be forgotte11 that some of the cave inscriptions by the people which were 
grouped together with the cave inscriptions of the last period, chronologically, 
probably belonged to this period:' These cave donations gradually declined in 
popularity probably because the smigha had enough of them or because they needed 
a different type of structure. The series of inscriptions just considered supplies the 
answer to the cessation of cave inscriptions. 
Though it was possible to record almost every cave donation it may not have been 
possible or even considered necessary to record every gift of a pillar or step. Most of 
these inscriptions belong to the latter half of this period and it is possible th.at they 
were recorded for the merit they were expected to bring. The VaJJipuram gold plate 
is unique among these and the purpose behind it will be presently examined. 
There a re no inscriptions in which the kings make donations of money. But there 
are a few in which the people do so. These are few because there was not much 
money in circulation. Usually the purpose for which the money was to be used is set 
down.5 
EZ.IV, pp 229-237 (No.29); [IC, Vol.ll, Pt I (1983) 53]. 
l CjS.IJ, p 193 (No.558); [JC, Vol. I (1970) 1230); CJS.ll, p 218 (No.696); [EN (1991), p 79, No. 1. See 
also IC, Vol. Il, Pt. Il (mrpubd.) 177A]; AlC, p 42 (No.64); [IC, Vol. Il, PL I (1983) 40]; EZ.ITI, pp 120-
126 {No.7); CjS.I, p 22 (No.381); qs.n, p 128 (No.540). 
l CJS.ll, p 123 (No.510); [JC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 54). 
There arc a few which chronologically belong definitely to this period on palaeography and the use 
of the auspicious symbol si, CJS.I, p 171 {No.359); C]S.H, p 227 (No.758); AIC, p 46 {No.79); [IC, VoL 
Il, Pt. li (tmpubd.) 193; EN (1991) p 86, No.5; I C, Vol. I (1970) 1187/; EZ.I, pp 21 -22 (No.2.ii). This 
last belongs to the 6-7 century AD whtch shows that some caves continued to be used. This 
records the enlarging of the cave. 
s CA.Ill, p 207; C)S.Il, p 228 (No.759); CjS.Il, p 113 (No.458); CJS.II, p 121 (No.503); CjS.Il, p 114 
(No.459); {EN (1991), p 89 (No.19); p 85 (No.l); p 94 (No.13) p 75 (No.17) p 94 (No.14)]; C]S.Il, p 128 
(No.539). 
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Money and even quantities of grain were sometimes deposited as capital so that 
with the interest on the capital or on the grain given out as seed paddy a permanent 
endowment could be maintained. Of the inscriptions which record the deposit of 
these moneys and grain, those at Labuatabandigala1 are fragmentary. But the 
ToDigala inscription2 gives many and detailed instructions on the use to which the 
endowment was to be put and the conditions which governed it. It was to provide 
for the celebration of the Vassa festival. These three grants were made either by 
ministers or sons of ministers. There are two other records of similar deposits of 
paddy though not with the same details. The procedure in these two was perhaps 
the same.J It is easy to see why these gifts were recorded. 
Gifts of food, robes medicine, oil for lamps and perishables were not recorded. 
These may have formed the bulk of the gifts given by the people. Th.ere is however 
a reference to a gift of water strainers4 and also provision in money for oil and 
flowers at a shrine.s 
These inscriptions cannot be accurately dated but they continue till the end of the 
period when inscriptions by kings were becoming scarce. No general conclusions 
can be drawn in the absence of fuller records. The people make almost the same 
donations as the kings except those grants of revenue which only the king could 
divert. Officials and ministers not only re-grant some of these revenues and income 
but also constructed viharas. These donations of buildings by officials could not 
have been extensive. This was the special privilege of the king who by his position 
was able to raise the required money and labour for big undertakings. The grants of 
people below the status oi ministers were extensive and varied though smaller and 
involving less outlay. On the whole the inscriptions record only a fraction of the 
support given to the sangha. 
The Purpose of the Donations 
Originally the donations of land and tanks were just made over to the monks at the 
vihiiras. Later in the inscriptions of this period the purpose for which the donations 
was to be used was also given. It was not however mentioned in every grant. The 
purpose behind some donations such as food and robes, and building steps and 
pillars seem obvious. But grants of land and tanks and money could be made use of 
for any object. These are the donations where sometimes directions were given 
about the use of the money or the resources provided. 
EZ.III, pp 247-253 (No.26 a&b). 
2 EZ.Ill, pp 172-188 (No.17). 
J CJS.II, pp 128 (No.S38); CJS.Il, p 211 (No.658). 
AlC, p 42 (No.64). 
CJS.ll, p 113 (No.458); CJS.ll, p 114 (No.459); [EN (1991) pp 94&95 (Nos. 13&14)]. 
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Perhaps the commonest direction is that the donation be used for the provision of 
"the four requisites" of the monks. This is e:>-':plained in phrases such as catiri paceni 
pari bujanaka kotu1 ••• catara paca paribujana kotu2 and cara pacayata dine3 .... This phrase 
cove1·s all that the earthly life of a monk requires and perhaps many of the grants 
where no purpose is mentioned was used for these requisites. 
Next in importance is perhaps the provision sometimes made for the repair of 
buildings. It is quite likely that when some building was put up this was 
accompanied by an endowment to cover the necessary expenses to keep the building 
in repair. In these grants the building which is to be kept in repair is mentioned. 
The phrase used normally is jir;a patisati1'iya and examples may be found in the 
Perumaiyanku!am,4 Viharegala,s Jetavanarama6 and Kataragarnai inscriptions. 
There are several among the inscriptions published by Mi.iller.s 
There are others which make grants of money or land, oil for lamps, flowers, water-
strainers and food probably to be placed before a shrine (ama padana).9 They are 
st~ted as tela mala ceta; utara maha cetahi tela ea (huti) ea nntla kotu dini; tela mula and 
hapi vateha. Provision was also made in this manner for lahiika bat (ticket rice)H1 and 
for caityas.11 This may be either for repairs or for offerings at the caitya. Another 
vague grant is that dedicated to "the dwelling house of the Tera Tisa."12. 
Provision was also made for observation of various festivals and customs. The 
Labuatabandigala inscription and the Tot:tigala inscriptionn already mentioned, 
deposit grain and money so that the interest may be used year by year for the 
Ariyavasa festival14 (Ariyavasa vataya). An unpublished inscription at Nayigala-
EZ.l, pp 208-211 (No.18); [IC; Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 61]. 
2 EZ.lll, pp 114-119 (No.6); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 60]. 
AIC, pp 46, 77, 111 (No.77); [EN (1991) p 39 (No.7), EZ. VU, p 107 (No.83)}; AIC, pp 27, 73, 109 
(No.S); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 58]; EZ.IV, pp 115-128 (No.l4). 
EZ.I, pp 66-74 (No.6); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 45]. 
EZ.III, pp 165-169 (No.15b); [IC, Vol.ll, Pt. I (1983) 62]. 
o EZ.I, pp 252-259 (No.22); [I C., Vol. ll, Pt. 11 (unpubd.) 96]. 
7 EZ.lli, pp 216-219 (No.21b); [EZ.VI, pp 215-220 (No.42)]. 
AIC, p 42 (No.63); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. II (unpubd.) 154]; AIC, pp 27, 73, 109 (No.S); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I 
(1983) 58]; AIC, pp 29, 74, 110 (No.16); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. U (rmpubd.) 85]; AIC, pp 30, 74 (No.19); AIC, 
pp 51, 77, 112 (No.98). 
Y EZJ, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC., Vol. Il, Pt. I1 (unpubd.) 96]; EZ.ID, pp 216-219 (No.21b); [EZ.VI, pp 
215-220 No.42]; CJS.II, p 113 (No.458); [EN (1991) p 94, (No.13)]; ATC, pp 51, 77, 112 (No. 98); CA.Jll, 
p207. 
w CA.III, p 206; Infra, pp 215-216. 
n CJS.ll, p 22 (No.379); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. II (zmpubd.) 191A]; CJS.II, p 191 (No.548); [EN (1991), p 76 
(No.20)]. 
12 CJS.Il, p 193 (No.557); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1228]. 
!3 EZ.III, pp 172-188 (No.l7). 
H Infra, p 217. 
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vihara1 too makes provision for the Vassa festival at the Pavata-vihara . The special 
prov ision made for the refectory (Abhayagiri-Mnhavihara mahapakavataha uvanaka kotu 
dini)2 is probably a reference to some religious observance and not a general grant to 
the refectory.J 
The Purpose of the Record 
It has been shown that every donation was not recorded and that the numbers 
unrecorded must have been very great. This raises the question why only some 
donations were recorded. The answer to this question will not only provide an 
insight into the mind of the age but will also place all these inscriptions in their 
proper perspective. 
The purpose of a record is never mentioned though the purpose of the donation 
sometimes is. But it can be easily seen from the nature of the donations inscribed 
that only those which were of a permanent character were recorded. But there are 
different types of donations. Foremost among these are the donations of land and 
tanks whether of dakapati or bojakapati which imply some sort of ownership and a 
regular provision of maintenance. These were recorded because it was necessary to 
ensure this claim for all time. The absence of grants to private individuals can be 
interpreted to m ean that they were never meant to be permanent and to be handed 
down to the children. 
This also explains why records of private property w ere never inscribed on stone. 
These descended in the family. But the lands and other assets belonging to an 
ins titution like a vihiira were not handed down thus but remained as the 
endowments of an institution. This perhaps accounts for those inscriptions which 
seem to record Lis ts of properties or assets rather than donations that had been made 
to the sailgha .4 
Another type of donation similar to these grants of land and tanks is that o f money 
or grain which was to serve as capital, the interest from which was to be used 
regularly for the purpose indicated in the grant. Here again it is easy to see that the 
object of recording this grant was to maintain its continuity. lt is this consideration 
which leads to the assumption that the grants of money and grain, where the 
inscriptions are fragmentary or do not provide details were in fact grants of this 
type.s 
CJS.Il, p 12l{No.503); [EN (1991), p 75 (No.l7)]; AlC, p 44 (No.70). 
z Trans: The Great Refectory; EZ.l, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. TT, Pt. Il (tmpubd.) 96]. 
J lnfra, p 218. 
qs.n, p 218 (No.698); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt.ll (unpubd.) 177); q s.n, p 226 (No.748); AIC, pp 40, 76 
(No.54); EZ.IV, pp 115-128 (No.14). 
5 Supra, p 197. 
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In a different category altogether are those grants which though permanent by their 
very nature do not bring in any regular income. These further were so tangibk that 
there was in fact no necessity to record them. It will be remembered that the cave 
donations of the last period though they fall into this category were in fact recorded 
on stone. It may have been merely a record of the gift tinged with a little self-praise. 
It may have been recorded for merit though this is not mentioned anywhere. But 
merit is attached to the donation rather than the record of it. It does not explain why 
other g ifts were not so recorded such as the construction of vihiiras. One possible 
explanation is that a vihiira was an institution designed to last. Thus when a vihiira is 
established or buildings constructed for it there was no necessity to proclaim the fact 
except when the desire to record it for merit was present. But a cave needed such an 
inscription because these were not donated to any duly constituted vihiiras. They 
were made generally for the use of the sangha and later these groups developed into 
viharas. 
Gifts of a similar kind such as the construction of steps, pillars, moonstones, 
retaining walls fall into the same category. These were later gifts and in many, the 
merit of the gift is transferred to the world or to some individual.l The merit in these 
grants had probably a slightly different meaning to the merit generally acq uired 
because in the course of this period the conception of merit seems to have undergone 
a change.2 These inscriptions may have been set up to announce to the world the 
transference of the merit or its acquisition. 
Gifts which were ephemeral and less substantial like food, robes, alms and flowers 
were therefore not recorded partly because they were ephemeral and partly because 
they were less substantial. We cannot on that account say that no mer it attached to 
these gifts. They were not worth record. This raises a difficulty which cannot be 
answered why the construction of buildings and vihiiras especially by the kings was 
not recorded at this time, though sometimes there are references to them. 
It is possible to explain this discrepancy of motives if we assume that though 
normally merit was attached to every good deed and especially for gifts to the 
sangha, it was sometimes sought after by the performance of special acts and by the 
donation of special gifts. These perhaps were recorded though more substantial and 
valuable gifts such as the construction of vihiiras and buildings went w1recorded. 
The Vallipuram gold plate which records the construction of a vihara needs special 
mention because it was found buried in the foundation of what was probably the 
lnfra, p 219. 
Infra, p 219. 
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vihiira referred to. The record is inscribed on a small gold plate.1 Paranavitana has 
suggested that this may have been buried so that the gods when they visit the earth 
on the uposatha day, as was believed, may see the record of the good deed and 
reward accordingly.2 
The gradual cessation of inscriptions towards the end of this period must be 
attributed to political causes rather than to any change in the motives for recording 
inscriptions. It is perhaps true to say that this decline is more noticeable in the 
inscriptions by kings. 
The Method of Donation 
There were certain ceremonies and customs which accompanied these grants. They 
are so far mentioned only in grants by kings and were perhaps confined to these 
grants. The first of these, already noticed in the last period3 is the pouring of water 
from a golden vessel over the hands of the donee as a symbol of the transferring of 
the rights of ownership.4 Another custom noticed here for the first time is the 
proclamation of the grant by beat of drum (bera paharavm;a).s This may have been a 
common method of making a proclamation just as it is in rural Ceylon today. 
Donee 
The change from caves granted to the agata anagata ca.tu disa sagasa, to land and tanks 
granted to the monks of a particular vihiira which was named was complete by the 
end of the last period and the reasons for this change too were discussed a t length.~ 
This same tradition is continued throughout this period without any change in those 
inscriptions which make grants involving regular income. 
Almost all these inscriptions, especially those which make prov1s1on for the 
requisites to the monks, are granted to the monks or an assembly of monks called 
bikusaga who reside at a particttlar vihiira. Examples7 of this are Gagapavata viharahi 
biku sagahata and Ratarzaraba viharahi biku sagahataya. The emphasis to be noticed is 
that the grant is made to the community of monks and that the unit of the 
community is the vihiira. 
EZ.N, pp 227-237 (No.29); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 53]. 
2 EZJV, p 236. 
3 Supra, p 81. 
EZ.ill, pp 114-118 (No.6); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 60]; EZ.III, p 118; EI.XVIT, pp 303,332; Mhv.XV: 24; 
Amiivahtra (Richard de Silva's Ed.) p 35; Jiitakas i.(Fausboll Ed.) p 85. 
EZ.l, pp 66-74. 
Supra, pp 195-197. 
EZ.lV, pp 213-217 (No.26); EZ.fii, pp 165-169 (No.15(2)); EZ.ill, pp 114-119 {No.6); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I 
(1983) 57, 62, 60]; EZ.l, pp 252-259 (No.22); EZ.IV, pp 223-228 (No28); [JC, Vof.ll, Pt. 11 (rmpubd.) 
96,108 a&b]; EZJV, pp 115-128 (No.14). 
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Provision made for repairs was specified differently. The building on which repairs 
were to be carried is always mentioned and som etimes the vihiira too in which it was 
situated .1 If this is not mentioned the vihiira referred to must have been understood 
by some other reference as in the Jetavanarama inscription or by the site of the 
record. Ostensibly the donee is the building. But it must be inferred that the monks 
had the management of the finances. Similar to these is the provision made for 
offerings a t shrines. Here the name of the shrine is distinctly given.2 The distinction 
is brought out well in those inscriptions where grants were made for repairs as well 
as "requisites."3 The whole of the grant is not made over to the monks. This casts 
some doubt on the force of the word biku sagaluztaya. It m eans rather that the grant 
was made in favour of the monks than that the grant was made to the monks. We 
do not know therefore who or what body had the management of the grants. 
The conclusions so far arrived at are supported by those grants which make 
provision for the Ariyavasa festiva1.4 According to one, the grant is m ade for the 
Ariyavasa fes tival, (Ariyavasa vntaya) and according to the other to the monks who 
w ill be taking part in the Ariyavasn at the particular vihara (Ariyavasa kara~J.a maha 
bikusagahata niyata kotu Yahisapavata nava vaherakahi dini). 
Grants were hardly ever made to individual monks for that was against the Vinaya 
rules. But there are a few such grants in stray inscriptions which cannot be 
adequately interpreted for lack of texts.5 The cave donations of the early part of this 
period retain the form adopted in the last period. 
The Nature of the Sangha 
In the last period the sa~igha changed from a loosely organised body of monks who 
lived largely in cave communities to a series of compact, economically independent 
vihiiras which were capable of receiving the various grants that were made.& It is 
possible that some of these vihiiras were the original cave communities and it is also 
possible that some were newly founded. TI1e vihiiras therefore formed the units of 
the sangha and it is safe to say that the sangha did not exist apart from the vihiiras. 
Though the inscriptions of the last period presented a picture of harmony within the 
saizgha the literary sources show that from the time of VattagamaDi there were rifts 
EZ.l, pp 66-74 (No.6); AIC, pp 27, 74,109 (No.S); AIC, pp 28, 74,110 (No.8); (IC, Vol . Il, Pt. I (1983) 
45, 58, 66]; EZ.I, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. ll ( tmpubd.) 96]. 
EZ.lli, pp 216-219 (No.21b); {EZ. VI, p 215 (No.42)]. 
3 EZ.l, pp 252-259 (No.22); {IC, Vol. II, Pt. ll (inpubd.) 96]; ATC, pp 27, 74, 109 (No.S); AJC, pp 28, 74, 
110 (No.8); [JC, Vol. TT, Pt. I (1983) 58, 66]. 
EZ.TII, pp 247-253 (No.26a); EZ.III, pp 172-188 (No.l7). 
s CJS.II, p 193 (No.557}; [CC, Vol. I (1970) 1228]; EZ.I, pp 21-22 (No.2ll.i). 
~ Supra, pp 195-197. 
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wi thin it.l It is hardly likely that donations made to vihiiras would contaii:l references 
to these decisions. But we h ave in the Jetavanarama inscription of Mahasenaz an 
inscription of a dilierent type. This is unfortunately very fragmentary. But the 
Mahiivarhsa makes the importance of this inscription quite clear.3 This inscription 
frequently refers to the Paca-maha-avasa or "the five great residences." It can be 
inferred that this edict was an attempt on the part of the king to regulate the 
teaching in these avasas. As the king has been identified with Mahiisena the account 
o£ his religious activities as given in the Mahiivarhsa shows that Paca-maha-avasa must 
refer to the orthodox school or sect, led by the Mahiivihara. According to the literary 
sources there had already been a split in the smigha and the Mahiivihara was but one 
of the sects though of course the foremost. Mahiisena actively persecuted the 
Mahavihara sect and we know from the reference to "the books of the Vayatuijala 
teaching" that the division was, at least by this time, doctrinal too. The rise of the 
sect, which h eld these teachings, to prominence must be traced to this time. 
These facts show that the sang ha was not at this time a homogenous body. It was in 
the first p lace organised in vihiiras. Secondly there was within it schools of thought 
or orders. Whether it only meant the profession of a particular set of teachings or 
whether any hierarchy or organisation accompanied the djvisions cannot be known. 
The orthodox or Theravada school was called or at least included in the Pacn-maha-
nvasa. This probably referred to the Mahavihara, Cetiya-vihara, Thuparama, 
Issarasamat:ta and Vessagiri-vihara.4 These were vihiirns in an around 
Anuradhapura and they held the same doctrines. We do not know w hat influence 
these exerted over the other viharas in the island or how other vihiirns were affiliated 
to them. Avasn in the context of this phrase meant only a residence of the m onks. 
There are no references to other sects except that the Vayattu;lala or Vetula doctrines 
were also held probably by another sect which was supported by the king. 
The method used by the king to eradicate heresy was the proclamation of royal 
edicts on the subject and by the issue of books which teach the doctrines whkh the 
king thought was orthodox. The other measures he employed can be found in the 
Mahiiv01i1sa. The script of the inscription is foreign; so also the stone used. They 
show a distinct South Indian (Andhra) influence. The occurrence of Abayagiri-
mahaviharhi shows where the new teaching was centred. Kings rud not normally 
interfere in doctrine in this manner and this episode is exceptional. They did 
however, later on, take disciplinary action against offending monks w ho 
dishonoured the robes they wore. 
2 
3 
4 
Mhv.XXXITI: 95-98. 
EZ.IV, pp 273-285 (No.36); UC, Vol. II_ Pt. II (mtpubd.) 111]. 
Mhv.xxxvn: 1-39. 
NS, p 13, n3; MhvJ<XXVI: 127. 
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The Vilzara 
The vihiira was the unit of the san.gha and several of them are mentioned in the 
inscriptions in the course of the grants. Some of them have been identified but many 
remain unidentified except where ruins at the site of an inscription prompt a 
solution. Some of those identified are large to judge from the fame attached to them 
and the extensive ruins that can be seen even to this day. Some of the vihliras 
however must have been very small. More information about these vihiiras can be 
gleaned if they can be identified with those mentioned in the Mahiivaritsa and 
Culavamsa. The more important viharas are mentioned in them. 
The viha1·a system had therefore become a settled institution by the beginning of this 
period and must have grown in numbers and influence because the grants are not 
only numerous but were calculated to make the vihiiras economically and socially 
important. Though small cave communities may have existed in the remote 
countryside and in the hills the larger number became closely Linked with the 
economy of the country. Not only were they dependent on the villages for alms but 
the donation of land, revenue and dues from water bound them to the villages with 
ties which were stronger than mere alms. In respect of the economy of the land they 
seem to occupy a place similar to that enjoyed by officials withou t the political 
functions they carried. 
The way in which the vihliras are introduced in the various inscriptions makes it 
clear that the term was chiefly applied to the group of buildings and probably caves 
which formed the residence of a community of monks. The Vallipuram gold plate1 
would make one understand that vihara applied to the buildings which were 
constructed. The grants are never made to the vihiira but were given in favour of the 
monks resident in them or for a specific purpose within the vihiira such as the repair 
of buildings. These buildings such as asana11ala, ceta, pohatakara are mentioned as 
being situated within the vihiira.2 The community of monks to whom or for whom 
the various donations were made was identified by the vihiira in which they resided 
- viharahi bikusagahnta.3 Grants were sometimes mentioned as being made at. a 
vihara, thus - Mahaviharahi dinami.4 
The only exception to this seem to be the fifth or sixth century inscriptions at 
Nilaga:mas and Vessagiri6 where the money paid for the redemption of slaves was 
EZ.IV, pp 227-237 (No.29); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 53]. 
EZ.W, pp 165-169 (No.15b); [IC, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) 62]; EZ.l, pp 252-259 (No.22); {TC, Vol.II, Pt. U 
(unpubd.) 96]. 
EZ.W, pp 165-169 (No.15b); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 62]; EZ.Ill, pp 114-119 (No.6); EZ.JV, pp 213-217 
(No.26); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 60,57]. 
AIC, p 43 (Nu.67a); {IC, Vol. II, Pt. Il (tmpubd.) 165]. 
EZ.IV, pp 285-290 (No.37). 
EZ.IV, pp 128-136 (No.lS). 
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given to the viham. Another point of interest is those two inscriptions! which set 
down the properties or assets belonging to the viharn. These references give a wider 
meaning to the word vihiim and makes the whole of it a unit to which money may be 
credited and by which assets may be owned. 
The vihara in its wider meaning included not only the buildings and the monks but 
the organisation which made it a self-contained institution and which preserved the 
continuity of property and tradition. But we know hardly anything of the 
organisation behind the vi/zara. 
It has been already stated that the viharas were not all of the same size and 
importance. Further evidence of this can be seen in the existence of grades of v iharas 
called the maltaviharas and the raja-mahaviharas. There were first those which bore 
simply the name and the term viharn. Then came those which were called by the 
term mnhnvi1znra. In the Mnhiiva1fzsa this was always the name given to the center of 
the Theravada sect and the name of a special monastery, but it is not confined to this 
in the inscriptions. There are2 the Abayngiri maha-vihara, Devngariya maha-vihara, 
Mahavihara and ... Pana maha-vihara. These must have been so named because of their 
size and importance. The last and the most important were the raja-mahaviharas. 
Examples of these are3 Nilagama Tisa-aranzi raji-maha-vihare, Boyn-Opuluvann Kasapi-
gari raja-maha-vahere, Kajarngama raja-maha-vnhere, Mahngama raja-maha-vihare, Ekadorn 
raja-maha-vihara and Mahanama Jetatisa-pava raja malta- vahera. 
It is difficult to say what the relationship or what difference in status there was 
between the maha-vilznra and rnja-maha-vihara. Absence of the words malw and raja is 
no indication of the size and importance of a vihara because the Ekadorika-vihara is 
called both vilmra and mja-maha-viharn.4 Similarly it would be unwise to be guided 
by the absence of the word raja from mnlzn-vihara. But when a vihiira is called raja-
maha-vihara we can be certain that is was important. The word raja and the fact that 
two of these bear the names of kings and two others the names of two prominent 
places .in the Mahiivaritsa story, Kataragama and Mahagama, lend colour to the 
supposition that these were perhaps founded or at least were largely endowed by 
the kjngs. This alone may not have merited such a name because the viharns built by 
the kings were too numerous to be mentioned. 
C}S.ll, p 218 (No.698); [IC, Vol. IT, Pt. 11 (ullpttbd.) 177]; CJS.II, pp 226 (No.748). 
EZ.I, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. IT, Pt. 11 (tmpubd.) 96]; CJS.n, p 191 (No.548); [EN (1991) p 76 
(No.20)]; EZ.lll, pp 247-253 (No.26); CJS.ll, p 28 (No.414); CJS.II, p 28 (No.417); AJC, pp 30,74 
{No.19). 
3 EZ.Ill, pp 216-219 (No.21b); [EZ.VI, p 215 (No.42]; AlC, p 43 (No.67); [EZ.VII, pp 111-113( No.85)); 
C]S.TI, p 215 (No.677); [EN (1991), p 81 (No.12)]; EZ.IIJ, pp 165-169 (No.lSb); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. l 
(1983) 62]; EZ.TV, pp 285-290 (No.37); EZ.TV, pp 128-136 (No.lS); CJS.I, p 23 (No. 84). 
"' EZ.ITI, pp 165-169 (No.l5b); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 62li CJS.ll, p 215 (No.677); [EN (1991), p 81 
(No.l2}. 
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Vilriiras received their names in various ways. The most obvious are names such as 
Ulibiknla, Mnhagama, Nilagamal which have their origin in the name of the place 
where perhaps the vihiiras were sihtated. This was perhaps the most usual. The 
king sometimes gave his name to a vihiira as in Malumama Jeta Tisapava raja-
malzavihara2 and Boya Opuluvana Kasapigari raja-mahavahere,3 which was named after 
Kassapa I and his two daughters.-1 But it is not every name that can be so explained. 
Armna was a word closely allied to vihiira though the two are not interchangeable. 
Arama appears sometimes in the names of vihiiras like Tubarabn (Thuparama),S 
Ratana-araba-vihara,6 DakiiJi Abaya-araba-vihara7 and Nilagnma Tisa nrami raji-
mahavahara.s Amma in Pa.J.i originally meant "a grove." It perhaps acquired the 
meaning of monastery because vilziiras were often situated in them. These vihiiras 
bearing the word aramn were probably situated in gardens or groves or parks.9 
Composition of Vihiiras 
It was stated that the vihiira was a group of buildings which together formed the 
residence of a comm unity of monks. Sometimes the names of some of these appear 
in the grants. These give some idea of what a vihara was at this time and also an 
indication of the type of the life the monks led. Every vihiira may not have had these 
special buiJdin gs. But we can be sure tha t the nucleus of a vihiira was the residence 
of the monks. These however are not mentioned in any of the inscriptions reviewed , 
except perhaps caves which were used as dwellings referr-ed to in the cave 
inscriptions. 
Polzatakara 
This word derived from uposatha-gharn (Pili) has been translated as "Uposatha hall" 
and also unwisely as "Sabbath hall. " The name indicates that it was a place set apart 
for the performance of the Uposatha ceremony. Tius was enjoined on the monks by 
the Vinaya.to The ViNiregala inscriptionll makes provision for the repair of this 
EZ.IV, pp 213-217 (No.26); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. I (1983) 57]; AlC, pp 43, 76, 111 (No.67); {EZ. VII, pp 111-
113 (No.85)]; EZ.rv, pp 285-290 (No37). 
2 CJS.ll, p 23 (No.384). 
' EZ.IV, pp 128-136 (No.l5). 
Mhv.XXXIX: 11. 
5 EZ. I, pp 208-211 (No. l8); [IC, Vol.ll, Pt. l (1983) 61]. 
EZ.ffi, pp 113-119 (No.6); [JC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 60]. 
7 AIC, pp 27, 73, 10\1 (No.S); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 58]. 
EZ.lV, pp 285-290 (No.37). 
Mhv.XV: 8, 9; Mhv.xvn: 64. 
w SBE. Xill. Vmaya Text: Rhys Davids and Oldenberg, Oxford, 1881, Pt. 1, Maltiivngga, pp 239-297. 
11 EZ ill, pp 165-169 (No.l5b); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. f (1983) 62]. 
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building. The Ruvanvali-dagabat and the DebelgaJpansala2 inscriptions refer to this 
building as papatakara.3 One of these again is a provision made for repairs. An 
unpublished inscription at Saitdagiri-vehera (SP)4 records the gift of land for 
provision of oil for the lamps in the pohotakara (Olapter House). This is another 
interesting detail . Perhaps the ceremony was held at night unless the hall was used 
for other purposes too. 
Patanagala 
This word occurs but once in the Perumaiyankulam inscription,5 and has been taken 
as a place name by Wickremesinghe. But from the context of the inscription it seems 
to have been a building for which provision is made for repairs. The word appears 
aga in in the following period6 and has been traced to padhtinaghara which means "a 
meditation hall." 
Asanahala 
This word occurs in the fragmentary portion of the Jetavanarama slab inscription? 
The context does not shed any light on its meaning; very probably provision was 
made to keep it in repair. The text rurts ... cata(ra)hi (ni)kila (a)sa(vaka) asanahala 
karavaya ... which can be translated as, "at the four ... caused a sitting hall to be 
constructed." 
Ceta and Ceya 
These terms are derived from the Pali cetiya and the Skt. caitya. They arc translated 
as "shrines" and refer to the dome-shaped structures in viharas in which relics were 
enshrined.8 They are also called "diigiibas" or "stii.pas." They are usually given 
speciaJ names such as the Utara-maha-ceta of the Abayagiri-maha-vihara,9 Magala-maha-
ceya1o of the Kajarngama-raji-maha-vahera and Sila cetiya at Ambastale.ll Very often 
provision was made to keep these in repair.12 The Jetavanarama inscription also 
AIC, pp 27, 73, 109 (No.S); [IC, Vol. Il Pt. 1 (1983) 58]. 
AIC, pp 13,74 (No.19). 
J Nicholas points out that the imcription actually reads pol!ntnkara and that Muller has made an error. 
CJS.l, p 25 (No.399); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt.l (1983) 49 (i)]. 
5 EZ.T, pp 66-74 (No.6); (l C, Vol. Il, Pt.l (1983) 45]. 
b Infra, p 256. 
7 EZ.I, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I1 (unpubd.) 96]. 
Infra, pp 219-220. 
EZ.l, pp 252-259 (No.22); [TC, Vol. 11, Pt. I1 (unpubd.) 96]. 
to EZ.ill, pp 216-219 (No.21b); [EZ. VI, p 215 (No.42)]. 
11 CJS.IT, p 207 (No.637); (CC, Vol. Il, Pt. ll (unpubd.) 99). 
12 EZ.J, pp 252-259 (No.22); [lC, Vol. !I, Pt.II (rmpubd.) 96]; EZ.III, pp 216-219 (No.21b); [EZ. Vl, p 215 
(No.42)]; AlC, pp 41, 76, 110 (No.58); [IC, Vol. !I, Pt. ll (rmpubd.) 147 A&B]; AlC, pp 51, 77, 112 
(No.98). 
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refers to the construction of four ayiktts (entrances). These were usually situated a t 
the four cardirtal points and were used as altars for flowers and offerings. Provision 
was also made frequently for "celestial food"(ama padana) probably as offerings,l for 
oil for lamps (tela. ea huti ea mula: telamula: hapi vaf;eha) and for flowers (1111lla). The object 
of these shrines is clearly apparent from these references to flowers and oil for lamps. 
The phrases ceta kttrihi and cetn kubnra have already been considered.2 It is possible 
that ceta in these phrases refer to the cetas which means shrines. But this does not 
make the meaning of the phrase quite clear. If it means land set apart for repairs or 
offerings at cetas there is no reason wh y vihtira too should not be used in the same 
manner. But only ceta is so used. Ceta is sometimes used in the names of vihiiras as 
in Cetn Valuka-vihara3 and Cetagiri-viharahi Abatalahi Sila-ceta.4 Tubarabas meaning 
ThOparan1a is similar in that thupa has probably the same meaning as cetiya. 
Many unpublished inscriptions6 record the grant of land and tanks and even money 
to cetas, some of this were to be used for oil and flowers. But even though no 
directions were laid down they could be used only for oil, offering of flowers and 
food, and repai rs. 
There is just one reference to " the foundation of a great image in a cave by two 
individuals" in an unpublished inscription.7 There are n o details. As already 
noticed there are several records of the construction of s teps,s pillars,9 moonstones,Io 
wallsn and such minor structures. These were generally donations of the people. 
Maintenance of Vihiiras 
The grants give a clea r indication of the methods by which these vihiiras were 
maintained. The most importan t trend revealed by these is the attempt to make 
these vihiiras independent of the day to day charity of the people. These may have 
EZ.Jil, pp 216-219 (No.21b}; {EZ.VI, p 25 (No.42)]. 
2 AIC, p 40 (No.53). Nicholas gives his reading of this name as Sitavanaka-vi/mra; [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. D 
(rmpubd.) 189]. 
Sup l"a, pp 168-169. It has been suggested that ceta here is the same as cat a and means "bow." 
AIC, pp 41, 76, 110 (No.61}; [lC, Vol. 11, Pt. 11 (unpubd.) 99]. 
EZ.I, pp 66, 74 (No.6); {IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 45}. 
6 CJS.I, p 22 (No.379); CJS.l, p 22 (No.380); CJS.I, p 26 (No.401); [1C, Vol.ll, Pt. I1 (mrpubd.) 191, 165]; 
CJS.O, p 113 (No.458); (EN (1991), p 94 (No .13)]; CJS.ll, p 223 (No.731}. 
7 CJ$. 11, p 193 (No.561). 
s CJS.TI, p 193 (No.S58); {IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 1230]; CjS. U, p 123 {No.SlO); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt.I (1983) 54]; 
C]S.ll, p 22 (No.381); CJS.TI, p 128 (No.540). 
'~ EZ.lll, pp 120-126 (No.7). 
10 C]S.I, p 28 (No.414); CjS.J, p 28 (No.417). 
11 C)S.l, p 24 (No.39l ). 
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continued side by side. But gradually it is clear that almost aiJ the important vihiiras 
came to have a regular income for their expenses. 
Their expenses were reduced in the first place by the buildirtg activities of the kings 
and to a lesser extent by the people. In addition to this, funds were made available 
for repairs. A regular income from land and tanks also covered such items as food, 
clothing, medicines, offerings at shrines, oil for lamps and for the celebration of 
various ceremonies. These assets were often inscribed so that there might be a 
permanent record of them. 
This income donated to the viharas may have been money or produce which was 
credited to them. lt is not probable that the monks had the management of the fields 
and tanks or the collection of produce or revenue. But it is also clear that although 
grants of revenue did not involve the vihtirns in the task of collection the grants of 
produce made extensively during this period did put the burden of care of irrigation 
works and fields and collection of produce on the vihiiras. What organisaHon the 
vihiirns had at this time for this work, we do not know. But the existence of slaves in 
viltiiras point to the existence of such an organisation. Though there is no direct 
evidence that land itself which entails cultivation was made to the smiglza, some 
inscriptions point in this direction. Here again we are yet at a loss to know how the 
monks had these cultivated unless the villagers worked for the vihiira, or the slaves 
did the work for them. Whatever the interpretation given to these grants the vihiiras 
become increasingly involved in firtancial transactions. 
The last source of income which does not appear often in the inscriptions is the 
direct gift of money, robes, food and other requisites made b y king and people in 
various quantities. 
Term s for Monks 
The existence oi a large number of cave donations in which monks sometimes 
appeared as donors made the study of their titles easy. Monks are seldom referred 
to individually in the inscriptions of this period. Whenever a monk was addressed 
individually in a grant as donor or as donee he was given a title and the usual title 
used is tera. Examples of this practice are B11ya Tera,1 Tera Tisa2 and Upalaknhn (?) 
Tera.3 Some of the cave inscriptions studied in the last chapter belong to this period. 
It was seen that the sa~igha had ceased to be the general donee of all gifts made. 
Instead the community of monks living in a particular vihiira became the body to 
CJS.TI, p 193 (No.558); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1230]. 
CJS.Jl, p 193 (No.557); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1228]. 
3 AIC, p 46 (No.79); [TC, Vol. I (1970) ll87). 
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whom the gifts were made. In the grants they are always referred to as bikusaga. 
The translation of this phrase- "the community of monks residing at..." adequately 
conveys the meaning intended. 
The Jetavanfu·ama inso·iption of Mahasenal in referring to monks in general, of the 
five Avasas uses the term biku.saga. It is difficult to say whether this refers to the 
community of monks of a vihiira or of the orthodox school or the whole community 
in the island. He also used the phrase ... atarehi gatiya hamaJJ.ana. This term derived 
from Skt. sramm:za really means a "novice" or one who is learning. It is possibly used 
with the same meaning here and this is supported by the use of the word gatiya 
which means "followers of." 
Ceremonies and Customs 
These are mentioned only incidentally in the grants that were made to the saizgha. 
The Toi;ligaJa2 and Labuatabandigala3 inscriptions provide for the celebration of the 
Ariyavasa festival. Some unpublished inscriptions4 too make similar provision in 
money and grain. The inscriptions themselves supply very little information about 
this festival. 
It was held annually at a vihii.ra and it is likely that the community of monks called 
maha bikusaga who performed it was composed of monks who even came from 
outside the community living in the vihara where it was held. The text can be held to 
give this meaning.s The Toi;ligala inscription gives the date on which it was held as 
"the twelfth day of the bright half of the month of Nikamaniya.6" There is little doubt 
that these ceremonies were connected with the termination of the Vassa season. The 
Vinaya too refers to these ceremonies? The Toi;ligala inscription gives details of the 
dishes and food which were to be placed before the monks who were celebrating it. 
It is not likely that these were special items of food used for this particular 
ceremony. These must be peculiar to this grants 
The frequent references to the building called pohotakara translated "uposatha hall''9 
show that the practice enjoined on the monks by the Buddhist scriptures of holding 
EZ.IV, pp 273-285 (No.36); [IC, Vol. U, Pt. n (unpubd.) 111]. 
- EZ.ill, pp 172-188 (No.l7). 
Ez.Ill, pp 247-253 (No.26). 
CJS.II, p 121 (No.503); [EN (1991), p 75 (No.17)]. 
EZ.lll, pp 172-188 (No.17). Ariynvasn knrmp:z malrabikusagahata niyata kotu Yahisapavala navavnheralti 
dini. 
EZTII, pp 172-188 (No.17). Atovasahi Niknma11iyn cada pwJamasa do/osn pakn divasa . 
7 SBE.Xlll, Vinaya texts. Rhys Davids and Oldenberg, Oxford, 1881, Pt.l; Mahiivngga, pp 298-324. 
s UCR, Vol.l, No.l, p 59£. For further explanation of this festival (also Mhv.XXXVl: 38). 
9 Supra, pp 213-214. 
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the uposatha ceremony was duly maintained a t this time. The special building set 
apart for it in some vihiiras indicates the importance attached to it. The inscriptions 
do not give any information on this, but there is little doubt that they performed it in 
accordance with the instructions laid down in the Vinaya.T 
There may be some religious significance behind the phrases amavesi pohoyi davasa 
and maha paka vata. The Nilagama rock inscription2 states that the slaves were freed 
on the full moon day of Vesak (Vesaka cadahi pohoyi davasz). This day had no doubt a 
religious significance being sacred to the Buddhists. But what is of most interest is 
the term amavesi which indicates that it was a day of fasting. The Jetavanarama 
inscription3 makes provision for the maha paka vata of the Abagiri-mnhavihara. 
Though translated as the "great refection" this probably has some religious meaning 
because gifts were seldom if ever made to the refectory direct in any of the 
inscriptions. 
Apart from these, the one general religious cus tom was the offering of flowers, oil 
and perhaps ghee too, for lamps, at the caityas or cetas. Endowments too were made 
for regular offerings at the shrines. It is possible that this custom spread rapidly and 
widely during this period for shrines and offerings are conspicuously absent from 
the inscriptions of the last period. Though this may be explained by a change in the 
motives for recording grants yet it should also be remembered that there seems to 
have been a change in the conception of popular Buddhism.4 
Religious Beliefs 
The inscriptions have left behind a few stray thoughts and beliefs which though by 
no means complete or fully confirm the trends of thought during this period which 
may be gleaned from other sources. One fact dominated the religious life of the age 
and that is the rise of Mahayana Buddhism. 
Mahayana Buddhism 
The Jetavanarama inscriptions is a bit of evidence of Mahiisena's vigorous attempt to 
spread the Vayatu4ala teaching.6 This has been identified with Mahayana Buddhism. 
These doctrines were introduced to Ceylon very much earlier but the strength of the 
SBE.XIII. Vinaya Texts, Part I, Mahiivagga, pp 239-297. 
EZ.lV, pp 285-296 (No.37). 
3 EZ.l, pp 252-259 (No.22); (IC, Vol. II, Pt. Tl (rmpubd.) 96]. 
4 Infra, p 220. 
s EZ.l, pp 252-259 (No.22); [IC, Vol. U, Pt.ll (11npubrl.) 96]. 
Skt. Vaitulya P. Vet11lya. For the identification of this teaching with Mahayana Buddhism see CJS, 
Sec. G, Vol. ll, 1928, pp 35-71. S Paranavitana "Mahayanism in Ceylon." 
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movement cannot be gauged from the Mahiivamsa and Culavamsa which were 
products of the orthodox Theravada school. The inscription does not give any hint 
about the beliefs of the Vaitulya sect. 
Merit 
An idea commonly associated with Mahayana Buddhism is the transference of 
merit. The acquisition of merit is not a new idea for it lies behind almost all the 
grants made to the saligha. But the belief that this merit could be transferred is 
probably of later origin. One of the earliest examples of this is the Ka<;ligala 
inscription of Vaitkanasika Tissa1 which records that he constructed a flight of steps 
and transferred the merit to his mother, Jita Devi. Inscriptions which transfer merit 
thus are mostly dated after the third century AD. Two unpublished inscriptions2 of 
the fifth and sixth centuries end with the phrase "merit given to all beings." The 
Ruvanvilis~ya pillar inscription3 has a similar ending in sava satanata peta anumovattt. 
The four Vessagiri inscriptions4 which record the freedom obtained by slaves 
attribute the merit from that action to the whole world, pala sava satanata or mahapala 
sava sa tanata. 
Another Mahayanist thought similar to the above is be found in the phrase rici Budu-
bava vayavaya at the end of two of the Vessagiri inscriptionss which record freedom 
obtained from slavery. It has been translated as "may there be Buddhahood as 
desired."6 
Relics 
The relics of th.e Buddha became quite early the objects of veneration. But the first 
reference to these besides the cetas and tubas is probably to the Tooth Relic (Da!a-
Diitha) in the name of the king Da/i Mugalana.7 Two relic caskets have been 
discovered with inscriptions on them.s These contained the relics of Mitabi and 
CJS.ll, pp 101, 123 (No.SlO); [IC, Vol. U, Pt.l (1983) 54]. 
I CJS.l1, p 224 (No.734); CJS.II, p 224 (No.737); [EN (1991), p 83, (Nos.17, .20, 22)}. 
EZ.ill, pp U0-126 (No.7). 
EZ.lV, pp U8-136 (No.lS i-iv). 
5 EZ.N, pp 128-136 (No.l5.ii.lii). 
o What is meant is the attainment of nirviina which can be gained in any of three ways namely by 
being a disciple of the Buddha (Sriivakn BodJu) or a private Buddha (Pmtyekn Buddha) or a 
supremely enlightened Buddha (Samyak Satilbodlli) . These are the vehicles or the three Yanas of the 
Mahayanists and are also recognized by the Theravadins of Ceylon. The usual benediction of the 
Buddhist monk in Ceylon ends with the wish that the devotee may attain nirvana through the 
medium of any of these thTee Bodhis." EZ.lV, p 136. 
7 EZ.lV, pp 285-296 (No.37). 
x Nicholas gives the texts of these records- Siddlmm Mali Tisa Maharaja/m Rajini Mitabiya Datuti jane. 
Siddham. Malilisa Mallilrajaha matu Sira.liya datuli jane. 
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Sirala wife and mother of Kanittha Tissa.1 We do not know whether these were 
worshipped as relics of Buddhist saints or whether they were mere receptacles of the 
remains of these royal persons. 
lmages 
A fourth century inscription at Sarasungala2 records the foundation of a great image 
in a cave by two individuals. This was probably a statue of the Buddha and is the 
first time an image is mentioned in the inscriptions. 
A unique inscription at Kirinde (SP)3 sings the praises of the Buddha before 
recording the grant. The inscription is fragmentary and is dated between the first 
and second centuries. Muller's text is inaccurate. 
Though Jack of evidence do not permit a study of the religious beliefs of the last 
period we see in this period significant movements. In the early period perhaps 
religion was simple and strict, Buddhism was mostly confined to the sang/U1. But 
more popular aspects of Buddhism seem to have gained a foothold in the island in 
this period. This movement can be traced in the religious beliefs studied above. It is 
quite definite that in this period Buddhist religious beliefs had come down to the 
people. This was not perceptible in the period dealt with earlier. 
Vilziiras Mentioned in the Inscriptions 
Tubaraba 
Ekadoraya-viharn 
Ratana Araba-vihara 
Ulibikala Naka-mahavihara 
Abayagiri-mahavihara 
- maha paka vafa 
- asana hala 
- ceta 
Gagapavata-vihara. 
Yahisapavaya-vahera 
Banza7Jagariya-vahera 
EZ.I, pp 69-70 (No.6); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt.I (1983) 45] 
EZ.ill, pp 165-167 (No.15b); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 
62] 
EZ.ill, pp 116 (No.6); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 60] 
EZ.IV, p 217 (No.26); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 57] 
EZ.l, pp 254-257 (No.22); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. ll 
(unpubd.)96] 
EZ.IV, pp 227-228 (No.28); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. II 
(unpubd.) 108b] 
EZ.III, pp 177-179 (No.17) 
EZ.IV, pp123-124 (No.14) 
CJS.D, p 201 (No.610); C}S.D, p 201 (No.611); (IC, Vol. ll, Pt. U (unpubd.) 93(i) &(ii)]. 
qs.n, p 193 (No.S6l ). 
3 AIC, pp 40, 76 (No.57); JRAS(CB), No.98; [IC, Vol. li, Pt. I1 (unpubd.) 123). 
Nilagama Tisa arami raji-
mahavahara 
Boya Opuluvann Kasapi Gari 
raja-mnhavnhera 
Kajaragama raji-mafra-vahera 
Mnngnla Mahaceya 
Devagariya-mahavihara 
Patanaga/al 
Vihara 
Chitanakaraka-vihara 
Daki7Ji Abaya Araba-vihara 
Ekadorikn-viham 
Kakagalaka-vihara 
Mahaviharahi papatakariya2 
Piyaka ... vata-vihara:>. 
Ceta Valuka-vihara4 
Upajini Nakapavata-viharas 
Cetagiri-vihara Abatalahi Silaceta 
Yanaka Paratavi-vihara6 
Malzagama raja-mafra-vihara 
.. . yann-viharaht7 
Mahavihara 
... Pipala-vifrara 
Gotjava-vihara 
Ekadora raja-maha-vihara 
Mahanama Jetatisapava raja 
-mahavahera 
Megagalaka-vihnra 
... pana-mahavihara 
Pavata-viharas 
Kacagala-vihara 
EZ.IV, pp 294-296 (No.37) 
EZ.IV, pp 132-138 (No.l5) 
EZ.III, p 218 (No.21b); [EZ.VI, p 215, (No.42)] 
EZ.III, pp 250-252 (No.26) 
EZ.I, pp 69-70 (No.6); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 45] 
EZ.IV, p 237 (No.29) UC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 53] 
CA.III, p 214 [I C, Vol. Il, Pt. II (unpubd.) 119] 
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AIC, pp 27, 73, 109 (No.S); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 58] 
AIC, pp 28, 74, 110 (No.8); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt.l (1983) 66] 
AIC, pp 29, 74 (No.l7); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. I (1983) 80] 
AIC, pp 30, 74 (No.19) 
AIC, pp 31, 75 (No.24) 
AIC, p 40 (No.53); [IC, Vol. ll, P t. 11 (tmpubd.) 189] 
AIC, pp 40, 76 (No.55); [IC, Vol.ll, Pt. I (1983) 72] 
AIC, pp 41, 76, 110 (No.61); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. U 
(unpubd.) 99] 
AJC, p 42 (No.63); [IC, Vol. ll, Pt. 11 (unpubd.) 154] 
AIC, pp 43, 76, 110 (No.67); [EZ . VII, p 111, No. 85] 
AIC, pp 46, 77, 111 (No.77); [EN (1991), p 39, Nos.7-
9; EZ.Vll, p 107, (No.83)] 
Q S.I, p 28 (Nos.414, 417) 
CJS.II, p 110 (No.440) 
CJS.II, p 197 (No.587) 
CJS.II, p 215 (No.677); [EN (1991), pp 80-81, No.12] 
CJS.I, p 23 (No.284) 
CJS.II, p 211 (No.658) 
CJS.Il, p 191(No.548); [EN (1991), p 76, No.20] 
CJS.II, p 121 (No.503); [EN (1991), p 75, No.17] 
CJS.II, p 121 (No.SOO) 
Nicholas gtves the following renderings. 1. Padhfinaglwra 
Nilavijita malravehernhi pohotakara. 
3 Piynkn/rtlafa-valtira. 
Sitnvanaka-viJrara. 
s Pajina Nnkapavata-viltara. 
6 Naka Pavatn-vihera. 
7 Palrnua Bma-valrera. 
s .. Pavafa-vihara. 
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SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
Introduction 
Much that could be placed within this section has already been considered under 
religious and economic headings. This material in so far, as it touches upon the 
relationship between people, is social in its implications. Very little remains, from 
trus scanty material, to be dealt with in this section. A large number of cave 
donations by the people the texts of which were given, enabled the study of their 
names, titles and the family system.1 Though in this period there are many 
inscriptions by the people they are not as many as the cave donations and fu rther, 
because they are long, few of them h ave been published. As stated earlier they are 
all grants to the sangha. Therefore there is hardly any information on the purely 
social aspects of the institutions of this period and on social customs and ideas. 
The Family System 
The practice of giving one's genealogy does not seem to have been as popular in thls 
period as in the last. Therefore the only material to go by are the names of the 
donors, or the slaves who bought their freedom. It was remarked earlier2 that the 
family system in the last period was strong and bound the people together. When 
other integrating factors arose in society, the necessity for a strong family system 
must h ave lessened3 but could not have entirely disappeared. There are a few signs 
of this family system in the inscriptions of this period too. 
A peculiar feature in the names of the slaves in the Nilagama rock inscription4 is the 
recurrence of the name Aba. This is used along with what was probably the personal 
name of the slave. These names are Bada Aba, ... dava Aba, Cadi-boya Aba, and ... sivi 
Aba. The Vessagiri rock inscriptions too whlch records manurnission from slavery 
mentions a slave named VesimiJJ.iya Aba, and the Ruvanvalisaya inscription6 
mentions one J<nmala Aba as the donor of a pillar. This may be just another form of 
the name Abaya used so commonly by kings. But it is also probable that in the 
present context it has a family significance. 
Another such name is Boya or Buya and occurs in many inscriptions. The Nilagama 
rock inscription contains the names Buyudeviya, Buyiperi and Cadi-boya Aba. The 
Supra, pp 92-96. 
2 Supra, pp 95-96. 
J Supra, pp 95-96, 139-141. 
EZ.IV, pp 285-296 (No.37). 
s EZ.IV, pp 128-136 (No.lS}. 
6 EZ.Ill, pp 120-126 (No.7). 
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Vessagiri rock inscription twice mentions a slave named Boya-gonula. An inscription 
at Ha!arhbagala1 refers to a monk named Buya Tern. It cannot be said that this is 
purely a personal name. 
Laya which occw·s only in one inscription2 and Laya Mitaya son of Laya Sivaya is 
probably another such family name. 
Genealogical data continue to be given and this can be either for purposes of 
identification only or because it was the practice for the individual to be associated 
always with a family. These examples will not be given in detail as they are all alike. 
The Identiiication of People 
Another observation that can be made from these names is the way in which people 
are identified. There were roughly two ways. The individual seldom counts in early 
societies unless he is part of a corporate body. The individual has value only 
tluough such a body. The earliest method of identification is by the fami ly and 
evidence of this was seen in the last period and also in this. In this period another 
method was introduced that of identifying a person by the place he resided in. This 
was not purposely done nor was it merely because it became a fashion. This change 
indicates a super change in society. This change has already been noticed in the 
gradual suppression of the farniJy and tribe as the corporate principle in society by 
the territorial and politicaL This was closely bound with the fortunes of kingship. 
n1ere is ample evidence of people being thus identified by the places they reside in. 
Names such as these are (Ma)hilaka nakaraka Sumanaya,J Mahilaka n.akaraka Sivaya,4 
Latakatalahi oluvmfu Boyagonula,s Durusavn vasana uluvacfu Boyagon11la,6 Abngamahi 
vasana Patisalala,7 Nitalavitiya Sivaya,s Digalaka Tabaya,9 Malaga~J.aka Bojiya Gutaya,to 
Hi!isela Sivigonaya11 and Piyaguka Tisa. 12 These show that first the person was said to 
be residing at (vasana) a particular place. Next the genitive was used, to show that 
CJS.Il, p 193 (No.558); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1230). 
C]S.IT, p 126 (No.524); AIC, pp 52, 77, 112 (No.l02); [EN (1991), p 76 (No.19)). 
l EZ.lll, pp 120-126 (No.7). 
ibid. 
s EZ.rY, pp 12S-136 (No.lS}. 
o lb1d . 
7 Ibid. 
s EZ.III, pp 251-253 (No.26b). 
~ C]S.IJ, p 128 (No.538). 
111 CJS.H, p 128 (No.539). 
11 EZ.rv, pp 285-296 (No.37). 
t2 EZ.IV, pp ?27-237 (No.29); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 53]. 
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he belonged to the place. Lastly the name of the place was just attached to the 
personal name as an additional name. 
Names 
The names of people occurring in these inscriptions may be interesting for 
comparison with names in literature and contemporary names in lndian literature 
and inscriptions. The following are only a few of the names. 
Name 
Naka 
Maltaka7Ja Tisa 
5o1)a 
Cllqula Naka 
Digalakn Tabaya 
Bojiyn Gutayn 
Parecjiya 
Mahanaya 
Buya Tera 
Matayn 
Devaya 
Sivn (Devn?) 
Data 
Databi 
Lofw ya 
Abnya 
Dolakamataya 
Devnya 
Sivaya 
Lay a M 1 tayn 
Laya Sivaya 
Sumannya 
Buyudeviya 
Buyuperi 
Hi/isela Sivigona 
Bada Aba 
... davn. IJ.ba 
Cndi-boya Abn 
... sivi Aba 
Baeli Sivigonayi 
Gonuln 
Patisalala 
qs.rt p 110 (No.44D) 
CJS.II, p 215 (No.676); [IC, Vol.ll, Pt. II (unpubd.) 103] 
CJS.II, p 215 (No.676); [IC, Vol.ll, Pt. ll (unpubd.) 103] 
CJS.I, p 22 (No.379); [IC, Vol . 11, Pt.II (unpubd.) 191] 
CJS.II, p 128 (No.538) 
CJS.II, p 128 (No.539) 
CJS.II, p 191 (No.548); [EN (1991), pp 76-77, No.20] 
CJS.II, p 191 (No.548); [EN (1991) pp 76-77, No.20] 
CJS.II, p 193 (N o.558); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1230] 
CJS.II, p 193 (No.560); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1229] 
CJS.II, p 193 (No.560); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1229] 
CJS.II, p 193 (No.568); [IC, Vol . 1 (1970) 945] 
CJS.II, p 218 (No.696); [IC, Vol. I, Pt. I (unpubd.) 177A] 
CJS.II, p 223 (No.731) 
CJS.II, p 223 (No.731) 
AIC, pp 30, 75 (No.21); [IC, Vol. li, Pt. I1 (tmpubd.) 104] 
AIC, pp 30, 75 (No.21); [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. II (unpubd.) 104] 
CJS.II, p 207 (No.633) 
CJSll, p 207 (No.633) 
CJS.II, p 126 (No.524); [EN (1991), p 76, No.19] 
CJS.II, p 126 (No.524); [EN (1991), p 76, No.19] 
EZ.ill, p 122 (No.7) 
EZ.IV, pp 294-296 (No.37) 
EZ.N, pp 294-296 (No.37) 
EZ.IV, pp 294-296 (No.37) 
EZ.IV, pp 294-296 (No.37) 
EZ.IV, pp 294-296 (No.37) 
EZ.IV, pp 294-296 (No.37) 
EZ.IV, pp 294-296 (No.37) 
EZ.IV, pp 294-296 (No.37) 
EZ.JV, pp 132-133 (No. lS) 
EZ.IV, pp 132-133 (No.lS) 
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Conclusion 
The study of the inscriptions of this period and the material contai(ted in them have 
shown that in may respects this period is both a continuation of and a development 
from the period that went before. The purpose of this conclusion is to ·illustrate this 
two-fold relationship and to trace if possible the causes for this development. This 
entails a study of the main fe~tures of the society reflected in these inscriptions. But 
before we pass on to consider these, it would be useful to recount the previous 
stages of the growth of this society as shown in the inscriptions of the earlier period. 
Anuradhapura seems to have become the focus of the civilisation that arose in the 
northern plains at a point of time beyond the earliest inscriptions. Neither the 
inscriptions nor any written records contemporary with this period cover the ear1y 
origins of this civilisation. It probably arose out of the fusion of two cultures, that of 
the earliest inhabitants of the plains and that of the migratory peoples whose advent 
to Ceylon is symbolised in the Vijaya story. The earliest inscriptions of the 
preceding period represent the society that arose out of this fusion. By the time the 
first records were inscribed Buddhism too had been introduced to Ceylon. The main 
features of this society have already been described. The changes which gradually 
transformed it first made their appearance in the last period and have been partially 
indicated in that section . The transformation had only begun and was not complete. 
The process of change continues into this period too. These changes are important 
because they resulted in the society which characterises the Anuradhapura kingdom 
and holds within it the zenith of its achievement. 
These developments which had begun to take shape in the preceding period were 
partly the results of external influences possibly in the shape of new migrations 
which affected the economic structure and partly also political necessity within the 
kingdom. These two causes need some explanation. 
Economically there was very little progress to be seen in the inscriptions during the 
whole of the preceding period. Though it is difficult to judge economic progress 
from the record of grants it is dear that there are fewer references to tanks and 
canals in the last period than in this. Similarly there are fewer grants of land and 
revenue. Though it can be said that their occurrence in the inscriptions is purely 
governed by the desire of the kings to grant them to the sanghn it can also be said 
that the paucity of grants of this type in the last period and their profusion in this 
period has some relation to the economic progress of the country 
Though there was some evidence of irrigation and tanks in the preceding period 
they seem to have been p urely local efforts. The economy of the country seems to 
have had a balance because there is little economic progress in evidence. But the 
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grants of kings towards the end of the last period which make over tanks and canals 
and water rates seem to indicate that economic change was afoot. 
It is difficult at this distance of time to assign causes for this change. There may have 
been many causes and these may have been linked together, the one influencing the 
other. The main reason why these causes bring about changes is that the economic 
balance between production and consumption is upset. It is possible to interpret the 
sudden spurt in the development of irrigation facilities as a movement to redress an 
economy that was beginning to become unsettled. 
One possible reason for this unsettlement is an increase of population . The 
possibility of fresh migrations has already been discussed in the last period on the 
evidence of the Mahiiva1hsa. As the occasional conflicts that took place rotmd the 
throne did not at this time affect the people very much it is possible that there was a 
gradual increase too in the population. This development may h ave set the stage for 
economic advance. The development of irrigation may have in turn caused further 
increases in population. 
The other main line of advance was in the political structure of the island. This 
movement had begun even earlier than the first inscriptions and its progress was 
studied in detail throughout the last period. The causes that impelled this 
movement were also discussed in the last section. This was undoubtedly one of the 
main causes of the changes which moulded the institutions of this period. 
This movement is important for this period in three respects. Firstly it was a 
continuation in this period of a movement that started earlier, secondly it was the 
means through which the economic ch anges were brought about and may have 
played a considerable part in initiating those changes, and thirdly the economic 
changes in turn enabled the king to extend his influence further. 
The interaction of these economic and political movements and the problems they 
set up for solution form the key to the understanding of this period. They set the 
stage for the transition inJo the society depicted in the inscriptions of this period. 
The delineation of this society will indica te the extent of the changes wrought 
between the two periods. The description which follows, of this society will not be 
made in the order in which one cause affected another but from the point of view of 
the fully developed society. 
The most vital and far reaching of all the developments of this period is seen in the 
economic structure of society. The economic basis of the society depicted in the first 
inscriptions was agriculture within the unit of the village. It depended mostly on 
the seasonal rains and perhaps on a few isolated tanks that served for the most part, 
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only the village. The remarkable change to be seen in this period was caused by the 
beginning of that amazing system of irrigation works which in the end linked up 
rivers, anicuts, storage tanks, canals, village tanks and other smaller irrigation 
works. There is little doubt that the foundation of this system was laid in this 
period. It would be wrong to suppose that the whole scheme was conceived during 
this period or that it was systematically planned. But it is clear that areas at least 
were so linked and irrigated, that agriculture could both be assured of a perennial 
supply of water and be extended. It is difficult from the material at hand to estimate 
the development that took place during this period. But it is possible to say from the 
tank-building activities recorded in the Mahiivamsa, from the numerous references to 
water rates (dakapati) in the inscriptions of this period, and from the peace that 
prevailed throughout most of this period that the progress of irrigation did take a 
big stride. 
It has already been pointed out that one of the probable reasons for this extension of 
irrigation works and expansion of cultivation was the rise in population which made 
an increase of production necessary. But this development could not have taken 
place at least in the way it did, but for the interest the kings took in the whole 
development. Though it was possible that the people in a locality got together to 
construct a tank to serve the area they cultivated, larger works such as storage tanks, 
anicuts, canals and large tanks serving whole districts needed resources of men, 
m.oney and leadership which only the king could command. 
It is difficult to disentangle cause and effect in this movement but a few points stand 
out clear. The expansion of the power of the kings was originally a movement 
independent of economic causes. There was in the political structure an inherent 
necessity to expand. It is unlikely that the king would have undertaken vast 
irrigation projects if there was no need for them. Though it is true that sometimes 
man's inventions upset economic balances yet here it is natural to assume that the 
need was first there. But the increased economic activity was not without its 
repercussions on kingship. 
The most significant result of the change in the island's economy was that gradually 
the land was so irrigated and cultivated as to support a greater population that the 
prosperity or even the existence of this civilisation came to be based ultimately on 
the efficiency of the system of irrigation. Not only did this system increase the 
prosperity of the kingdom and lead to the expansion of its population and influence 
but also it made the whole economy extremely vulnerable. The later history of this 
kingdom proves this beyond any degree of doubt. 
The increase of both population and prosperity as a result of better irrigation 
facilities was inevitable though there is no means of proving this. The increased 
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economic activity, more lavish gifts to the sanghn and the enhanced power of the 
kings are the only signs of these results in the inscriptions. 
Another result of these changes which can be seen in the inscriptions is the gradual 
break down of the village system as it existed before. Whereas previously each 
village was an isolated unit with perhaps little connection outside it, the extension of 
the irrigation system brought the vilJages into closer touch with each other and 
became dependent on each other. Though the village was still a unit that was 
recognised, the expansion of cultivation tended to make the cultivated fields the 
center of interest. Grants and probably assessment for taxation too took the field as 
their basis. In this system of wet field cultivation it was inevitable that any 
expansion had to follow the lie of the land in order to ensure its supply of water. 
Thus the village expanded along the fields. 
The relationship between people too was affected by these changes. Nothing 
definite could be said about this in the last period, but it is possible that the joint 
family system governed their relationships both social and economic with probably 
the village as the unit. There was probably no economic tie between people beyond 
that oi co-operation and bargaining, such as the lord-tenant or tenant-serf 
relationship . They were bound in common obligation to the king by the land tax. 
The creation of a network of water supply introduced a new economic tie. The 
water that flowed through tanks and canals was not given free but for a charge 
which came to be called dakapnti. This did not create a tenant-lord relationship 
because the water was in effect bought and sold. The main advantage was reaped 
by the person who owned the primary source of water and he was mostly always 
the king. But in addition to this advantage he gained another. The means of water 
supply was considered so important to the national economy that bojnkapati which 
was originally a land tax was extended to these irrigation works too. This further 
bound the p eople to U1.e king. The dues on water brought the people and the 
villages together and the ability to transfer these dues more easily and with less 
disturbance to the economy than land created further complexities in the system. 
Though these relationships cannot be always unravelled from inscriptions there is 
little doubt that they instilled into the minds of the people a sense of community and 
interdependence. 
The effect these changes had on the institution of kingship brings us to the point 
where the economic and political changes merged and affected each other. As 
already stated the political movement can be traced to the earlier period; in this it 
was responsible for the main economic changes. These in turn affected kingship. 
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The last period saw the gradual consolidation of kingship when the maharaja 
consolidated his authority in the Anuradhapura kingdom and extended it over the 
areas north and south of this. The process was more or less complete by the 
beginning of this period and before long the maharaja at Anuradhapura became the 
only sovereign authority in the island. The kings continued their policy of 
centralisation and the long and pompous names and titles are perhaps an index to 
the prestige and power claimed and exercised by the king. 
The motive force for this expansion is the same as before and is not bound with the 
various economic changes detailed above. It was natural for any political authority 
to expand up to the limits set by the natural boundaries. In the preceding period the 
king, maharaja, had extended his sovereignty over almost the whole of the island but 
had not the resources to make the sovereignty effective by direct controL We see at 
the beginning of this period the extension of direct administration through perhaps a 
system of governors over almost the whole of the island. Independent or semi-
independent rulers owing only a vague loyalty to the maharaja had disappeared 
from the .inscriptions. 
The means by which this sovereignty was achieved are not much in evidence in the 
inscriptions. But their existence in a greater measure than may be seen in the 
inscriptions has to be assumed in order to understand the expansion of the king's 
authority. The first of these instruments of his power is the administrative system 
comprising the central government, the provincial government and local 
government. There is some information on the first two aspects in the inscriptions 
but on the last there is very little indeed. But this leaves a gap in the picture because 
the parttmakas and gamikas who in an earlier period proved the main prop of local 
government, have disappeared from the inscriptions. It is possible that their place 
was taken by roya l officials like ratikas who do not often appear in the inscriptions. 
This would not be very surprising because ministers and other officials too are rare 
in the inscriptions. 
The army was another of the king's instruments for the achievement of power. But 
it is not mentioned in the inscriptions. The title senapati is the only hint of the 
existence of an army. But this again is implicit both in the Mahavamsa and in the 
development of kingship. 
The increase of revenue is the third means by which the kings achieved power. The 
expansion of their authority over wider areas meant an inevitable increase in 
revenue. But the grants and the details of land tenure and bojalmpati and dalmpati 
show that greater attention was now paid to the assessment and collection of 
revenue. Gajabahu's control of customs and court fines in the south bears this out. 
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The rapid extension of the irrigation system no doubt added to the king's exchequer 
and further gave him an economic hold on the people. 
The growth of the king's authority, the expansion of the kingdom under him and the 
development of his resources led to one of the distinctive aspects of the institutional 
life of this period. It became possible for the king to transfer the revenues and the 
dues which he derived from the people to individuals or other bodies like the sangha 
for particular services. Though the king was all powerful within the bounds of 
cus tom yet his exchequer and his administration was not a t this time suHkiently 
fluid to organise a strong centralised government. There was therefore a need for a 
body of people between the king and the people. Though U1ey do not appear often 
in the inscriptions and though the records do not tell us how they were 
remunerated, yet it can be assumed from the grants made to the saJigha both by the 
king and by private individuals that these people were given transferred revenues 
on which possibly they paid a small excess tax to the king. There is no inkling as to 
how the system worked except that we know that the smighn was such a mediatory 
body and was so rewarded not for administrative work but for the religious 
functions it performed in society. It is not possible to say anythin g about this for 
lack of material. 
The inscriptions provide no political history for the period and furnish only a bare 
outline of the dynastic history. But these political events light up the institutions 
and any change in them. For this the Mahavmizsn and the Ciilnvmhsa are invaluable. 
The dynasty to which we have to attribute if not the achievement at least the 
foundation of the Anuradhapura kingdom is that begun by the LambakaDDa, 
Vasabha, and ended by the rulers, Mahanama, Sotthisena and Chattagahaka. The 
access of fresh blood and renewed vitality by the Lambaka(ll)a rulers under 
Vasabha, ushered in a period of peace and expansion for which it wouJd be difficult 
to find a parallel till the assertion of British rule in U1e island in 1845. There were a 
few short civil wars and clisputed successions such as would be inevitable tmder the 
mode of succession then prevalent in Ceylon. But there were no serious invasions 
from abroad and no devastating struggle for the throne which would have ruined 
the country and retarded its progress. During this period especially, under kings 
like Vasabha, Gajabahu and Mahasena the irrigation system took shape and the 
foundation of the future greatness of the country was laid. The peace that prevailed 
was like a calm b efore the storm but it did much to consolidate not only the 
institution of kingship but the whole social structure. 
Though at the end of this dynasty there was an interregnum during which the 
Tamils seized tile Anuradhapura kingdom, order was once again restored by 
Ohathuscna, a Moriya. The period that follows contains distingujshed rulers wHh 
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long reigns, but it was not as peaceful as the centuries which preceded the Tamil 
interregnum. The kingdom continued to flourish till the time of Moggallana Ill. The 
Lambakawa~ -"itn·d Moriyas seem to have vied with each other for the 
Anuradhapu:;a throne. But this did not apparently entail a civil war. Though the 
succession to the throne was often marked by conflict yet there were gt·eat rulers in 
both dynasties, such as Kassapa 1, Moggallana I, Moggallana ll, Mahanaga, 
Aggabodhi 1 and Aggabodhi ll. All these kings had long reigns and seem to have 
ably continued the traditions laid down by Vasabha's dynasty. But weakness was 
gradually setting in. One cannot interpret the gt·adual disappearance of inscriptions 
as a sign of this growing weakness without fmther evidence of the connection 
between them. 
Before leaving the subject of political institutions it is necessary to say a word about 
the village administration. The family or the tribe generally provided the principle 
of organisation for all early societies. The natural development from this was the 
gradual transition to territorial groupings - chiefly the village, and the transference 
of the principle of organisation from the family to the village or to some 
occupational group. In the preceding period both the village and the family were in 
prominence. There were however, no signs of a village council though village 
headmen were mentioned. The onus of organisation lay perhaps with the parwnakas. 
In the period under review both the parumakas and the gamikas disappear from the 
inscriptions. This cannot be explained entirely by the cessation of grants of the type 
they were wont to make, for grants of a similar type such as steps and pillars 
continued to be made. There is no information or any material on village 
administration. 
It is possible to adduce two reasons for this departlll"e from the normal line of 
development. It is possible in the first place that in a small country like Ceylon the 
king's officials broke into the village system before village government could grow 
into maturity. The rapid extension of the king's authority, the expansion of the 
irrigation system and the consequent control by the king did not perhaps permit an 
independent village government. 
Secondly the type of wet field cultivation followed, may have prevented the 
compactness of an Indian village which gathered round the village well and the 
village tree. Though the necessity for local action and co-operation both for 
government and for cultivation and irrigation was there, the response to it was not 
along the lines of an independent isolated village system but was tempered 
considerably both by the control of higher authorities and by the breakdown of the 
isolation of villages. 
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The history of Buddhism did not always nm concurrently with the history of 
institutions or with the political developments in the island. But Buddhism 
profoundly influenced the culture and history of Ceylon and was in turn influenced 
by the movements of society. Buddhism came into the island after the first impact of 
civilisations. During the first period, though kings extended their pa tronage and 
people constructed caves for the monks and gave them gifts, Buddhism was not 
inextricably bound up with the social structure. We do not know to what extent 
Buddhist ideas permeated the people. It was essentially a slow process and at best 
confined to its basic ideas and its ethics. The purely monastic aspect of Buddhism 
perhaps predomina ted at this stage, though being within society they had 
necessarily to have social relations with the people if only to derive their 
"necessities." We should not be guided solely by the general account of the 
Mahavihara and a few central vihiiras which however had close contact with courts 
of kings. 
The economic changes of the preceding period w hich continued into this period, 
considerably modified the constitution of the sangha. The early cave communities 
which were not organically connected with society except through the loose bond of 
alms and charity, were transformed by the sudden influx of wealth in the shape of 
diverted revenues and dues into prosperous and independent institutions. They 
became part of the economic and social fabric and though still dependent on the 
welfare of society their position was assured by the order of the king which gave 
them a permanent income which was theirs by right. The well-being and prosperity 
of the v illage and the stability of the state on whose protection and aid not only 
agriculture and irrigation but also the gifts of the king depended, became a matter of 
utmost importance to the saizgha. The sangha thus gradually came to be placed in a 
position of obligation to the king. 
The advantages which these developments bestowed on the sangha were manifold. 
The monks now had the freedom and the leisure for the pursuit of learning 
unhampered by the need for producing the "necessities" of life. Cultura lly too, art, 
architecture and literature attained a heigh t never before reached in the island and 
the sangha played no small part in this movement placing its indelible stamp upon 
every activity in society. To this period must be traced the rapid growth of Buddhist 
ideas and practices among the people. But the saizghn had to pay a heavy price for 
this success. 
The smigha would in any case have been dependent on the prosperity of the 
kingdom. But now that it was assured of a regular income which increased with the 
prosperity of the kingdom, luxury and ease entered into the smigha and with it the 
seeds of corruption. These are not so very evident in this period but soon it became 
necessary for the kings to take steps to purify the sangha. Perhaps the clearest sign of 
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this subservience to power are the Mahiivarhsa and the Culavarhsa written during this 
period where the only criterion by which the character and conduct of a king are 
judged is whether he extended his patronage to the particular viharas where the 
Mahavarhsa was composed. The ethics of Buddhism were reduced to the mere 
provision of patronage. 
There were other changes in the sangha which cannot be traced to changes in the 
social and economic structure. These changes have no direct connection with the 
transition from one stage of society to another. These were solely changes in 
doctrine and like Theravada Buddhism, were introduced to Ceylon from abroad, 
either by monks as stated in the Mahiivmhsa or by immigrants holding these various 
beliefs. The shade of Buddhism introduced to Ceylon at this time was called the 
Vetulla heresy (Vaitulya-vada) identified "'Jjth Mahayana Buddhism. There is little 
doubt that owing to its strong popular appeal these doctrines were not confined to 
the vihiiras. It may have been even a popular movement; but we have only the 
Mahiivalizsa and Culavarhsa, products of the Theravada tradition, to go by. 
It is difficult to imagine that the people could have known anything very much more 
than a few ethical precepts and the Jiitaka stories of all the deep philosophy 
enshrined in the Theravada Buddhist scriptures. But the practices of Mahayana 
Buddhism and the simple faith it inculcated were better suited to the genius of the 
common man. It would not therefore be wrong to say that Buddhism reached the 
people and affected their life, thought and culture only during this period. The 
change which came about in the structure of the sangha must have greatly facilitated 
this process. The inscriptions as were seen earlier are not without evidence of the 
hold these new teachings had on the minds of the common people. In this period 
therefore the Anuradhapura kingdom was given the soul of its culture which is 
religion, when it passed the low lintels of the village homes. 
The history of the sects too was a movement which was independent of the changes 
in society. In the traditional account given in the Mahiivarhsa and Culavmizsa and the 
Nikaya Sai£graha these are interpreted to be merely differences of doctrine. Though 
to begin with they were purely doctrinal differences it is difficult to believe that they 
were wholly unconnected with changes that were taking place in the sangha. The 
differences between the sects arose just at the time the viharas were beginning to be 
endowed. This would lead one to the conclusion that once the differences arose the 
struggle and competition soon entered the economic sphere and were heightened by 
it. There would have been attempts to win the exclusive favour of the king and 
sometimes it succeeded. The king held in his hand the key to the struggle and could 
if he wished ruin a particular group of viharas by withholding or confiscating their 
means of sustenance. This happened in a recorded instance to the Mahavihara, 
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when Mah asena hearkened to and helped a rival school of thought. The 
Jetavanarama inscription is a stray fragment of this struggle. 
This period therefore, from Vasabha to Moggallana ill is of very great significance 
for both the history of institutions and for the Anuradhapura kingdom. Placed as it 
was between the earliest beginnings of the Anuradhapura kingdom and its final 
eclipse in 1017 when the Colas put an end to it, it covers the period when the 
foundations of this culture were laid and the main features finally took shape. It set 
the framework within which the art, the architecture and literature and the materia1 
achievements of the Anuradhapura kingdom grew into maturity. 
SECTIONm 
SECTION ill (617-830 ADI 
Introduction 
The last king to be mentioned in the inscriptions of the preceding period was 
Moggallina 11. The dynasty to which he belonged ended with his son Klrtisirimegha 
who ruled only for a year. The three kings who followed - Mahaniiga, Aggabodhi I 
and Aggabodhi ff count among them fifty five years of power. Of the next two 
kings, Sai'lghati~sa n ruled for a year and Moggall3na m for six years. They do not 
belong to Mahi!inliga's dynasty nor were they related to each other. All these kings 
were included in the Ins t period though none of them were mentioned in any 
mscriptions because Si lameghava.1:11;ia who came to the throne after Moggallana ill 
began a dynasty which continued lill the end of this period. Furthermore after the 
rcign of Aggabodhl U and especially after the reign of Silameghava(lt'a we enter a 
period of confu.sro and bitter fighting among aspirants to the throne. 
The end of the period has been placed at the reign of Aggabodh1 IX. the predecessor 
and brother of Sc.na L This date is fixed not so much by the evidence of the 
Ctclm!mirsa or ~ny dyni!litic change but because with Sen~ I then: is a flood of 
inscriptions. This reign ends a period when inscriptions all but cease. The whole 
period extends for over two centunes. 
The beginning of this period therefore, has been determined on the basis of lhe 
Culavmirsa for poli lical and dynastic reason• - because there are no Inscriptions 
beyond Moggallana n. The end of the penod is marked by a sudden mnux of 
inscriptions of a type that has no precedent in any of the records that went before. 
The Ciilavmirsa shows that both from the point of view of dynastic and political 
history there is hnrdly any break at this point. Though from the point of view of 
general history these may not be ideal landmarks yet the material on which this 
study is based ll!avcs no alternative. The dlv!slon of this period has both its 
advantages and dlsadvan•ages. 
1\vo points espeaally seem to commend it. 1 he wholt< of this period contains so few 
records that ii is difficult to present an adequate account of the institullons, nor is ii 
possible to s tudy any developments that may have taken place. Therefore in putting 
these two centuries together one would be emphasising a time lag which would not 
be apparent if this period was divided m time and attached to the pcnods that 
precede and follow . This helps to keep apart a period in which there were very few 
inscriptions. 
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In the second place the evidence from the available inscriptions makes it clear that 
there was at Lhi.s period a trnnsfonnation in the institutions. The inscriptions 1lf the 
periods which precede and follow show a marked difference in the institutions they 
portray. This change came about during this period and it may be roughly detected 
in a comparison between the Garar:l<;ligala and the Rassahela inscriptions. One looks 
back to the past and the other looks forward to the future. But the GaraQc;ligala 
inscription is quite unlike a nythlng that was recorded before and lhe Rassahelil 
inscriptions are different from the grants of immunities of the next period which 
they resemble in the language and style. 
The chief disadvantage in this division is that one could trace a turning point or a 
landmark of history right in the middle of this period. As already seen the 
Giira1:l<;ligala and R.'issahela inscriptions show clearly a transition that was taking 
place and one could very well divide the period here. But there ls only one 
inscription in the style of the Giiral)Qigala record and only theJ~ssahela inscriptions 
represent their type. Therefore it would not be worth while separating the period at 
thi~ poinL 
The Ciilav111irsa too unmistakably shows that Mlinavamma, with his long reign of 
thirty five years began a new era in the history of the period. The period before bim, 
from the time of Sa1'lghatissa U was one of decline marked by civil war and disputed 
succession. The period alter him was one of comparative peace and no dividing line 
or important landmark can be discovered till the first dissolution of the 
Anuradbapura kingdom by the Colas. This unbroken tradition was further backed 
by an unbroken dynastic history through Manavamma. The only justification for a 
division at the reign of Sena l is that there i.s not a si.ngle inscription from the time of 
Manavamma to Sena I and that when inscriptions do occur from the reign of Sena I, 
they are wholly different from the inscriptions of the preceding period in that they 
grant not $0 much land, as "immtmitles" and that they bear the imprint of 
institutions which have developed during this period but without leaving any 
impress in inscriptions. 
ll is dil£icult to give any explanation for the scarcity or inscriptions during this 
period. One possible reason i.s that the year following Silakaln or even Kumarad.asa 
were so unsettled that faith In written records as titles to land declined .. Though 
these were religious inscriptions they recorded grants of land which normally 
carried the authority of the king. Another probable reason ls that these may have 
been recorded on perishable material and have long s.ince been Jost. One point 
which favours this interpretation is that when 1nscriptions do appear again they 
were not records of grants of land or water Tates but proclamations of the grant of 
immunities to lnnd such as immunity from interference by royal officials. These 
were inscri.bed usually on pillars. Another reason why the inscriptions of this period 
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are few is that these records are short and that "as they have bel!ll carelessly 
executed" and "not incised to any great depth," time and weather have combined to 
erase the records of htstory. 
To these natural causes for their scarcity must be added the fact that very few of 
these short inscriptions or even long ones have been either published or edited. ll1is 
would make thls section seem very scrappy indeed. The only rl!lieving fe<iture is the 
presence of a few long Sanskrit inscriptions. But !Tom the point of view of 
institutions their importanc" is not commensurate with their length. But they 
provide va luable evidence of Mahayana Buddhism in Ceylon. 
The three main types of inscriptions in this period are the land grants and perhaps 
the grants of tanks, the short inscriptions which record simple grants of steps, pillars 
etc. and the manumissions of slaves, and lastly lhe Sanskrit inscriptions. 
Inscriptions 
The most notable i.nscripti.ons of this period and the only one that can be dated with 
any degree of certainty is the Gara1:u;ligala inscription. It is situated "about a quarter 
of a mile to the north of UamunumuUa, a village in the Kandepalla Kora)e of the 
Matale district.I'' It has been dated in the third year of a king named Slrisa.rilbo. He 
has been identified with .F<assapa m on the basis of the qualifying epithet damb div 
d111w which has been interpreted to mean either "conquered lnclia" or " born in 
lndia." Kassapa Ill was the son of Manavamma who according to the Ci/lnvmiisn Aed 
to the court of the Pallava ruler Narasirithavarman l.1 This identi fication is further 
confirmed because according to botlt the Cu7avmhsa and the inscriptions the heir 
apparentl of Kassapa m was Mal'linda (Mihid Malrnpii1.mn).~ The inscription records a 
grant of land by Mihirl Ma11npii1;1mr and two others bearing the title mnliamnlun. 
The other inscriptions which can be given a probable date on the basis of the 
identification of kings or princes are those al Rassahcla (l~jagala) in the Vavugam 
Pattu of the Biitticaloa districLS There are three inscriptions at I.his site which have 
been edited and the dono~ in one of these inscriptions is Apiiy Dn/sioo.• He has been 
identl:fled with Adipada Dathfu;iva who appears In Ute Culavaiirsn as a ruler of 
Rohai;ia.1 This identification is based on the similarity of the names and the location 
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of the inscription. Palaeographically il is later than lhe Gfu:a(lQ iga ta Inscription of 
Kass<ip~ Ill. The other twu inscrlpliuns too• rcgislcr grants of land to the Aril tara-
vihara 1ust os 111 the inscn p t ion of /,pay D11/sim, bul the donors arc not known from 
any olhcr ~urce They were probably royal 0Cfic1al•, for the inscriptions are worded 
in senu-officiotl languagc. 
these inscnplions dealt with so far, are significant in o ne respect They show the 
dividing line between the period that is past and unc tha t b to fol low. fhe 
Giira 1~c;liga l a lru;crip tion is largely in line w ith lhc grants of the l~st period. While 
the Rassi\heia inscriptions, though they !:,'Tan l no "immunities,"l remind one of Ill<' 
mscnpt1ons o( the peaod aller Sena I. 
An inscription a t Veherakemil about ~ix milcs <0utheast of Llhugala "' the Panamil 
l'attu nf the B~tticaloa distnct> recordi. a grant b) ii king named Valmka Mnlrnra;11. I-le 
1s no l m11nhoned m the CulQrnmsn. It L< 11 short record of a grant of IMd to • caityn 
Palaeographically it has been dnLod earlier than lhc Gc1ra ndiga l.1 in;crlptlon. 
Si~ short m~crlptions hav~ been 11ditcd .1long wiU1 lhl! inscription of Vnllnkn tvlnl111ra1n 
They have been published mort! m thC' interesb <•f palacographicill ~arch thiln for 
an\' O\il tcri.11 thl') contain. Two of lhcsl', al the :-ladilgama-viluira, Tissa,-a J<orafc, 
Kurun~g<1ln dl~lrn:t' deal II' ilh lhe institution of sl.wery. Another, ii short record ol 
the gi lt of ,, flight of •Leps by one who w,1s prnbilbly .1 monk, Is now in the 
Archill'Oiog1c,1I Museum al Anur5dh i1pura,; A similar record ii. c11 rvcd o n lhe edge 
or a moonstone a t Tm,.1.mann5gala-vihara. Nagamp~ha Korale in the Anuradhapura 
d~trlct.• An intcresttng but fragmC!ntary record nt the Amb11Stala<et1va. Mihmtale. 
begm., with a ,,alutation of the palace officlal<.c The last in this group is an 
inscnphon on 11 s tone canoe 111 the Abha)'i1gm-\'1hi\ra, Anuradhapura, stabng that it 
wa~ donntcd bv a nO\'ke (l1i!m11n1.• 
The series of e ight in_o;crf p t Ions dt the "Burrows' Pav iii.on" in th~ AbhayagiTi 
[Jctavnnarama)-vihara a rea record the donatitm of certain sums of mnne~ to t·ha t 
v iltam for the m~intenancc- ol slnves.• 1lle last and mosl mteresti n~ of tl1e>1? records 
ace the SiU1Sl.rit inscription_• which are surprislnsly long when compared with the 
others in thi' period- They all de~I with definitely rcligious subjects and end with 
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lbe wish oi the Aulhor to become a Buddha or to transfer the merit gained thereby to 
the wul'id. The inscciptlons are in verse and are !ull of florid l iterary expre$sions. 
TI1c Kuccaveli rock inscription e~l'lains in detail what should happen lo the metil 
acqufrcd by carving sixteen small sliipns in bas-relief on the rock above it. The 
record "is on the sea beach in front of the rest house at Kuccavell, a small fishing 
village in Ka<;l1;h~kulam East, twenty 1me miles to the north oFTrincomalcc."l Jt ha:. 
been dated between the fifth and eighth centuries and is p laced here because it is 
similar to the other Sanskrit inscriptions of this period. 
Another Sanskrit inscription wa~ discmrered al Tiriyay, a small village on the sea 
coast 29 miles north of Tr.incomalee In the Eastern Province.1 It is a long inscription 
in verse which sings the praises of a. shrine named Girikn1J1fn·c11Hyn which stood there 
In the seventh century. The authors W('Te probably a guild of merchants who in the 
seventh century plied their trade from these coa$1:S. 
The last of this group is the Trikayastava inscription near thl? Ambastala-cetiya at 
Mihintalc.• Palaeographically ii has beL'll pl.lced benveL'll the seventh and eighth 
centuries. 111e larger and le.5s stere,1typed portion of this inscription is lost. TI1e 
portion of the lnscription which Is edited was recognised as part of a poem 
dedicated to the three aspeets (lrikiiyn) of the body of the Bttddh~. lt was probably 
inscribed for the merit it brought to him who inscribed It. 
The lndlka!usilya copper plaques,' little bits of copper sheet on which were inscribed 
portions of the Mahayana Sanskrit scriptures and found enshrined in stltpas - throw 
some light an the religious beliefs of U1is age. The rlifgliba in which these were found 
is at Mlhintale. The script belongs to the eighth or ninth century. 
POLmCAL INSTITUTIONS 
In troduction 
/\s there are only three inscriptions which contain references to kings or princes, and 
only two which mention officia ls, one cannot do anything very nrnch more than 
present the mat~al these Stlpply, relating it to the periods that precede and follow, 
and explaining the terms which are obscure or which appear for the Rrst time. As 
these inscriptions resemble the grants of the periods preceding this, it is possible to 
use the same method of a,pproach. 
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The study of titles therefore forms the starting point of tbls section. Sorne of these 
hJve been met with before and some are new. The departure from previous practice 
though regl~tered only by a Jew examples, lndlcnte changes in kingship. This leads 
naturally to the consideration of kingship in this period. These inscriptions also 
contain the beb>innings of a terminology which express the practices of govemmmt. 
The next broad section deals with the religious activities of the king. Here again we 
are limited only to a few inscriptions and much that would be relevant here does not 
appi!ar in the inscriptions. The last section deals with the administ ration and it is 
confined to a study of the titles and function:. or the few officials mentioned in the 
lnSCriptions. We are here introduced for the first time to palace officials and court 
procedure. 
Titles 
These appear only just once or twice in the few available inscriptions Their 
significance therefore lies not in the number of references but in the change that 
occur.. in nomenclature even in a single reference Thl~ sometimes helps to bridge 
the gap between the periods which come before and after, in which the number of 
inscriptions is very much larger. They are also important in that they may mdicate a 
change in the nature of kingship. The limitations of these deduchons in the absence 
or further examples in the inscriptions must be borne in mind. 
M11/u1r1rj11 
This title occurs only once in the inscriptions of this period. lt is used in the 
inscription at Veherakema in the Panama Pattu as the title of the unidentlfled king 
named VnJrnkn.• The exact significance of the htle In thts inscription remains 
inexplicable because the Icing referred ro cannot be identified with any m the 
Mnlriivathsn and further the titles of kings were undergoing a transformation. 
Mnliara1n continued to be used by the sovereign ruler at Anuradhapura almost till 
the <!nd of U1e 1 ,1~ 1 period though new titles too were introduced about that time. 
Another new feature noticed at that tlme was the length of the names of kings as a 
result of the ,1ddilion of titles and names. The simplicity of th.is example Vn/111kil 
Mn/iarn1n lakes us back to the beginning of the last period. It is not possible on the basis 
of names and titles to suggest a continuity from the main line of Anur.idhapura rulers. 
On the other hand the title itself was gradually falling out of use. Not only were 
new titles introduced alongside the title 11111/inrnjn but about this time mnlrnrnfn was 
dropped altogether and 111n1mn11uka used instead. Though there is only one example 
EZ.IV, pp 1~2-143 (Nn.17 i), 
Ml 
of this m this period• the next contains ample proof of this practice.1 When 1t 
appears again in the lnscriptions it occurs as malzarnd and rwilraraj. It ls therefore 
impossible to give any clear meaning to the title mnlmrn;a. 
lt is possible that Valiaka belonged to the main line of ru lers at Anuradhapura 
although he is not mentioned in the lists given in the? chronicles and although he 
does no t adopt the current practice of having more than one name and title. It is also 
possible, especially as the inscription is in the south and is palaeographically earlier 
than the reign of Manavamma, that he was a local ruler who had aspirations to the 
supreme title. The early part of this period into which age this inscription falls had 
no s lrong kings and no settled order of succession. 
Mapurmuk11 
This title firs t appeared in the latter half of the last period,l where il~ etymology and 
meani ng were considered. lt was used along with mnlrnrn;n. the lT«dilional title for 
the sovereign ruler al Anuradhapura. !n the only example of it in this penod is in 
the Gara~1digala inscription.• There it is used in place or 111al1ar11jn. Only Lhe viruda 
and lh.is title is g iven In the i1'1Scription and th~ king referred to has been Identified 
from o ther evidence as KasSilpa m. In the period that follows, this title replaces 
111a/111rnj11 as the normal title of the king." 
S irisa1i1bo (P_ Sirisanghabodhi) 
This is the first time that this popular vinrdn appears in the inscriptions and is here 
used by Kassapa m in the Garai;i<;ligala inscription.6 It does not occur again in this 
period. It ls lnle.resting to note that the personal name or the king as given in the 
Cillnva1i1sn is not used.' 
Tilis was first used by the king of that name Sirisanghabodhi (307 AD) the successor 
of Sanghatlssa-~ It was probably a per.~onal name and no t a viruda. According to th~ 
Ctilavmizsn the firs t king to use it as a virudn was Aggabodhi m.• Geiger is of 
opinion•o that it m.igh.t have been used in honour of Sirisalighabodhi the king who 
l!ZJll. pp 198-199 {No.19). 
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was held in such high regard for his piety. But Geiger does not explain how the 
alternative virudn. snln111evr111. was chosen. The adoption of Buddhist titles and names 
is common in the period. 
M11/iapii 
The full name of Mahinda, the heir apparent of Kassapa Ill, as it appears In the 
Carai:idigala inscription, 1s Milud M1tlurpli1}1111.• The 1denllfication of Kassapa Ill and 
Mahinda with the kings referred to in this inscnption was partly based on the 
supposition that Mnlurpill,tn11 was lh.e title of the heir apparent.' But as this 
!>upposition foils into line with other evidence for this identification we can accept 
th is as evidence that 11111/tnpii was probably the title given to the heir appnrent. 
Tim is partly supported by the evidence of the C1ilnt>111i1sa and the early ini;criptirms. 
The word mn/wpii can be tTaccd through 11111/rn-npn to mnlm-ayn. Malm-nyn In the early 
mscriptions meant "the chief of the prlnces" (nyn). But we do not kno\'.• \vhcther at 
that time it was a title for the heir apparent because rnjns usually succeeded the 
11111/ramjn.3 The C11/nm1i1sn uses the words ildipMn and 11111/riidipiida as corresponding 
to ayn and mnlln-aya. They perhaps did not carry the i,ame meaning. 
ral'ilnil\' itana has drawn "connection between thl'SC terms.• The Pali forms in the 
C1ilnl'nti1sa, nrc according to him, mistransl.1tions of the Sinhalese forms lipii and 
11111/inpii whid1 were originally derived from 11yn ,md mnlrn-ayn. Gelge~ on the ba.~I~ of 
hi.~ researches inlo the terms and titles in the C1i/m>n1i1s11 has given the me~ning ol the 
title 11111/riitfipadn. He says the eldest iidipmio thc one nearest the throne bears the title 
of 11111/tfidipiidn (grand /ldi1111dn). He further s.1y~ that the term was closely allied with 
the term !f1Wtmfin 
ln the inscription in which this reference occurs, the bearer or the title 1s the donor of 
land. along with two others, who were probably princes and bore the title 
111nlia11111/1111 Another fact which associa tes this title not only with prince:. but J ISl' 
w ith the office or heir apparent, is that this 1nscripllon is sinmtcd within the area 
which was called Dakkhh;iadesa in Medieval Ceylon. This area wns normal ly 1;1vcn 
over to the heir apparent.• It is possible therefore that the ma!tnpii referred to in the 
inscription was the sub-ruler of this area as well as the heir apparent to the kingdom 
of Anuraclhapurn. 
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Ji.pay 
This word appears In the Rassa.hela inscription' as a title for Da]siva who ha~ already 
been identifled as Adipada Dat)lasena of the Ciil11vmi1sa.> The inscription does not 
give his genealogy nor· is it possible to see why he was called adipiidn in the 
Ciilav111i1sn. 
As explained earlier the word is derived from the earlier title aya which in tum was 
derived from the Pali 11yy11 and the Sanskrit iiryn. It was also explained that ndipMa 
was the Pali form ofiipfiy. Jn the early inscriptions it was a title used by princ.es and 
probably independent rulers who may have been related to the main line of kings at 
Anuraclhapura.3 According to Geiger it was a title conferred on the sons of reigning 
monarchs but It did not always mean that they became sub-rulers. The genealogy 
and status of iipny Da[siva are obscure both in the inscription and the Ctl111v111itsa. 
The only clue to this is to be found in the other two inscriptions al the site, in which 
he is addressed as t•at-ltlm.iya11. We know from later practice that this was a lerm of 
address for kings and monks.5 
Ma/11111111/1111 
This title, or more correctly viruda, occurs only twiee in this period and both in the 
Gara r;u:_ilgala inscription.• In one of these it occurs as Bud 111ahnmal; the name of the 
other ls lost. They both, along with the M11/znpfi1Jn11, make grants of land to a cave 
dwelling. But there is nothing to show how they were related to the M11/1ap1l1.1m1 . It 
is possible that they were princes or al least higher officials. Mnl1fim111/a from which 
this w ord is obviously derived was a royal tltle given to kings and princes in the 
Pallava period. Kassapa m the king in whose reign this record was inscribed and 
the father of the donor (Mihid M11/iapn1µ111) was born in lndia at the court of the 
Pallava king, Narasirhh21va:rman I. His father Mlin avam:ma (Mii11avarm1111) regained 
his throne al Anu.riiclhapura with the help of tlus same king. This title therefore may 
have been borrowed from the Pallavas. Paranavitana thinks that "this title was 
imitated by the Slnhalese kings of this period from the Pallavas.''' He further poin ts 
out instances m the Cu/avmi1sa where this title is used.8 It is also possible that these 
were people, probably o.f royal descent who came lo Ceylon Crom the Palla va court. 
' 
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They would lhen retain the t1ir1ufns they used in India.I This would probably explain 
why the title is not co.mmonly used in Ceylon. 
Terms of Respect 
Though nol used in the earlier inscriptions the following terms fow1d their way into 
the inscriptions of this period. 'These honoriflcs used in referring to the kings rcnect 
perhaps the growing majesty and sanctity attached to the person of the king. It ls 
also significant thal one of these terms is appl.ied to monks as wel l as to those of 
royal descent. There is no way of determining when these first came to be used . 
Va t-/1 i111iym11 
This is used once with reference to i\pify Dnfsivn in the Riissahela inscrlptionJ and in 
two other places it is used of monks of the Arittara-vehera.• 
Raj-pny 
This term according to Paranavitana; ls derived from the Skt. rajn 1111dnsyn which 
inter became p11d11 as h1 mnlrndlpiidn and adipiida_ It occurs in a short fragmentary 
inscription at the Aml,>astala-cetiya, Mil1intale,• in a reference to the king. This again 
show~ the same tendency noted earller of endowmg the king with greater respect. 
Names of Kings 
The inscdptlons available are few and hence the names too are few. None of these 
are long and pompous as the examples quoted from the end of the last period. But 
on one point they agree. Towards the end of the last period there was a tendency lo 
adopt distinctly Buddhist names.7 Such names in this period are Bud; D11/sw11 
(Dii/hiisiun),• Siri Samba (Sirisanghabodhi).JO 
Vannn11 In Manavamma (AlfiiumzarnuHr} is a l,allo.v.3 tit!~ \\'hich he ret.lius even after bi-s r~tum to 
Ceylon. 
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Kingshlp in the Inscriptions 
The paucity of records does no t permit us to draw any conclusions from the study of 
names md titles and the sites of the inscriptions as done in the earlier chapters. Two 
points only merit consideration. The first of these has already been referred to. 
Though Kassapa lil l~ mentioned as the reigning king in lhl' Garai:v;ligala 
1nscriptlon1 yet one of the d011ors or perhaps the chief donor is Mi/1i'1 Mn/111pnl)n1t, the 
heir apparent. This mscription lies within the ancient Dakkhi1;1adesa.2 The 
governorship of this province was not at first reserved for the heir apparent 
(Mahadlpada). But soon it seems to have become customary to hand over tros 
province along with the tlUe to the heir apparent. The first recorded instance of this 
procedure dates back to the time of Aggabodhl I.' ft is probable therefore that Mihi.1 
Mn/1npfi1.11111 who lived later than Aggabodbi I was the sub-ruler or administrative 
head of this area. 
The other point on 1vhich there is some evidence is the status of Roha1~a. Two 
Inscription'! of thb period ccmt<iining reference to kings or local rulec. have been 
discovered in tlus area. The tahugala ini.cription• in the Panama Pattu belongs to 
V11/1nka Mallarnjn. It was considered possible that he was of the main line of rulers ,1t 
Anurlidhapura. It is also possible that he was a loca l ruler who in !he unsettled 
conditions of this period set himself up as a sovereign ruler.l 
rhe R:issa.hcln inscription• of Da{sivri is also in the Piinama Pattu but 1s later in date. 
11lough there is no information about hl.s genealogy, the title iipny suggests thnl he 
WilS a prince o( the royal line. According to the Ciil11V111i1sa his daughter however 
was married to the son of the king al Anurndhapura.7 It is also signi ficant that 
though he docs not bear the title rnjn or mnlurrajn he is addressed as oot-Jumiyan.• The 
other two inscriptions at this site also deal with land grants but the donors in these 
are officials. These inscriptions suggest that Roha1;1a was at certain times closely 
hnked with the northern kingdom by marriage ties. 
King and Religion 
The only Inscription by a king is that of Vnlmko Mnlmrnjn9 in which he records the 
con~tntction of a cdiyn at the Mnca/n-v1h1frn and the donation of four k-iriyns of land 
' 
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(cntnr k/riy11) or the produce (liibn) of these four kiriyas. Mihid Mnhnpii1.rn11 in the 
Garar.u;ligala inscription' makes a donation of land to a cave dwelling to support the 
monks who abode there. Apiiy Dn!siva too in one of the inscriptions at Rassahela! 
makes a gift of land to the monks of the vilriira called Arittiir1I. It is difficult to 
generalise on such sca.nt records. But it must be mentioned that kings were nol 
alone in making grants of lan.d to the smig/111 or its vllriiras. 
Administration 
Palace Officials 
For the first time in the inscriptions Utere is a reference In Ute period lo U1e palace 
and its organisation. A fragmentary inscription at the Ambastala-cetiya in 
Mihintale' records the greetings and respect given to these palace officials perhaps 
for some favour granted or asked. It runs as: SlHISli Tmiibn/ika/n Milr111dnl111i apn ra1 
pay/in gelri rajol sa111dnniy1111 vmuimi (mn /aba no go ... ). The palace is simply "the house 
of Ute king" bul the word may have had more meaning. The phrase rnjol 
snmdaruywt' has been translated as "their lordship ... Ute official~ of the palace of our 
noble king." They were evidently people of importance and innuence. 
Two obscrvations am be made on the existence of these offici~ls. It is firstly a sign of 
t11e beginnings of specialisation. Ministers of state and palace officials were no 
longer the same people as they were bound to be at the beginnings of kingship. The 
second point is that [t indicates the growing splendour of the court. 
Officials 
The only officials mentioned in Ute records of lhis period are in lhe Rassahela 
inscription.s.5 These inscriptions are different from any of the inscriptions that have 
gone before in that Oley use: a new form• for these inscriptions which can be best 
descrfbed as official. The main form of UteSe Inscriptions wlll be discussed later. It 
is necessary here only to state that in these inscriptions there is one person who 
orders that the grant be executed or carried into effect and another who carries it 
into effect. This latter is not the donor of the grant. The people mentioned in these 
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inscriptions except Apny Da/sioo do not have illlY titles. We know them to be officials 
only from the semi-official lan1;,..,age that is used. 
The people w ho order that th e grant be made in these three inscriptions are Apiiy 
Do/sim, Sm·/111, and Viraii1kura. The first was a local ruler or may be even a governor 
under the royal line at Anuradhapura. The other two were officials under the local 
govem or.1 They could not possibly be directly wuier the AnUTadhapura ru lers for if 
they were that, they would not have failed to claim a title. The people who carry 
these into effect are obviously officials under those who order that the grant be 
made. They are Ln111jn11nv11 Vfrnrirlmrn and Lnmjn11a1111 Day. Ln111jn11nv11 seems to be a 
place n.1me or ciao n01mc. f t is difficult lo say whether this VTraiirk11rn 1s the same as 
ilie official w ho orders one of the grants. 
Procedure Followed in the Grants 
11te Garar;ac;lii,.-ala inscription! follows the style s~I by earlier grants of land. There 1s 
first Uie date in the rcgnal year of the ki ng followed by the names of the donors with 
their titles. The donation 1s next d escribed in detail and lastly the name of the dance. 
The warning attached lo the end of this inscription tha l he who disturbs the grant 
may not receive his food nnd may become crows and dogs, has in the opinion of 
Pa:nanavltana been added as an afterthought as ii comes after the dosing auspicious 
word, siddl1i111.' Such curses arc quite common in the inscriptions of the later period.• 
In the R:lssahela inscripti ons> the form changes and is an anticipation of Lhe form of 
ilie inscriptions of the later period.• Some <)f the terms U8ed are the same and reflect 
the procedure adopted for making grants and concessions. 
The donor oniy urden, that the !:."ant be made and this idc., is expressed by the word 
vnjmri11 or vnjifleym. The substance and purpose ol the grant and the name and the 
uffire of the donee arc given in precise language as in earlier inscriptions. The fact 
that the gr.int was n1<1de or carried mto effect, was then recorded along with me 
name of the official who undertakes this responsibility. This is expressed by the 
term sif llyiivimi' and has been transiated as "stayed and caused to be writtl!ll." One 
Pl'tr3n,,vltttn:i pJaces StH and Vrr1t111kum 1n the Sillmest4ttus u ltpdy Do~•lt'fl on lb«! grO\Jnd rh.11 the 
•lylo of the lru.crlpbOll5 moke> this po•siblc. IEZ.tV, p 172). ~ut ii is stra.ngc thot ,,.., 1111.,,, are 
Mtilchcd to their n~m<'>. Bui !hoe te6l nn the StllU> ol I.pay Dd/Sll'd. 01 him the unly •vidence is 
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of these mscriptions however follows a different procedure. ln this Apny Dnlsn., 
makes the grant as the donor. But there Is no one official carrying It into effect. 
Instead, the phrase /1i111i gc ek fiin ko/ d11111111 Is used. This has been translated as 
"granted after assembling together (the chief men of the district) at the house of the 
lord." This translation, if correct, is intcrcsling from lhe paint of view o( lhe 
methods adopted in making grants. But it is not altogether free from doubts ~nd 
(urther consideration will be given lo It when these terms appear again with more 
inlormalion, In the next period.' 
Siddlrim: Svnsti 
A large number of the grants of the preceding period began wilh the auspicious 
\vOrd siddhim, s1dd/111m or s1 which was introduced to Ceylon from Indian practice.' It 
was tTanslated as "hail" It never occurred at the end of an inscription. 
In the Carar,c;ligala insc:riptio~ the word occurs at the end of the grant. The first two 
edited inscriptions at Rassahela begin with a new word >.xrsti/• and the first of these 
end with both St!QSli and siddlti. As a general rule however svasti replaced sidd/111111 
and Its various forms as the symbol used al the beginning of an inscription.• Sidd/11 
continued to be used as the symbol al the end of an Inscription.' 
Dating 
The only record which contains a date is the Carai:ic;!igala inscri ption .~ The 
inscription Is dMcd in the llurd year (11111 viirrne) of a king named Strisa1i1bo 
Map11r11111kii identified as Kassapa IU. 
ECONOM IC INSTITUTIONS 
Introduction 
lne four land grants of this period provide lhe information there is on economic 
Institutions. They deal with land and measuremenL The group of inscriptions al lhe 
Burrows' Pavilion' near Anuradhapura whkh deal with the institution or slavery 
' 
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state that various sums of money were granted for the maintenance of slaves. The 
rest of the mat£rial is culled from the scrap~ of lnformation drnwn from these 
inscriptions. They provide a. fleeting impression of the territorial divisions at this 
time and a few odd items. The Tiriyay rock inscriphon,I which is important mostly 
ror the light it sheds on religious insti tutions contains also the only rererences in thi• 
period to trade and commerce. This list concludes the informahon on economic 
institutions. 
Villages and their Composition 
The names or vmages and references to them occur in the same way as noted 
earlier.~ The word gnmn is not always added 10 the name and hence it is not always 
easy lo distinguish a village and a field because fields too had names attached to 
them. They arc mentioned in the first place as the residence 0£ people in order to 
identify them. 'TI1cse rcfercmces arc quite clear when the word vnsn11n or viis1 
implying residence is used. Villages mentioned in this manner arc Mnray11·oolm/111pn· 
gnmn and Mnrny11-111nllnpi1-gmun.J Guta-km1arn.' Mnlradnragnln,' Ernyn• and Pi/1yllnn1 
though they do not contain the suffix gmrm were probably villages and are signified 
as placed of residence. Nol as clear as these are those references where the place 
name is attached to lhe personal name as in Tmitbn/ika/n Mil1i11dnl,• Pirlves1kufn 
Dn/nu11,' Mndnrnmynnn Can11,1• l.avn-nra11n Gn11a,11 Nadnung1111111 Payn·viipnrn,u IAm· 
1nnnv11 Vir111i1k11rau and l.J1111-jn11nv11 Day." 
Villages are again mentioned in the land grants w hen field lands are marked oul 
from them. Here again when the suffix gnma is absent ii i5 difficult lo decide 
whether a particular name refers to a village, a larger field or a district. The 
Cara~Qigala inscription for example marks out land from ... go111bi·y~u. Mi/1im1nriyeu 
and Ma/1nbode111y1m, ll These can be the names for fields or villages. The Rassahela 
tnscriptions however are mucl\ clearer. One of these read ... Ga/hoy dnk111.r·ter/1i pi/Ii/ i 
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Digiipi{/111/e n Scm1y11r and Lnmjn1inv11,_ ynfiliign Knlnlviili.t Tbese are translated ,1s "of 
Soruyur in DighjJi1.l11lle which is situated on the Tight bank of the Ca1/toy (Ga!l1ya) and 
of Ka/11/TJiiii 111 ••.• ynfnviiga in (the district of) Lm11immv11. • The second reads Snrn/viigalri 
Mn/1nviign1.1a'I. translated as "'of Mnlmviigm.111 In SnrnfViign." lTI the last of these 
inscriptionsl three names are given of which the last one was a village. TheRe are 
Ma/at In, C11/11Viilln and Miv1111gnm11. TI1e 0U1ers too were probably villages. 
It is safe to assume from these examples that the village was still the basic unll and 
that it contained fields. There is definilt' evidence of a larger unit than the v1 1lagc 
such as Lamjmmv11. But we do not know whether this was just the name of an area or 
whether it had a more definite administrative or economic connotation. 1l w ill be 
remembered however that Ln111ja11av11 was attached to the names of two officials;+ 
usually districts are not so attached as places of residence. Tt Is likely thatin these 
instances Lamjm1av11 was an administrative unit. 
lt is clear that there were villages as wcll as fields but Uiere Is no de.finite term for a 
field except k111i1b11r. The larger fields however were named k111lib11,. though H ml'ans 
a ficld, 11 nevl!r had a name arid referred to a small unit of a fleJdS. These arc rck-rred 
to not so much by name as by extent and perhaps by productive capaa.ty. The few 
examples available bear this nut: kiriynk k111i1b11r, tie pnynk kr11i1/mr. k111i1b111· depi1yak.' 
and cainrn kiriyn kuburn lnlln ... l 
Pnl1m1 lri11dvtl' 
This ls another interesting phrase that occurs for the first time. According to the 
inscription the land was measured and demarcated by this means. The phrase ha;, 
been translated as "by settin~ up (boundary) s tones.'' In commenting on thts phrase 
Paranavitana rema rks that9 "in granting lands to religious institutions It was 
customary in ancient Ceylon to set up stones, sometimes inscribed, to mark the 
boundaries as wel l as lo sen•e as a proclamation o( gift.'' The present record 
however is inscribed on a rock and so the phrase rerers only to the setting up of 
boundary stones. 
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Measurement 
Terms of land measurement have been used to demarcate land from fields or 
villages in boU' lhe Rlissahela, and Garal)<;ligala il'scriptions. The terms used arc 
kiriyns, pnyn> and pnynlns. Kiriyn• and kiriyak k111i1b111· have already been met with in 
11n earlier chapter. It was the commonest term of land mear;-urem£>nL Payn however 
appears in this same inscription for the first time as de pnyt1k kwi1b11r.1 TiliS was 
equivalent lo a q:uarter of a kiriya or karisa. lt is derived from the Sanskrit 1111dn.' 
The Ras~ahcla inscriptions' which ,,re later in date refers lo pnynlas Jn measuring 
land. In one p lace It refer~ to .ntar p11yn/, From the 'on text in which it occurs this is 
defiltltcly a term of land me.:isurt:ment But we cannot be certain whether it is 
identica l with pnyn. It is difficult to explain why if pny11 was a quarter of a krriyn. snlnr 
pnynl was not converted Ink> a kiriya which ls a more common measure.s 
Money 
n,e !\roup of inscriptions at the Burrl)ws' rav"Won, Aouriid hapur.1° mention that 
~•ims of money computed in kcrl111un1}11> were granted for the maintennnce of slaves al 
tlw Abhayagiri-vihfua, This coin wus mentioned In U\e last per!Dd too and Its 
deri vation wns discussed in the last chaptcr.7 In these inscriptions sums of a 
hundred (ekn S11ynkn knlim1m_in).~ a thousand (ekn jn/111snkn kn/1nvm.in)• and two thousand 
(d11inhn~r1J.:n k11/Jnm1.in) are mentioned as having been subscribed. These arc aJI private 
l,'l'anls and the sums .1re fair!)' laTgc for a private purse. One of iliese inscriptions 
mentions Jw1)n-kn/1m:m,1n,< whid1 accordlng to Codrington wus a largt• gold coin1• 
(/I U 1,111-511V11rl,11}11 ) . 
Food 
·me only artid~s Df food mentioned in this period are in the IUissahela inscriptions 
wltlch in making the grant warns that U\e produce may not be used for any food 
(m/111) e.xcept curd {r/ilti), oi l (Id) and milk (kir), 
• 
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Slavery 
The institution of slavery continues into this period.I The Burrows' Pavilion 
inscriptions' show for the n.rst time one o( the ways in which these slaves were 
maintained. We do not as yet know how this system began, who these slaves were 
or what status they had. 
The word used for "slave" in the inscriptions is the same as before velrern/n, vnlrnrnln 
or vnraln. The Burrows' Pavilion inscriptions record that various people, some 
singly, some in groups subscribed money for the maintenance (vnf!I kn./n) of slin·es at 
the Apnyngarn«mlrnrn.> The sums given in each record are a hundred kahnvm.rns 
except the third and the sixtfi which record gifts of two thousand and a thousand. 
The inscriptions state that the sums "'ere granted for this purpose but they do nol 
make clear whether rntn knJn included the purchase of slaves. It is nowhere slated 
that slaves were bought. Money was paid for their maintenance and also for their 
redemption. The donors of these sums of money are not distinguished by any title 
or designation nor do we know their occupation and status though they grant such 
large sums. Paranavitana considers some of their names "rather outlandish."• 
Two other inscriptions mention slaves. In one of theses Mi/1idnla "caused his 
daughter to be freed from slavery "(Mi/uifala Simi diiriymra :idava vehemlcyn). This is 
interesting in that the father frees the daughter. The other inscription• is 
fragmentary and refers to " the slave of Kmja Ma1Jnbi " (Kaifn Mncjabi vehem/n). The 
benefactors who paid money for the release of slaves from bondage during lhe last 
period transfened thilt merit to all beings (pain savn snta11nfn). 11 was evidently a 
meritorious act. In this period those who pay money for the maintenance of slaves 
consider that too a meritorious act and use the same phrase in transferring the merit 
to all beings. 
Property and Ownership 
It is not safe to generalise on this subject on the basis of a few grants of land. All the 
land grants of this period are by those of royal rank or by officials. None of tl1ese 
contain the terms bojnknpnti, dnknpnli and knrn which were so common in the last 
period. But the land granted is clearly defined both as to its site and extent. This 
may lead one to suppose that the land itself changed hands. TI1e reference to 
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boundary stones may further strengthen this suppos.ilion. But there is nothing 
contrary in this to the theory a !ready stated that only produce changed hands.• 
The Garnl)Qigala Inscription> ends with the warning that none may disturb the field 
(k11111b11mf nvul kn/n knidc) on pain of having a curse laid upon him that he may not 
have food and that he becomes a dog or a crow in a succeeding birth. 
Trade and ColJ\l'.tlerce 
The only reference to this is in the Tiriyay rock inscription.> This long inscription 
though It refers to trade and commerce is difficult to interpret because it embodies a 
very early tradition about the foundation of the Gidkanc;la-caitya,• the shrine at 
which this record is inscribed. The inscription is dated palaeographically ln the 
se\•enth century but the tradition professes to go much further back. This may 
contain some element of truth bul it is so embedded in legend that the whole story 
must be discounted. It states that the caitya was founded by Trnpussnka and Vallika 
ITnpassu and Blrnl/uka of lhe Nldii11knl/1il) who lived In the time of the Buddha.5 It is 
possible that the nam es which appear at the end belong to merchants (oouig gatrai!tJ 
of the seventh century who bad this record inscdbed. styling themselves th., 
followers of 'frnprrssnkn and Vnllika. Some of the passages in this inscription referring 
to ships and coinmerce though fictitious bear the marks of an actual experience.' 
RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS 
lntroducUon 
informabon drawn from the inscriptions of this period fall into two groups. The 
first group is based on the inscriptions already considered and the traditions they 
reveal do not differ essentially from those of the last period. Material is scanty but is 
arranged just as in the last chapter to facilitate comparison. Donations again are the 
main subject of the inscdptions and these proVJde a few incidental details on viluirns 
and the s11nglrn. This material follows on the consideration ol donations. 
The other group or records is the Sanskrit inscription.~ wh.ich are new to the religious 
history o( the island. These records are the lndikatusllya copper plaques/ the 
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Tiriyiiy rock inscriptions,' the Kuccavell rock inscription,? and the Trikayastava 
inscription at Mihintale.J They are not grants but records of piety whereby merit 
may be acquired and transferred. The material these supply, except incidental 
information, folls into a class by llselL 
Donations 
Donations by Kings 
Almost all I.he records of this period except the Sanskrit inscriptions deal with 
donations. There are only three inscriptions by kings or princes. All of lhem are 
grants of land. The land in ead1 record is measuTed in kiriy11s and payas OT payalns 
but it is nol defined further according to the terms boj11knµali and knrn. Perhaps in 
each of these instances that whim was gnnted was the revenue due to the king. 
Construction works by kings or princes are twice mentioned indirectly. This Is In 
keeping with the tradition that the construction of buildings do not normally form 
the subject of an inscription.• ln one of these V11/1nkn Mahornja makes a gran t of land 
to a caill;n he had constructed s and in the other Mi/rid Mnlr11p1il,11111 donates land to a 
cave dwelling and stone beds whlcl1 he had caused to be constructed.• 
Donations by the People 
TI1e donations by a few officials in the Gli:ranc;l igala7 and lliissa.hela& inscriptions 
have been placed at the head here because they may not have been of royal rank. Jn 
each record they make grants of land, some of them to the cave dwelling and 
sm11s111111 constructed by Mihid Ma/111pff~1a11 and some to a vi/1ffrn. lt is possible that this 
land represented pai:t of the revenue that fell to their share (in their capacity) as 
officia ls. 
Two inscriptions record simple constructions, one at the Anurad.hapura Museum• 
rt-cord the construction of a filght of steps (piya giit) and another at 17-i.marag,1la'" 
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makes a similar record. An inscription at the Abhayagiri·vihara' records the 
donations of a stone canoe (gnl11iiv) by a monk named Go1111a. l'he Burrows' Pavilion 
Inscriptions? are in a different category. These too are donations, but they are gifts of 
n1oney for the maintenance of slaves at the Abh01yagiri ·vihara. The sums of money 
given were mostly a hundred knllllva{rns. But there are two sums of a thousand and 
two thousand knltavn1.1os. There are quite large sums of money not normally 
available to Lhe common people. The donors here were probably people of means. 
The Purpose of lhe Donation 
This hardly differs from the principles laid down in the last chap1.,,-.i Donations lo 
rnityns were obviously for n.>pairs or offerings. But it is not stated definitely. The 
Riissahela inscriptions' state that the income from the land was to be used for "the 
four requisill>s"(snlnr /Jllsn viiyu/u) and one of them warns that no other food but 
curd, oil and milk be procured from it. The purpose of money given for 
maintenance of slaves is dear though the details are noL We do not know for 
instance wheU1er it included any purchase money. 
Behind these m~criptions and the deeds recorded is the belief that merit a ttached to 
U1cm imd tha1 it could be transforred.S In some this fom1ula is specially recorded -
lhal other merit be given to all beings.• lt 1s difficult to estimate what part this 
motive played in the practice or making donations. 
Do nee 
Only the R.'ssahela inscriptions' adopt U1e usual formula which the lnsc:riptions of 
the last period used to Introduce the donee. These run - Arittaril·vel1erii vasnnn vnt-
/1i1111Sllro111lf and Arilllirii, velimi viisi val-/1imiyn11nl.... In these the donation is made 
over to the c:ommw1i ty of monks living at a particular vihilrn. The only change is the 
direct form of address adopted by the use of the term vnt-l1i111iym1. 
TI1c Gfu'aDQig~la insc:rrption• does not mention the name of a doncc but the donation 
was to benefit a cave dwell Ing furnished with smasmrn (stone seats).9 A probable 
: 
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explanation of this procedure is that alongside the vi11nras there were stlll monks 
who lived in the seclusion of caves difficult of access. The cave to which this 
inscription refers is on top of a hill. When endowments were made, the living was 
probably attached to the cave so thal who ever used the cave could l'eccivc the 
benefit of the living too. 
The institution which ultimalcly benefited from the donations in the Burrows' 
Pavilion Inscription• is mentioned. But the sums of money were not given directly to 
the vilrtfnls. We do not know who carried out the instructions of the donor. 
When the construction of cnrtyas is indirectly mentionedl the viltffms in which they 
were constructed arc also mentioned. 
The Vl/16ras 
The Apalrayagam-val1arn mentioned in the BWTows' Pavilion inscription' 1s obviously 
the Abhayagiri-vihara. the headquarters of the Mahayana sect in Ceylon. The 
t\rittdra-ll!'/1em' and the Mncala·VllharaS are not known from any other sources but 
very probably refer to the vilrffms that existed on the sites of the inscription. !'here 
are extensive ruins at both these places. 
The Tiriyiiy rock inscription• mentions the Girikn1,1rjikn-cnitya which seems to have 
been a famous shrine at the time the record was inscribed. The.re are still very many 
ruins al Utls site Md ancient Brahm• inscriptions.' These rums a re those of the 
ancienl Girikaryt;la-caitya. The Maluivmirsa and Cfilnt•arfo;n do nol give much 
prominence to it nor do they state that ii was an ancient shrine. 11 is mentioned In 
the reign of Vijayabahu I.• Parana,;tana has pointed out that this negligence on the 
part of the chroniclers was perhaps due to the fact that this was a Mahayana shrine.0 
ll should be noticed that this Is referred to as a cnrtyn and not as a vilrnra. Cnityns 
which gain prominence apart from the vilrifrn In which they were situaled usually 
contained some much revered relic, as in the Thilparama d5giiba or tht' 
Ruvanvalis~ya. 
' 
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The v1/11ira continued to be the unique institution of Buddhism for the snr'1g/U1 was for 
the most part organised in uilriims. There were however large institutions such as 
obtained in Anuradhapura and also slmple collections of caves removed from the 
haunts of men in which the monks lived their lives of meditation. 
The cave dwelling was still called /L1,111 and were furnished with se1uis1111a. These 
were probably a name for lhe stone seats hewn from the rock itself. There arc a few 
among the caves al this site. Paranavitana refers to them as stone "beds carved on 
the Ooor of the rock"> (le1.1a sennsn1111 bli11dii devii). 
Cnityn (Cata)> 
This is another name for diigiibns or sfripas. The inscription of Vnlraka i\lfn/inm1n w hich 
refers to the construction of a ea/a is e.ngraved "on the rock near the ruined sliipn.'" 
There is little doubt that cnln refers to this stii11n. The inscription referring to the 
Girikn~1t!a·callya gives more information about the Cailya itself. The author of the 
record worships it because it is worshipped by gods and men, manifests the 
Badlusatw AvalokiteSmra and enshrines a relic of the Buddha.s The reading of the 
inscrip tion shows the degree of favour, adoration and praise that formed part of the 
worship of such shrines. 
Piyn Ciif (Piidn Ca1.1tl1i)• 
These are nights of steps and are easily identified because the inscriptions rl!ferring 
to them arc engraved on lhe step itself or on the moonstone at the bottom of the 
llight. 
Gal Niiv' 
This ls perhaps the first ref<"tence in the inscriptions to the curious "stone bo3ts" to 
be found occasionally in Anuradhapura. The inscription ts a bare record that the 
stone boat was granted by a novice. These were probably used for the dyeing of 
robes or the receiving of alms from the people 
• 
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Organisation a"nd Maintenance 
There is hardly any material on the subject of the organisation of a vilrifrn except just 
one reference to a novice (11ermJ).' There is little incidental material on their 
mnintenance. Tlu>se arc the same as in Lhi;, preceding periods. There arc in this 
period references to grants o f land (revenue) probably bringing In a permanent 
lncome for the requisites of lhe monks;' the construction of various amenities in 
vd1aras by kings and common folk and the prO\rision for the maintenance of slaves at 
the villiiras. We have no idea as to the work they did. 
Tenns for Monks 
The novice named Hern1,1 Gomrnyn has already been referred to.l The word is derived 
from the P. sii111m.1ern. The Riissahela inscriptions• address or refer to monks as vnt-
/1i111iyn11 in place of the old tenn blku saga or sngn. The same term is used as an 
honorific for kings too, and will be considered in detail in the next chapter.' With 
reference to monks the word has been translated as htheir lordshipsN and with 
reference to Apiiy Dn/sim as "h is highness." 
Diin11p11tint 
This is not a term for monks but ls the usual term used for the patrons of the saiigJ111. 
The Giirar;ic;ligala inscription contains the phrase dif11npati11 sigil me /e1,1n/ 1111/iif/11 
k111ill111rnt nvul kn/a kenek." According to Buddhagh0$a (PnrnmatU1njotl1/kii, p 413) ont! 
who gives one's own belongings ls termed a dnuapnli: whereas one who acts as the 
agent in distributing somebody else's gifts is called a dffynka. In the present day 
language the word dnynkn has the meaning attached to dii.11npaLF 
Religious Beliefs 
This section is much fuller than in any of the previous periods because there Is a rich 
source of information in the group of Sanskrit inscriptions referred to In the 
Introduction.a 
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Pala (Merit) 
The conception of merit is not new. It is implied in the earliest inscriptio1151 and was 
mentioned in the Inscriptions of the last period.: In each instance the merit was 
transferred to the world. This same tradition is continued Into this period and 
receives further elaboration. The group of eight inscriptions at the Burrows· 
Pavllionl all end with phrase - pnla snvn $11lnn11tn. or mn/111 pnln smm sntntrnfn. The 
inscriptions granting a flight of steps and a "stone boat" too end with words to the 
same effect.• The latter inscription contains the additional wish that with that merit 
the people m.,y become Buddhas (e pain genii sav snt/111 b11d11 1ietvay). Mcril attached 
to gifts of money for slaves, constructions of steps and caityas and land grants do not 
carry this phrase. 
A development of !his same theme is the acquisition of merit from the inscription of 
excerpts from sacred scriptures on stone! or engraving them In copper.& Even lhe 
engraving of stiipns on rock' carried merit. Praise and adoration of shrines and other 
places of worship. set in Sanskrit slokas' was another form of acquiring merit. The 
merit seems to lie In the words and the scriptures which at this time were con.~idered 
sacred, and in the mere act of engraving or inscribing them. 
There 1s yet another development from the last period. Not only is the merit 
transferred but the purpose for which It was transferred is also mentioned. The 
inscrlpllon on the "stone canoe'' at Anuradhapurn has already been cited. It says, 
"May all beings become Buddhas with that merit."• The author of the Kuccaveli 
mscnption is much more ambitious. He hopes by that merit to bestow happiness 
and relieve suffering in each succeeding rebirth and that at the end he will attam the 
supreme stale uf Buddhahood and so deliver humanity from smi1s/ira.1• The 
Trikayastava Inscription is fragmentary. The latter part of the inscription {not 
edited) contains the pious wish of the author that he may enter the state of 
enlightenment." TI1e Ti:riyay inscription too ends with the hope that by the merit 
acquired by the eulogy the miseries of the existence of the world will be reduced." 
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The principle of merit has its opposite effect too. This does not take the form of a 
pious wish but of a vicious curse. Th.is appears as a warning against disturbance at 
the end of the Garai:li;ligala inscription. The author hopes that whoever causes any 
disturbance may not get his food in this birth and that he will be born as a dog or a 
crow In the next• (para jn11111aye bn/11 knv111:j11 vetvay). 
Mahayana Buddhism' 
Tht' group of Sanskrit inscription.• already referred to bear the unmistakable impress 
of Mahayana Buddhism. Both the language of the inscriptions and Ule contents and 
ideas contained In them point to their Mahayana origin. Though no Ideas 
specifically Mahayana appeared in the inscriptions before this time yet we know 
from other sources that this sect of Buddhism was introduced to Ceylon very early 
in iL• history. As the Mn/1avmi1sn is a chronicle compiled by the monks of the 
Theravada school the Mahayana sed is ignored. Tt is mentioned only to be 
disparaged. The inscriptions are much too fow to provide an adequate account of 
Mahayana Buddhism. But they di..~tinctly show that ii was by no means the weak 
heretical sect the Mn/1avnii1sn makes it out to be. It seems to have had most support 
in u,e areas NE of Anuradhapura where almost all these Sanskrit inscriptions are to 
be round. 
TrikayaJ 
Perhaps the clearest proof in the inscriptions of the existence of Mahayana ideas in 
Ceylon is tile reference to the Trikiiyn df the Buddha. This describes "the Uueefold 
body of the 6uddh;i, the dlrnrmn he pread1ed, his body in essence as it is in rrirvnnn, 
and his body as it appeared in the cycle of sarirsiirn" (dlrnrma kii.11n, snmblroga ktiyn, 
11irmti1.1n kilyn). 
The Trikayastava inscription is extremely fragmentary. But it has been possible 
through the c·o-operation of scholars to trace a part of the inscription. J t is set in 
Sanskrit slokas and praises the: three bodies or manifestations of the Buddha. These 
same verses have been discovered in Tibet and China.• The rest of the inscription 
which too is in Sanskrit verse cannot be read but it expresses the wish of the author 
of the inscription to become a Buddha.; The slokns arc an excellent example of the 
lavish language of praise current at this time. 
EZ.m, pp 195-199 (Na.19). 
i CJS.(S.G)IJ, p 35 - Parnnavltono. 
' EZ.rv. pp 242-246 (No.31 }. 
E.Z,IV, pp 242-246 (No.311; EL.IV, p 243. 
' EZ.IV. p 244. 
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Avalokite5vara 
The Tiriyay rock inscription• has a reference to this notable Mahayana Bod/11snloo. 
He has been vari ously known as Lokisvnrn, Loke~'vnrn Niil/rn and Niil/rn. The 
Girikal)Qa·c,1itya nt which this record is Inscribed is honoured by its description as 
the abode of Avnlolite5vnrn.1 
Buddhahood 
Another essential Mahayana teaching IS that it is possible for aU to become Ouddhas 
in order to save the world.J This wish as already seen was attached to the end of the 
inscriptions as the fruit of one's merit. This can be seen in the Tiriyay.' Trlkayast.ava> 
and Kuccavell• inscriptions. This last contains the clearest· expression of this wish 
and bears quotation. "By this merit may I be able in every succeeding rebirth to 
relieve all the suffering or the world and to bestow complete happiness (on all 
humanity). (May I also always) be full of forbearance and compassion. 13y this merit 
may I vanquish the forces of mdm ... and sin; and having attained to that supreme 
state of Buddhahood may I with my hand of great compassion deliver suffering 
humanity from the extensive quagmiie of smirsiim. H 
Dlta111mad/1iil11 
It was seen earlier thal in the teaching of the Trikilyn great reverence and importance 
wa., attached to the word or the dl1amma which was preached by the Buddha. The 
Mahayana school gave this wisdom as mucl1 prominence as was given lo the 
Buddha himself. The written word thus came lo be held in high esteem and was 
worshipped.' Proof or this is seen in the enshrining of small copper plaques on 
which were inscribed portions of the Mahayana scriptures. Scholars again have 
traced these fragmentary sections lo the works from which they have been copied.• 
These copper plaques were discovered in the sllipn called lndikatusiiya at Mihmtalc.• 
It Is this same reverence for the teaching which Jed the author of the Mihintalc 
inscription to record the Trikiiynslnvn slokns. These quotations .and texts from the 
Mahayana scriptures nre positive proof that some at least of the books of the 
' 
' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
EZ.tV. pp 151-160 tNo.18J 
EZJV. p 157 
tbtd. 
EZ.JV, pp t51-160 (No t81 
EZ.IV. pp 242·246 (No.3t) 
EZ-lll. pp 158-t61 (No.13) 
EZ.JV. p 239 TI1c >m•ll frogmeni. of the lexl3 insmbcd oo th• pt•ques would be.r tht SJme 
rolation to the whvlc body ur scripture. 
EZ.JV, pp 238-242 (Nn.30), EZ.IV, pp 169-176 (No.20) • 
EZJV. p 238 . 
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Mahayana sect were known in Ceylon during the 7-8 centuries .W. Scholars have 
tTaced thl!Se texts to their soltfces and the books from whi.ch they have been culloo 
are Pnllawiri1snti Sa/1J1Srikn Proj1la Pammitii, "one of the most authoritaHve of 
Mahayana scripturesi"and the Kif5y11p11 Pnritmrlln.1 
Besides these there are the usual Buddhist beliefs which appear in the inscriptions 
but which do not need any comment. There are references to smi1siirn and rebirth 
and the law of knm111,3 the attainment of 11irvm.1n,• the wheel of the law,s the belief in 
gods and ethereal beings• and the placing of relics in cnity11s.1 
Tradition of the B air Relic 
The Tirlyliy rock inscriptions refers to a tradition current at the time. The record was 
inscribed that two merchants named Trapussakn and Vnllika brought the hair relic of 
the Buddha and deposited it in the Girikn1](iika-ca1tyn. Paranavitana has pointed out 
a reference to this same tTadition current in the 13 century AD in the Pujifm/ryn.• ll 1s 
not possible to say how much truth there 1s in this statement. 
Note on the Tiriyay lnscription10 
This long Sanskrit inscription is full of interesting information on economic and 
religious respect~. But it is d ifficult to utilise this inscription for a s tudy of the 
in.stitutions of this period because it cannot be read ily interpreted for the purpose 
One has to be cautious in setting any va lue upon the lnforrnation it contains because 
it is not factua l as In the other inscriptions but literary. lt is not always easy to detect 
the point at which the author leaves the realm of experience and fact to enter into the 
realm o[ poetic imagination. The sea voyage described In it and the accounts of 
trade and commerce may well bear the imprint of an actual experience e\·en though 
the account be fictitious. BuJ It is also possible that the author was employing 
Uterary forms and canons current ln his day. This same applies to the descnpbon of 
how gods and other divine beings worshipped the Cnitya. This may be a reflecllon 
of how the people themselves worshipped this shrine or would worship if only they 
had the resources. The material in this inscription has not been utilised because 1t 
I EZ.IV, p 238. 
' EZ.lV, p 239. 
> EZ.111. pp 242·24/i (No.l3); EZ..JV. pp 151-160 (No 18) 
EZ.lV, pp 242·246 (N<>.31 ). 
Ibid 
• EZ.lV, pp 151·160 (No.IS). 
' Ibid 
• EZ.lV. pp 151-160 (No.IS). 
• EZ.IV, p 155; Piijdt'llli (Col.1922) p 18-1. 
" EZJV, pp 151·160 (No.IS); EZJV, pp 312-319 (No.39) 
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contains these ambiguities. But it should be read because literary forms are not 
entirely divorced from r.eaJ life. They embody at least the aspirations of finite beings. 
SOClAL INSTITUTIONS 
Introduction 
There is hardly any information on this subject except the names and the 
designations of people who appear in the few available inscriptions. The spate of 
records by ordinary folk seen earlier seem to have ceased and the only touch of 
common Ille that remains is the information on slaves and their maintenance. The 
system of slavery which has some significance for social instihltions has already 
been discussed under economic institutions.• 
The Common l'eople 
Most of th~ inscriptions. of this time which can be traced to people other than kings 
and officials deal with slavery. There are first the eight inscriptions at the Burrows' 
Pavilionl which record donations for the maintenance of slaves. Two more 
inscriptions at Madagama-vihara, Tissava Korale, Kurun!lgala district deal with 
slavery. One L~ fragmentary and refers to the slave of Knija Maqabiya.1 Ln the other 
Mi/Jidala Si redeems his children from slavery.• There are only two more inscriptions 
by common folk in this study, the gift of a flight of steps by Da/nnii-/1ilmiymm5 who 
may have been a monk and another gift of steps by Val-;et1111 at TammlinnagaJa.• 
Names 
Two peculiarities i_n the nomenclature noticed earlier7 occur again in this period. 
The first is the use of the word apa after the names. Paranavitana has traced this 
word to 11b/my11.~ It can be traced without doubt to nbn or the last period.9 Ln this 
period examples of its use are Pnlamndnmn Apn.10 Madarayana Gana Apnll Lnvn·nrmra 
Gann Apa" and Mi/Jiudnlmi Apa." No possible meaning can be attached to the use of 
Supro, pp 251·252. 
EZ.IV, pp 136-141 (No.1&.i."iii). 
EZ.N, pp 14-3-144 (No.17.iiiJ, 
' EZ.IV. pp 14-3-1-14 (No.17.11) 
EZ.IV, pp 1.U.145 (Nu.17 J v), 
EZ.IV, pp J~S·H9 (No.17.vi). 
Supro. p 224 
"- EZIV. p 1-l l, n 4. 
• Note lhc CormApayng.1m for Abnyagiri; EZ.IV, pp IU·J50 (No.17). 
1n EZ.IV, pp 136-Hl (No.l b.ii) 
u EZ.IV, pp 136·141 (No,JbJY). 
" EZ.IV. pp 136·141 (No.16.vil). 
L1 EZ.IV. pp 146-148 (No.17.v). Paranavitan.t has tro.nsLitcd apa along with rnjpay as "our ki~g. 
this word in the present s tall! of our knowledge. ll may have some family 
significance. The word Gnna is also interesting but obscure. 
The other feature which continues in this period Is the practice of naming people by 
their place of residence.' ln some the word vnsn1111 or vifsi is interposed to signify 
residence. In others no such word Is used and the name of the place is only 
distinguished by being placed first. Examples of this are Pir1vesik11tn Dn/1111/P and 
Ta1i1ba#kn/n MilrindnLl 
No particulat principle can be seen in these methods of naming people. A few 
points worthy of notice are the Buddhist namei1 Milrmdnl and Dn/011/I (Dn//1ii-11iign) 
the Hindu name Vifsnrlevn and the final ' I' in Mr71i11rlnl signifying respect 
Sadeva Gai:iaya, 
PaJamadama Apa 
Pajana 
Adasana 
Vasadevaya 
Gana Apa 
Deva 
Ka!a 
Savaya 
Panapa lata .. Daya Gamaya 
Gana Apa 
Paya Yapara 
Vahana 
Adasana 
Varayana 
Ganaya 
Mihindal SI 
Kar;la Mar;labiyana 
DaJana Hami 
Mlhindal 
Valjetun 
Gonna 
Sena 
VTrarhkura 
Day 
: 
Supra, pp 223·224. 
EZ.IV, pp 136-141 (No.17.lv). 
EZ.JV, pp 146-148 (No.17.v) 
EZ.iv. L6. 
EZ.iv.17. 
EZ.iv.20. 
I 
n 
m 
Ill 
Ill 
IV 
v 
v 
v 
VII 
VJI 
VIU 
Vlll 
vrn 
vm 
vm 
11 
Ill 
[V 
v 
vr 
VII 
I 
u 
w 
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Conclusion 
Perhaps the most striking feature of this period is the Jack of Inscriptions tiver a long 
period of time dating from the latter half of the preceding period. Some attempt was 
made lo account for this but no conclusive reason can be given. The material 
therefore on which one has lo base these conclusions is CJ<ceedingly meagre. and it 
would be roolish lo base any gencralisallons on it except tentatively. However. it is 
possible to draw a few broad conclusions from a compariscn of this material with 
those of Lhe periods that precede and follow. The importance and significance of 
this period would then be placed in its proper perspective in the light of the 
development of the whole. 
Though from the point of view of the inscrlpllons there is very little mntenal, the 
C1ilavmilsn gives n vivid and detailed account of the political ferment during this 
period wluch finally ended in the conque.~t of the Anuradhapura kingdom by the 
Colas. Inciden tally it supplies much that is or value for economic and rellgious 
insti tutions. Bul this material has not been used except to illustrate and elucidate 
what the inscriptions already provide. 
1n the absence of adequate data to study the institutions of this period. the key to Its 
understanding is the wide difference that exists bcl\veen the institutions of the last 
period and those uf the period to foUow. This diUerence perhaps will not be clearly 
seen till the institutions of Lhe next period Are fully considered but such differences 
as exist will be pointed out in its place. Though lhe developments that took place 
within this period may not be traced in the inscriptions the results of these 
developments and the transformation that took place are re\'ealed in the inscriptions 
of the next period. 
The inscriptions reveal one important fact about these developments and this relates 
to the probaWe time when these chaJlges gradually took place. ln the first instance it 
is clear that the lnscriplion tS had begun to fall towards the end of the last period from 
the time of Dhlitusena. It is also clear that the institutions of this period political, 
economic and reUgious had reached a degree of perfection as could be attained 
within the limits set upon them. But unfortunately the inscriptions of the latter half 
of the last period were not sufficient to gain a detailed view or this developed 
system. 
In the second place the inscriptions of the next period beginning with Sena 1 appear 
in a suddon nish. The re-ason for this wW be dealt with in its place but what is of 
importance from the point of view of the development of institutions within this 
period is thnt the institutions which these records reveal arc not those which can be 
compatible \vith a gradually developing system but the fruit of developments that 
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had already taken place. The point of interest is that these are quite different from 
the institutions revealed in the inscriptions of the last period. 
This would mean that although there were hardly any Inscriptions 111 this period of 
any length or importance yet within ii the institutions of the last period were 
transformed and grew into the system portrayed in the inscriptions of the next 
period. This period therefore was one of change and transition and 1s characterised 
less by the development of institutions than by the availability of i.nscrlptions. 
It ls not possible from the inscriptions to attribute these changes to any particular 
causes. But as pointed out before. the reign of Manavamma marks a definite tummg 
point within lhls period. lt can be said that his accession changed the line of politic:.11 
advance in two main directions. Jn the fi rst place the reign brought in a much 
needed peace after many long and bitter wrangles for the throne. All the kings after 
him were his descendants, till the reign of Mahinda V during which reign the Colas 
overran the Anuriidhapura kingdom. The second is that his long sojourn in the 
Pallava court and lus association with Pallava rulers and knowledge of Pallava 
institutions may have introduced a fresh outlook and a new impetus to change. 
Though the inscriptions give no hint of the political unrest and the consequent 
changes that may have preceded the reign of Manavamma two scrcips of evidence 
pomt to the Pallnva Influence that came m with Mannvamma and the gradual 
change that occurred about thl~ time. 11,e fi rst of these ls the use of l'nllava titles In 
the G~ratic;ligala lnscdptlon and the occurrence of the phrase dnmb div d1m11. The 
second is the distinct difference m language phraseology and style between the 
GaratiQigala mscription and Rassahcla inscriptions. But it is not possible to study 
Lhesc changes from the few record.~ of the period. 
i:'\o connected account can be given of the political, economic and religious 
institutions for no development can be trac:ed on the basis of the Ul..;criptions. l'hc 
main features of these institutions a.s presented by the records can however be set 
forth. 
Kingship at the middle of the last period had risen to new heights of power and had 
united under its sway the whole of the island. But this unity was precarious in that 
it depended on the personaJ ability al the king unsupported by any strong 
administrative machine. The records showed however that sud1 a machinery of 
provincial and loca l goverrurumt was taking shape. The semi-official language of the 
Rii.ssahela inscriptions and the existence of a system of officials to which it bears 
witness show fresh advances in the samc direction. ln the light of what was to 
follow we can surmise that one of the main changes or developments In the political 
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sphere was the creation l)( a strong and widespread administrative system linking 
the whole island in one. 
Only one or two kings have been referred to in these records. Therefore it is not 
possible to generalise on the titles and the names. The available evidence show that 
new titles such as Sirismigbo which were to continue in use in the next period too 
were introduced and that maltnmjn (mnlrnmd) once again found favour. Anotl1er 
feature of Utis period is tl1e DSC of honorifics. Since chmges in titles are to some 
extent an indication of change, these too bear witness to developments that were 
taking place. 
There are only two points which merit consideration in the section on economic 
institutions. The first and most important perhaps is the complete disappearance of 
terms of land tenure taxes and dues such as dnkapnti, bojnkapnti and karn. Tt may be 
argued that lnnd grants and donations of revenue were not recorded at this time and 
so the terms do not occur in the inscriptions. But they are not used in the few land 
grants of this period and are not again used even in the inscriptions of the period 
that follows. It is also worthy of notice that the grants recorded in the Garar;ic;ligala 
Inscription and the Rassahela. inscriptions may be interpreted as grants of the land 
itself. Though the data is too scanty to draw conclusions upon, it is possible that 
there were considerable changesln the economy of the country. The inscriptions of 
the later period will show the direction in which the changes had taken place. 
The second item of interest is the continuation of the system of slavery. We are stiU 
in the dark as regards the origin of the system and its significance. But we do know 
that temples continued to possess slaves and that they were redeemed from time to 
time. 
The religious institutions too would have presented the same barrenness of material 
but for the group of Sanskrit Inscriptions. The records do not show any departure 
from the institutions of tl1e preceding period. But this must be attributed to lack of 
ma terial rather than to lack of change. The inscriptions ol the next period are 
unmistakable proof that religious Institutions underwent much change in the 
intervening period, Further the influx of wealt11 to the vihiirns was bound to have its 
repercussions on tl1e vihiirns and U1e sn1ig/ln. 
On quite a different plane is the spread of Mahayana Buddhism in Ceylon during 
this period. It can be said that the strict Theravada Buddhism of the nrthodox school 
too was modified by its lnflux but it can be said with even greater authority that 
Mahayana ideas permeated p-0puJar religion and continue to this day to exercise its 
influence on the popular imagination. 
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One word expresses tbe spirit of the whole period - transition. There is little doubl 
that these two centuries saw more change than at any time during the preceding 
periods. 13ut unfortunately the material available is all too scanty to follow these 
changes with any coherence or detail 
Al'PENDIXI 
list of Kings as given in the Ma/1avaritsa 
Chronology as reconstructed by G C Mendis - UCR: Vol.V, p 39f. 
BC 247 Devanampiya Tissa 
Utttya 
Mahlislva 
Sfrra Tlssa 
Sena and Guttaka 
Asel a 
E)iira 
161 DuHhagauuu:ii 
137 Saddhfi Tissa 
119 Thiila tlhana 
119 Lanji Tissa 
109 Khallii!a Naga 
103 Vattagamai:i i 
103 l'ive Tamils 
89 Va ~!agama"l)i 
77 Mahacfi ll Mahatissa 
63 Coranaga 
51 Tissa 
48 Siva 
Vatuka 
Darubhatika Tissa 
Niliya 
Anu!a 
44 Kutakai;u:ia Tissa 
22 Bhatika Abhaya 
AD 7 Mahiidii!hika Mahanliga 
19 Aman(iagiimai:ii 
29 Kaitirajlinu Tissa 
32 C~iibhaya 
33 Sivan 
33 Tlanliga 
43 Candamukha Siva 
52 Yasaliilaka Tissa 
60 Sublta 
67 Vasabha 
Ill Van kanasika Tissa 
ll4 Gajabahuka-gama1:ii 
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136 Mahallaka Naga 
143 Bhatika Tissa 
167 KaniHha Tissa 
186 Khu)Jannga 
188 Kuncanaga 
189 Slrinaga I 
209 Vohl!rika Tissa 
231 Abhayanliga 
240 Siclniiga ii 
242 Vijayakwnara 
243 Sarighatissa 
247 Sirisa nghabodhi 
249 Gothiibhaya 
263 Je!lhalissa I 
274 Mal"1sena 
302 Sirimcghavai:ii:ia 
330 Jctthatissa a 
339 Buddhndasa 
368 Upatlssa I (TI) 
-109 Mahanfuna 
Bl Sotthisena 
431 Chattaggah.1ka 
432 !1111 ttnsena 
433 Par;ii;lu 
Parinda 
Khuddha P5rinda 
Tirllur.1 
Diilhlya 
P1lhiya 
-160 Dh.itusena 
478 Kassapa I 
~96 Mogg<1lliina J 
513 Kumara Dhatuseria 
522 !Uttlscna 
522 Si\•a 
524 Upnlissa II (UI) 
524, Sililkala 
537 Dalhapabhuti 
537 Moggallana a 
556 Kittisirimegha 
556 Mnhlinliga 
568 AggabodhiJ 
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601 Aggabodhi TI 
611 Sailghatlssa JI 
611 Moggallana III 
617 Siliimeghava1:u:ia 
626 Aggaboclhi ill 
Je~!:hatissa ill 
626 Aggaboclhi ill 
Da\hopatissa I 
641 Kassapa JI 
650 Dappula I 
650 Da~hopatissa II 
658 Aggabodhi 1V 
67'1 Datta 
676 HatlhacIB!:ha 
676 Miint1vamma 
711 Aggabod hi V 
717 Kassapa ITT 
724 Mahinda l 
727 Aggabodhl VI 
766 Aggabodhl VIl 
772 Mahinda II 
792 Udaya I (Dappula II) 
797 Mahinda Ill 
801 Aggabodhi Vlll 
812 Dappula JI (Ill) 
828 AggabodhiJ.X 
831 Sena 1 
851 Sena Il 
885 Udaya II (D 
896 Kassapa rv 
913 Kassapa V 
923 Dappula ill {IV) 
923 Dappula 1 V (V) 
934 Udaya W (JI) 
937 Sena W 
945 Udaya IV {!TI) 
953 Sena 1V 
95.6 Mahinda TV 
972 Sena V 
981 MahindaV 
1017 Cola Tnterregnum 
APPENDIXD 
·Kings and Princes in the Inscriptions us ed in Section I 
The following inscriptions Me a complete Lis t of records which either belong to or 
mention kings and princes, used in lhc first section of this s tudy. The texts some of 
which are inaccurate have been given in the form lhey have been u'icl since 
accurate copies were not available. Some of these record;, were only cih;d without 
any texts being given. The sources, however, have been indicated . The texts of 
inscriptions len t to me by CW Nlc:holus have been placed in a sepnra tc appendix to 
prevent confusion as they have not been used for this s tudy. But inscriptions to 
which he supplies a different version arc indicated by a single asterisk and those to 
which he supplies a text not used in this study are md1cated by a double a.slerisk. 
Devi'lnampiya Tiss• 
Mlhintalc 
U ttiya 
l. DEVANAPlYA TISA; ASCAR. 1933. p 14 
Mihintale: ~laka Cetiya 
" 2. DAMA MIT A UTI and SUMANA DEVI mentioned. ASCAR. 1933, p 
14; {IC. Vol. I (1970) 46). 
" 3 CAMA!\JI UTI MAHARAJHA. ASCAR. 1933, p 14; /IC, Vol. I <19701 
34/. 
Naval Niravi Malai (Periya Puliyankulam) Sm. NE of Vilanakujam. 
•-1 RAJHA NACA JHITA RAJ HA Ull ]HA YA ABl .>\NURADI CA 
RAJHA UTI CA KARAJ?lT ASE lMA ~A CA TUDIBA SACAYA 
AGATA GATA NA PASU VIHARAYEAl'ARIMITA LOKE DATU 
YASATANA. 
AC. pp 416-120 (Nos.1-3); CALR. IX, Part II. p 95; CLIUJ, p 408; 
ASCAR, 1905, p 45; 8111; nc, Vol. I (1970) 338-341/. 
Sura T isso 
Dimbulaga la, Eg<>Qa Pattuva, Tam~nka<;luwa, NCP. 
5. AYA S URA TISA )HAYA ABl Ul'ALAYA; CA.ill, Pt. J, p 4 //C, Vol. I 
(1970) 272). 
Maha Siva 
Muthugala Cave NoA. Eg<>Qa Pattuva, Tamnnka(luwa (NCP) 
6. AYASrvAHA ~E 
CA.rn, Pt. Ill, p 211; /IC, Vol. I (1970) 304). 
Dutthaglimar:ti 
Sltulpavuva, Miigam Pattu, SP (near Koravakgnla) . 
.. 7. DEVA NAPIYA ABAYA andSENAPATI MITA mentioned 
2'13 
ASCAR, 1!134, 571, p 18; {IC, Vol . . I (1970) 620). 
Nicholas attributes three more records n umbered 20, 21, 26 and 28 in 
this appendix and tentatively assigned lo Vattagamai;ti as de.finitely 
belonging to Dutthagamai;ii on pa laeogl'ilphical grounds. 
Saddha Tissa 
Dambulla NCP 
8. DEV ANAPIY A MAHARAJHASA GAMl~l TISASA MAHA LEl)IE 
AGA TA ANAGA TA CATU DfSA SAGASA DlNE 
AC, p 450, (No.75); AIC, pp 26, 73, 109 (No.3); IA, H\93, p 248; SBC. 
pp 21, 34; EZ.l, p 142; [IC, Vol. I (1970) 8.15). 
lt'issahela (Rajag;a ln) Vavugam Patn1, Batticaloa district. 
••9, LASIN I wife of MAHA A YA son of Saddha Tissa 
0 10. TISA A YA son of Saddha Tissa 
.. lL BUT ADA TA wife of MAJ-IA TISA son of Saddha Tissa 
.. 12. M'AHAAYAsonofSaddhiiTissa 
"l 3. SAM LKA wi fc of TISA A YA son of Saddha Tissa 
ASCAR, 1933, p 10; /TC, Vol. I (1970) 422, 424, 425, 422, 426). 
Mihintale 
"14. ~iATIARAJHAHA GAMJ!'!JI TISAHA BARfYA UPASlKA 
RAMADATAYA ~'ESAGASA. 
AC, p 450, No.76; ASCAl{, 1911- 12, p 94; {TC, Vol. I (1970) 31 ]. 
Nuvaragala (EP) 
"15. LJEVANAPIYA MAHA RAJAHA GAMl~!TlSAHA PUTA MAI-IA 
TISA AYAHA LE~ESAGI.KE. 
Lai'\ j i Tissa 
AC, p 451, No.78; Tnp.1. p 150, Nevil le; JRAS(CB), 1907, Lewis; IJC, 
Vol. I (1970) 4041. 
Ant;IJyaka.nda; Rlr!ig'11a, (NCP) 
16. DEV ANA PJYA MAHARAJHA GAMll')rl TISA.HA PlITA 
DEVANAPIYA TISA A(BAYA) HA l.ENE ACATA ANAGAIA 
CATU DL!?A SAGASA (DI) NE 
EZ.I, p 1'61 (No.10.Li); AC, p 451 [No.77); AS0\1~. 1893, p 9; CSP. 
xxxvm, 1\lo.i, pp s-10 11c, vor. 1c1910>2361. 
Na-uJpota (Na-aramb5dda·hmna) Ripgala (NCP) 
17. l.A)AKA TISAMAHARAJI VIHARA KARAVAYA. A6ADALAKA 
VA VI SAGA DINI .... ME TE HU ~A TA NA.KA YA KA TI RA GA 
NA.KA KA KETA KA BA NA KA CA-- VAVI BIKUSAGA I lATAYE 
DlNI. 
ELI. pp l-1-8-149 (No.10.W.a) Pa laeographically later than the time of 
Lanji Tissa. (IC, Vol . 11, Pt. I (1983) 16 ii). 
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18. . .. MAHARAJA PUTAHA DEVANAPfYA LAJA (KA TJSA) SA ... 
MA ... (!v!A) 1-lARAJA AR[fE HA IVtA NA St\ HA .... HA TA YE BAT J\ 
VAT11'A RAJA. 
EZ.T, pp 146·1-19 (No.10.iii.C). AlFo palaet>graphica ll y later. /TC, Vol. 
U, Pt. l (1983) 16 iJ. 
Duvcgala: Ego<;la Pattuva Tamn.kac;luwa 
19. SIDDHAM LA) AKA TISA R.AJECOTACATAKA ·nsA TERAITATA 
VI I IA RA KUTU Vil IA RA VTY A CA P ANITA KAT!Y A CA NTKU 
VLLAKA CA KATIH-<\ DOPATL ME VII-IARAT-n DTNE. 
CA. Ill, Pt.m, p 205; rrc, Vol. II, Pt. 1(19S3)15/. 
(CW Nicholas points o ut that this too is palaeogTaphical ly later thnn 
the time of Lanjl Tissa). 
vanagamai;ii 
f<>Q 1gal;i near Gal\'iiVi1, f.,ara1n.5kand~ . 
2ll. l'AHUMAKA ABAYA l'UTA l'ARU MAKA TTSAllA VAPI 
ACAG!RIKA TISA PA VAT Al-TI AGATA ANAGATA CATU D(l)SA 
SAGt\SA DINE- DEVANAPJ MAllA~A}l-lA GAMll~ABAYA 
NlYATE ACA NACAR.>\KA CA (TAV l)RlKIYA NAGARA.KA CA. 
PARUMAKA AB.'\YA Pl'TA PARUMAKA nSANlYATA PITE 
Ri\JHAHA /\GATA ANAGATA CATU DISA SAGASA. 
AC. p 439, No.53; A IC. pp 25. 73, I 09 (No. la); JRAS(CB). I B53, p 81, A 
0 'Brodie; /IC, \lo/. f (197Q) 105l]. 
21. Pi\ RUM AKA ABAYA PUTA PARUl\IAKA TISE 1'.'TYATE IMA VA l'I 
AC..'\GlRlKA TJSA l' A VA Ti\Hl AGAT A ANAGA:r A CATU D(l)SA 
SAGASA - DEVANAPIYA 1'.11AHA RAJMA CAl\1[[!~.rJ A BA YE 
N IYA rE ACA NAGARAKA CA l'A VLRIKIYA NAGARAK/\ CA 
AC.o.\GlR!J<A Tt~A l'AV/\Tr\l-11 AGAlA ANAGAT/\ C1\TU D(J)SA 
SAGASA. PARUMAKA ABAYA PUTA PARUMAKA rlSAf-1:\ 
VISARA C\1LYATE l'rrE. 
i\C, p 439 (No.54\; AIC, pp '.!5, 73, 109 (1'.o. lb); JRAS(CB), 1 !!53, p 81 , 
A 0 Brodie; }IC, \lo/. I (1970) 1052). 
Situlp~\'ln·a. (Koravakg.1 Ja : Magam Pa ttu (SP) 
22. PlfA M/\H,\RAJA mentl(1ned (dated in the n::ign of McrbiicuJi 
MahnUssa (Tisa Raja). 
ASCAR, 1934. S71.iii, p 18; flC. Vol. I (1970> 621}. 
Sll avakanda: Magam P.1ttu (SP) 
23. GA~11Nl Al3A YA mentioned. 
ASCAl~.1935, 541. p 10; /IC, Vol. I (1970) 672/. 
Jahapagama, Kunm~gala district (NWP) 
24. GAMJ\t~ll A BI\ YA mentioned. 
ASCAR, 1933. p 14; /IC, Vol. I (1970) 963). 
Na-ulpota; RiJ:igala (NCP) 
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25. GAMil')il ABA YE KUBURA SAGA DINE 
EZJ, pp 146-1-19 (No.10.iil.b); /I C, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) SI 
Palaeographically this belongs ro a later date and hence 1s a doubtful 
record 
Kossavakanda (Kossagamakanda) 2m east of 67m post on the Dari1bulla 
Anuradhapura ro.1d. 
26. Inscription rccordil1i;- foundation of the vilwra at the sllc by wlle of 
Va ttagam a ·~ l. 
ASCAR, 1939, p 7 {IC, Vol. I (197(1) 193/. 
Mi hintalckanda 
27. GAMl~ I ABAYASAJHAYA ABA K~AYA~ESAGASA 
MAi\JAPADASANA. 
ASCAR. L911·12 p 96 (No.13); {IC, Vol. I (1970) 18/. 
28. OEVANAPIYA MAHARAJHA CA.lvlA~ ABAYJ\SA PUTA 
LOl'.'API A' A SIVASA LD.JE SAGASA. 
ASCAR. 1911-12. p 97 !No.23); / IC, Vol. J (1970) 29/. 
Darilbulla 
29 DAMARAKJTA TERAHA L~EAGATA ANAGATA CATU DISA 
SAGASA DINE GAMAl')ll t\BAYASA RAJHJYAHl KARJTE. 
AC, p -H2 (No.56); /IC, \fol. 1 (1970) 836/. 
Dl'vfilehinna, Titt:avda 
30. BATA t'v1AHA TISAHA LEl')IE GAMAt')ll ABAYASA RAJ I llYA SI 
SA.CASA. 
AC, p 442 (No..57); /IC, Vol. I (1970) 963J. 
Galgamuva: Vanni Hatpattu, Kurunfigala dlstTict, NWP 
31 . R.'\j HA ABAYA mentioned as granting a village named 
VAl;>AMANA and a tank to a vi/1iira. 
QSJT, p 123 (No.512); ASCAR, 1911 -U, p 119; ATC. p 3-1 (Nu.3-1); 
JRAS(CB). 1879, p 7, Bcll; /IC, Vol. I (1970) 1216/. 
5asseruva (10m. west of Kalii\'ava) 
32. DEV A.'JAJ'IYA MAHA RAJ HA HA GAMA.').1. ABA Y ASA )HIT A A81 
ANUR!Dn'A .... 
AC, p +H (No.65); ASCAR, 1895, p 13, Bell; lIC, Vol. I (1970) 994}. 
Galle1)a-\•ihara (-bnMahagalkaQav~l3, NWP) Vannihapattu, Kurunftgala 
district, NWP. 
33. DEVANAJ' IYA MAHA RAJA CAMl)':JI ABHAYASA PUTA 
TISAYASA MAHA Ll!NA AGATA ANACATA CATU DISA 
SACHA.SA. 
AC, p 446 '(No.68); AIC. pp 25. 73, 109 (No. 2); ASCAl{, J 935, s.io. p 9; 
[IC, Vol. l (1970) 11J22J. 
3-1. GAi'vf!l)fl J\BAYASA PUTA TCSAYASA LEl')IESIHAl'At')l'E AGATA 
ANAGATA CA.TU DISASAGASA. (DEVANAPIYA MAHARAJA 
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G~l ABAYASA PUTA TlSASA LENE NAGA HETl AGA J A 
ANAGATA CATU DISA SAGASA). 
AC. p 448 (No.69); AlC. p 35 (No.36); {IC, Vol. I (1970) 1019]. 
35. DEVANAPTYA MAHA RAJA$A G~lABAYASA PUTA 
TJSAYASA LE~ESTTA GUHE AGATA ANAGATA CATU OiSA 
SA CASA. 
AC, p 448 (No .70); [IC, Vol. I (1970) 1024/. 
36. DEV AJ'1A PIY A MAHARAJ A GAMAt':Jl ABA Y ASA POTA 
TJSA YASA LE~E CUJ;>A SUDASANA AGATA A NAGATA CATU 
DTSA SAGA.SA. 
AC. p 449 {No.71); (I C, Vol . I (1970) 1020]. 
37. DEVANAPfYA MAHARA)HA GAMA~ ABAYASA PUTA 
TiSAYASA LENJ;AGATA ANAGATACATU DlSASAGHASA. 
AC. p 4-19 (No.7 2); [IC, Vol . I (1970) 1027]. 
(Accordlng to Nicholas there are altogether nine s imilar iru;aiptions 
at this site. Of the lnscrlptlons attribured to Va [tagama1~i tentatively 
N icholas points out that the foUowing ve ry probably belong to 
Du~thagiimar;li - Nos. 20, 21 , 26 o.nd 28 and tha t those w hich can 
without doubt b~ attributed to Valtagama r:i i are Nos, 22. 33-37). 
Mahaculi Mahatissa 
No.22 dated in his reign. 
Ku lakai;iJ)a Tissa 
Molahitiy•weleb>a la, Egcxla ·ratluva, ·ramanka<;luwa 
38. srDJ IAM (DAPALAGAMA VAVl) BIKU SAGA HA: NAKA \ITU 
LADORI KARAHJ BlKUSAGAHA. l'ADAVfKA VAVl 
KUTAKAN,A RA)AHA JErAJAY.A ... RAJlTAKA PILIPAVATA VI .... 
VfHARAHlYA SAGA DlNE. 
CA.ill, Pt. 11, p 69; {IC, Vol. a, Pt. I (1983) 3). 
Mihinta le 
39. SIDHA DEVANAPTYA MAHARAJAHAMARUMAKANA.KA 
MANAPAYA GAMAN,l ABAYA MAHARAJAHA CETJYAGlRIYA 
BHLKHU SAGA ... etc. ARrj'AGAMAV APL .. Gra n t of lands and 
tanks. 
AIC, pp 30. 74 (No.20); ITC, Vol. U, Pt. I 11983) 21 /. 
(Nicholas reads MANAPAYA (1.1 ) as DEVANA.J>IYA). 
Jvl.mv ila 
"10. DEVANAPTYA KUI.AHl MACUDIKAtrA PUTAKAN,A ABAYAH.A 
Al;>! 
EZ.111, p 156; ASCAR. 1897 (No.13); f[C, Vol. 11, I't. I (1983) 1). 
Bhatika Abhaya 
Molahijiyavclegala. Eg;oc;la T'attuva, Tama.nka<;luwa, NCP 
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41. SIDHAM DEVANAPIYA TISA MAHARAJAHA MARUMANAK..O. 
T<tJl?AKANA RAJAHA JEJ'APLILERAJAABAYE ATARAGAGAf:il 
GANA .... TAI<AHA Al,.1... PTUPAVATA Vll-IARAHJ BI.KU 
SAGAYASOVANA KOTURUNU NlYATE. 
EZ.In, pp 153-157 (No.U); CA.m , Pt.11, p 76; [IC, Val.fl, Pt.l (1983) 
18nl. 
Mihintale 
42. DEVANAPTYA MAHARAJMA BATIYA YA BIKA .... (U)PASlKA 
VAJAKAVAl'A~E. 
AC, p 33 (No.28e). 
DEVANAPTYA MAHARAJH A BATTYA. .. BAKA UPASlKA 
VARUNA. 
ASCAJ~. 1911- U, p 94. (No.21); {JC, Val. 1(1970)2. P11r11111rvit111111's 
rending is diftere11t]. 
Owwmn 1~.<;lal5kanda,. NCP 
<13 Bhilliya son nf Ku~r;ta -reference only - no text. 
EZ.111, p 155 (?No.U); ASCAR, 1892 (No.S)i AlC, p 28 (No.15), [IC, 
Vol. JI, Pt. I (1983) 9). 
Car;tekanda-vihara, Hiriyfila Hatpattu, Kurun~gala district, NWP 
4-1. Records gi!ts to Lhe ancient ui/1iirn at U1is site and contains symbnls 
indicating terms of land measurement. 
ASCAJ~, 1932, p 9; /IC, \lot. LI, Pt. I (1983) 77}. 
Mahada!hika Mahiinaga 
Maharntmalc (2.5m. south west of Anuriidhapura) 
-15. SfDHAM DEV ANAPfY A TI [SA MAHA] RAJAH A 
MARUMAKANAKANE DEV ANAPIYA PLJPKANA GAMlNI 
ABHA YA MAHARAJ AHA PUTE DEV ANAPIY A NAKA 
MAHARAJE VlHIRABIJAKAHl MUfTGUTIKA SAHA 
PARIVATAKA ..... Vll-IARAHI BHIKUSAGAHA VlSm 
HAMANANA[YA] YAKUCA BAIA CA VA5AVAS1KAH.AT1KA 
(CA) ... (NA) KATU DINEUTRIKA ... RA(PAJTA VANAKA KATU 
DINE. 
Ez.I, pp 58-65 (No.5); SP.IX, 1895, p 3, Goldschmidt; AIC, pp 27, 73, 
109 (No.6); CA.tu, Pt.U, p 76; [JC, Vol. II. Pt. 1 (1983) 22/. 
Ratravcla·vihara, Panama Pattu, EP 
46. Reference to Mal1aciiji Mahatissa (DEVANAPIYA TlSA) grandfnfucr 
and KUfAKANNA TISSA (PUTAKANA GAl\illN] ABAYA) father. 
A SCAR, 1934, 571, p 18; [ TC, Vol. TT, Pt. r (1983) 23/. 
Molahi~i yavel~ga la, Egoc;la Pattuva, Ta mankac;luwa, NCP 
47. NAKA MAHARAJE DINESAGASA 
CA.I ll, Pt.II, p 76; EZ.Ul, pp 153-157 {No. 12); {IC, Vol. II, Pt. I 11983) 
18b}. 
Kotaveherag.1la Egoda Pattu\'il, TamankaQuwa, NCP 
-18. (SIDl-IAM GAMA)l\'T RAJAHA l'UTAHA TISA RAQA) \llHARAHJ 
VASAKJ\ Al,..! NOYA TE Al,.! NAMAKA! II ATA KARJHJ\ UU.MI 
NAKA RAJA DlNITISA VIHARAID 
CA.Ill, Pt.Ul, p 205; [IC, Vol . II, Pt. I (1983) 10). 
Amal'.li;lagamal'.li 
Akurukctugala, Hidyala Hatpattu. KurunSgala district, l\'\Vr 
-19. GA."1.l.NI ABAYA 
qs.u. p 126 (No.525); ASCi\R, 1911-12. p 119; IIC, Vol. 11, Pt. 111983) 
33]. 
Rid1-vihara, ViiuQavilli Hatpattu, Kurunllgala district, !\!WT' 
50. GAMil)ll ABAYA 
CJS.11, p 2J8 (No.700); [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 341. 
l)aniiga 
Sub ha 
Tissamahariima, SP 
SL SIDDHAM MAHANA.KA RAJA I IA PUTE Al,.UNAK..\ RAJA !\:AKA 
'.\<I.AHA VlHERA KARA(TTI) GOLAGA,\,JVll.A CA 
GOLAG1\~IAKETA VAG\._ GAMA CA KAMA 
AIC. pp 26. 73, 109 (1 oA) 
Pahala Kayinlltfama Uc;lc;iiyankujam Koralc, NCP 
52. SISABAAAJEEKADORAYAVIHARJ\HfBLKUSACAHATAYA 
DINE 
lnscriplfon on tho bund o ( Upa l ado~1 i kil-vilva 
EZ.lll. p 162 (No.14); CJS.II, p 107 (No..12-1); ASCAR, 1891, tNo.9); /IC, 
Vol. Il, Pl. I (1983) -12}. 
Vi.haregala UQc;hvankulam Koraje NCP (2.Sm north-west of Galenbindunu 
,,a,,a) 
53. SIDI IA SABARAJA EI<ADORIKA Vll !ARAHI l'OHA TAKARA 
KARAVAYA UPALAOO~TJKA VAVI PACASATEH! Kll\'TY.o. 
PACASATEHIYA PASUOVAYA lllKUSAGAHATAYA DINE. 
EZ.111, pp 163-165 (NoJS); CJS.11, p 107 (No. 425); AIC, p 7-1 (Nn.J l); 
ASCAR, 1893, p 7; /JC, Vol. IT. Pt. I (2983) 43). 
Inscriptions where Kings or Princes are Uniden tified 
Mihintale: Kal'.llaka Celly.1 
.. 54. MAHABI mentioned as a daughter of ~a king of the island." 
ASCAR, 1933, p 1-1; ( lC, Vol. I (1970) 37/. 
55 MAHARAJHA BARIYA UPASrKA KITAKAYA $rfSAGASA 
ASCA.R, 19 l l-12, p 94 (No.3); ( IC, Vol. I (1970) 4/. 
56. CAMAl':J I DHAMARAJHASA PUT ASA AYA ASALISA LE.~E 
AC. p 444 (No. 62); l/C, Vol. I (1970) 13}. This may belong to AscJa. 
Kandegamakanda, Egoi;la J'attuva Tamanka<;luwa, NCP 
•57 TJ5A A YA R A PUTA MA HA AYA.1-lA GAMJ.KA MAHA TISA 
l\1ARUMAK..\NA GAMIKA TISAHA Lt:!% AGATA ANAGATA 
CA TU DISA SAGASA PA TIT A PITE. 
/IC, Vol. J (1970) 289). 
Inscriptions from the South of Kings and Princes no! mentioned in lhe 
Mnltilumhsn 
Bovattegala, Panama Pa ttu. EP 
5$. G.A.1vlA~ l l'UTE RAJHA UTl RAJI L'I UTl PUTA AYA ABAYASA 
JHlTA ABI Af\!URADIYA 
CJS, pp 99, 115 (No.465); llC, Vol. I (1970) 550). 
59. SA.VIANA.I-IA TEDAPANA TISA RAJHA UTI PUTA J\ YA 
AlJAYASA JJ-UTA A.DI J\NURADIYA 
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AC, p .+54 (No.S2); Tap.], p 52; l/C, Vol.l (1970) 550;Pnrker's re11di11g 
of tire first Im!{ of the 11l10ve i11scrfptio11 Is erro11co11s]. 
60. DAMARAJFIA PUTHA MAHA TISA A YENA KARlTE 
CJS.H, p I 15 lNo.466); AC, p-153 (No.SO); Tap.l, p 52f; /JC, Vol. I 
(1970) 551/. 
61. GAMA~! !'UTE DASA 13/\Tlf<ANA JHE'fE SA VA JHETA HA l'UTE 
DAMA RAJ I IA DAMARAJHAHA PUTE MAHA TISA AYE KARlTE 
!MA LEN.A MAl-lASUDASAi'\!A SAGASA DINE. 
CjS.ll, p 114 (No.462); AC. p 453 (No.81); {IC, Vol. I (1970) 549}. 
K<Jnadamuhel,1, l'i\nam;i l'attu, (El') 
62. DAMA RA)MA PUTA M/\HJ\TlSA AYAHAJHITA AYA ABAYA 
PUTA A YA TtSAl-lA QHA YA ) ABI SA VA RA YA DANA SAGASA. 
AC, p 452 (No.79); ASCAR, 193.J (No.78), p 21; Tap.r. p 150; IIC, Vol. I 
(197()) 556-557/. 
I lcnnanegala, Panamn Pattl1 (EP\ 
'63. GAM IN I Tl5AHA PIT/\HA CA NlAJHilvV\ RAJR.\HA CA NTYATA 
Gt\MAJ~ISA PARIBOGANlSAGASA GLRITJ5AGAME KARAJHJ.1'1 
TIS/\G/\MA \/Tl..AGAMA KASUBA NAGARE. MALAGA NAKA 
LIKE. 
AC. p-l.J6 [No.67); Tap.I. p 38f; /TC, Vol. T (197()) '106]. 
Kusalanaka nda, Rugam ( EP) 
'6-!. Ul'ARAJl-JA NAGA l'(U)TE RAJHA ABA YENAi'vL'\ TASA P(U)TE 
GAMAN I TISA NAMA TE N/\K/\RA TE SLJDASA Nt: SA CASA. 
AC, p -145 (No.66); { IC, Vol . I (1970) 389}. 
Kolladc1Jiya, Vt:llassa, Badulli1 district 
"65. NAGA YA mentioned in a record. 
ASC/\R, 1934, 571, p 18; (IC, Vol. 1 (1970) 736). 
2R() 
66 MAHA NAGA 
A5CAR. 1934. 571, p 18; (IC, VoL I (19i0) 736, NAGAYA of the above 
inscription has been identified as Mahanaga of Rohai;taJ 
Sandagiri-vehera, Magam Pattu (SP) 
67. A king named GAMil')JI ABAYA mentio ned in lhis reco rd as being 
son of RAJA ABA (Kutakai;tr:ia Tissa) nnd grandson of TISA 
MAHARAJA (Mahiicli!t Mahatissa) 
qs.r. p 25 (No.398); AIC, p 31; [IC, Vol. n, PL I (1983) 32}. 
Inscriptions of Unidentified Kings from the Central Province 
Ambul~mbe (Atiib~ndlv~va) 5m south of Dambulla 
68 PACINA RAJ HA PUT A RAJHA ABAYA HA PUTA TISA YAHA 
L~E AGATA ANAGATA CATU DISA SAGASA 
AIC, p 35 (No.34); (IC, Vol. l (1970) 833/ 
Bambaragala near Tc ldet;tlya 
"69. PAClNA NAGA RAJI IA 
ASCA R, 1935, p 10; {IC, Vol. I (1970) 814/ 
lnscciptions of Unidentified Kings and PTinces in the Kligalla Distrkt 
Ler:iagnla, Bcl igal KoraJe NWP 
70. AYA DUHATARJ\ PUTA AYASIVA PUTA AYA DUHATARASA 
LENE MAi'1APADASANENAME AGATAANAGATA CATU DJSA 
SAGASA DINEA.'IAMAGAMASI EKA PATAKE(BATASA) 
NAGARJ\SI EKA PATAKE. 
CJSJI, p 202 (No. 615); SP.XTX. p 70; {1C, Vol. I (1970) 786} 
Yntaha lc r:io. Beligal Koral~. NWP 
71 . UPALI CAMASIPATA(KE DE)VANA(Pl)YASA BATIKA RA)HA 
DlJSATAJlASA PUTA AYASIVA PUTA AYA DUSATARA 
PUT ASA GAMAl~I .. SIVA MAHASUDASANA LE!)lE AGATA 
ANACA TA CA TU DISA SAGASA DINE 
CJS.11. p 2.03 (No.618); AIC, p 48 (No.86); SP.XfX, p 71; [IC, Vol. J 
(1970) 792] 
72. DUSATARAGAMASI PATAKEPATAPAGAMASI PATAKE 
GAMAKA SIVAHA DANE 
QS.11, p 203 (No.619); SP.XlX, p 71; [IC, \lol.1(1970) 793/ 
73. NILA YA NAGARAS! PATAKE~ALIVAYASI PAT AKE A YA 
DUH/\TARA PUTA AYA SJVA<:;A ORl DIK A UPASAKA VELUYA 
LENEAGATA ANAGATA CATU DISA SAGASA DINI; 
MANAPADASANE 
QSJI, p 203 (:-.lo. 620); SP .xJX, p n. (TC, Vol. I (1970) 79-'-795} 
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Inscriptions of Unidentified Kings and Piinces in the KurunagaJa Distrld 
Nuvarakanda, Devamadi Ba tpattu, NWP 
74. AYA DUHITAYALENEAGATA ANACATACATU DiSASAGAfiA 
DANE ACARIY AHA .... 
CJS.IT, p 127 (No.535); /IC, Vol. l (1970) 919/ 
75. CAMI ... PIT A MAHARAJHAHA AMA TI KANA nSAHA .... 
CJS.D, p 126 (No.529); AC, p <M2 (No.SS); l]C, Vol. I (1970) 913) 
(TI1is has been identified by Nicholas as belonging to VaUaglimai;ii 
Abhaya (G~l/1..BAYA)PITA MAHARAJHA 
Patahamulla, Tittavali, Gamdahaya Kora!e 
76 BAT A NAGARA}HA ... HA LENE 
qs.u, p 192 (No.552); rte, Vol. I (1970) 935/ 
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APPENDIX Lit 
Collection of Inscriptions from CW Nicholas 
The inscription.~ given belo'" were kindly lent to me by C W Nicholas though they 
came too late to be incorporated into this study. However, as he has not published 
these before and as they are essential for further research l lncludc them here. Many 
of lhc records he supplied have been used for U1is study from other 5ources and are 
included in Appendix lL These are only records of cave donations where the kings 
are either donor.; or are mentioned incidentally. The ifl.S(riptions given below arc: 
(a) Those where the tl!xt supplied Is dillercnt from that adopted for this study -
marked with one asterisk. 
(b) Those which are only referred to or mentioned in this study bu t the texts of 
which were not available- marked '"Ith two asterisks. 
(c) Those which have not been included in this study at all - marked with three 
asterisks. 
Devanarhpiya Tissa 
Uttiya 
Piccandiyava (lOm. south-east of 9m. post on Puttalam•Anuradhpaura Road) 
Nicholas tentatively attributes these to Dcvanarhpiya Tissa. But it m.1y e,·cn 
be Saddh! Tissa's . 
... 1. MAHARAJHASA DEVANAPIYAH.-'\ ACIJUYA BAMAN,A 
GOBUTIYA ~E. 
2. MAl-!ARAJHASA DEVANAPlY ASA GAMIJ)J I TISASA VEJHA 
BAMAJ')IA GOBUTIYE LEI% 
(IC, Vol. I (1970) 1059, 10601 
Mlhintalc: Kat:itaka-cetiya 
••J. UTI DAMAMJTA MAHARAJHAHA]HAYASUMANA DEVTYA 
~E 
ASCAR, 1933, p 14; /IC, Vol. I (197Q) 46) 
••-t MATAJ'!TASA ATAYAGAMANlUTI MAHARAJllAHA ... GAYA 
LE')IE 
ASCAR, 1933. p 14; (JC, Vol. I (1970) 34] 
"'5. DE(V A)NA PJYA MAHARAJHAHA GAMMIT OTI ... PAN! LEI'% 
/IC, Vol. I (1970) 471 
Periyapuliyankulam, {N<'wal Nlravi Malai) 
'6. RAJHA NAGA JHITA RAJHA UTI JHAYA ABI ANURADI CA 
RAJ HA UTl KARAPIT !\SE IMA LE1'JA CA TU DISA SAGA YA 
Aw\ TA GATANA PASU VIHARAYE APARAM1TA LOKA 
DATUY A SA TANA SIT A SUKA YE 
/IC, Vol. I (1970) 3381 
Ran asirimni;La (near 3m. post on lbbagamuva·Polpitigamn minor road). 
"'7. UTI AYAHA JHITAYA UPASIKA nSAYA LENE 
(IC, Vol. I (1970) 9601 
Nacciyarmalai (near Kucc.weli, 20m. south of Trincomalee) 
'"8. . .. RAJHA PUTA UARAKAYAHA PUTA UT!YA LEl\lESAGASA 
ASCAR, 1933, p 18; /IC, Vol. I (1970) 378} 
Dulthaglilna!)i 
Situlpa,'tlva 
... 9. DEV ANAPIY A RAJ l-IA ABAYASA SENA PAT! PAR UM AKA 
M{l)T ASA lD./E 
ASCAR, 193-l, p 18; [JC, Vol. I (1970) 620) 
Saddha Tissa 
Rassahela 
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··w. DEVANAPfYA MAHARA}HAGA~ITISAHA PITTA MAHA 
AYAHAJHAYA 1JPA51KA YAHASJNlYA ~E (reads right to left). 
(IC, Vol. I (1970) 422! 
"11. MAHARAJHAHA DEVANAPIYAHA GAMANI TJSAJ-IA PUTA1 IA 
TISA AYAHA MAllA L~E 
/IC, Vol. f (1970) 42•1/ 
"U. DEVANAPIYA MAHARAJHASA GAMA~nSASA PUTA 
MAH.A YA ($ASA) JHAYA (UPA)SLKA BUT A DAYA l..E.i~E 
(IC, Vol. I (1970) 425) 
"13. DEV ANAPJY A MAHARAJHASA GAi\llAi~I TtSAHA PUT A MAHA 
AYAHA MAHA LEl)J'E 
{I C, Vol. I (1970) 423/ 
" H. DEVANAPIYA MAHA RAJHAHA GAMAf)II TISAHA PITTA TISA 
AYAHAJHAYA UPASlKASAMJKAYA IL~E 
(1C, Vol. I (1970) 426) 
Mihintale 
• 1.5. MAHARAJHAHA GA.\1.IN,l TISAHA BARIYA UPASlKA 
RAMADA(TA)YA L~ESAGASA 
(IC, Vol. I (1970) 31/ 
• 16. MAHARAJHA GAMA!):! TISASA BARIYA UPASrl<,\ KlTAKA 
LE~ESAGASA 
[I C, Vol. I ( 1970) 4) 
Nuvaragaln (previously unidenliiied) 
• 17. DEVANAPIY A MAHARAJAHA CAM~! TISAHA PUTA 
MAllATISA AYAHA LEJ%SAG1KE 
[JC, Vol . I (1970) 404} 
Viilaelliigcx;lakanda (lm. north of 34m. post on Monaragala-Potuvil road) 
•••• 18 SENAPATIPARUMAKA PUSADEVAHAJHITAYA UPA5n<A 
NAGAYA ~E TJSA MAHARAJHAHA SENAP!TTY A 
AGJDATAHA BARJYAYA 
[IC, Vol. I (197i0) 724--725) 
Vattagama.i;ti 
Situlpavuva 
19. PITA MAHARA)HAHA BA~AKARTKA PARUMAI<A SUMANA 
PUTA PARUMAKA CEMASA ~E. RA]HA T.ISAHARAJHTYASJ 
NIYATE 
ASCAR, 1934;, p 18; UC, Vol. I (1970) 621/ 
Silavakanda. 
0 20. UP ASAKA VEHASA ~E UP ASIKA TISA YA LE!':JE GAMA1)11 
ABAYASA RAJHASI SAGASA DINE 
ASCAR, 1935, p 10; LlC, Vol. T (1970) 672) 
Jahapagama (8.Sm. post on lbbiigamuva-Polpi tigama minor road) 
"21. llATA MAHATISAHA LENEGAMAN,l ABAYASA RAJHAYASI 
ASCAR, 1933, p 14; /IC, Vol. l (1970) 963/ 
Kossogamakanda (l<o.ssavakanda 2m. east of 67nL post on the Dambulla-
Anuradhapura road) 
,. 22. MAHARAJHAHA GAMAl')ll ABAY AHA DEV ANAPIYASA 
(RA)MAN,l BARJY A MflAKA TISA VIHARE KA RITE KA TIY A 
/JC, Vol. I (1970) 193) 
Mihintale 
'23. (GAMA)l')ll ABA YASA )HA YA YA ABI KAN.A YA LEN.E 
ASCAR, 1911-12, p 96 (No.13); [IC, Val. I (1970) 18] 
Sasseruva (lOm west of Kalavava) 
'24. DEVANAPIYA MAHA RAJHAHA GA.MAN} ABA YAl:!A JHlIA 
ABIANURTDlYA PARUMAKA RAKASAKI)HAYA LENE 
ASCAR. 1895. p 13 rrc. Vol. c (1970) 9941 
Mihintalekanda 
'25. DEVANAPTY A MAHARAJT-fA GAMAJ':Jl ABA Y ASA PUT A 
LON,AP! AYA S!VASA L~E 
ASCAR, 1911-12, p 97 (No.23); [TC, Val. I (1970) 29/ 
Nuvarakanda 
• 26. GAMI(N,TABAYA) PITA MAHARAJHAHAAMATI KA!'!IATGAHA 
L~E 
CJS.11, pp 126-128. This has been induded among the inscriptions of 
the Kurun9gala di.strictin Appendix TV as Lhe king here could not be 
identified. llC, Vol. l (1970) 913) 
Kumburulel'.la (near Ridl-vihiira) 
••"27. MAHARA]HAST GAMAl':Jl ABA Y A5A SIVIKA ADAKA 
PARUMAKA MAJHIMASA DINE; [IC, Vol. I (1970 8941 
MahaciilJ Mahatissa 
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ln this inscription the three kings - Mahacilli Mahiilissa, KutakaJ'.IJ'.la Tissa and 
Mahadii!hika Mahanaga can be identified. The other two kings mentioned as son 
and grandson of the lasl can lbe AmaJ'.lt;iagiimai;ii and probably his son Ct11abhaya or 
another son. 
GOnavatta (near Gurudei;iiya, Kandy) 
••• 28. MAcrn;>IKA RAJHASA PUTE RAJHA Al3A YE RAJHJ\ i\13A Y ASA 
!'UTE RAJl::iA NAGA RA]HA NAGASA PUTE RAJHA ABA YE 
RAJ HA ABAYASA PITTA GAM~l T!SAHA KARAPlTE 
CJS.U, p 150, n 1; [IC, Vol. T (1970) 813] 
Unidentifie<I Kings and Princes of Anuradhapura 
Mlhintale (Kal)\aka-cetiya) 
'"29. DIPE RAJ HA JHITA YA MAHABIY A l~E SACASA 
[IC, Vol. I (1970) 37] 
''°30. KAt')JAGAMA. RAJHASA TISAHA Jl-IIT A SA VERA SAMA.t')JIYA 
LE~E 
(Occurs twice at this place). [1C, Vol. 1 (1.970) l4/ 
•31. DEV ANAPIYA MAHARAJHAHA BARlY A BAK.A._ UP PSIKA 
VARU~ADATAYA LEt')JE 
ASCAR, 1911-12, p 94 (No.2). In Appendix IV this was taken as being 
the same as in inscdption edited by Millier in AIC, p 33 (No28e); /IC, 
Vol.1 (1970)2/ 
'
0 32. GAMAt')JI DAMA ... 
r1c, Vol. J (1970) 561 
Nanukanda (3m north of Kahatagasdigiliya at 67m. post on the Anuradhapura-
Trincomalee road) 
... 33. DAMARAJHASA UPATA 
(ASC, 7th Report. p 48 (No.IT!); /lC, Vol.1 (1970) 168] 
Toravarnayilava (10m. sou th-east. of 4l m.post on Kurunligala-Anuradhapura road) 
... 34. MAHARAJHAHA PA.~A BAJ;>AKARIKAJ'ARUMAKA 
SUMANAJ-!A 
(IC, Vol. I (1970) 1035/ 
Piccandiyava (lOm. south-east of 9m. post on Puttalam-Anuriidhapura road?) 
•••35. UPARAJHA AMATTRA .... 
/IC, Vol. I (1970) 1064/ 
The two o ther inscriptions at this site are attributed to Dcvanarhpiya 
Ttssa. 
j 
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Korato!a (near Kac;luwela) 
<>•35, MAHARAJHAHAJHITA MAHABIYA LE~E 
[IC, Vol. I (1970) 1103/ 
Inscriptions from the South 
Koitadamiihela (14 inscriptlons at this site variants of the same text). 
•37, DAi\ilARAJHA PUTA MAHATISA AYAHA JHITA ABI SA VERA 
A YA ABAYA PUTA TISA AYAHAJHAYA ABI$AVERAYA DINE 
ASCAR, 1934, p 21; UC, Vol. I (1970) 556-569} 
Hennanegala. 
•JS. GAMW! TJSAHA PIT AHA CA MAJHIMA RAJHAHA CANTY ATA 
GAM.MJJ SAP ARIBOGANl $AGA5A G1RIT1$AGAME K.ARAJHJNI 
Tl5AGAME VJLAGAME KA5ABANAGARE MALUGAME (NO) 
KAP IKE 
{IC, Vol. I (1970) 406] 
Kusalanakanda. 
•39_ UP ARAJHA NAGA PUTE RAJ HA ABA YE NAMA TASA PUTE 
CAMA~I TrSE NAMA LEN.E KA RITE SUDA5ANE SAGASA 
{lC, Vol. I (1970) 389) 
l<olladei;iiya 
••40. PARUMAKA PUSADEVASA l'ARUMAKA LA5ol:)IAYA LEJ':JE 
NAGAYAHA RAJHAYAI:U KATE SAGASA 
fJC, Vol. I (1970) 736} 
Inscriptions from the Central Province 
Bambaragala 
41. POCANTRAJHA NAGAYAHAJHAYA BAMAf,JA KOJHARA 
JHlTAYA UPA51KA DATA YA LEl'JE 
ASCAR, 1935, p 10; {IC, Vol. l (1970) 814] 
Atiibiindivava. (Sm. south of Dambulla) 
•••42, PACINA RAJHA PUTA TISA YAHA LE~E 
/IC. Vol. I (1970) 831) 
43. PACINA RAJHA PUTA nSAAYAHA BAR1YA UPASIKA RAKIYA 
LE~E 
[IC, Vol. I (1970) 832] 
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APPENDIX IV 
Names an d Titles of Ki ngs in the Inscriptions 
The names and titles of kings and princes as found m the inscriptions. Those from 
the records supplied by Nicholas are placed within brackets. The following term.~ 
will be used to darify the references. 
• The author or the record . 
CR. 
CRD. 
A contemporary re(erence either by ,the wif!? or children or aunisters. 
A contemporaneous reference lo the king for the purpose of dating a 
record. 
G. Where n son indicates his genealogy by reference to his parents and grand 
parents. 
P. 
DMR. 
dmr. 
A posthumous reference. U in a genealogy the letter G will be added on. 
DEVANAPIYA, MAHARAJHA, RAJHA Contemporary references. 
DEV ANAPIY A, MAHARAJHA, RAJ HA Posthumous references. 
Devanampiya T issa 
D.' DEVANAPIYA TISA (Ap.ll.No.l) Mihintale 
M. (MAHARAJHA OEVANAPIYA) (Ap.ID.No.l) CR. Piccandiyava NCP 
M. (MAHARAJ! IA OEVANAPIYA GAMJl')/1 TISA) 
(Ap.111.No.2) CR. Piccandiyiiva NCP 
Uttiya 
M. DA..\1AlvUTA U11 (UTI DAMAMITA MAfiARAJHA) 
{Ap.Cl.No.2) CR.Mihintale NCP 
(ApfilNo.3) CR Mihintalc NCP 
• SUMANADEVI (wife) (Ap.IJ.No.2) Mihintale NCP 
(Ap.m.No.3) Mihintale NCP 
M. G~I UTI MAHARAJHA (Ap.IJ .No.3) CR. Mlhintale NCP 
(Ap.fU.No.4} CR.Mihintale NCP 
DM.' (DEVANAPIYA MAHAMJRA GAMA~I UTI) 
R. RAJHA UTl 
'ABl ANURADI (wife) 
(UTT AYA) 
"(TISA) (daughter) 
'(UTIJ 
(Ap.111.NoS) Mihintale NCP 
(Ap.ICl.No.4) CR.Naval Niravi Malai NP 
(Aplll.No.6) 
(Ap.ILNo.-1) 
(Ap.Ill.No.6) 
(Ap.111.No.7) 
(Ap.Tn.No.7) 
(Ap.m.No.8) 
(Perlya Puliyankulam) 
CR.Naval Niravi Malai NP 
Naval Niravi Malai NP 
Naval Niravi Malai l\-P 
CRG Ranaglrima(la NCP 
Ranagirimac;la NCP 
Nlicciyfu Malai 
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Sura Tissa 
A YA SORA TISA 
'ABI UPALA YA {wife) 
Mahasiva 
' AYASLVA 
Dutthagamai:ii 
(Ap.11.No.5) 
(Ap.11.No.5) 
(Ap.11.No.6) 
CR. Oiffibulagala NCP 
Dimbulagala NCP 
Mutugalla NCP 
DR. DEV ANAI'IY A ABAYA (ApJl.No.7) CR. Situlpavuva SP 
(DEVANAPlY A RAJHA ABAYA) (Ap.111.No.9) CR. Situlpavuva SP 
DM. (MAHARAJHA GAM!NI ABAYA DEVANAPIYA) 
(Ap.ID.No.22) CR. Kossogamakanda NCP 
• (RA~I) (wife) (Ap.ITl.No.22) Kossogamakanda NCP 
Saddha Tissa 
OM.' DEVANAPIYA MAHARAJHA GAM~l TISA 
(Ap.1.No.8) . Drunbulla 
M . MAH..o\RAJHA GA.~I TISA (Ap.D. 1o.14) CR. Mihintale 
(Ap.m .No.15) CR. Mihintale 
• RAMADARAYA, RAMAOA(TA)YA (wife) 
(Ap.11.No.H} Mihintale 
(Ap.lll.No.15) Mlhintale 
M. (MAHARAJHA GAMANl TJSA) (Ap.TIJ.No.16} CR.Mihintale 
• KITUKAYA, KITAKA (wife} (Ap.ll.No.55) Mihintale 
(Ap.ill.No.16) Mlhintale 
OM. DEV ANAPIYA MAHARAJHA GAMAl)ll TISA 
(Ap.ll.No.9-13) CRG Rassahela 
(Ap.IILNo.10-14)CRG Rassahela 
DM. DEV ANAPIY A MAHARAJHA GAMAl)ll TISA 
(ApJLNo.15) CRG Nuva:cagala EP 
(Ap.lll.No.17) CRG Nuvaragala 
din. DEVANAPIYA MAHARAJHA GAMA~! TISA 
(Ap.ll.No.16) G. Rl!lgalii 
M. (TISA MAHARAJHA) (Ap.ffi.No.18) CR.Valaellug<>Qalumda l!P 
Maha Aya 
'MAHAAYA 
MAHAAYA 
• LASIN! (wife) (YAI IASfNl ) 
(ApJLNo.12) Rilssahela EP 
(Ap.IIl.No.13) Rassahela 
(Ap.lLNo.9) CR. Rassahcla 
(Ap.£11.No.10) CR. Rassahela 
(Ap.II.No.9) J{fu;sahela 
(Ap.1£1.No.10) 
MAHATJSA 
• BDTADATA (wife) 
Laiiji Tusa 
TJSAAYA 
• SAM!KA (wife) 
'TISAAYA 
'MAHA TISA A YA 
(Ap.ll.No.11) Riissahela 
(Aplll.No. l2) Rassahela 
(Ap.ll.No.11) Rassahela 
(Ap.lll.No.12) Riissahela 
(Ap.ll.No.13) Rassahela 
(Ap.illNo.14) Riissahela 
(Ap.U.No.13) 
(Ap.111.No.14) 
(Ap.ll.No.10) 
(Ap.m.No.ll) 
(Ap.II.No.15) 
(Ap.IILNo.17) 
Rassahela EP 
Riissahela 
Rassahela EP 
Rassahela 
Nuvaragala EP 
Nuva:ragala 
D.' DEV ANAPTY A TISA A(BAYA} HA 
(Ap.a.No.16) Riligala NCP 
LAJAKA TISA RAJA (Ap.ll.No.19) P. Di.ivegala 
m. (LA)JAKA TISA MAHARAJ A (Ap.lLNo.17) P. Ri!igala 
dm. DEVANAPIYA LAJA(KA TJSA)SA ... MAHARAJA 
Va~t;igam~i 
m. PIT A MAHARAJHA 
(Ap.Il.No.18) P. Rl!igala 
(ApJl.No.22) P-CR Sltulpavuva 
(Ap.ID.No.19) P.CR.Situlpavuva 
GAMA.NI .l>J3A YA (Ap.ll.No.34) CRG GaUer.ia 
OM. DEVANAPIYAMAHARAJAGAM~IABAYA 
(Ap.Il.No.34) CRG. Gallei:ia 
DM. DEVANAPIYA MAHARAJA GAMA~ABAYA 
(Ap.ll.No.33) CRG. Galleoa 
OM. DEV ANAPlYA MAHARAJA GAMAN.1 ABAYA 
(Ap.11.No.35-37) CRG. Gallet;1a 
M. (MAHARAJHASl GAMA!\[! ABAYA) 
(Ap.IB.No.27) er. Kumburulei;ta 
M. GAMJ(Nl ABAYA) PIT A MAI-lARAJHA 
G~TABAYA 
GAMM.II ABAYA 
G~IABAYA 
GAMA~lABAYA 
(Ap.ill.No.26) CR. Nuvarakanda 
(Ap.ll.No.75) 
(Ap.ILNo.24) 
(Ap.filNo.21) 
(Ap.TLNo.23) 
(Ap.ITT.No.20) 
(Ap.lLNo.25) 
(Ap.lLNo.27) 
CR. Nuvarakanda 
CRD Jahapagama 
CRDJahapagama 
CRD Silavakanda 
CRD Silavakanda 
P. Ri!igala 
CR. Mlhintale 
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(Ap.lll.No.23) CR. Mihintale 
' ABl ~A (ABI KA~A) (wife) (Ap.ll.No.27) Mlhintale 
(Ap.m.No.23) Mlhintale 
GAMA~! ABA y A (Ap.tl.No.29) CRD Dambulla 
GAMA~ ABAYA (AplLNo.30) CRDTlttavela 
r. GAMA~I RAJA (Ap.ll.No.48) PG Kotaveheragala 
R. • RAJHA ABA (Ap.ll.No.31) Galgamuwa NW1' 
DM. DEV ANAPIYA MAHARAJH;\ GAM~I ABAYA 
(Ap.U.No.32) CRG 5asseruva NCP 
(Ap.Ul.No.24) CRG Slisseru\•a NCP 
' ABI ANURIDI (daughter) (Ap.£1.No.32) Sasseruva NCP 
(Ap.LTl.No.24) Sasseruva 
dm. OEVANAPIY A MAHARAJA (Ap.ILNo.39) PG Mihintale 
DM.' DEVANAPIYA MAHARAJHA ~I ABAYA 
(Ap.U.No.20-21) CRG Toryigala 
DM DEV ANAPIY A MAHA RA]HA GAMAl':JI ABAYA 
(Ap.Il.No.28) CRG Mihintale 
(Ap.111.No.25) CRG Mihintale 
• LA~API A YA SJV A (LO~AP1 A YA Stv A) (son) 
Mahliroli Mahlilissn 
• TISA YA 
R. (RAJHA T!SA) 
(Ap.IJ.No.28) Mihintale 
(Ap. m .No.25) Mlhlntale 
(Ap.U:No.33-37)GaUerya V. NWP 
(Ap.lll.No.19) CRD Gal1erya 
(ApJl.No.22) CRD Situlpavuva SP 
d . DEVANAPIYA KULAHI MACUJ;>11<A 
(Ap.n.~o.-10) PG.M1nvila 
r. (MACIJOTKA RAJHA) (Ap.llLNo.28) PG. G6navatta 
dm. DEVANAPIYA TISA MAHARAJA 
(Ap.TI.No.41.) 
dm. OEVANAPIYA TISA MAHARAJA 
r. TISA RAJA 
d. DEV ANAPlYA TISA 
m . TISA MAHARAJA 
Kutakar;u:ta Tissa 
(Ap.IT.No..15) 
(Ap.IT.l'\o.48) 
(AplL'IJo.46) 
(Ap.O.No.67) 
'PUTAKAl')fA ABAYA (Ap.IT.No.-10) 
R. KUT AKANA RAJA (wife's inscriptions) 
(Ap.llNo.38) 
PG. Molahipyavelegaln 
PG. Maharatmale 
PG. Kotaveheragala 
PG. Riitravela EP 
PG Saildagiri-vehera SP 
Mirwila 
CR. Molahi\iyavelcgala 
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0.' OEVANAPIYA PUTAKA~A GAMTh.11 
(Ap.U.No.39) Mlhlntale 
OM.' (OEVANAPIYA) GAMIN,! ABAYA MAHA RAJA 
(Ap.fl.No.39) Mihintale 
r. KUT~A RAJA (Ap.D.No.41) PG Molah.iUyaveiegaJa 
KUT AKAl')IA (ApJl.No.43) PG OunumaQc;lalAkanda 
dm OEVANAPIYA PUO~A GAMIN,l ABAYA MAHARAJA 
(Ap.D.No.-15) PG. Maharatmale 
(Ap.D.No.46) PG. Rataravela EP PUT~A ~l ABAYA 
r. RAJAABA {Ap.ll.No.67) P:CRG. Sandagiri·vehcra SP 
r. (RAJHA ABAYA) {Ap.ITT.No.28) PG. GOnavatta 
Bhatika Abhaya 
It• RAJA ABAYA (Ap.ll.No.41) 
DM. DEVANAP!YA MAHARAJHA BAT!YA 
(Ap.D.No.42) 
• BA TIY A (Ap.ll.No.43) 
Mahaclathlka Ma hJn3ga 
OM.' OEVANAPJYA NAKA MAHARAJA 
R.' NAKA RAJE 
M.' NAKA MAHARAJE 
r. (RAJHA NAGA l 
AmaQQagfunal.li 
(Ap.Il.No.45) 
(Ap.ILNo.48) 
(Ap.Tl.No.47) 
(Ap. ln .No.28) 
• GAMIN,l ABAYA (Ap.Il.No.49) 
• G~ ABAYA (Ap.ll.No.50) 
Rr.(?) (RAJHA ABAYA) (Ap.ill.No.28) 
• (G~ TISA) (son or RAJHA ABAYA) 
lJanaga 
R.' At,,UNAKA RAJA 
Subha 
R.0 SABARAJA 
R.'SABA RAJA 
Mahanaga 
(Ap.111.No.28) 
(Ap.ll.No.51) 
(Ap.U.No.52) 
(Ap.lLNo.53) 
Rr.? MAHANA KA RAJA (faU1er of Ilaruiga) 
MolahHiyavelegala 
CR. Mihintale 
Ounumal)(lallikanda NCP 
Maharatmale NCP 
Kola velleraga I a 
Molahitiyavelegala 
PG. GOnavatta 
Akuruketugala NWP 
Ridi·vihara NWP 
PG.CG. G6navatta 
GOnavatta 
Tissamahariima 
Pahalalcayinaltama vava 
Yiharegala 
(Ap.Il.No.51) PG 
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Kings and Princes who cannot be Identified with those of the Mal1iivamsa 
Anwadhapura Area 
1. RAJHA NAGA (father·in·law of RA)HA UTJ)(Ap.ll.No.4) P:CRG 
(Ap.ill.No.6) P:CRG 
2. (RA]HA ABAYA) (son of RAJHA NAGA:M'MAHANAGA) 
(Ap.lll.No.28) PG 
3. (GAMANI TISA) (Son of RAJHA ABAYA) (Ap. IJJ.No.28) 
4. MAHA A YA (son of Saddha Tissa) (Ap.Il.No.9,11,U) 
5. 
(Ap.ill.No.10,U.13) 
l.Al\IAPI A YA SIVA (son of Va~~agiimal)i or {LONAPI A YA SIVA) 
Dutihagiirnai;li (Ap.IJ.No.28) 
(Ap.lll.No.25) 
6. . .. RAJHA .... (Ap.IO.No.8) 
7. (DIPA RAJHA) (Ap.JIJ.No.29) CRG 
(Ap.Il.No.54) CRG 
s. MAHABI (daughter of DIPE RAJHA) (Ap.m .No.29) 
(Ap. ILNo.54) 
9. GAMANJ DHAMA RAJHA (AplI.No.56) CRG 
10. A YA ASA USA (Son of GAMANl DHAMARAJHA 
(KAl\JAGAM.l\ RA)HA 'IJSA) 
(Ap.U.No.56) 
ll. (Apm.No.30} CRG 
12. (SA VERA) (daughter of K.RAJHA TISA) (Ap.ill.No.30) 
13. {DEV ANAPIY A MAHARAJHA) (Apm.No.31} CR 
14. BAKA .... (wife of OEVANAPIY A M'RAJHA) (Ap.111.No.31} 
15. (GAMAN! DAMA ...... ) (Ap.m.No.32) 
16. llSAAYA (Ap.IT.No.57) 
17. MAHA A YA (son of the TISA A YA) (ApTI.No.57) 
18. {DAMARA]HA) (Ap.ill.No.33) 0{ 
19. (MAHARAJHA) (Ap.Lll.No.34) CR 
20. (MAHARAJHAl (Ap.UJ.No.35) CR 
21. (MAHA BI) daughter of MAHARAJHA (Ap.ITT.No.35) CRG 
22. AYA DUHITAYA (Ap.ll.No.74) 
23. BATANAGA RAJHA (ApJLNo.76) 
24. DEV ANA(Pl)Y ASA (ApJLNo.71) PG 
Eastern and Southern Provi nces 
A.1. MAHA NAKA RAJA (father of Al,,UNAKA) (Ap.IT.No.51) PG 
B. L GAM~l ABAYA (son of Ku~a.ka1;u;1a Tissa and grandson of MahaaijI 
Mabatissa) (Ap.llNo.67) 
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C. 1. GAMANI (Ap.ll.No.58) PG 
2. RAJHA UTT {son of GAMANJ) (Ap.ILNo.58) PG 
3. A YA A BA YA (son of RAJHA UTT) (Ap.llNo.58) PG.CR 
4. ABI ANURADI (daughter of AYA ABAYA) (Ap.Il.No.58) 
5. RAJHA UTI (same as 2) Ap.ll.No.59) PG 
6. AYA ABAYA (same as 3) (Ap.ll.No.59) PG.CR 
7. ABI ANURADl (same as 4) (Ap.II.No.59) 
8. GAMANJ (same as 1) (Ap.Il.No.61) PG 
9. DAMARAJHA (son of the eldest of the ten sons of GAMAN.l) 
(Ap.Il.No.62) PG 
10. MAHA TJSA AYA (son ofDAMARAJHAJ (Ap.ll.No.61) 
11. DAMARAJHA (same as 8) (Ap.ll.No.62) PG 
(Ap .. lll.No.37) PG 
12. MAHA TISA A YA (same as 9) (Ap:TI.No.62) CRG 
(Ap,IIl.No.37) CRG 
13. A Yi\ ABAYA (same as 3 and6) (Ap.Il.No.62) PG 
(Ap.Ill.No.37) PG 
1.4. AYA TISA (son of AYA ABAYA) (Ap.ILNo.62) CR 
(Ap.m.No.37) 
15. ABI SA VERA (daughter of 11 and wife of 13) (Ap.ll.No.62) 
CR 
(Ap.II.No.37) 
16. DAMA RAJHA (same as 8) (Ap.11.No.60) CRC 
17. MAHA TISA AYA (same as 9) (Ap.Il.No.60) 
D.1. (UPARAJHA NAGA) (Ap.fll.No.39) PG 
(UPARAJHA NAGA) (Ap.ll.No.64) PG 
1. RAJHA ABA YE (Ap.lli.No.39) PG 
(Ap.ll.No.64) PG 
3. GAMAN.1 TlSA (Ap.Il.No.64) 
4. GAM~I TISA (sam e as 3) 
(Ap.ffi.No.39) 
(Ap.ILNo.63) CRG 
(Ap.ITT.No.38) CRG 
5. MAJHIMA RAJHA (Ap.Il.No.63) 
(same record: No relationship) (Ap.m.No.38) 
E.I.NAGAYA (Ap.Il.No.65) 
(Ap.Ill.No.40) 
2. MAHA NAGA (Ap.II.No.66) 
Central Province and Kagalla District 
A. 1. PACINA RAJHA (Ap.Il.No.68) PG 
2. RAJHA ABAYA (son of PAClNA RAJ HA) (Ap.Jl.No.68) PG: CR 
3. TISA YA (son of RAJHA ABAYA) (Ap.D.No.68) 
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4. (PAONA RAJHA) {same as 1?) (Ap:ill.No.42) 
5. (TISA YA)(son of 4) (Ap.III.No.42) 
6. (PACINA RA)HA) (same as 4) (Ap.IIl.No.43) 
7. (TlSAYA) (sameas5) (Ap.IILNo.43) 
8. {RAKIY A)(wife of TISA YA) (ApJJJ.No.43) 
9. PAONA NAGA RAJHA (ApJJ.No.69) 
(POCANl RAJHA NAGAYA) (Ap.Ill.No . ..U) 
10. (DA'!A) (wife of 9) (Ap.IIl.No.41) 
B. 1. CAMAl)ll TISA !Ap.lll.No.28) 
2. RAJHA ABAYA (father of1 and probably son of Mahilda~ika 
Mahanaga) (Ap.·m.No.28) 
C. 1.AYA DUHATARA (Ap.U.No.70) 
2. A YA SIVA (son of AYA DUHA TARA) (Ap.ll.No.70) 
3. A YA DUHATARA (son of AYA SIVA) (Ap.Jl.No.70) 
4. A YA OUHA TARA (same as 1) (Ap.Jl.No.73) 
5. A Y.A SIVA (same as 2) (Ap.11.No.73) 
6. RAJI·1A DUSATARA (same as 1) (Ap.Il.No.71.) 
7. A YA SIVA (same as 2) (Ap.JI.No.71) 
8. AYA DUSATARA (same as3) (Ap.ll.No.71) 
9. GAMAJ:rr (son of 8) (Ap.ILNo.71) 
CRG 
CRG 
CR 
CR 
CR 
PG 
PG 
PGCR 
CRG 
CR 
PG 
PGCR 
PGCR 
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APPENDIX V 
The genealogical table of the kings in section I based on data from the inscriptions 
and the Ciilavamsa. The genealogy based on the inscriptions only is 
indicated by - - - - -
I 
.Q~ 6~A~f1'~. A_Tl_?S_L\ MAHA5IVA 
( !!~ t,p~a_ya ) 
RAJHA NAGA 
I 
( ~!_A~u.!:a~i) 
( s~~~n~ ~~i) 
KAKA VAN NA TISSA (Vi hara Mahadevi ) 
. . I 
Q.~Il-:0~~1'.:!:!~i 
LR~m~n1) 
~~.Qli.A_T.!..SS.!'. ~:_m_:d_:t~) 
I ~;~~) 
I 
---------1--- --- ---- -~ 
Thulatthana LA(\)JATISSA KHALLATA NAGA ~a~a.!'ya_.?i!_a 
- (Sa~ika) - I (Lasini) 
....--- --------- -------' @_~~~) 
, .. · • • ---- -- - -- -· · · ·- · · · · ·-······- · ··-··-··· -····· · •··· VA TT AGAMI ~I ABAYA 
- - -(Abil<a";:ia)- - -
--- - · 
__ __ __________ ,__I ----------
MA H ACUl,.f MAHATISSA 
I 
_!<~1!>~31~~ .I~~ -
I 
1 
Abi Anuradi 
,--~---------------1 
MAHADA THiKA MAHANAGA 
---------1- ----Bt!~r!_K6 ~B_tl~'0 
CORANAGA + ANUl,.A 
SIVA, VA TUKA, TISSA 
N ILA YA 
I 
AMANDAGAMIN I ---1- --~ + ~~Ii.~~.[\~~ KANIRAJANU TISSA 
CULABHAYA 
I 
I 
I 
I 
SIVALI 
~~A~~ 
CANDAMUKHA SIVA 
~!!.1-!b 
THE DYNASTY OF PRlNCES IN KAGALLA 
YASALALAKA TISSA 
r----------- - -----------1 
DEVANAPIYA I 
RAJA DUSATARA __ __ T __ _ 
AYA DU5ATARA 
----,---
AYA SIVA 
- - r - -
~Y1LP.1!fu\IA_~ 
I 
GAMl!':-11 .: .... SIVA 
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APPENDIX V (Contd.) 
THE DYNASTIES OF PRINCES IN ROHA NA 
G~!Nl 
I r-----------------T------------r 
(J~TE) RAJAUT! DASA BATIKA 
Eldest son I 
I I 
DAM1RAJA 
I 
AYAABAYA 
I 
I 
MAHA TISA A YA I 
I 
ABI SAVERA 
II. 
Ill. 
IV. 
I 
r--------L--------, 
+ AYA TISA 
PIT A (Father) 
I 
I 
GAMJNITISA 
TISA MAHARAJ A ( MahacuJi Mahatissa) 
I 
I 
RAJ A ABA ( KulakaQQa Tissa) 
ROHA NALKAGAMINI ABAYA 
PACINARAJA 
I 
I 
RAJA ABAYA 
I 
I 
TISA YA 
MAHA1iAKA RAJA 
I 
Al,.UNAKA RAJA ( IJanaga) 
' 
ABIANURADI 
MAJAMARAJA 
APPENDIX VI 
Records of Kings and Princes Used for this Study 
The followmg are the re<:O{ds of kings or pnnces which menlion them, Lhat have 
been used for Lhis study. There are however many that are unpublished. Some in 
thi~ list arc edited with text and l'rnnslnlion in the Epigrnplria Zeylni1iC11, some arc 
published in jo urnals and some are mentioned or referred lo incidenta lly In books, 
ilrtides and repo rts with comments that hnvo proved useful. Al l th is wi ll be 
1nd1cated below. 
Vasabha 
1. Galaut;la-vihara, Mn~o.valo., U~ukahn KoraJe, Devamlldi Hatpatlu, 
Kurunagala district, NWP. 
A p rivate grant which mentions the foundation of the vihara (Megagnln) in 
the reign of Vasabha and Lhe grant of the water rates (daknpali) of the 
Amaragala tank t o the sai1glia. The name of the donor is not preserved. Text 
unpublished. qs.11. p 211 (No.657); CJS.ll, p 180; [IC, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) 47/. 
2. Peruml!iyankujam: Anuradhapura district, NCP. 
Grant of dala1paH: for looking after buildings. Edited. 
EZ. I. pp 66-74 (No.6); AlC. pp 27. 73 (No.7); [lC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 45/. 
3. Valllpuram, Jaffna, NP. 
A private gtant on a gold plate which records the name of the minis ter and 
the king for dating. rt records the esrnblishment of a vihiir11. Edited . 
EZ.IV, pp 227,'137 (No.29); (TC, Vol. II, Pl. I (1983) 53]. 
Sandagiri-vehera, Magam Pattu, SP. 
Grant of one karisa of field for supplying oil for lamps in the pol1olnkllra of the 
uOlllra by the king. Text unpublished. [IC, Vol U, Pt. I (1983) 491}; C)S.11. p 
25 (No.399). 
5 Sandagiri-vehera, Miigam Pattu, SP. 
On same pillar as the above No. 4.. Titc grant of cer tain shares in lhe Durn-
Tisa-vava for the benefit of the some in~titution. Text unpubHshcd. 
CJSJI, p 25 (No.'100). /IC, Vol. II, l'I. I (1983) 49 iii]. 
Var\kaniisika Tjssa 
6. Kac,ligala, near Katupotilnti, Vilnnl Halpallu, N~. 
King Tissa son o( king Vahabti records the dedication of a flight of steps for 
the merit of his mother Ji ta Dcvt. Text unpublished 
C)S.11, pp 101. 123 {No.510); (IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 54]. 
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Du~aga (not in the Ma!1ilvamsa) 
7. Tamml!nniiva, Niigampaha Koraje, Nuvarakalaviya district, NCP, 
An unpublished record which mentions the name of the above king. Text 
unpublished. ASCAR., 1935, p 10, 543; [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 55]. 
Gajabahuka Gamai;ii 
8. Pfilu M!!kiccava Rock lnscriptfon, 16m. north east 0£ Anuradhapura records 
the dredging of the V111;.iamann tank and the grant of the same to the monks of 
the Tubnrnbn-viltnra for ihe four requisites. Edited. EZ.l, pp 208-211 (No.18); 
AIC, pp 28, 74. (No.10) (Galwana); [IC, Vol. Il, Pt. 1 (1983) 61]. 
9. Thuparama Slab Inscription, Anuradhapura, NCP. 
The grant of the dnknpnlf and bojakapnli of the Gomragirika tank to the monks 
of the Rntmia Ar/Iba for the fou.r' requisites. This is exchanged later for the 
dnknpnli of the Nnkarn-uiivn. Edited. 
EZ.m, pp 114-119 (No.6); AS!, (No.368); [IC, Vol. n, Pt. I (1983) 60). 
10. Viharegala Inscription, Uc;lc;liyankufam Korafe, NCP. 
The re-grant of the Upnlndor.tika-vliva granted by Subha to the monks of the 
E:kndornya-vfhnrir for the maintenance of the 11posatlra-hall. Edited. 
EZ.m, PP 165-169 (No.15.b); AJC, p 11 (No.lib); ASCAR, 1893, p 7; CJS.ll, p 
107 (No.426); [IC, Vol. n, Pt.1(1983)62). 
1L Tamaragala Inscription, Uc;lc;liyanku!am Kora!e NCP, 13m on Anuradhapura-
Trincomalee road. Only part of the texl avail.able- thal which gives the 
genealogy of the kings is also preserved. 
AIC, pp 28-74 (No.12); [JC, Vol. n, Pt. 1 (1983) 63). 
12. Periyaka<;lu-vihara Inscriplion, Ihala Visideke Korale, Hiriyala Hatpattu, 
NWP 4m. north of Dehelgomu.va Bm. from Kurunagala on the Dambulla 
road. Texl published by MUiler but corrupt. Records the grant of certain 
shares of a rank to the monks of a vl/illra. 
AlC, p.110 (No.8); QS.U, p 215 (No.675); IA.X, p269/JC, Vol 11, Pt.1 (1983) 66]. 
13. Mavila, Galkiit;1igala, Egoc;la Pattuva, Tamankac;Luwa, NCP. The grant of Lhe 
dopnH of the tank to the monks. The text, a short one, given by Bell ... Tisa 
Rajnha puta Gnmi1,1f Aba Raja dopali bikusaga!Ulfa dine. 
CA.111, p 125; JIC, Vol. ll, (Pt. I (1983) 12). 
14- Ruvanvllll-dagl!ba Inscription, Anuradhapura, NCP. The grant of boj akaµatf 
for repairs Lo the uposntlia hall of a viltiirn which had been constructed by the 
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king. Dnk11pali (of the tank) also granted for the four requisites of the monks. 
Texts available but corrupl 
AIC, pp 27, 73, 109 (No.5); (IC, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) 58]. 
15. Kalkulam Inscription, Kotttyar Pallu, Trincomalee district, EP. Gami1.11 Abnyn. 
Unpublished. No text ASCAR. 1933, p 14. 
16. GoQavaya Inscription. Piinama Pattu, Hambantota district. SP. The grant of 
customs dulies suka fTom the seaport of Go(inpnvnln lo the vll1iira at the site. 
Unpublished record. CJSJI, p 197 (No.586); {IC, Vol. n, Pt. l (1983) 67/. 
17. Situlpavuva lnscripllon, Koravakgala, Mligam Pattu, SP. The revenue of two 
kn/1npa1.1as per day derived from the courts of justice at two townships to be 
given to the monks of the vlhiirn to defray expenses for medical requisites. 
Unpublished. ASCAR, 1934, 571, p 18; [JC, VoL £1, Pt. I (1983) 64}. 
Maha!Wca Naga 
18 Habllssa Rock Inscription, Okkampltiya, Bullala Korale. UP. Grant of an 
irrigation channel and three fields lo a vihiira - U/ibiknln Nakn·mn/111 vi/1nrn. 
Edlled. EZJV, pp 213-217 (No.26); ASCAR, 1934, p18; (IC, VoL IT, Pt.1 
(1983) 57}. 
19. Kaduruvllva Tnscription., Hatatispaha Korn.le, Kurunllgala district, NWP. 
Unpublished. ASCAR, 1935, p 10; [EZ. V, (1965) pp 4-08-418 (No. 40)}. 
20. Vehera U<;la Mala1, Er.wur Pallu, Batticaloa district, EP. 
Unpublished. ASCAR. 1935, p 10; /IC, Vol. n, Pt. I (1983) 30}. 
21. Sornavatiya. Magam Pattu, SP. 
Records benefactions lO the Paci11n Naga Arnma. Unpublished. 
ASCAR.1939, p 17; IIC, Vol. JI, Pt. I (1983) 25}. 
Bhatiya Tissa 
22 Galkovila Inscription, Karagasv~va 29m on KurunSgaJa-Anuradhapura road. 
Grant of bojnknpati and dllkapal1 of a tank for the repairs to a vi/1iira. Text 
published but very corrupt. AJC, pp 51, 77, 112 (No.98). 
23. Galgirikanda, 8rn from Ml!dawacchi on the Jaffna road. The grant of certain 
fields Text published but corrupL AIC, pp 29,74 (No.17), [ IC, Vol. II, Pt. I 
(1983) 80}. 
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Kai;tiltha Ttssa 
24. Jetavaniirama Inscription, Anuradhapura (Abhayagiri). Repairs to vihtlrn 
and grant or lands and tanks to the Abhayagiri-vihara. Ed ited . 
EZ.I, pp 252-259 (No.22); I CC, Vol. 11, Pt. 11 (w1p11blislied) 96]. 
25. Nelumpat Pokui;ia lnscnption, Panama Pattu, Batticaloa district, EP. 
Unpublished. ASCAR, 1934. 571, p 18; ( IC, Vol U, Pt. II (u11p11b/is/1ed) 95]. 
26. Diggala. Puvarasank~lam, K!lnda Korale, NCP. Grant of fields forth<? 
maintenance of the monks of the A1111/n Tissa Pabbata-vihiira. Unpublished 
CJSJI, p 102 (No.428); [CC, Voll/, Pt. II (1111p11blisl1lll) 101]. 
27. Stone relic casket. Abhayagiri-vihara Anur5dhapura. Colo mbo Museum 
No. 7. Casket contained the relics of S1r11/a, mother of the king (C W 
Nicholas). Unpublished. C)S.ll, pp 102, 180 (No.610), [CC, Vol. H, Pl. U 
(1mpublislied) 93 iJ. 
28. Stone relic caske t at same site. Casket contained the relics of M1tab1 wife of 
the king (CW Nicholas). Unpublished. C)SJJ, p 180 (No.611), AC, p 302, 
ASCAR, 1910-1t, p13; (IC, Val n, Pt. LI (1mp11b/fs/1ed) 93 ii/. 
29. Situlpavu-vihiira Inscription, Magam Paltu, SP. 
The t·ext available but very corrupt probably a grant of dnknpnH to meet 
expenses o( repairs to certain buildings. 
AlC, pp 29-74, 110 (No.16); [TC, Vol. 11, Pt. II (u11p11blislud) 85]. 
30. May belong either to Kanitlha Tissa or BhiitJya Tissa probably the former. 
Nelugala. EP Grant of tanks and fields and other benefactions to the Alia/a 
Pnvata Mallav1lrnrn. Published but incomplete texL 
CA.m, p 210(fC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 79}. 
Sirinag;i 1 
31. Penyakao;!u-vihiira, Hiciyala Hatpallu, Kurunftgala district, NWP. Private 
grant of shares (dnkapati(?)) in a certain tank to the Ekadornya·v1/1arn 
Unpublished. ASCAR, 1931, p 6; C)S.11, p 215 1No.676); [TC, Vol. TI, Pt. II 
(1111p11blisl1ed) 103/. 
Sirinaga n 
32. Vessagiri Rock Inscription, Anuriidnapura, NCP. 
Grant of land and tanks to a relig io us institution. Edited 
EZJV, pp 218-222 (No.27); [TC, Vol. II, Pt. U (1t11p11blisl1ed) 105/. 
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Gothabluya 
33. Tirltb1tivava lnsc.ription, Mahapotiina KoraJe, NCP. 
Private grant of a tank by a lady named A11u/abi lo a viltiira called Gocfapavnta. 
Edited. EZ.IV.p.223-228 (No.28); {JC, Vol. U, Pt. II (u11p11b/islrcd.) 108 BJ. 
34. Ruvanvllli-dllgHba Inscription, Anuriidhapura, NCP. Fragment:.ry grant by a 
minister. Mentions bo1akapab and dakapal1. Text given but very corrupt. 
AIC, pp 30, 75 (No.21 ); nc, VoL U, PL I1 (1mpublislred) 104]. 
Mahasena 
lS. Jetavan!rama Fragment. Anu.nldhapura, NCP 
Fragmentary record dealing with heresies in Lhe viltiira. Edited 
EZ.N, pp 273-285 (No.36); {JC, Vol. U, Pt. U (rmpublislred) 111/. 
Slrimeghavar.11:1• 
36. Tooigala Rock Inscription, Kilakkumala1 South. NP. 
Private donation of cereals and grain as capital interest of which was to be 
used for supplying monks with food for the Vassa festival Edited. 
EZJTJ, pp 172-188 (No.17); qs.n, pp 201, 110 (No.441); ASCAR, 1892. pp 6-8. 
37. Kararllbagala Inscription near Koggala., 9m. from the Ambalantota Resl 
House, SP. Unpublished - but opening lines alone given in lhe fpigrap/1in 
z.eyta11icn MUiier does not give the text. AIC, p 31 (No.21a); EZ.IV, p 224. 
38. Pok.u1;rnvita Inscription, Rayigam Korafe, Knlutnra, WP. Privilte grant, 
seems to register a gift to a vihiira by a person named Dronya son of Sivaya. 
Unpublished. ASCAR. 1931, p 5; CJS.0, p 207 (No.633). 
39. Debelgalpansala Inscription, Kahatagasdigiliya near 21m. post on the 
Anuradhapura-Trincomalee road. NCP. This belongs to either Golh5bhaya 
or Sinmeghavaor;ia. A grant making provision for the repair of the ttposntltn 
hall at Mahavih3ra. Text published by MOiier but extremely corrupt. 
AIC, pp 30, 14. (No.19}. 
Jetlha Tissa U 
40. Velangolla Inscription, Hiriyala Hatpattu, Kurun5.gala district, NWP. Private 
grant of certain tanks to the sa1igha by Lnyn Mltaya son of Lnyn Sivnya. Text 
published by MUiier but corrupt. AIC, pp 52. 77, lU (No.102); CJS.11, pp 102, 
126 (No. 524); {EN (1991) pp 75-76, No.19/. 
41 . Bovattegala lnscnption. Panama Pattu, EP. A fragmentary unpublished 
record only namc of king and his father given. 
ASCAR, 1934, 571,viii, p 18; [EN (1991) p 93, No.9}. 
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Buddhadiiq 
42. Ruvanv:tlisllya Pillar lnscription, Anuradhapura, NCP. 
Private granL Gift of a piUar. Edited_ 
EZ.m, pp 120-126 (No.7); qs.1, p 173 (No.374). 
43. Verago<;lagala Inscription, Ego(ia Pattuvo, TamankaQ.uwa, NCP. 
Fragmentary record and text too is corrupt The name of the king is probably 
used for dating. CA.ID, p W [EN (1991) p 89, No.lB]. 
Upatissa I 
44. Piinamavllva Inscription, Piinama Patlu, EP. Unpublished record, gives only 
the name of u,e king probably used for dating. 
CJS.JJ, pp 103, 113 (No.457); [EN (1991) p 74, No.12}. 
Mahfutfuna 
45 VeragoQ.agala lrucription, EgoQ.a Pattuvo, TamankaQ.uwa, NCP. Private 
grant of dnknpali and knluwn1.tns to vihiirn. The text is published but is 
definitely corrupL CAJll, p 207[EN11991) p 89, No.19). 
46.(a) Tissamahar.ima Slab lnscription, SP. 
Text published by Millier but corrupt. Nnme of the king is, however, clear. 
A reference to lhis same record appears in the Epigrnphia Zeylar1ica. 
AIC, pp 43, 76 (No.67); EZ.IV, p 227; /EZ VII, 1984, pp 111-113, (No.SS)}. 
46.(b) ' Moneriigala, Buttala V:tdira!a Kora!e, UP. 
Mahannma jtjatisn PllDn rajn-maha·vilwrn probably takes ilS name from 
Mahaniima who may have been ilS founder. This records a gr.int by the 
Chief Secretary, Mnlrale, of lands and fields. CJS.1, p 23 (No.384). 
Parinda Deva 
47. Aragama Inscription, Hiriyala Hatpattu, Kurunllgala district, NWP. A 
private dona lion lo 11 viltiira. Unpublished inscription. 
ASCAR, 1931, p 6; CJS.ll, pp 181-226 (No.750). 
Khudda Piirinda 
48 Anuradhapura Slab Inscription, Anur.idhapura, N CP. Donation made to a 
vihifra by the queen. Edited. El.IV, pp 111-115 (No.13); CJSJI, p 181. 
Moggalliina r 
49. Puvanisankulam, Mihintale, NCP. Unpublished fragmentary record. 
CJS.JJ, p 104. 
Kumandasa 
SO. Nagirikanda-vihara Inscription, Ka<Javat Koraje, NCP Geant of certain 
lands and tanks to Bama11aganya·vahern by the king. Edited. 
EZ.IV, pp 115-128 (No.14); QSJI, p 103 (No.445); AIC, pp 51,77 (No.97); 
A5CAR. 1890, p 7. 
Moggallana II 
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51. Nilagama Rock Inscription, Kandepalle KoraJe. Matale d1sh:ict, CP. Pnvate 
record of individuals being freed from slavery on payment of a hundred 
kalravar,ias. Edited. EZ.!V, pp 285-290 (No.37); ASCAR, 1935, 544, p 10. 
Inscriptions of Unidentified Kings 
52. MutugallaRock Inscr1ption, Tamankae;luwa, NCP 
Tisn Raja .... kttbura i11i. CAlli.p 206. 
53. DematamaJ-vihara Inscription, Okkampitiya - Buttala Vlldirata. UP. Srddham 
Camaka Abn Raja ••. 
The text given by MOiier 1s corrupt. It mentions boJakapati and dakapati. 
AJC, pp 29, 74, 110 (No.18). /See IC II, Pt. U (wrpubUshed) 107 -
Pnrannvitm111 dates tlris record to tire 3rd ctrrtury AD]. 
54. lrattaperiyaku!am lnscription, Vavuniya, NP (now submerged) Ca111i1.u Aba 
Raia .... 
The text given by Parker is hopelessly corrupl It records 11 grant to lhe 
monks. AC, p 455 (No.83) [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 68] 
55. Rugam Tank Inscription, 22m. from Batticaloa on the new road to Badulla, 
EP. Yafalaka Tisn Malutraja ..• Aba Malraraja tuma 
AlC. pp 31,75 (No.24); CAS Pioceedings 1870-71, p XXVI. 
56 l..edorugala Inscription, Butta la Korale. UP. Unpublished inscription of lhe 
4c AD mentions -iwo brother kings- Dobntikaun Ra1aim. 
ASCAR, 1934, 571, IX, p 18; /IC, Vol. U, PL I, (1983) 56}. 
57. Vessagiri lnscriplion, Anuriidhapura, NCP. 
Mnlraya ... may be the Utle of a minister or heir-apparent. EZ.I, p 21 (No.2.ii.1) 
58. Kalaragama, Kirivehcra Inscription, SP 
Mn/in DaJi Milha11a Rllja nnd his son Snratnra - Records a grant of money for 
oil, food, etc., for the monks of the vlluirn. Edited. 
EZJTI, pp 216-219 (No.21.b); CJS.11, p 181; AS!. (No.489) ('EZ. VI, 1991, pp 215-
220 (No.421 
APPENDIX VO 
List of Names and TiUes of T<tngs in Section a 
The list of the names and titles of kings of the second period as found in lhe 
inscriptions. The index to lhe notes is the same as in Appendix TV. Names which 
are bracketed in this list are those in inscriptions which have been attributed Lo the 
kings by others but where the actual names of kings as found in the records are not given. 
VASABBA 
(VASABHA) (Ap.Vl.No.1) CRO Ma9"vala 
M.* VA HABA MAHARAJA (Ap.Vl.No.2) PerumHiyanku lam 
M. VAHABA MAHARAJA (Ap.Vl .No.3) CRD. Vallipuram 
• (VASABHA) (Ap.Vl No.4) Satidagiri-vchera 
?* (V ASABHA) (Ap. Vl.No.5) Saitdagiri-vchera 
(VASABHA) (Ap.Vl.No.6) PG. K.a<;ligala 
(VASABHA) (Ap.Vl.No.7) PG. Tamm~nn3vil 
M. MAHARAJ A VAHABA (Ap.Vl.No.8) PG. Palu M:udccava 
M. MAHARAJ A V AHA BA (Ap.Vl.No.9) PG. Thuparama, 
Anuriic!hapura 
r. VAHABA RAJA (Ap.Vl.No.10) PG. Viharcgala 
r. VAHABAAA .... HA (Ap.Vl.No.11) PG. lamaragala 
r. V AHABA RAJA (Ap.Vl.No.14) PG. RuvanvHH-dag~ba 
m. VAHABAMAHARAJA (Ap.Vl.No.17) PG. Situlpavuva 
m. MAHARAJA VAHABA (Ap. VT.No.18) PG. Habttssa 
JITADEVl (mother of V'Tissa) (Ap. Vl.No.6) PG. K.a<;ligala 
VANKAN ASJKA TISA 
•(TISA) (Ap. Vl.No.6) K.l:(iigala 
m. TISA MAHARAJA (Ap.VJ.No.8) PG. ?alu MHkiccava 
m. TISA MAHARAJA (Ap. Vl.No.9) PG. Thuparama 
r.? TISA RAJE (Ap. Vl.No.10) PG. (CRG) Vlharegala 
m. MAHARAJA TISA (Ap. Vl.No.11) PG. Tiimaragala 
r.? TISA RAJA (Ap.Vl .No.13) PG. (CRG) Mavila 
m. TISA MAHARAJA (Ap.Vl.No.H) PG. Ruvanvllll-diig~ba 
m. TISA MAHARAJA (Ap. Vl.No.17) PG. Situlpavuva 
DUTAGA 
M.• DlfTAGA MAHARAJ A (Ap.Vl.No.7) Tammllnnava 
UTARA 
M. MAHARA]A UTARA (Ap.Vl.No.18) CRG. Habllssa 
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GAJABAHUKA GAM~l 
MG.• MAHARAJ A G~I ABAYA (Ap.Vl.No.8) Palu M~kiccava 
MG.• MAHARAJ A GAM!Nl ABAYA (Ap.Vl.No.9) Thiipariima 
RG.•GAM~l ABA RAJE (Ap. Vl .No.10) Vihiiregala 
MG.?• MAHARAJ A CAM~ ABAYA (Ap. Vl.No.11) Uimaragala 
RG.?• GAMAJ')JI ABA RAJA (Ap. Vl.No.12) PeriyakaQu 
RG. •GAM~I ABA RAJA (Ap. Vl.No.13) Ma vita 
MG.· MAHARAJ A GAY ABAHU (Ap.Vl.No.14) Ru vanv:ill-<la gllba 
G~IABAYA 
7 • (GAMTh.11 ABAYA) (Ap. Vl.No.15) KalkuJam 
G.•GA~ABAYA {Ap.Vl.No.16) GoQav1iya 
•cG~IABAYA) (Ap.Vf.No.17) Situlpavuva 
MAHALLAKA NAGA 
UR.•UVARAJA NAKA (Ap. Vl.No.18) Habllssa 
7• (MAHA NAGA) (A p. VI.No.19) Kaduruvllva 
?' (MAHA NAGA) (Ap.Vl .No.20) Vehera Uda Malai 
(MAHA NAKA) (Ap.VJ .No.21) CRG. Somavati 
•(NAKA AYA) son {Ap. Vl.No.21) Sornavati 
m. ~ANAKA MAHARAJA (Ap.Vl.No.22) PG. Galkovila 
m. NAKA MAHARAJA (Ap.Vl.No.24) PG. Jetavanarama 
Anuradhapuril 
m. NAl<A (Ap.Vl.No.25) PG. CRC. Nelumpat 
PokuJ;'la 
m. NAKA MAHARAJA (Ap.Vl.No.29) PG. Situlpavuva 
m. NAKA MAHARAJA (Ap. Vl.No.30) PG. Nclugalo 
BliATIYA TISSA 
M. BATA TISA MAHAR.AJA (Ap.Vl.No.22) Galkovila 
R. BATIYA RAJA {Ap. Vl.No.23) Calgirikanda 
m. BATIYA TISA MAHARAJA (Ap.VJ.No.29) 1'G Situlpavuva 
m. TISA MAHARA)A (Ap.Vl.No.32) PG. Vessagin 
•(TISA MAHARAJ A) A lternative (Ap.Vl.No.30) Nelugala 
KMlfITHA T JSSA 
M.* MAl,.U TISA MAHARAJA (Ap. Vl .No.24) Jetavanariima, A'pura 
? * MAl,.U TISA (Ap.Vl.No.25) Nelumpat Pokutia 
?·MAOU 'nSA {Ap. Vl.No.26) Puvarasankulam 
MAl,.UTISA (Ap. Vl.No.27) CRPR.Anur5dhapura 
MAl,.U TISA (Ap. VJ.No.25) CRPR.Anuradhapura 
SIRALA (Mother) (Ap.Vl.No.27) P. Anuradhapura 
MIT ABl (queen) (Ap. Vl.No.28) P. Anuradhapura 
1\1. • MAl,.U TISA MAHARAJA (A p. VJ.No.29) Situlpavuva 
M.·TISA MAHARAJ A (Ap. V l.No.30) Nelugnla 
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SIRINAGAI 
(SIRINACA} (Ap. VT.No .. 31) CRD. PeriyakaQu 
m. SIRJ NAKA MAHARAJA (Ap. Vl.No.32) PG. Vessagiri 
VOHARrl<A TISSA 
m. TISA MAHARAJ A (Ap. Vl.No.32) PG. Vessagiri 
SIRINAGA D 
M.• SIR! NAKA MAHARAJ A (Ap. Vl.No.32) Vessagiri 
m. SlRJ NAKA MAl"!ARAJA (Ap. Vl.No.33) PG. Timbiriv:tvn 
r. NAKA RAJA (Ap.Vl.No.34) PG. Ruvanvllll 
GOTHA BBAYA 
R. RAJAMEKAVA.NAABAYA (Ap. Vl.No.33) CRD. Timbirivllva 
m. ?* MEKA V MIA ABA MAHARAJ A (Ap.Vl.No.34) PG. Ruvanvali 
MAH ASEN A 
M. MAHASENA MAHARAJA (Ap.Vl.No.34) CRD. Ruvanv:!li 
• (MAHASENA) (Ap.Vl.No.35) Jetavanarama 
m. MAHASENA MAHARAJA (Ap.VT.No.36) PG. To(ligala 
mrrt. MAPURUMUKA MAHASENA (Ap.Vl.No.37) PG. Ka:rambagala 
MAHARAJ A 
m. MAHASENA MAHARAJ.A (Ap.Vl.No.40) PG. Vejangolla 
(MAHASENA) (Ap.Vl.No.41) PG. Bovaltegala 
SIRJMEGHAV~A ABHAYA 
M SARI MEKA V MIA ABA (Ap. Vl.No.36) CRD. To~gala 
MAHARAJ A 
RA? ?•SJRJ MEKA ... RAJA ABAYA (Ap. Vl.No.37) Karambagala 
(SUU MEGHA V ~A) (Ap. Vl.No.38) CRD. Pokur;iuvita 
M.?- MEKAVMIA ASA MAHA.RAJA (Ap.Vl.No.39) Debelgalpansaln 
JETfBATISSA 11 
M. JEfA TISA MAHARAJA (Ap. Vl.No.40) CRD. Velangolla 
7' OEfA TISA) (Ap.Vl .No.41) Bovattegala 
m. SIR! MEKA JET A TISA {Ap. Vl.No.42) PG. Ruvanvtili 
MAHARAJA APA YA 
BUDD HAD ASA 
M. BUDADASA MAHASENA (Ap. Vl.No.42) CRD. Ruvanv:tli 
MAHARAJ A 
M. BUDADASA MAHASENA (Ap.Vl.No.43) CRD. VeragoQa 
MAHAR.AJA 
BUDADASAMAHJDA MAHASENA (Ap.Vl.No.46) PG. Tissa 
UPATISSA 
?• (J£f A TISA) 
(Ap.Vl.No.44) Panamavliva 
MARAN AMA 
M. MAHANAMA MAHARAJA (Ap.Vl.No.45) CRD. Vcrag<>Qagala 
MA.~ MAHANAMIKA JEfA TISA (Ap.Vl .No.46) Tissa 
MAHARAJA APA YA (MAHANAMAJETA TISA) 
PARINDADEVA 
(PARfDA DEYA) 
KHUDDA P ARINDA 
(Ap.Vl.No.117) CRD. Aragama 
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M.MA MAPURUMU BUDADASA I.A PARJDEVA MAHAR.AJA APA YA+ Queen 
{Ap.Vl.No.48) CR. Anuradhapura 
MOGGALLANA 
, . MOCHA .... (Ap.Vl.No.49) Puvarasanku)am 
KUMARADASA 
RA.• MAHA KUMARATASA RAJA ABAYA 
(Ap.Vl.No.50) Nagirlkanda 
MOGGALLANA U 
MA MAPURUMU BUDASA DAt..AMUGALANA MAHARAJl APA YA 
(Ap.Vl.No.51) CRD. Nilagama 
Unidentified K1ngs 
R.~nsA RAJA (Ap.Vl.No.52) 
R.?* GAMAKA ABA RAJA (Ap.Vl.No.53) 
R.• GMfil.Jl ABA RAJA (Ap.Vl.No.54) 
m. YATALAKA TISA MAHARAJA (Ap.Vl.No.55) 
M! .. .ABA MAHARAJA.... (Ap.VLNo.55) 
DOBATIKA RAJANA (Ap.VLNo.56) 
•MAHA YA (KAN!) MAHAl,.Al<A ASA LAY A 
(Ap.Vl.No.57) 
R. MAHADAl,.I MAHANA RAJA (Ap.Vl.No.58) 
• SARATARAYA (Ap.Vl .No.58) 
Mutugalla 
De.malamal·viharn 
lratlaperiyaku)am 
RG. Riigam 
Rugarn 
CRD. Ledo rugala 
Vessagiri 
CRG. Kataragama 
Kalaragama 
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APPENDIXVID 
Supplementary Ust of Inscriptions ·from CW Nicholas 
This list of names and titles has been supplied by CW Nicholas from a morc 
complete list of inscriptions in his possession. These. however. are not correlated 
with the inscriptions I have used as he has not supplied the details of the records in 
his possession. I met him loo late to avail myself of these records. (C. 
Contemporaries. P. Posthumous). 
VASABBA 
VAHABA MAHARAJ A: C. EZ.l, p 69; P . Tamm:tnnava; EZ.IV, p 217; [IC, Vol. U, Pl. 
r <1983) 45, 55,571 
MAHARAJA V AHABA YA: C Kumdldai; Sina~liyagala [IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 46]; 
P. Anuradhapura; Situlpavuva; EZ.I, p 211; 
EZ.111, p 116; [IC, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) 61, 64) 
MAHARAJ A VAHA YA; C. EZJV. p 237; [IC, Vol. U, Pt. I (1983) 53) 
V AHABA RAJA: C. Mac;lavala; TJSsa; Andarav!lva; [IC, Vol II, Pt. I (1983) 47, 49, 
50]; P. EZ.lll, p 166; Kac;ligala; Tiimaragala; 
Anuradhapura [IC, Vol. IT, PL I (1983) 54, 63, 
58, 59, 60} 
RAJA VAHABA:C Alut Hammillllvaf/C, Val II, Pl. I {1983) 51] 
UTARA 
UTARA MAHARAJ A: C. EZJV, p 217; [IC, Vol. U. Pt. I (1983) 57} 
DUTAGA 
DUTAGA MAHARAJA: C. Tamm!innava (IC, Vol. II, Pt. I (1983) 55) 
VANKANAS!KA T ISSA 
TISA MAHARAJ A: P. EZ.m, p 116; Anuradhapura; lamaragala, Situlpavuva; 
Anuriidhapura; EZJ, p 211; {IC, Vol. II, Pt. 1 
(1983) 60, 58, 59, 61, 63, 64) 
TISA RAJA: C. EZ.m, p 166; K.a~gala; (IC, Vol. ll, PL I (1983) 62, 541; Mavlla (IC, 
Vol. U, PL I (1983) 12- Pnrm111vita11a's 
identification of tile ntler is different} 
GAJAllAHUKA GAM~ 
MAHARAJ A GA:t A BA HU GAMll')ll ABAYA: C. Anuradhapura {IC, Vol. II, Pt. 1 
(1983) 58} 
MAHARAJ A GAM~T ABAYA C. An1.1radhapura; Vi lev:lva; [IC, Vol. n, Pt. I (1983) 
59, 60, 65]; Minvila; Tamaragala; Situ lpavuva; 
EZ.l, p 211; EZ.m, p 116; (IC, Vol. n, Pt. I 
(1983) 69, 63, 64, 61, 60} 
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G~ ABA RAJA: CPeriyakaQu; EZ.ffi, p 166; Tambala Gollll.va; /IC, VoL n, PL 
[ (1983) 66, 62, 71 / 
RAJA GAMANI ABAYA: C. Gogavliya [IC ll Pt I <1983) 67} 
MAHALLAKA NAGA 
NAKA MAHARAJ A: C. Timbirivava; Tammbnniikanda; [IC, Vol. 11, Pt. I (1983) 73, 
72]; P. Situlpavuva; Nelumpat Pok~; 
Minvila; (IC, Vol ll, Pt. I (1983) 38; IC, VoL II, 
Pt. n (1111pubd.) 95, 87, 88]; Nelugala; 
Ocappukallu, Anurildhapura {JC, Vol. ll, Pt. I 
(1983) 79, 76; IC, VoL 11, Pt. fl (u11pubd.) 92, 96/; 
EZ.l, p 255 
MAHANAKA RAJA: C. Somavati 
MAHALA RAJA: P. Ganekanda (IC, VoL n, Pt. I (1983) 77} 
BHA TII<A TJSSA 
BA TIY A TISA MAHARAJ A: P. Situlpavuva, Minvila [IC, Vol. fl, Pt. 11 (1111pubd.) 
85,88) 
TISA MAHARAJ A: P. EZ.JV, p 222 
BA TIKA RAJA: C. Gane.kllnda, Pahala Usgollliva {IC, Vol. U, Pt. 1 (1983) n, 83/ 
KANf!THA TISSA 
MAI) TISA MAHARAJA: C. Anuradhapura: Situlpavuva(IC, Vol U, Pt. U 
(mrpubd.) 86, 85}; Occappukallu; 
Anuradhapura El.I, p 255; Llnem11lai; [1C, Vol. 
U, Pt. Cl (unpubd.) 92, 96, 90]; Nelumpal 
PokuQa; Puvarasankujam [ I C, Vol. n, Pl. n 
(unp11bd.} 95, 101} 
TISA MAHARAJ A: C. Nelugala (JC, Vol. 11, Pt. I Cl983) 79} 
MAPARUMAKA MAI) TISA MAHA RAJA: C. Tammannava (IC, VoL 11, Pt. I I 
(1111pubd.) 91] 
S OUNAGA I 
SlRINAKA MAHARAJ A: C. Periyaka(lu (IC, VoL U, PL U (unpubd.) 1031: P. EZ.lV, p W 
VOHAluKA TISSA 
TISA MAHA RAJA. P. EZ.IV, p 227 
S IRINAGAD 
SIRINAKA MAHARAJA: C. Tui!birivava P. EZ.TV, p 227; [IC, VoL II, Pt. n 
(1111p11bd.) 108} 
JIO 
GOTHABBAYA 
RAJA MEKAV AN.A ASAY A: C. EZiv.p.227 {IC, Vol. fl, Pt. II (u11p11bd.) 108} 
MAHA.SENA 
MAHASENA MAHARAJA: C. Likolavava (1C, Vat. fl, P t. Il (1mp11bd.)112/; P. EZ.lll, 
p 177; Velangoll01 (EN, pp 75-76, No.19} 
MAPARUMAKA MAHASENA MAHARAJA: r. Karambagala [EZ IV. p 224] 
MAHASENA MAHARAJA A BA y A:. P. Naga.ragala 
MAPARUMAKA MAHASENA MAHARAJ A ABAYA: P. Bovattegala [EN, p 93 
No.10} 
SIRIMEGllAVA~A 
SARIMEKA VA~A ABA MAHARA}A: C. EZ.lfl, p 177; Deberahela; Namaluva; 
Debelgala, Pokui;iuvita; Nagaragala;, ROgam. 
SlRlMEKAVAN.A MAHARAJAAPAYA: C. Karambagala 
MEKAVAN.A ABA RAJA: C. Mam;lagala (IC, Vol. 11, Pl. U (unpubd.) No. 109. This 
rttord lins been nsmbed to Gotl1iibl1nyn by 
Pnrnnnv iln11nJ 
ABA MAHARAJA: C. N3malu va 
JETIHA TISSA D 
JEf A TISA MAHARAJA: C. Vejangolla [EN, (1.991) pp 75-76, No.191 
JET A TISA MAHARAJ A APA YA: C. Bovattegalo [EN 11991), p 93, No.10} 
SIRJ MEKAJETA TISA MAHARAJA APA YA: P.EZ.111. p122. 
BUODHADASA 
BUDADASA MAHASENA MAHARAJ A: C. EZ.111, p 122, CA.m , p '1fJ7. 
UPA TISSA I 
IETA TISA RAJA: P. P<'lnama /EN, (1991) p 74, No.11} 
MAHAN AMA 
BUDADASA TARIPALA MAHANAMlKA JET A TISA MAHARAJA APA YA: C. 
Tissa (EZ. VII, p 111] 
MAHANA>\AA MAHARAJA: C. CA.Ill, p 207 [EN, (1991) p 89, Nos.19&20] 
KHUODA P AIUNDA 
MAPURUMU BUDADASA l.A PARIDEVA MAHARAJ A APAY A: C. EZ.IV, p 113. 
TlRITARA 
SARA TARA YA: P. EZ.111, p 218 (EZ VI, pp n5-220/ 
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DATHJYA 
MAHA DAW MAHANA RAJA: C. EZ.lll.p 218 [EZ. Vl, pp 215-220/ 
KUM ARA DHA TUSENA 
MAHA KUMARATASA RAJA APA YA; C. EZ.!V, p123 
MOGGALLANA ll 
MAPURUMU BUDASA DA{.I MUGALANA MAHARAJA: C. EZIV, p 294 
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APPENDIX IX 
The genealogical table of the kings in section I based on data from the inscriptions 
and the Culavaritsa. The genealogy based on the inscriptions only is 
indicated by ----
'L~A.lltlA 
r 
( jitadevi: Pottha ?) 
r----------------~-------------- ---, 
~A_£l~f~~_I~~ !rf_!.BA_~A1~~lb- ~lA_G~~~~~ 
GAJABAHUKA GAMAN.I MAHALLAKA NAGA 
- - (MhV. CitfTe;"J-- - (uvARAJA-NAKA)° 
----,---
r-------------------~------- -----i 
.6.1-iAil~T~:-diffors) ~Al'J.!JII:!!\ .J~~ ( Mitabi) 
SJRJ tt A.Gh.l (§1~.~) 
r--
, 
V0Ht RJKA TISSA ABHAYANAGA 
SIRJNAGAII 
--c = = ~ ------ _5 ~~!~~I) I . 
VIJAYA KUMARA 
I 
JETTHA TISSA II 
KUJ\1CANAGA KHUJJA NAGA 
I SANGHA TISSA 
MAHASENA 
I SIRISANGHABODHI 
--,---
r -------~--------, 
. . 
KIRTISIRIMEGHA VAN. N.A JETTHA TISSA II 
MITTASENA 
PAt)lr;>U 
..!'6.~N_p,b 
TJMITARA 
DATHIYA 
PJ'fHIYA 
I 
KASSAI'A 
DHATUSENA 
I 
- - - - i ( Mhv differs) 
'll.UJ?Ql:!f\Q&S.6 
UPATISSA 
I 
MOGGALLANA I 
~_p~_ 
MOGGALLANA U 
-_---r---
KIRTIS11UMi::c1 IA 
r 
------------, 
MAHAN AMA 
---1--
SOTHISENA 
I 
CHA'l1'HAGGAHAKA + 
SILAKALA 
DA THAPABHUTI 
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APPENDIXX 
The inscriptions used for the study of Section III. 
Kassapa III 
Garar:u;ligala Inscription 
APAYDALSIVA 
Rassahela Rock Inscription III 
VAHAKA MAHARAJA 
Veherakema Inscription 
Rassahela Rock Inscription I & II 
Madagama-vihara I and 11 
Archaeological Museum, Anuradhapura 
Tammannagala-vihara 
Ambastala Cetiya, Mihintale 
Abhayagiri-viha.ra, Anuradhapura 
Burrows' Pavilion Inscriptions 
Kuccaveli Rock Inscription 
Tiriyay Rock Inscription 
Trikayastava Inscription, Mihintale 
Indikatusaya Copper Plaques 
EZ.III, pp 195-199 (No.19) 
CJS.ll, p 112 (No.45) 
ASCAR, 1911-12 (Ap.F.209) 
EZ.IV, pp 169-176 (No.20 iii) 
EZ.IV, pp 142-143 (No.17.i) 
CJS.II, pp 182-198 (No.594) 
EZ.IV, pp 169-176 (No.20.i. and ii) 
EZ.IV, pp 143-144 (No.17.ii and iii) 
EZ.IV, pp 144-145 (No.17.iv) 
EZ.IV, pp 148-149 (No.17.vi) 
EZ.IV, pp 146-148 (No.17 v) 
ASI, No.976 
EZ.IV, pp 149-150 (No.17.vii) 
EZ.IV, pp136-141 (No.16.i-v iii) 
EZ.III, pp 158-161 (No.13) 
EZ.IV, pp 151-160 (No.18) 
EZ.IV, pp 312-319 (No.39) 
EZ.IV, pp 242-246 (No.31) 
EZ.m , pp 199-212 (No.20) 
EZ.IV, pp 238-242 (No.30) 
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1. Va1lipuram 57. Dambulla 
2 . Naval Niravi Malai 58. Gara(lc;l.igala 
(Periyapuliyankulam) 59. Ambulambe (Atabandivava) 
3. Alut Haounilli!va 60. Nllagama 
4. Tiriyay 61. Velangolla 
s. Kuccaveli 62. Nuvarakanda 
6. Nacciyarmalai 63. Patahamulla 
7. iraitaperiyakulam 64. Ranagirimac;ia 
8. Tor;Ugala (NCP) 65. Jahapagama (Tittavela) 
9. Nagirikanda 66. Periyakac;iu-vihara 
10. Vilevava 67. Aragama 
11. Tambala Gollava 68. Kumburulei;ia 
12. Natiukanda 69. Ridi-vihara 
13. Sinac;liyagala 70. Madagama-vihara 
14. Occappukallu 71. Mac;lavala (Galauc,la-viMira) 
15. Archaeological Museum- 72. DUvegala 
Anurad ha pura 73. Molahitiyavelegala 
16. Perumaiyanku!am 74. DimbuJagala 
17. Abhayagiri 75. Nelugala 
18. Thuparama 76. Veragoc;lagala 
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